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FEDERAL PUBLIC RECORDS LAW

(Part 1)

TURSDAY, MAWRH 80s 1965

Housr oF RorRSezNTATiWzV,
FonEIN OPmAnoNs AND

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SUDOOMMITI'E,
OF TUB COMMITFMR ON GOVERNMENT OPF.RATIONS,

Waahington, D..
Present: Congressmen John E. Moss (chairman of the subcom.

mittee), John S. Mona gan, Robert P. Griffin, and Donald Rlumsfeld,
Also piRsent: Samuel j. Archibald, chief, Government Information;

David Glick, chief counsel Benny L. Kass counsel; Jack Matteson,
chief investigator; Robert lanclhard, investigator; and J. P. Carlson,
minority counsel.

Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will be in order.
The Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommit.

tee begins consideration of bills introduced by 15 Members of the
House of Representatives to establish a Federal public records law.
The bills are'based on many years of study--in the House of Repre.
sentatives in the Senate and in the executive branch-of the prob.
lems created by restrictions on public access to Federal records.

Our task in these hearings will be to make a careful, objective
assessment of the testimony of witnesses who will have helpful corn
monts on the proposed solutions for Government information prob.
lems. We are faced with the challenge of reconciling, through estab.
lished democratic processes, often conflicting needs: the need for
people to be fully informed about the actions of their Government
and the need for protection of information which, if indiscriminately
disseminated, would make impossible the effective functioning of the
Government.

The legislation before this subcommittee is based ufton 10 yeers
of study fy, the Government Information Subcommittee In the House
of Representatives and upon careful and competent work by the Sen.
ate, particularly by the Administrative Practices and Procedure Sub.
committee under the chairmanship of Senator Edward V. Long of
Missouri. In the House0, the 10 years of study has p roved-among
other things-the unfortunate fact that governmenta-l secrecy tends
to grow as Government itself grows,

The obvious need for adequate information in a democratic society
needs no emphasis, for without the knowledge necessary to cast an
Intelligent vote, the value of the vote itself Is diminished,. And with.
out the fullest possible access to Government information, it is impos-
sible to gain the knowledge necessary to discharge the responsibilities
of citizenship.
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But it Is not easy to guarantee access to all Government information;
the protection of some types of information is as important as the
dissemination of others. As the Government grows, as more and more
Government services are provided, more and more information from
the private sectors of our lives is gathered by the Government. In
considering what information held -by the Government shall be avil.
able to all of the people, we must consider not only the need for, a well.
informed public bult also the need to protect the right of individual
privacy.

Many States of our Nation have solved this problem. Many State
legislatures have enacted public records laws, but the Federal Govern-
ment lags far behind. Mny civic and professional organizations have
r ecognied this shortcoming, and we will hear their testimony during
these hearings. Many Government officials and organizations of Gov.
ernment employees have recognized the need for clear guidelines to
point the way to solutions of Government information problems. We
will hear their testimony.

The lefelation before this subcommittee has been proposed to fill a
legal vol--a void into which executive agencies have moved because
of the ambiguities of the only general information laws which Congres
has passed. I know that no one supporting the legislation would want
to throw open Government files which would expose national defense
plans to hostile eyes. I do not believe, on the other hand, that Govern.
ment employees have any desire to impose the iron hand of censorship
on routine Government information. These two extremes are obvious.
Our task will be to work out an in-between solution which will guar.
antee the right of every citizen to know the facts of his Government
while protecting that inl6imation which is necessary to the function.
I of Aovernment.

{H.R. 5012 introduced by Hon. John E. Moss, of California,
follows:) [H.R. 8012, Rth Conx,, lot sel..

3104If* To mend setion1f1ofteIeieStttewt enttoheahotyo
l&dBri T omeers and agno11 o to withhold information and imit

Be it e~Wae4 by the Uei.e and Howe of Representatives of the United Rtatte
of Amros in 0 atsembled, That section 161 of the Revised Statutes of
the'United States (5 U.S.0, 22) Is amended to read as follows:

"am. 161. (a) The head of each Department is authorized to prescribe regu-
lations, not Inconsistent with law, for the government of his Departmen4 the
conduct of its officers and clerks, the distribution and performance of its buslnes,
and the cutody, use, and preservation of the records papers, and property&a rd n to It

a(b) e &cy shall, in accdance with published rules stating the Ume,
place, and procedure to be followed, make all its records promptly available to
any vsn Upon complaint; the district court of the UTnited States in the
district in which the complainant reeldes, or has his principal place of business
or in which the agency records that the complainant seeks are situated, shal
have jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from the withholding of agency records
and information and to order the production of any agency records or Infor.
mation Improperly withheld from the complainant. In such cases the court
shall determine the matter de novo and the burden shall be upon the agency
to sustain Its action, In the event of noncompliance with the court's order, the
district court may punish the responsible officers for, contempt. xcept as to
those causes which the court deems of greater importanc, proceedings before
the district court as authorized by this subsection shall take peedence on the
docket over all other causes and shall be assigned for hearing and trial at the
earliest practicable date and expedited In every way. As used In this subsection,
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the term 'agenc' means each authorIty (whether or not within or subject toreview by another agency) of the Government of the United States other thanon or the courts."IT) his section does not authorize withholding Information from the publicor limidtg the availability of records to the public except matters that are (1)specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret In the Interest of thenational defense or foreign policy; (2) related solely to the internal pesnnelrules and practices of any agency; (3) specifically exempted from disclose bystatute; (4) trade secrete and commercial or financial Information obtainedfrom the public and privileged or confidential; (5) Interagency or lntra-agencymemoranda or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy; (6) personneland medical files and similar matters the disclosure of which would constitute aclearly unwarranted Invasion of personal privacy; (7) Investigatory files com.piled for law enforcement purposes except to the extent available by law to aprivate party; and (8) contained In or related to examination, operating, orcondluon reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of any agencyresponsible for the regulation or supervision of financial Institutions."SIo. 2. All laws or parts of laws Inconsistent with the amendment made bythe first section of this Act are hereby repealed.
(The following identical bills were also introduced:)

H.R. 5018 by Bon. Dante B. Fascell of Florida.H.n. 5014 by Hon. Torbert H. Macdonald of Massachusetts.1.11, 5015 by Hon. Robert P. Griffin of Michigan.H.R. 5010 by Hon. Ogden R. Reid of New York.H.R. 5017 by Hon. Donald Rumsfeld of Illinois.H.n. 5018 by Hon. Ed Eldmondson of Oklahoma.
H.R. 5019 by Hon. Thomas b. Ashley of Ohio.HR. 5R020 by Hon. Richard D. McCarthy of New York.H.n. 5021 by Hon. Charlotte T. Reid of Illinois.U.R. 5237 by Hon. Sam Gibbons of Florida.H.R. 5406 by Hon. Robert L. Leggett of California.H.R. 5520 by lon. James H. Scheuer of New York..H. 5583 by Hon. Edward J. Patten of New Jersey.HR. 6172 by Hon. Charles A. Mosher of Ohio.
H.R. 6780 by Hon. Jack Edwards of Alabama.H.R. 7010 by Hon. William B. Widnall of New Jersey.
H.n. 7161 by Hon. John N. Erlenborn of Illinois.

Our first witness this morning will be Norbert A. Sohlei, AssistantAttorney General.
Mr. Schlei, would you come forward I

STATEMENT OF NORBERT A. SOLEI, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GEN.ERAL, OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF 3USTIOE;ACCOMPANIED BY WEBSTER P. MAXS0N, DIRECTOR, OFICE OFADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE, DEPARTM OF IUSTIOE
Mr. Somm. Yes indeed, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

mnn.
It is a pleasure for me to appear before this committee, Air. Chair-man, and I thank the chairman and the subcommittee for giving methis opportunity to appear.I might si y that as a Californian, it is a particular pleas uretappearbefore the chairman of this subcommittee, and I only wish to~t.I wasable this morning to be more aflirmative than I am going to be in thecourse of my testimony.
I have a statement which I would like to present.Facilities for collecting and disseminating news and information areof special significance ii a democracy. Our communications mediaare unequaled elsewhere in the world and constitute an invaluable

national asset.
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The United States has some 20,200 newspapers and magazines. In
1964 our daily and Sunday newspapers printed more than 18 billion
copies. A single weekly news magazine currently claims almost 18
million readers. At the present time the number of broadcast radio
and television stations operating in this country is 7 57. In the last
few years extensive sales of automobile radios andsmanll, portable
transistor receivers have given a new mobility to the listening and
viewing habits of our highly mobile society. It is eatinted that there
are now in regular use af least 62 million television sets and 214 million
radio receivers-03 percent of all Ameriean homes are said to be
equipped with television sets.

The increasing attention of Americans to public affairs is responsible
in part for the expansion of our broadcast facilities. Broadcast indus-
try spokesmen report a growing public demand, particularly In tele.
vision, for the so-called public afairs specials, discussion prograins,
and inter'views with public figures prominent in the news, its well as
more complete news coverage generally.

Through our extensive comnunicaitions facilities, the American
public has become the best informed society in the history of the world,
The real significance of this development lie in the strength which it
adds to the fulfillment of the promise of American democracy. The
steady flow of information concerning public affairs to all Americans,
wherever located and0 whatever their status, in truly the lifeblood of our
democratic system.

A genuine democracy is governed by the composite Judgments of
Its people. Unless those judgments are informed judgments of neces-
sity the system ultimately will fail, and until sum tine as It does, It
cannot be a real democracy without an informed public.

Therefore where the press and other observers of public events may
be wrongfully shut off from sources of information, democracy suffers.

Indeed, the damage wrought in any particular instance may be far
greater than the deiial of public understanding which results direct
Yrom nondisclosure. Unjustifiable secrecy in public affairs breeds
distrust, suspicion, and rumor, and these are the most insidious of allenemies of enlightenment. No problem is of greater ultimate conse-
quence to the sucess of our democratic system-than the fundamental
problem of public information,

The considerable frequency with which the President discusses
developments, formally and informally) with representatives of the
news media evidences his earnest desire to keep the public as fully
informed as possible concerning governmental affairs. As for the
Department of Justice I can assure you that the Attorney General
is determined that this Department shall stand second to none in mak.
ing available to the American people, to the press, and to Interested
individuals all of the information in the possession of the Depart-
ment which properly can be disclosed.

In general, I am sure that no group more fully appreciates the need
for public understanding of the functions and operations of govern-
ment than that relatively small body of individuals who are the heads
of the Federal departments and aecles. Every such official knows
or soon learns from some part of his own experf-nce that nothing in
public service can be more frustrating than to toil in an area of ide.
spread public misunderstanding. In such situations he sees govern.
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ment in its most unsatisfactory, most difficult, and generally most in-
effectual form.

At the same time, if our system is to surmount its challenges, dis.
closure must always accord with the public interest. A successful
democracy will never be built upon freedom of information achieved
simply by affording to any and all persons unrestricted access to offi.
cial information. -Because of the scope and complexity of modern
government, there are, literally, of infinite number situations wihem
in information in the hands of the government must be afforded
varying degrees of protection against public disclosure. The possi.
bilities of injury to private and public interests through ill-considered
publication are limitless. And again, no one quite so full appreci.
ates the necessity for nondisclosure as the public official who is charged
with the custody of the records Involved and the administration of the
program to which they relate.
Tie problem, so-called, of public information Is therefore a very

real problem and a very difficult one. Mr. Paul donrad, as spokes.
man for some 22 daily newspapers in the State of Washington, do,
scribed it well in a letter to Senator Ma uson in 1008 in support
of the Senate bill to revise the public rhormation section of the
Administrative Procedure Act, S. 1606, it the 88th Congress. Mr.
Conrad wrote:

If ours Is In fact a government by and for the people, then there is a place
for secrecy and a place for easy access to Information about government.
Democracy rteiilres nhiny deliate ialanes, and this it one. Too much
secrecy, or too free access, can render a great disservice to the people.

The "delicate balance" to which this letter refers often requires the
most sensitive of jud ents. The basic thrust of H.R. 5012, the bill
before .this sulwommilttee, Is to eliminate any applicaiton of Judg-
ment to questions of disclosure or nondisclosure, and to substitute,
therefor, a simple, self-executing legislative rule which would auto.
matically determine the availability to any person of all records in
the nomaosion of all agencies, except Congress and the courts.

The bill would reserve to the President authority to classify as
"secret" information in two designated areas--national defense and
foreign policy. However, even in these two areas, the bill seeks to
prohibit nondisclosure except as the President, by Executive order,
identifles the matters which he has determined must be kept secret
and specifically requires that they be withheld. Otherwise, however,
H.R. b012 attempts to leave nothing to Executive discretion.

I respectfully submit, Mr. Chairman, that this approach is Im-
possible and can only be fatal to this committee's undertaking. There
lsno way, I submit of eliminating judgment from the means we use
to resolve this problem, and substituting for that judgment a verbal
formula to be applied by another branch of government which is
not charged with responsibility for execution of the laws The prob.
lm Is too vast, too protean, to yield to any such solution.

I do not Mr. Chairman, coe prepared this morning to document
in detail tIe particular ways in which H.R. 5012 would adversely
affect the public interest. The other departments and agencies,
each in turn will do that Job of documentation as to the types of
records and Information with which each Is particularly concerned.
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I a sense, therefore, my testimony is a preface or introduction to
the reports and testimony of the rest of the executive branch.

I come to express the basic thesis to which we believe the detailed
evidence leads: that there is no form of words that can protect the
public interest well enough to justify substitutin that form of
words for 11"eeautive judgment" and Id'iscretion"; that the f4ult is
not with the draftsmanship of this proposl but with its approach.

There Is one other point that I would like to make in some detail.
In its consideration of the bill which resulted in the act of August
12, 1958, Public Law 86419, amending 5 U.S.C. 22 to add the pro.
vision now sought to be deleted, Congress had before it a complete
exposition of the doctrine of Executive privilege and its history and
development. Since it is set forth fully in the legislative history
of that amendment, I shall not present it again at this time.

As the legislative history of the 1958 amendment demonstrates,
Congre at that time acknowledged the basic proposition that, under
our -hndamental principle of separation of powers, the Constitution
fixes the boundaries between the three coequal branches of our Gv.
emnment, and no act, of any branch can diminish, remove, or other.
wise impinge upon the constitutionally derived authority of another
branch,

The 1958 amendment was enacted and approved by the President
only upon nssurauces in the House and Senate debates that the amend.
ment did not upset or (imiinish any power of the Executive which he
derived from the Constitution.

President Johnson has made It clear that, like President Kennedy
before him, lie believes the doctrine of Execulive privilege slioufl
be used as sparingly as possible, in situations whore its use'is clearly
and urgently neeesary. He has sought to prevent abuse of the
doctrine by directing *that It not be asserted except in situations
where he has personally reviewed the matter and authorized Its use.
As a result, the doctrine has never once been used during this
administration (see p, 202).

However, thils attitude on the part of this administration, while
strongly maintained is of course, a matter of poliy rtther than
of law and does not reilect any change In the applicable law. And
in the present consideration tie same basic proposition of constitu.
tional law Is again applicable to the same question.

H.R, 5012, like It.R. 2787 in the 85th Congress, which became the
1058 amendment, cannot impinge upon the constitutionally derived
authority of the Executive to withhold documents of the executive
branch where, in his discretion, he determines that the public Interest
requires that, they be withheld. Since H.R. 5012, by its terms seeks
to limit the Executive In the exercise of his constitutional autiority
to determine whether executive documents are to be disclosed, by
setting forth in subsection (o) limited exceptions to the absolute dis.
closure requirement of subsection (b) the bill would contravene the
s ration of powers doctrine and would be unconstitutional.

Although the provison of the bill for judicial relief is unclear, if it
would remove from the executive branch to the Judloil branch the
authority to determine, do novo, whether documents of the Executive
are to be disclosed or not dislosed, that provision is also unconstitu.
tonal on the mune ground.
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H.R. 5019, like H.R, 2767 in the 8oth Congress, can result in a valid
enaotment only if it leaves undisturbed the inherent authority of the
executive branch to govern the disclosure and nondisclosure of its
record&

In sum, Mr. Chairman we believe that H.R. 6012 is unwise in that
it seeks to resolve a terriAy complex problem in a too simple way that
does not recognize the comn plexities involved. Further, to the extant
that the bill would seek to shift to the judicial branch a constitutional
prerogative of the Executive, we believe It would he unconstitutional,

Again, Mr. Chairman, I thank the chairman and the subcommittee
for lis opportunity to appear.

Mr. Moss. Thanli you, Mr. Schel.
Mr. Monagan.
Mr. MOXAOAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I find some difficulty in this position, viewed from the point of view

of a legislative committee and in the light of the experience that I have
had and I know other members of the committee have had in at.
tam)tinl to get information from the executive branch.

The difficulty with this position is that. it. seems to me to leave the
standard entholy within tie executive branch, which Is in a sense say.
ing that the executive branch could never err, could never have a
faulty or Illegal basis let's say, for withholding information.

I have seen example in which t congresional committee, in the
pursuit of its legitinuito activities wiflt relation to the foreign aid pro.
gram, has soug it to get information from the executive branch and
flas been met by the assertion of executive privilege. .

This hIa We made in different situations. I will not go into the
varieties now, Some of them are more complicated and more difficult
than others.

But even in a case in which there was an executive session and a
confidential situation where the disclosure would only be to the com-
mittee itself, we have been met by a refusal.

And, as a practical matter, even though a committee may throw its
weight around, may have conferences, and so forth, about the only
thing you can do about-it if you are left, with the standard that you
prpose is to bring somebody before the Congress and charge him with
contempt of Congres, And that is a very extreme and impractical
method of procedure,

So that am sugting to you that you are not permitting us to
take any halfway stop or to move at all In the direction of setting up
some standard whereby tids information could be judged and- the
validity of the request could be determined.

Mr. SotLtI. Congressman let me begin answering your question
by saying that I would not deny that there are examples of abuse in
this area. It is obvious; it li clear. This committee has brought
out many such examples in Its operations.

However, I would suggest, as you perhaps indicated, that there are
lots of ways for this committee rad for the legislative branch gener-
ally to exert pressure on the executive when the executive
interpreta--IMr. MONAGAK. I have hot sugpsted that any of them would be
effective, though. I do not believe that they would,
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Mr. Soi t. Well, I have certainly seen many examples of the quick
production of Information at tle request of a congressional committee
that was not forthcoming perhaps at the request of someone else
earlier.

Aly experience has been that the pressure exerted by such bodies as
this committee is very effective and Is very salutary and helpful and
healthful to the process of government.

lut when there is a collision, what Is occurring is something that
occurs not infrequently in our system of separation of powers. 'here
Are legislative prerogatives that the executive may not touch and that
the JdI lin branch may not touch.

The judicial branch will refuse to entertain a challenge to the quail-
flcations of a legislator, for example although he may be clearly
unuqalifled to tao his seat in terms o? standards in the Constitution
and perha ps in the law of his State. Congress is made the sole judge
of the qualifleations of its Members by the Constitution, and the other
branches may not meddle.

There is a remedy for misuse of executive prerogative and legis-
lative prerogative and judicial prerogative, which is to go to the people
and to use tie political process as a remedy against suchi abuses.

_ think that the political process within tie three branches of the
Government corrects many abuses. And the forum that there Is-and
it. is a highly effective one-for any abuse of prerogative that is not
reaclablo by that process is to go to the people, and the press will be
quick I think to bring to the attention of the public abuses in the field
of public information.

Mr. Moss. Would you yield at that point ?
Mr. MONAoAN. Yes.
Mr. Moss. On this matter of the courts not being willing to look at

the qualification of a legislator, have not the courts in tlie last few
years opened a very broad new area where historically from the very
beginn ng of thie republic up until the time of the Tennessee case
before thie Court, Bake'--

Mr. 8011M. Baker v. OarrP
Mr. Mosm. Yes. The courts would not look to a matter of appor.

tionment of a legislature. But they did.
Mr. Sout,.:. That is true, sir.
Mr. Moss. Have they moved into the legislative area then by ex-

panding their authority? Or have they expanded their authority5
What ive they done ? I I

Mr. SOMUL:. Well, if you ask for my personal view, Mr. Chairman,
it has been my opinion ainee I became a lawyer and first studied these
matters that the Si reme Court made a great error and refused to dis-
charge its constitutional function when it refused to hear the suit
of a voter who was denied an effective right to vote by malappar.
tionment.
. And that wrong decision, what I considered a wrong decision, was
in effect for some 25 years during which time.-I think it was about
that period of time-the Supreme Court and other Federal courts
did not look into apportionment matters.

fy view is that the 14th amendment should have been enforced
with respect to apportionment matters all the time. And the Court
has now returned to what it should have been doing.
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I do not think the Court has over tried to put aside any legislator's
election or to void any acts of a legislator. It has never gotten into
the qualifications of a particular lefi slator to sit.

Mr. Moss, I raised that because doubt if tlose are Immutable facts.
The courts do from time to time change their opinion as to the au.
thority of the courts.

Mr. Sciiit.l Well, that is true Mr. Chairman. I certainly hope
they do not try to do anything ahout the principle of separation of
powers, which I would consider a cornerstone of our whole system of
government, one of Its most basic principles.

Mr. Moss. I think right in the area in which your testimony Is
directed today that we would be able to put specific citations lin the
record where thio Court las assorted an authority to determine whet her
information would be made available or would not. So that this is
not. a clean slate that. we are going to start writing on today. This
is one where there is some reord.

111r. Summ. Of course there is, sir.
Mr. Moss. And It tends to support your views on occasion and the

views inherent in my legislative proposal on other occasions.
Thank you, Mr. Monagan.
Mr. MoNLIAN. Well, I agree With the chairman. My period of

intimnt acquaintance with constitutional law wits about 108T, and I
must say that ther is quito a difference in the adjudications of the
Court totky 1nd Mhit was considered to be the legitimate bounds of
constitutional law hi those days. But that is a different war. I do
not think we can get Into thatt at this time,

But just to take one specific instance. You spoke about the force of
public opinion. Well, the case that I have in mind was a sitnutionriwhich a subcommittee was interviewing witnesses from the executive
branch in an executive session, and, imlortantly, there wasi no con.
fidential matter Invol%-ed In the sense of being a security situation,
something that should not be disclosed to the public. At the same
time there was refusal in that instance to make the information
available, with the committee stating that it would not be made
public l)ut woul be used nly by thecommittee,

Now, as a practical matter, there is no waty that you can ,ope with
that situation. Theoretically, yes, yat coulil go through the process
of finding the witness Ili contempt and then bringing hilti before the
bar of tie House. lit.-

Mr. Sioiiixt, Congressman, may I ask whether that was not In the
previous administration, the Eisenhower administration?

Mr. MONAOAX. No, because this was in-well 1 cannot give you
the ditto, It was this subcommittee, and while Air. |lardy was chair.
man of the subcommittee, so It was about 1060 1 would say.

Mr. ScULm. Well, I recall, Congresman1 that when the Kennedy
ndIministration took offmeo there xas a pending controversy with the
Eisenhower administration over AID records, and I think the Comp.
troller General was Involved in the controversy In some way.

I did not. personally participate in the resolution of that, but I
understood that It was compromised in some way, and it lhae not since
arisen again.

Mr. MoXA n.~, I would not say that it was resolved on the slde
of making the information available, It was resolved on the side of
not takinir any further steps.

45-.18-05--pt, 1-2
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Mr. Griffin was on the subcommittee.
Mr. GwniN. I am trying my best to remember the specific instance.

M general recollection is in agreement with thegentlemnan.
W. Moss. I believe it involved a case where if the law had been

followed to its ultimate, the payment of certain funds would have
been ruled illegal by the Comptroller General as a result of a statu.
tory provision In one of the foreli aid authorization acts.

Mr. Souuz. Something about the inspector general's office.
Mr. Moss. It involved the office of the inspector general in the

Agency for International Development. And It was resolved, as
many of these conflicts are, by both sides backing down a little moving
Into the Fray ar of accommodation, rather than a siiowdown oneither sid-

Mr. Soum. Well if I may offer the view very respectfully, Mr.
Chairman, I think lat that way of resolving these (lisputes is very
often the best way of resolving them from the standpoint of the public
interest, and that we are all better off because that was the case.
There was no clear-cut victory on either side.

Mr. MONA(OAN. Mr. Chairnman, I am sorry Mr. Hardy is not here.
I am sure h could comment much more pungently than I on the
solution. But perhaps the staff could check the fact.

(The material referred to follows:)

STA V M OANDUM
MAY T, 195.

To: Congressman John ID, Moss.
From: Benny L. Kass.

The facts discussed referred to an investigation In 1961 by Foreign Oprttlous
and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the House Committee on Governmuent
Operations, under the chairmanship of Representative Porter Hardy. The sub-
committee began an Investigation Into the operations of the International Coop.
erative Administration programs In Peru and attempted to obtain the necessary
documents and reports. Although a formal claim of "executive privilege" never
was made, State Department witnesses who appeared before the subcommittee
were Initially Instructed by their department not to testify. When President
Kennedy learned of this matter, he immediately ordered the insfiuctions reminded,
and 24 hours later the witnesses were ready to cooperate with the subcommittee.

Mr. GRiFFmi. Peihaps this Is an instance in which the committee
should provide the witness with a memorandum, instead of the other
way around, and ask him to comment.

Mr. MONAOA. I merely make the point that there are difficulties
that we could find a formula for that would not be reached by the
approach that is taken by the witness.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. V!r. Griffin,
Mr. GramN'. Mr. Chairman, I want to apologize first for being a

little bit late. I was attending to other, d tles also important to a
Congressman. On this particular occasion, a ninth-gride class of
Western Junior High School, of which my son is a member, is visit-
inr this committee room to get a firsthand view of our Congress inaction.

Mr. Schlei, I will not attempt to interrogate you. I would com-
ment, however that I am disappointed that the thrust of your state-
ment is a complete rejection of the bill.

I can understand that the bill may not be perfect and that perhaps
there are other areas that should be exempt. As I read your state*
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sent, I found no suggestions of that nature, merely that the question
of what should be made public Is a matter of bureaucratic judgment.

You do not want legislative udgment In this field. You do not
even limit the judgment to the President. Presumably it would be
bureaucratic judgment, and we would be left with their decision I

Mr. Stuim. Well, I think, Congressman, that the points that I
would make are first, that there has to be a residue somewhere for
discretion, that It is not possible to create a closed number of cate.
gores, any number of specific categories, without the possibility of
disastrous oversight; that there has to be a catchall category, If you
like, that leaves some discretion.

And I think that, secondly, there has to be a preservation of the
constitutional executive erogative. Now, that does not have to be
given to every bureaucra, as you say. I personally would think that
it ought not to be confined by any legislative proposal to the President
himself. Perhaps to the heads of departmentss or agencies.

I would not take tho position that the exercise of that discretion
could not be confined by legislative enactment to a limited number of
officials.

But I think that. there has to be a preservation of the constitutional
prerogative, Somebody has to have it, retain it. And, secondly,
there has to be a preservation of a category that allows n discretionary
withholding when it is considered essential in the public interest.

41fr. GRFFzX. Well, T think it should h be regirstpred ii the recordI
that there is a good deal of opinion to question whether there is a
constitutionally derived Executive privilege. Certainly there is a
lot of question about. the scope of it. I will not try to argue that here
but jiist register that Executive privilege is not necemarily accepted
by all members of this subcommittee, as you might expect.

Mr. Scirr. I do understand.
Mr. Gnt, fN. I want. to associate myself generally with the open.

ng statement mnde by the chairman o? the subcommittee and express
the hope that these hearings will be fnitful In developing good lea.
isleotion: perhaps improve the bill that I joined in introducing. The
legislation should make it possible for the public, and particularly
congress , to get more information about. what is going on in our
Government.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Wank you.
Mr. Schlei, I would like to turn to page 8 of your statement.
Mr. Scmf,. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. It comments upon the legislative history of the 1958

amendment in a manner which is contrary to my recollection of that
history, in which I participated very actively.

Yot say:
The 1958 amendment was enacted and approved by the President only upon

assurances In the House and Senate debates that the amendment did not upset
or diminish any power of the Executive which he derived from the Oonstitutlon.

I refer to that history in one exchange with Mr. Johansen of
Michigan. I will read his question:

May I interrupt the gentleman at this point, because I think in my own mind
I now have the nub of the issue. If this bill were adopted, what discretionary
authority does the department head have to withhold information where It is
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not specifically provided by law that ho must withhold information? Is there
surviving with the adoption of this bill a discretionary authority In the de.
apartment head to withhold Information?

My response:
I want to be very careful on this language, because the gentleman Is asking

me It there Is an Inherent authority, as has been claimed by every Ex~'ecutive
from Washington to Eisenhower. Would say that If there Is such authority,
If there Is that Inherent iwer, It Is not affected by this change In this stat-
ute, But I will not concede that the broad and naked power claimed does
exist In that. I want that very clear In my response. If It exists, It Is not
affected.

Throughout those hearings and throughout the debate in the House
and in a statement following the message of President Eisenhower
when he signed the legislation, I went To extreme lengths, was ex-
tremely cautious, to make it very clear that, as the spokesman for the
committee and as an exposition of my own views, we did not recog-
nize anything. We did say that if it existed we were not, by that
statute, upsetting it. We could not.

Neow, can the Congress write law requiring information to be sup.
pliedl to the Government?

Mr. Sctjut. To be supplied to other branches of the Government V
Mr. Moss. Yes, to the executive branch. I think here we will

confine our discussion to the executive branch.
Mr. Soir.Ex. Well, now, I do not quite understand--
Mr. Moss. All of the executive departments and agencies. I would

exclude from the executive branch of the Government the independent
regulatory commissions.

Mr. Sc ILi. I see. But the law would require that the executive
branch supplyinformation to the public?

Mr. Moss. No; it would require-
Mr. Sct rm. Or to the Legislature I
Mr. Moss (continuing). That the public supply information to the

executive branch.
Mr. Soqim,. Oh, yes indeed; sir.
Mr. Moss. All right. Can the Congress then direct that that

Information be either privileged or widely available to anyone who
seeks it?

Mr. Svnmq. Yes; it can, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. In other words, the Congress has the right to say John

Q. Citizen: "Your e going to respond to this questionnaire of the
Government under penalty 1 '.

Mr. Smi.rn. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss (continuing). "If you're inaccurate," and It can frther

direct, once the executive received this information, the manner in
which it can be disposed of or treated ?

Mr. Srmm. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. Now, much of the information that we are discussing

here is Information which is supplied the Government as a result of
the requirement of law is It not I

Mr. Hoiuiz.. Some of it certainly is, yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. A great portion of it is; is it not ?
Mr. SCHMLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. M oss. Does the Congress then have the authority, having

failed to do It at the time it originally authorized the executive to
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require this information, to come in now and direct the manner or
the rules which would govern the use of this information ?

Mr. SnL.EI I think, Mr. Chairman, that there is no question that
there is a legislative power to refflate the handling and the avail-
ability of that information. ButI Twould also take lie position that
there is a residual constitutional authority in the President and the
heads of the executive departments in particular situations to assert
executive privilege.

Mr. Moss. All' right. Can the Executive require the public to
supply information under penalty of law if they fail to give it
correctly

Mr. SczILM. No, sir. Not without sgpme legislative authority, not
that I know of.

Mr. Moss. In other words, the executive, then, becomes the cus-
todian of the information which develops as i result of the require-
ment by law-

Mr. Sopt~m. Yes, sir.
M[r. Moss continuingg). Written by the Congress?
Mr. Solimp. Yes sir.
Mr. Moss. And lie does ot have an inherent authority, then, to

require that this information be supplied by the public?
MCr. Soim. No, sir; ie does not that I know of.
Mr. Moss. None at all ? Well, then, I want to express the same die.

appointment expressed by my colleague Mr. Grifti that we would be
faced here with a rejection, a blanket rejection, of any possible amend-
ment to law affecting records held by the Government and the right
and sometimes the need of the public to have orderly access to them.

Mr. Soin ii. Well, I-
Mr. Moss. I think it would have been far more constructive had the

Department of Justice broken this down and dealt with the areas
where they felt Congress could properly direct the method of use or
disposal and those areas where they felt there was a strong privilege
vested in the Executive.

Now, we are not trying to reach executive privilege. I do not know
what it is. It has been variously stated by various Presidents. Some
have claimed that you could delegate it down to the lowest echelon of
the career service and that they could act with all the power of the
President. 'And others have said that only the President can order,
in each and every instance, withholding of information.

Now, I do not know where It is. And the Justice Department does
not know where it is,

Mr. Soait. Well, I can tell you, Mr. Chairman, that in this admin-
istration the President has made it clear that he is going to exercise
the right of personal approval of each proposed instance -

Mr. Moss. All right.
Mr. Sontr&r (continuing). Although I do not think he takes the

position that as a matter of law he is obliged to do that, but he thinks
tat he should do that, and he has indicated that he will.
Mr. Moss. All right; fine. Now, we are not trying to get at that

Instance where the President is going to claim executive pri vilege, be-
cause, as a matter of practical fact, we cannot can wel

Mr. Soanar. I gmess not, sir.
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Mr. Moss Now, we could do it this way: We could amend the Con-
stitution, if we could get the concurrence of the legislatures of three-
quarters of our States, without the need of the President to express
approval or disapproval.

Mr. Soubu. That is right, sir. There is no veto power on a
constitutional amendment.

Mr. Moss. We could say the President has no inherent powers, that
his are specifically set forth in this document, and that is all they are,
could we not I

Mr. Soj.rar Yes sir.
Mr. Moss, We L not want to do that. That would be rather

extreme,
Mr. SOHL. I should think so.
Mr. Moss. We could probably in our a p propriations say that the

funds we appropriate cannot be used to ma ntain any records that are
not availab le to the public, that we are not going to make these tax-
payers pay for something they cannot see. We could do that.

Mr. SOHLuX. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. That would be extreme, disruptive of orderly govern.

ment.
So we are not trying to get at Executive privilege. This is the

area where Congress and the President and the courts are going to
continue to adjust and accommodate.

What we are trying to get at here is a requirement that departments
and agencies of the Government set forth very clearly the rules and
regula-tions governing access to information and that they make in.
formation available unless it is withheld in the interest of national
defense or by some statutory authority given by the Congress.

Now, you recognize the right of Congress to enact, a statute directing
the disposal of certain types of this information. You have a, reser-
vation, and I imagine this reservation goes to the so-called Internal
working papers.

Mr. SHLm. Yes, sir. That is one category of documents.
Mr. Moss. And reflecting in many instances the final official acts of

departments and officials of Government.
Mr. $0HUu. Yes, sir,
Mr. Moss. And here you feel we have no right to act?
Mr. Sonu r. Well, I ihink, Mr. Chairman, that the comnliittee hase-

that the Congr has every iight to legislate with respect to the ordi.
nary handling of Government information. But I think that there
is a residual Executive prerogative to withhold despite any legislation
in a situation where the national interest demands it in the considered
judgment of the Executive.
That is the traditional concept of Executive privilege. I have not

taken the position that no legislation could be constitutional in this
area by any meas.

Mr. Mos. We do not challenge that right to withhold for the
national interest, because we specifically require it by Executive order
to be kept secret in the interest, of the national defense or foreign
Po Now, that is very broad. That means that any of these
documents that are of sufficient signiflance to the security of this Na.
tion or to the interests of this Nation as it deals with other nations
can, by appropriate designation, be excluded from the provisions of
this act,
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We recognize that there are going to be certain needs to keep some
of this information locked up. And the Executive order which is
applicable In this instance I believe is Executive Order 10501, where
t le President authorizes the departments and agencies to appro-
priately classify and lays out the guidelines for classification, which
In my judgment are observed far more In the breach than in the
performance. But, nevertheless, they are observed, and they are top
secret, secret, and confidential.

Now they are not supposed to be affecting the national security
unless they are classifed, are they?

Mr. Sourm. Well---
Mr. Moss. The whole objective of the Executive order is to have a

category in which you can place and identify this information, so that
it is secure.

Now, what hardship is imposed there I What Infringement of the
Executive right or responsibility is diminished by this provision of
the proposed-lemislation I

Mr. Soiimix. Mr. Chairman, I may have misunderstood the pro.
posal here, I did not understand that the legislation contemplated
te Issuance of a broad-gage Executive order which delegated author
ity and created categories of information.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Schlei, I thought we had such an Executive
order-

Mr. SOHLET, Well--
Mr. Moss. Touching upon security.
Mr. Sour&r. We have as to national defense information, but I take

it that we need, with our other problems, besides the national defense
security, information which we cannot freely let be made universally
available.

Just to give you an idea of some of the categories of documents
that occur to us in the Justice Department, you have such documents
as prisoners' files. Now, the medical information in those files would
be exempt from disclosure under exception G in the statute here, but
there would be no assurance that the rest of these files could be with.
held from the sensational press or gangsters or invidious in-laws or--

Mr. Moss. Are you not provided with statutory authority now on
those files?

Mr. Soizu. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Are you sure?
Mr. Sonuzi. Y6u, as a matter of fact., inquired about a year ago,

and I worked on the preparation of the response. And we have no
authority but the Constitution to withhold that information. And
also, for that matter, FBI reports are protected only by an opinion of
Attorney General Jackson baed on the Constitution.

Mr. Moss. Let's take the prisoner files. We have had prisoners
ever since this Nation first came into being.

Mr. SQHED. Of course, sir.
Mr. Moss. And if there is a need these to be kept from public view,

can we not have statutory authorityI Can we not sanction the pro.
tection whatever it might-be, that is required here?

Mr. AOCLU. Yes, M. Chairman. But the problem is-
Mr. Moss. Is there a better system than that of law? Is it a better

system to leave to the increasing number of Federal employees the sole
determination of what will and-will not be available ?
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Mr. Soniuu. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think it is possible to enact rules
in certain areas that will improve the situation for everybody. But ifyou t o cover the whole gamut of the public information problem in
the Fderal Government,--that is, in the executive branch-within the
compass of one statute, either you will not have enough exceptions to
cover some category of information that turns out to bNe crucial, or you
will have enough rules to cover the gamut and the result will be that
you actually shield more information than is now shielded.

I think that it is just too complicated, too ever-changing a problem
to be covered by a closed system of rules. If you have enough rules,
you end up with less information getting out because of the complexity
of the rule system that you establish.

I think that there are areas where the making of rules could clarify
the situation. It could make more information available than we now
have. It would relieve administrators of headaches that they would
like to be rid of. Make it available.

But I do not think that you can take the whole problem Federal
Government-wide and wrap it up in one package. Tlhtt is the basic
difficulty, I think, on which we founder here.

That is why the Federal agencies are ranged against this proposal.
Mr. Moss. Of course, that is an interesting statement--that the

Federal agencies are ranged against the proposal. I believe I have
had Justice, Treasury and the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service indicates a desire to come here and testify.

And, as I understand, over on the Senate ide last Yer there was
Justice, Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, and PFederal Trade
Commission,I This does not seem to me to indicate a broad conviction on the part
of the other departments and agencies-one, that the legislation would
be onerous or, two, that they are overly concerned.

Mr. Somtrt. Well, Mr. Chairman, Ithink that they have all, a great
many of them-my impression has been that a great many of the
departments and agencies have commented adversely and that the
Bureau of the Budget has made an effort to provide an orderly press.
entation to the committee and not get a great, lonr string of agencies
that would say more or less the same thing. We have tried to be
economical about it.

But I think that there is quite widespread opposition within the
executive branch to the attempt to cover the whole problem in one
£neknoe as is attempted here. That really is the crux of the problem,Think.

There are many areas, individual areas, where we think rules could
be formulated that would be constructive and helpful from the stand-
point of the public, the standpoint of people who are working for the
public and the Government.

Mr. Moss. And I think it would have been helpful hod we had that
tyOe of statement from the Government's lawyers, the Department of
JU4ice,

Mr. Sonur. Well, Mr. Chairman, I deeply apologize. I can assure
you that we have devoted many hours to working on that kind of
approach. We just have not got to the point vet where we can come
forward with it. But I am sure that this problem is not going to go
away the day after tomorrow, and, hopefully, we will finish our work
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while It will still be relevant and helpful to the committee. I would
be hopeful-

Mr. Moss. I am confident it will not go away day after tomorrow.
And let me say that I have chaired a subcommittee dealing with this

strbject matter for 10 years. I have given much thought and study to
it and heard very. many weU-Informed and well-intentioned Individ-
uals express opinion on It. And over on the other side of the Hill, in
the Senate, continuing the work of his predecessor in the Senate, Tom
Hennings, is Senator Long. And, strangely enough, he has come up
with about the same conclusion I have.

And then we have professional groups. And I do not refer only to
the press, because this really Is no more a matter of concern to the ress
than it is to the bar or to the public. It is far too frequently identified
as some seeking by the press of a privilege or a right that no one else
has. The press has no greater right than any other individual,
actually.

And you say tha, you do not think this can be clarified and that we
might succeed in bottling up more than we would release. And yet,
after careful study, we have not been impetuous here. Ten years hi
moving to a piece of legislation is rather a long period of time.

Mr. Sonuu. Yes* it 1, sir.
Mr. RUMSFrFw. r. Chairman---
Mr. Moss. We feel this step can be taken now and that it will succeed

In makin more and not less information available, and we feel it
would be i the public interest that this step be taken now.

We hope to convince the members of the committee. Most of them
have Indicated their conviction by the introduction of companion ]es.
nation. And that is why I really wish that we had a more constructive
statement from the Department.

Mr. Rumsfeld.
Mr. Ruxen. I have a question or two, Mr. Chairman. Before I

get into the questions that have come to my mind durinyour com.
monta, on a question asked by the chairman, is it correct that the Bu.
reau of the Budget has restricted some agncies of the Federal Gov*
eminent from coming before this committee as an economy move?

Mr. Scrz. Oh no
Mr. Rumsnw. tour statement indicated the Bureau of the Budget

was relating an orderly flow of t mony to this oopmittee.
Mr. 8onuzi. Well, all the departments and ageiies'of'theGov.

eminent are more or lees in touch with the Bureau of the Budget on
legislative matters, so that we can be coordinated with the President's
policies and program, as you know. And it is lust a matter of our
talking to the Bureau of the Budget and saying, "Well, how many of
us are going to testify? Who do you think ought to expre this
point?"

And in an informal process of that kind the Bureau of the Budget
may gsy "Well, we think the Treasury Department ought to come.
It feels t is important. And this department ought to come. And
doyou think that you should be addedto that number "

And the agenoy will say, "No. If they are going up, we will just
fie a report. I think they will make the points that we will want to
make."

And in a process, informal, like that, there is no restriction orcom-
pulsion.
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Mr. Ruxpsnm. Let me ask the chairman: Have you received reports
from the other departments of the Government that are not requesting
an opportunity to testify?

M. Ruxsnw They have all sent a report In lieu of actuallyappearingf
Mr. M66s. Not all. As a matter of fact, we did not get a comment

from the Bureau of the Budget.
Mr. SoHnu. Mr. Chairman, I happen to know that it will be up

very shortly.
Mr. Ruxm zw. I was struck here today by the similarity between

the testimony we received here and some that is going on in the Judi-
ciary Committee on the voting rights bill where witness after witness
is appearing saying it is unonstitutional, and, of course in that in.
stance the Yusice -Department is saying it is constitutional. And
under questioning, a great many of the people who are saying it is
unconstitutional are having a great deal of difficulty coming up with
any precise reasons as to why itis unconstitutional.* It seems to me that when the Justice Department testifies here if
you are going to cladm this bill is unconstifutional, that a somewhat
more precise definition of why it is and of executive privilege would
have been in order.

Further it strikes me that your statement conflicts with your answers
to the chairman. As I have listened, you began with t6e statement
which said that the bill was unconstitutiona, and you made state.
ments to the effect that we could not substitute for executive judg-
ment a verbal formula to be applied by another branch of Government
which is not charged with responsibility for execution of the laws,
that the problem is too vast to yield to any such solution, Implying
that legislation in this solution Is not only unconstitutional but im-
possible, referrn to the infinite number of situations where It should
be withheld-as deflnedby the executive branch.
. And yet, in wwer to the chairman you have indicated that Con-
Re does have the legislative authority and that Congress has, in
Awl already entered this area in appropriation bills, by requiring

disclosure o? certain types of information.
So your statement says it is unconstitutional, yet at the same time

you admit Congress is already involved here.
Mr. Scmm. Well, I might begin by saying, Conr an that the

last word from the executive branch on these required disclosure
riders to appropriation bills Is that they are invalid.
. Mr. RvMsrnw. That they are Invalid ?Mr. Somm. Yes. I think that was an op inion by Attorney Gen-
eral Rogers under the previous administration, but, at any rate, the
last word is one of position from the executive branch.

My view is that so ong as the ultimate prerogative of the executive
is recognized that there can be a provi onal regulation of the handling
of information short of an exercise of that prerogative by the Congress,
and I think that that is what happens in the relations between the
executive branch and the judicial branch. There is an executive privi-
lege problem there too.

'Mr. Moss. Mr. Rumsfeld, would you yield at that point?
Mr. RuMsnw. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. How can we recognize It if you cannot define It?
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Mr. Som.m. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to supply a
definition.

Mr. Moss. Of executive privilegeMr. SOW=. Yes,
Mr. Moss. One that o would like to live with ?
Mr. Scur. Well think I could live with it, Mr. Chairman, but

it would be awfully r oad, broader than your taste I think.
Really, as you know, there is an extensive literature on this matter

and the law consists not only of statements, of definitions but ol
policies, and precedents, extending back to Washington. It is like
many another concept in the law which-

Mr. Moss. It was also used as the basis for pleadings in the Younge..
town Shoe & Tube case, was it not ?

Mr. Soimm. You mean when President Truman-
Mr. Moss (continuing). Seized the steel mills.
Mr. Somr. Seized te steel millst Yes. Well, I think that was

one of the concepts that was called upon as a possible analogy, but-
Mr. Moss. The court did not agree that there was a privTege broad

enough to cover that, though, did they I
ME. Sonim. To seize the steel mills? No, sir; it did nat.
Mr. Rumenw. Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that the Justice

Department has come before us with a very brief statement saying
simply that the bill is unconstitutional and that venturing into this
area s unconstitutional, and the disagreement that some members of
the committee have with this position,4 wonder if it mi ht be valuable
to have the Justice Department take that extra step ofgoingbeyond
that and saying that if t were constitutional they fee that certain types
of information within the Department are of such a nature that some
changes in the provisions of the bill would be helpful to them and
would protect tle public interest better, even though they say that It
is unconstitutional.

I would still like to have their opinion.
Mr. Moss. It would be more constructive, I think, than what we

have before us at the moment.
Mr. SoHnmr. If I could respond immediately to that, Mr. Chairman,

this may not be terribly precise but it will indicate some of the-kind
of documents that we ourselves have that we would have trouble with
under this legislation.

One is the prisoners' files, other than medical involving otherthan
medical information, that seems to us to be prolematioal.

The second category-
Mr. Moss. On that, parole records which are part of the file are in

a different category. are they not ?
Mr. Soncr. We, we have a problem with parole board les.

Under exception No. 7, investigatory files compiled for law enforce.
meant purposes would be protected. And that probably would cover
information collected in an investigation looking toward revocation
of parole. But a question we would ask wouldbe.: Would it cover
the board's case summary prepared immediately $llowing the ap.
pearance of an applicant before it? Would that be covered by excep-
tion 7 for investigatory ies compiled for law enforcement purposes?

That seems to us a problem that ought to be resolved one way or
another if the legislation were to go forward.
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A terribly important category, it seems to me, is interagency com-
munications relative to prospective litigation. Communications of
that kind would be protected only to the extent that they might deal
"solely with matters of law or li h1," which is exception No. 6

The Lands Division, for example, might have no right to withhold
the very large number of letter and reports it receives or sends to
other Federal agences relative to the protection of public lands.

Reports and.analyses prepared by attorneys of the Lands Division
or other agencies which ordinarily are protected in litigation by the
attorney's work product privilege, with which I am sure the commit-
tee is familiar, might be made available under the provisions of the
bill.

And a third, perhaps a fourth I am up to now, category is communi-
cations relating to efforts to compromise or settle disputes. Instruct*
tions to negotiators, for example, might be withheld only to the extent
that they relate solely to matters of law or policy.

Letters to private parties would be freely available to the public.
Communications from private parties might be confidential only to
the extent that they are matters which are trade secrets or commercial
or financial information and privileged or confidential.

Mr. Moss. -ow, much of your commercial and financial information
is protected. under existing statute, is it not I

Mr. Some. Well what we have in our files I do not know that it
is, Mr. Chairman. i do not think it is. I thin it is dependent on the
general executive prerogative.

Mr. Moss. How carefully have you checked the some 78 statutes
which confer authority for vithholding of information?

Mr. Swzm. Well, I have not checked them carefully myself, Mr.
Chairman, I have with me Mr. Maxson, who is the Director of the
Office of Administrative Procedure, a constituent part of my Office,
the Office of Legal Counsel. And I think he is rather thoroughly
familiar with those statutes.

I am to a large extent relying on his work in giving you these
specific categories of information which seem to us to create trouble,
problems, under the language of the statute as it now is.

Mr. Moss. Back in tie8 6th Congress, we published a document
entitled "Federal Statutes on the Availability of Information," It
is a very, comprehensive document.

Mr. Sommr. Well, would that protect communications anticipating
litigation or corr ndence ab6ut the settlement of disputes, Mr.
Chairman ? I really am virtually certain that there is no statute that
has any bearing at all on that problem, and that if this statute were
enacted we would be unable to withhold a good bit of that Informa-
tion as to which It Is absolutely crucial that it remain away from the
public.

Mr. RvmsmnD. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question on this point?
Mr. Moss. Mr. Rumsfeld.
Mr. Rumxrma. Where would this type of information fall f Say

that under antitrust legislation pae by the Congress the Justice
Department Investigates the possibility of a suit against some elec.
trial contractors and at some point they completely drop these pro.
eedings, discontinue the investigation, decide not, to proceed, or to
take it to court. Is that information the type of information you
would want protected after it had been dropped?
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Mr. Soizy. Yes.
Mr. RumFEw. The reasons why it was dropped IMr. Souun, I do not know about the reasons why it was dropped,but if we got a lot of half-baked complaints which turned out afterinvestigation not to be true-.-
Mr. CIURsFnw. Let me narrow it down a little bit more. Say theinvestigation was conducted by one individual who was prepared toproceed with the suit, and at that point there was a change in JusticeDepartment personnel and the suit, was dropped.Mr. Soitxi. Well, I think it probably, undoubtedly should be pos.sible to investigate the performance of duty by the Justice Depart-ment man. And I think there would be found to be a way to investi-gate that without harming the people who are involved in theinvestigation. But it is obviously a sensitive kind of a thing, and youwould not want to knock over all kinds of private citizens and harmtheir interests if you could possibly hel) it in the process of lookingover the performance of tie Justice Department employee, whichought to be subject to review by the legislative branch and bysuperiors in the executive branch, and so on.

Mr. RU umBpE. Thank you.Mr. GntsP. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a further questionI
Mr. Moss. Mr. Griffin.Mr. GRFn.. Mr. Schlel, on page 8 of your statement you say:

President ,Tohnson bas made It clear that, like President Kennedy before him,he believes the doctrine of executive privilege should be used as sparingly aspossilile, In ittntionm where its use is clearly and urgently necessary. He hassought to prevent auiuse of the doctrine by directing that It not be Assertedexcept In situations where he has personally reviewed the matter and authorized
its use.

It may be that President Johnson has said that, although I an notaware of any public statement or of any statement to the-Congress tothat effect.It is true President Kennedy before him made it clear in com-mnunlations and in other ways that that was his policy.Can you direct me to times and places and language where Presi-dent JoI mson has asserted that policy in line with the previous policyof President Kennedy?Mr. Soxai. Congressman, I will do that later today if I may. Ichecked yesterday as to whether I could say this, and i could. AndI am clear that Presidentt Johnson has taken this position. But I donot offhand recall in what form or the date that he did, and I willsupply that information to the committee.
Mr. Moss. Thank you.Afr. GRmp.i. It may be that I am not fully informed and he hastaken a position I am not aware of. I shall appreciate you supply.ing the subcommittee with a memorandum providing that informa-

tion.
Mr. Spimir. I will be pleased to do that, sir.
Mr. Ginrrrn. Thank you.Mr. Ruserxsf . Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question IMr. Moss. Certainly. I
Mr. Rvt rsaz. You made the statement that it was the positionof the Justice Department that some provisions which Congress has
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attached to appropriation and other bills in the past have been un-
constitutional; is that correct I

Mr. Sowmm. Well, that is not exactly what I said, Congressman.
If you do not mind my being a little technical, I said that the appro.
priation rider dealing with te Inspector General's Office in the AID
agency was rgearded as unconstitutional in an opinion of the Attorney
generall under the Eisenhower administration. The Attorney Gen.
eral was Attorney General Rogers.

Mr. Rumsrnw. Is such an opinion considered to be the opinion of
the Justice Department?

Mr. S&wuu. Yes, that opinion has been referred to several times I
believe in somewhat similar, analogous situations with approval in
this administration.

There have been some riders, for example one that. said that no
sale or lease of property could be made by the Panama Canal Corpora-
tion without the approval of a committee of Congr el and I think
the.Rogera opinion was referred to in connection with that rider. But
we have never that I recall offhand dealt with the specific problem,
and the general principles expresed in it at least are those-

Mr. Moss. Would you yield at that point ?
Mr. Rumsnw. Yes.
Mr. Moss. Is there not also an opinion of the Comptroller General

that the rider in connection with the Inspector General's Office is
constitutional ?

Mr. ScurEi. I think there was a (lead collision there, Mr. Chairman.
That is my recollection of it.

Mr. Moss. Back in the gray area, and it is not clear who is right
and who is wrong? An accomodation was madeI

Mr. SmiLsT. That. is correct, sir. There was no clearcut resolution
of that dispute as I recall in accordance with ono opinion or the
other. It was walked away from.

Mr. Moss. A draw at the moment?
Mr. Scn . A draw the last I heard.
Mr. Moss. But here is the danger: It is a draw when you look at

the record, but it will be cited from now to eternity on appropriate
occasions by the Attorney General's Office as further supporting their
claim that such actions are unconstitutional.

Mr. RUMSsEw. That was my point, Mr. Chairman. What are the
mechanics for testing such a position ?'

Mr. Soimzi. WelI, the mechanics, the forum in which disputes of
that kind have to be resolved, Congressman, is before the public and
before the Congress in the Halls of Congress. The judiciary cannot
resolve a conflict between the executive branch and the legislative
branch. We have a separation of powers principle in our -Govern-
mont, and when there is a collision between two of the coequal
branches, It has to be resolved by the political process.

Mr. R6smnw. You are saying, then, there is no legal procedure or
set of procedures whereby the executive branch, the Department of
Justice, could test such a position ?

Mr. Sm. Well, If there were a lawsuit to resolve that problem,
the Comptroller General would be represented by the Attorney Gen.
eral of the United States, and the Attorney General might in hs capa-
city as attorney of record see fit to confess judgment. And in that
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cae the resolution, I think, would be regarded as unsatisfactory by the
people who though the Comptoller General was right.

The thing is Ult when we get these confrontation situations the
usual processes for resolving disputes are really not available in our
system of government. We have three coequal branches, and when
they really are in conflict--it happens very rarely, fortunately--but
when they really are in conflict the political process slowly and usually
effectively resolves it.

Mr. Rumsnw. Well, then, just for the sake of clarity in the record,
assuming that the proposal bifore this subcommittee or some similar
proposaFwere to pass the Congress and the opinion of the Justice
Department was that it was unconstitutional, it would stand and there
would be no way, according to what you have said, that its constitu.
tionality could be testedI

Mr. SOHLU. Well, that is not accurate, Congressman, because this
statute gives rights not just to Con grssbut to members of the public.
And under this statute a member of the public who would presumably
seek information and be refused would bring a lawsuit, and he would
be separately represented. It would not be the Government suing
Itself. It would' be a member of the public resting his rights on a
statute enacted by Congress seeking relief against the executive
branch.

And the judiolary would decide that. My own view is that they
would decide that by saying that the doctrine of separation of powers
prevents them from exercising jurisdiction to compel the executivebranch.

Mr. Moss. I would like to clarify one thing. This is not intended to
affect the rights of the Congress. This Is dealing with a public right,
this proposed legislation.

Mr. Scinr. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. Only with a public right. And Congress can as an equal

branch, use its own rights and privileges in seeking to get Its inform.
tion.

This proposed bill does not affect the rights of the Congress.
Mr. ScmL. I understand that, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Moss. Mr. Kass.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Schlei, has the Supreme Court ever decided that,

inherent in the executive branch of the Government, is the constitu.
tional right to withhold Information I

Mr. Sciziut. Well, I believe that there are decisions recognizing that
inherent. in the authority to execute the laws is the authority to with.
hold information yes.

Mr. KAss. Couldyou give us some citations either now or for the
recordI

Mr. Scr.im. I can certainly give them to yon for the record.
(The material referred to follows :)

Mlarbu v. Medbo% 5 U.S. (1 Oranch) 187 (1808) appears to be the only
case in whilh the Supreme Court ba treated such authority to withhold Infor.
mation In terms of a constitutionally derived discretion In the Executive, In the
exercise of which the Executive Is accountable only to the electorate. Other
cases Involving the nonavallability of official Information determine the question
In the context of evidentiary privilege and the reach of discovery procedures
In Judicial proceedings, which are matters within the authority of the courts.
Three such cases have reached the Supreme Court: .Totte# v. Tnited State., 9Q
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U.S. 105 (1873) (State secrets); Boher v. United States, 805 US. 251 (1938)
(identification of Informants) ; aid United States v, Reynolds, 845 U.N. 1 (193)
(military secrets), In each of these cass the Court recognized a privilege of
the Executive based upon the nature of the Information Involved.

Mr. K ss. What about the Reynolds case, United ,Statee v. Rey/nold.P
A 1963 decision.

Air. Scu. Well, let me just see If that is the case that I think I
remember. Was that a litigation about an airplane crashI

Mr. KAsS. Correct.
Mr. Soxi. In which the question was the availability of a, Govern.

ment investigative report about whose fault the crash was?
Mr. KAss.-This is corret.
Mr. Sojuzi. Yes. And the court, us I recall, hold that that ropoit

(lid not have to be disclosed.
Mr. KAss. On what basis though?
Mr, ScHiud. Well, my recollection was that. the basis at least in part

was the doctrine of executive privilege.
Mr. KAS. But did not the court at one point say, and I quote front

Justice Vinson's opinion on page 8, that--
The Court itself must determine whether the circumstances are appropriate

for the claim of privilege.
Mr. Sonixi . Yes.
Mr. KASS (reading):

And yet do so without forcing the disclosure of the very thlitg the privilege is
designed to protect.

Mr. S01nLE. Well, 3Mr. Kass, the difference there I think is that that
was a question of executive privilege vis-a-vis the courts rather than
the publlic or the Con ress. So that you got into an area where the
courts hav e some privileges of their own.

Now, if the court decides that it its not. going to honor a clai nof
executive privilege, th1e court I do not thilk would take the position
that it could compel the President to disgorge a state paper which he
considered cruciaIto the Republic. What they would do is say, "You
cahinot proceed in this litigation. We are going to throw you out of
court-or, perhaps decide the isstqe here involved against you-unleas
that document is produced."

So there is a judicial privilege in effect that limits and is juxtaposed
against the executive privilege that might have come into play in that
siution.

Mr. KAss. Now the Ryn oldO case dealt with a matter of stAte and
military secrets. What about the recent court of appeals case Maohin
v. Zuwcert, where the same factual situation existed except the Air
Force said there were no classified documents involved. The court
said that they are going to determine what information will be made
available to vr. Moch t. Are you familiar with that case?

Mr. Sc1iti. I am soIry to ay I am not.
Mr. KAss. Could you, fol the record, supply the information later

on?
Mr. Scimpi. Yes indeed. Delighted to.
(The material referred to follows:)

This case establishes "the preposltion that to the extent that the disclosure
of official Information witld hn jxr the effective operation of an Important gov.
eminent program, the Information must be treated as privileged, and sueh
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privilege extends beyond the Information Itself, to deliberations on the Inforna.
tion and conclusions and policy recommendations drawn from the Information.

MacAft v, Zvkert Involved a demand for a military aircraft accident report
developed from testimony before an Air Force Accident Investigatlion Board.
Apparently, testimony before the board ('stomarily was adduced under promises
of confidential treatment. The court acknowledged the appellee's claim that the
substantial reduction in aircraft accidents and improvements in equipment over
the years depended upon candid testimony concernlug aircraft accidents. The
privilege was considered necessary to avoid Inhibiting future witnesses before
such boards and thereby seriously prejudicing the aircraft accident analysis
program, and perhaps the Improvement of military equipment. The privilege
was held not to extend to Information the disclosure of which would not Inhibit
future witnesses before investigating boards, and the district court, rather than
the military department, was determined to have authority to decide how much
of the Information demanded was within the privilege. The Inference of the
decision Is that such authority would be In the E0xecutive If state secrets were
contained In the r rt demanded.

The broad principle on which the decision Is founded would seem to be appllc
able in any case where disclosure would hamper an Important governmental
function, for example, Investigation for purposes of law enforcement or
regulation.

Mr. KAss. Thank you.
You spoke of the concept of executive privilege vis-a.vis the courts

as compared to the concept of executive privilege vis-a-vis the Con.
Ers, Is not this concept vis-a-vis the courts really what this bill
Fs intended to accomplish

Mr. SczILu. Well, it is involved, but basically the courts would not
be called upon to decide disputes in which the information is inci-
dentally relevant as evidence. The courts would be called upon
really to regulate the relationships of the executive branch and the
public with respect to the information wholly apart from any rights
and duties, leIa ri hts and duties, any case or controversy, within the
concept of article I of the Constitution.

Ana I think that that is a constitutional inflrmity, as a matter of
fact In this proposed legislation. Someone would be seeking infor.
mation from the Federal Government who has had no jural interest
in It, so that there seems to me some question whether a court would be
able to assume jurisdiction over the controversy under article III of
the Constitution which limits the jurisdiction of Federal courts to"cases and controversies'L-a very complicated concept that might not
extend to a situation of this kind.

Mr. KAss. Does not a citizen have a jural right to information from
the Government-tlat is, information not within these eight cate.
goriesI

Mr. S i.xt. Well, I am not sure. Suppose a member of the press
would like to get some information about a prisoner, say.

Mr. KAss. Mr. Schlel, I think you answered Mr. Moss that it is not
only the members of the press who are concerned here.

Mr. ScrILaI. Yes that is true.
Mr. KAss. It is te American Bar Association, the lawyers in gen.

oral, and everybody else-historians, professors, and so forth, and
John Q. Citizen.

Mr. SoHLzt. Well, then, take John Q. Citizen who Is just curious
about some particular prisoner in the Federal system. ?e wants to
know some information that Is not within these exceptions, and he
brings a lawsuit, and the court says, "Well, where is your standing to
sue ? In what way is your ox gored by the refusal of the Federal
Government to disclose this informationV'

45-218-5-pt, 1--3
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And the citizen says, "Well, I am just a member of the electorate,
and I want the information."

And the court is going to say, and may say what it says to a tax.
payer, "You have no Interest in this information apart from that of
he great mass of people in the country, and if we recognize that as

staniting to sue, we would have an infinite number of lawsuits to do.
tide, and we are going to rule that you lave no standing to sue unless
you have some particular personal interest in what you seek."

Mr. Moss. Supposing that John Q. Citizen says, dWell, in a couple
of months we are going to have an election, and Imn going to have to
cast a vote for President. I haven't been able to make up my mind,
and I won't until I am able to form a judgment as to whether the
Justice Department has acted properly In handling this matter. I
need the information to make that j-udgment."

Mr. Sv'inf. Well, I-
Mr. Moss. It is probably farfetched, but It is possible.
Mr. S vtmm. It certainly is possible.
I think a court. could say, "Tlhis man Is trying to exorcise his fran.

chise. lie needs that Information. We have ben given no concrete
reason why lie shouldn't have It." And proceed.

Or it might say "Well If they won't give it to you and they refuse
to satisfy you Ol tAis basis, your remedy is to vote against the admin-
istration and get an administration in there that will answer for
treatment of prisoners."

Mr. Moss. The remedy might. be that he should vote for whomever
b8 able to run the Government bettor--not against something but for
sonlethlg.

Mr. Soahr1xr. That is usually a sound philosophy, Mr. Chnirmnn. I
would hope that the person who could best run the Government.-I
would think that usually it would be a person who could recognize the
advisability of making available information to tie maximum extent
consistent with doing tie job.

Mr. Moss. You know, talking of inherent rights, Dr. Harold Cro.s,
who worked with this subcommittee back 8 to 10 years ago, had the
novel conviction that inherent In the right to speak and tie right to
print was the right to know. The right to speak and the right to
print, without the right to know, is pretty empty-to know about Gov.
eminent or about anything else that an inquiring mind might want to
know about.

Mr. Soti.t. I think there is some truth in that, Mr. Chairman.
They are obviously related. They are related rights.

Mr. Moss. Continue.
Mr. Kss. M i. Chairman, in that connection, I do not know how

novel )r. Cross' statement was because Cooley on "Conqtituflonal
Limitations" way back in the 19tih center stated at page 880, regard.
lg the first amendment, freedom of speer and press, that er

The evils to be prevented were not censorhip of the press merely but any
action of the Oovernmenwt by menn of whlh it might prevent such free and
general dimnsslon of public matter an It smenis absolutely essential to prepare
the people for an Intelligent exercise of their rights as citizens,

The Supreme Court. has not yet taken that position, but they have
not. gone the other way yet, Mr. Schloe; lave they?
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Mr. SotLz. No, they have not. I think they have generally appre-
elated the necessity of 'being able to circulate Information widely and
to publish a newspaper, for example, fiee of discriminatory taxation,
as In the (ro8jean case.

The Supreme Court I think has been very sensitive to the right of
free speech, and I think perhaps we could f6nd places where they have
recogni 7.ed its relationship to the right to know to some degree.
Mr, KA s. Mr. Schlel, what is your current statutory authority for

withholding prisoner files from the public?
Mr. SCIULH. I do not believe there is any statutory authority.
Mr. KAsH. Could you check for the record 18 U.S.C. 4082 and supply

ts with Information as to whether that goes to the question of with.
holding prisoners' information #
Mr. SouiL. I will Indeed sir
(Tie material referred to follows:)
The section provides simply that persons convicted shall be committed to the

custody of the Attorney General or his authorized representative. It contalns
no provision relating spwelfically to the availability of prisoner records or fie.

Mr. KAss. Do you have statutory authority, presently, for the in.
ternal communications regardingprospective I tigtion I I think you
mentioned the Bureau of Land nnagement. What Is your current
statutory authority for withholding those I

Mr. Suimi.u Well, I do not think there is any statutory authority in
the usual sense. Conceivably, tie authority could be traced to some
application of the Federal rules. But that would be a sort. of a logical
exercise. The fact of the matter is that It rests on judicial doctrines
as to what parties in litigation will be compelled to produce and what
is privileged, what is out of bounds. It is nonstatutory privileges and
all itudes.

Mr. KAss. Is the information contained in these litigation files
primarily factual?

Mr. SonEI. Well, it would be hard to categorize them its factual
or legal. They are just. both and nixed. There are letters that talk
about facts, and there are letters thnt talk about facts in the light of
the law and make settlement recomendations, that appraise facts and
appraise legal positions. They are just every imaginable kind of-

Mr. KASS. On th1e as.sumption that H.R. 1012 Icame law and that.
ono of the exemptions from disclosure would be No. 6, dealing with in-
teragoncy or intra-agency memoranda or letters solely on matters of
low or policy, .hat would the Department of Justice opinion be as to
wh0ethet, yotir litiguation files dealing with mixed matters of law, policy
amd/or facts would fall tinder this exeml)tion I

Mr. 8cumm. Well1 we have thot ght that they would not. That has
been our interpretation, our estimate, is to how this language would
be interpreted. Because this word "solely" makes you pull in your
horns on making any brood g ge interpretation.

And theso letters and materials just would not deal solely with
matters of law or policy. There would be facts about. the conduct of
people and remarks, the evidene of what people said that might be
presented in support of a claim or against a claim--evidence, ii othet.
words, which is obviously something other, than law or policy.

Evidence is factual matters, and yet they really are the kind of
thing that I think that all the members of the cmmmitteo and every.
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one here would age on-that litiption miles relating to pending
or prosptive litigation should not be readily available to the op.
poset. in the litigatioN the newspapers or interested citizens.

Mr. iAss. Especially for the Department of Justice and the FBI,
would that not all wder No. T--"investigatory files compiled for law
enforcement purposes except to the extent available by law to a
private partP" This deal specifically, as I understand it, with the
rules of disclosure.

Mr. Sopuzr. Well, I do not think you could call law enforcement
Lands Division suit about how much the Government is going to

pay somebody i a condemnation situation, or perhaps a suit against
te Federal (*overnment in the Tort Claims Act field. That would
not be law enforcement,

I think law enforcement connotes an investigative, a police, criminal
law enforcement effort. Would you not p r

Mr. KAss. I won't comment. If the Dpartment of Justice had
internal memorandums or internal working papers dealing solely
with facts, would you then have any ob section to making them avail.
able I In other words, facts compiled by your agency or given to you
by others for investigatory or litigation purposes? Would you object
to that information being made available I

Mr. Sc.n. Yes; because it would disclose the litigation position
of the United States in a way that,- -

Mr. KAss. Would not the litigation position, Mr. Schlei, be based
on the policy, not the facts which create the policy? Not the facts
which create the litigation position I I am talking solely of the facts.

If you could, in your compiling of this Infornation, separate it on
the basis of facts on the one-hand; law and policy on the other-and
I would interpret "policy" as meaning your litigation position;
whether to go to court or not; whether to press charges; what your
attack is going to be-would you then be willing to release that In.
formation?

Mr. ScrLu. No, Mr. Kass. I think that the evidence that you
have, the facts that you have, are terribly confidential in p relitigation,
during a litigation situation. You make possible all kind of perjury
If the opposition knows exact what you are able to prove and what
you are not able to prove. They can construct a story that is con.
sistent with what they know you are limited to and go between your
evidence. But if they try to construct a story not knowing what your
evidence may be, they are under cmpulsion to tell the truth or face
the possibility ofbeing very badly impeached.

Mr. KAss. Iut have we not gone away from the concept of surprise?
Mr. SOHw. Well, we have to some extent, but there are limits to

discovery, and there are privileges, and there Is this concept that the
work product of a lawyer is immune from discovery, and that would
include a lot of factual material,I have read a number of cases, incidentally, where the possibility of
peury is spoken of by the courts as a reason for restrictIng discovery
of iiatters that could be discovered by independent investigation.

Mr. KAss. For the purpose of the committee's analysis of this specific
area on litigation files could you submit either a proposed amendment
to the bill or, in the alternative, language which, in the report, could
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state that It is Intended that internal memorandums would include theliti~ation files I

Mr. Sow=. %Y sir; we will.
Mr, KAss. Could you supply that for the record f
Mr. Som=. I think that is going to be r fairly lengthy process, but

I will move along as fast as we can. That is going to require some
study; I think, substantial study.

(The material referred to follows:)
(Every agency shall make promptly available to any member of the public,

in accordance with published rules stating the time, place, and procedure to be
followed, records In Its possession) * * * "except * * *litigation and adminis-
trative adjudication files, Including communications and records conicerning
negotiations for settlement or other efforts to avoid formal proceeding."

Mr. KAss. Mr. Schlei, what Is your Interpretation of exemption No.
9? What Information would fall under those records relating solely
to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency How does
your agency interpret that?

Mr. Scuua. Well, we were Inclined to be critical of that exception
because it did not seem to us actually that the personnel rules and
practices of an agency, many of them, ought to be exempt. They
ought to be public. How you handle various personnel problems and
where somebody goes to complain if he is treated wrongly by his
superior, and so on. All those things I wopld suppose should be public.
They should be published somewhere. They should be up on a bulletin
board.

And there are some personnel rules and practices that ought to be
exempt and I think that-let's see-

Mr. KAss. It is No. 2.
Mr. Soajui. And so that exception, it seemed to us protected from

disclosure things that did not need protection, as well as perhaps not
going far enough as to some aspects of information that the Govern-
ment gets about Its employees.

Mr. Kass. Where an individual Is, let's assume, fired from the
ageney-for.cause we hope-would the facts and circumstances sur-
rounding this discharge fall within the personnel practices of an
agency as you read itI

Mr. SOJLE!. I should not think so, although you are talking here
about records that are related to the "practices of an agency, and con-
ceivably a record, although it contained only a summary of some facts,
say, might be related to the "practices personnel practices," of the
agency, part of a file, part of a series of documents.

I am just talking off the top of my head about that problem, but I
would say that you could get a situation where a factual statement
or document came within that exception.

Mr. KXAss. We are all talking, as you say, off the top of our head&
We are trying to create log native history to dete ineo what we
intend.

Mr. Moss. What this was intended to cover was instances such as the
manuals of procedure that are handed to an examiner-a bank ex-
aminer, or a savings and loan examiner, or the guidelines given to an
FBI agent. 9

Mr. -SomLe. Ah I Then the word "personnel" should be stricken.
Because "personnel" I think connoted certainly to use the employee
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relations, employee management rules and practices of an agency
What you meant was material related solely to the internal rules and
practices of any agency for the guidance of its employees-something
like thaL

I do agree that there should be protection for the instructions given
to FBI agents and bank examiners; people who, if they are going to
Operate in , table ways, cannot do their jobs. Their instructions
have to be wiThheld.

But I think that word "personnel" does not do the job well enough,
Mr. Chairman. I am surerit can be done.

Mr. Moss. We will hope to seek a way of doing the job without ex-
empting internal rules and practices.

Mr. SoC ut. I suppose that could cover quite a lot of ground, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Moss. Because I am afraid that we would there open the barn
door to everythin.

Mr. SoQjitr. WMll, it is one of those things, Mr. Chairman, that just
shows how hard it is to cover the whole Government with a few words.
There are a number of problems.

Mr. Moss. Oh we recognize the difficulty and the complexity, but we
are perfectly willing to work at it.

Mr. Scmid. All ight, sir.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Schiei, how would H.R. 5012, if enacted, affect the

so called Trade Secrets Act 18 U.S.C. 1905?
Mr. SCILEJ. May I submit a statement in answer to that#
Mr. KASS. Please do. The question is whether this would, In effect,

repeal the Trade Secrets Act, which I do not believe Is the intention
of the chairman.

(The material referred to follows:)
Since the section imposes criminal sanctions upon officers and employees of

the United States who divulge certain kinds of information coming to them Inthe course of their employment "in any manner or to any extent not authorizedby law," the scope of the section would be reduced to the extent that HR 5012,
as enacted, would require the disclosure of such information, The applietionof the proscription of 18 U.S.C. 190 is determined by the authority granted byother statutes. H.R. 5012, If enacted, would be one such other statute, Pre-
sumably, its requirement that all oftfcial information, save that within the statedexceptions, be disclosed would constitute authority to disclose, within the mean.
ing of 18 U.S.O. 1005.

Mr. Schlei, in 146 Congress passed the Administrativo Procedure
Act and incorporated therein section 8 the so-called public informa.
tion section. In the 10-year history of that act, and taking in consider.
ation the legislative history of section 8, do you feel that section 3 has
really operated as a public information section making information
available to all within certain reasons?

Mr. Senruz. Well, r know it has been suggested that the section hasnot operated as a public information secflon but as a restriction of
public information section. And it certainly has provided the guide-
lines along which the controversy has raged as to whether information
should be available or not,

I do not need to be persuaded that there have been abuses of that
section and there have been things that have occurred that are un-
fortunate and regrettable, and this committee has brought many of
those to light, and constructively so.
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I think that there could be some improvements made in that section.
I am confident that there could be. But the basic approach taken by
that statute of leaving a discretionary standard as the ultimate stand.
ard is one which I think cannot be alogether dispensed with. I think
that is an essential feature-that retaining that is an essential feature
of any improved statute.

Mr. Moss. Who exercises the discretion I
Mr. Scx &m. Well, Mr. Chairman-
Mr. Moss. We are talking about the whole Government, and in the

absence of more definitive guidelines than exist at the moment, who
exercises the discretion I

Mr. SoJILx. Well I am afraid that all too often it is a fellow at a
very low level, Mr. chairman. I have given a considerable amount
of thought, as I mentioned earlier, to an -improved statute, and I per.
sonally see a lot of merit in giving the citizen who is denied informs.
tion the right to a decision at a high level in the executive branch-
Perhaps restrict the authority to finally deny Information to the heads
of departments and agencies or give a right of prompt appeal upon
the denial of information to the head of a department or agency.

I have no authority to advance that as a proposal of the executive
branch, but it has seemed to me to offer possibilities for improvement,
and we will be checking that out with departments and agencies in
the Government to see whether we think it is feasible and can sponsor
it,

Mr. Moss. You know, just in the 12 yesrs that I have been here in
Washington, Government has grown quite a bit.

Mr. S0ciidi. Yes indeed sir.
Mr. Moss. And in the congress this year the committees of Con-

ress or on the floor of the House or the senate, we have acted to
further expand Government. And I think this places upon both the

Executive and the Congress a very serious responsibility to insure
that the public is going to be kept informed, not exposed to
propaganda.

Now, you in your statement recited the facts of the great communi-
cations systems of this Nation, broadcasting and the press. But you
know the press is not as large as it used to be, and broadcasting tends
in the major areas to be concentrated in fewer and fewer hands.

Mr. SHLw. That is true, sir.
Mr. Moss. And the opportunity for propagandizing rather than in.

forming is, therefore, ehaneed.
And we know that Governmentp-and thee problems are com-

pletely nonpartisan; they are political but they are not partisan-.
we know that Government as It acts and achieves is going to boat of
Its achievements. We are not going to be conceded about the Gov.
ernment failing to have its light shine. But the things it does not talk
about where reluctance might exist, are where my curiosity becomes
stimulated.

And it is In these areas where fewer and fewer people really today
have the responsibility of keeping the American people ntormed.
And by that I mean that, in relation to the size of Government, there
are far fewer people today covering the activities of Government
than there were 20 or 80 years ago.

Now, it is an almost impossible assignment, and there are far too
many who go down to the Press CIb and pick up the handouts,
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and these are always going to tell the most favorable side of the
story.

But where there is a will to seek, then I think there must be
availability. That is all we are trying to do here-insure that avail.
ability.

Now if I knew that the President of the United States or even
the Atlornoy General was going to look at each instance whore re
fusal was the final result, I would not be as worried as I am when I
know that rarely is it ever going to get up to the President or the
Attorney General or to you. Many times Information is controlled
rigidly at very low echelons in Government, and the only way we can
change that is to impose some requirement under the law.

Obviously the Executive is not goin to do this. They have not
done It. And I think something must go done. We cannot Just con-
tinue to drift and rely on the good faith of people or the good judg-
ment of people who inherently, when they are in a safe spot in
Government, do not want to start any controversy, and the easiest
thing in the world is to sit on that information.

And you never have difficulty-and that is why I did not put it
in this bill-in finding that it is "in the public Interest" to withhold.
Because each person who has the first chance to withhold is part of
that public, and he knows darn well it is in his interest to withhold.

And so we have a real problem and one where we should apply our
best intelligence, both of the Executive and of the Congress in an
effort to resolve it in a fashion which guarantees a rig t oi access
under reasonable rules.

On this right of appeal against the rigidity of bureaucracy, it
exists in Government as it would exist in business. You have got
businesses today that hold on to every bit of information. Unless
their corporate image is improved, it does not go out. And much of
that has transferred to Government. But here the proprietorship Is
much more broadly dispersed, and we are all part of rh1

Mr. Soirm. We are all stockholders, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. We are all stockholders. And we all have a need to

know, whether or not we exercise it.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Schlei, you referred earlier to prisoners' records.

In looking over this bill, H.R. 6012, would not exemption from dis-
closure NiO.6 dealing with personnel and medical files and similar
matters the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwar-
ranted invasion of personal privacy, cover that#

Mr. Somrim. Well query about what "similar matters" means. We
were dubious about that.

Mr. KAss. Why do you want to withhold the prisoners' records
Mr. Soaur. Well because there are many possibilities of harm

to the man's rehabilitation. For example, there might be inter.
views with his family members and they have said, "Well, he never
was any good, and wehope you keep him there a long time."

Now, if a man comes out of prison and goes back to live in that
family situation, maybe not immediately h it but touched by it,
his rehabilitation would be badly affected if he knew that those people
had said that in an unguarded moment about him.

Mr. KAss. Does not release of that information clearly invade the
person's personal privacy I
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Mr. Soanrx. Well, it is in a personnel or medical file, but--
Mr. Kmw. What kind of file ii It in I
Mr. SoHu . Well, It is in a file that we maintain as to each prisoner

in the Federal prison system.
Mr. KAss. Is that not, in effect, called the personnel file?
Mr. SonLrx. Well, I think that If it came down to releasing some.

thing like that we would araue that it was a "similar matterI But
I think it wll be helpful Tf this ever becomes law If we make a

little legislative history here that prisoners' records are "similar mat.
ters the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted
Invasion of personal privacy."

Mr. KAss. Mr. Schlel, you referred earlier to the litigation files.
How do you read the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, their aspects dealing with the
disclosure and discovery proceedings, is far as exemption No. 3-"'specifically exempted from disclosure by statute"? Would there be
any connection or correlation between these two I

Mr. SoHiLE. Between the Federal criminal rules.
Mr. KAss. Or civil rules dealing with disclosure.
Mr. Stionrm. Well I do not know that the Federal criminal rules

provide that any information in the possession of the Government is
exempt from disclosure. They create a right of discovery where none
existed at all before. Traditionally, as you know, there has been no
discovery in criminal cases. The defendant has his fifth amendment,
and the Government need not provide discovery.

Now there is a growing right to discovery in Federal criminal cases
which Is embodied in the Federal criminal rules, but 1 do not think
that the Federal criminal rules speifically exempt anything in the
possession of the Government from disclosure by statute.

Mr. K ss. But do they not spell out both the Federal civil and
criminal rules, the procedure for handling your litigation files?

Mr. Sa1tET. Well, perhaps that argument could be made as to the
particular individual with whom you are litigating. But this stat-
ute-

Mr. KASS. You would still be litigating with a particular individual
in each case.

Mr. S0irM. Yes, but this statute talks about any member of the
public. And It would be hard to say that the criminal rules say any.
thing about the right of a representative of the New York Times, say,
or of soniebody wio for some reason wanted to know about the case.
The criminal rules obviously deal only with an adversary situation.
And I would think you would have a tough time appealing to them for
protection against disclosure to somebody not even a party to a crimi-
nal ase with you.

Mr. KASS. Would it not be an adversary, proceeding though in the
civil sense where a person has brought suit under section (b) of this
statute?

Mr. SOrIaLEL Yes. Well, is it your thought that the legislative his.
tory would make clear that exemption 3 really reads in the Federal
civil rules and that any disclosure a to litigation files in civil matters
would have to be sought in accordance with the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure?

Mr. KAss. This is the question I am asking you,
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Mr. Sonmr% I have to acknowledge it never occurred to me.
That did not occur to me as a possibility. And I could only ask that
you give us a chance to remedy that failure.

Air. KARss. Would you supply an answer for the recordI
Mr. Sonixi. We will make a submission to the subcommittee of

what we come up with.
(The material referred to follows:)

No. It Is my view that litigation and adminIstrativo adjudication files gen.
orally should be exempt from the requirements of this bill,

Mr. KAss. Thank you.
One additional question, Mr. Schlei. In 1047, in an interpretation

of the Adininistrative Procedure Act, the Attorney Generals manual
on the APA stated at page 17:

This section [see. 3, the public Information sectionJ unlike the other provisions
of the aet, Is applicable to all agencies of the United Statew.s excluding Congress,
the courts, and the governments of the Territoris, etc. Every agency, whether
or not It has rulomaking or adjudicating functions, must comJilly with this
section,

In the 19-year history of the Administrative Procedure Act, is it
your feeling that every agency of the Fo(leral Governmnent, to your
knowledge, has complied with section 3 of the Administrative Pro-
cehlure Act?

Air. ScinmEr. Well, I think the hearings of this committee have made
it amply clear that there have been instances of noncompliance.

Mr. KIAsS. In that connection, would it be better to amend, as this
bill does (6 U.S.C. 212) the housekeeping statute, to mttke sure flint
this is applicable to all agencies, departments, commissions, etc,q in
the Federal Government?

Air. Scmuma. I would not indicate any preference Mr. Kass. I think
that. as long as it wore made clear in the statute and legislative history
that it was of universal applicability, it, would make- ittle difference
whether it was in titleS, United States Code, or in the Administrative
Procedure Act.

Mr. KAss. We have had, in answer to a questionnaire tle subcom-
mittee sent out, numerous small agencies or commissions or boards that
have commented to is, "le are not rulemalng, we are not adjudi.
catory, and therefore the Administrative Procedure Act doesn't apply
to i."

Maybe their lawyers did not. read tie manual, or maybe they did not
have any lawyers. But, in any event, they felt that they were not
covered by section 3 of the act.

In that connection, would it be bettor to put it in title 5, United
States Code, sect ion 22?

Mr. Scmprt. I guess it would be better. I am not positive about
title 5, United States Code, section 22. But I do recall thinking now
that it onlel inappropriate to deal with the problem of public in-
formation and the people's righlt to know in a statute called (he Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act. -Ther is an inapproprlatenes there in
the Inyman's sense that miglht get you into a situation where people
wouldnot suspect a regulation applicable to them was in fhat. statute.

And I would concur that it seems better to make the regulation else-
where than in the Administrative Procedure Act.

Mr. Ass. Thank you, Mr. Schlel. I have no further questions.

.Q4
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Mr. Moss. Mr, Griffin I
Mr. Gnirnzr. No.
Mr. Mooss. Does Mr. Carlson have any questions?
Mr. CAn.uor, No, sir.
Mr. Moss. I want to thank you very much, Mr. Schlei, for your

appearance here this morning, It has been very helpful and veryiformative.
Mr. ScLI.T. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It was a

pleasure,
Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will now stand adjourned until 2 p.m.this afternoon.
(Whereuponl, at 12:08 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at, 2 p.m,, this date.)
A .rEooN SEBssOX

ir. MONAQAN (presiding). The hearing will come to order.
Our next witness will be Mr. II. T. Ilerrck, who Is General Counsel

of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.
Mr. IIrrick, we are glad to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF H.
MEDIATION AND
GILBERT SELDIN,
ACTIVITIES

T. HERRICK, GENERAL COUNSEL, FEDERAL
CONCILIATION SERVICE; ACCOMPANIED BY

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MEDIATION

fir. -ittmrrc. This is Mr. Gilbrlt Seldin, Assistnnt Director of the
Office of Medittion Activities in our agency.

Mr. MONAWo N Thank you. You nny proceed. Do you have a
pro ~red statement ?

I tIM1(K. I have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, but I am
not oing to read the entire document.
Mr. onAN.Well, without objection, the statement may be

made a palnt of the record at. this point, and then you may summarize
it as you wish or handle it, in any way you may like.

Mr. Ithnzctic. Thank you.
Mr. Chanirman and niembers of the committee, my name Is I. T.

Hrerrick, General Counsel of the Federal Mediat on and Conciliation
Service. I am accompanied by Mr. Gilbert Soldin, Assistant Director
of our 0111co of Mediation Activities, W wouhl like to thank you for
giving us an opportunity to comment on ITR. 5012. We would al-o9
like to express regrets on behalf of the Service's Director, Mr. Wil.
li1am 0. SImkin, whose prior commitments prevent him from appear.
ing here today. Mr. Simkin is in New York, in t Ie newspaper industry
negotiations which are now in a very tense--even (lelecate-condition.
Mr. Wal ter M nggiolo, Director of tho 0111ce of Mediation Activitie,
is also In New York.

beforee addressing myself to those parts of UT.R. 5012 which are
troublesome to tim Service, It, would probably be appropriate to toll
you a little about, the Seriice's history and functions, to provide a
background which will helpto explain the reasons for our concern.

The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service was established In
1047 to assist the collective bargaining process by making available"full and adequate government Ffacilities for conciliation, mediation,
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and voluntary arbitration to aid and encourage employers and the
representatives of their employees to reach and maintain agree.
nent * * * and to make all reasonable efforts to settle their differences

'by.mutual agreement reached through conferences and collective bar-
,gaining * * *0"

This is all we do. The Service issues no decisions or ruling; it
does not adjudicate; it has no enforcement powers; it cannot issue
subpenas or compel testimony. Use of mediation is entirely voluntary.
In short, the Sertie exists for the sole purpose of assisting those who
are willing to use Its facilities to settle their differences, if not amicably,
at least peaceably, without resort to the economic weapons of the strike
or lookout

Let me dispose of the "voluntary arbitration" part of our statutory
mandate at the outset. My office maintains a roster of qualified arbi-
trators, whose names are submitted, usually on five. or seven-man

anels, to the parties to grievance disputes arising under a collective
bargaining agreement which provides for the selection of arbitrators

through Federal Mediation and Conciliation facilities. The arbitra-
tors on our roster are private citizens who are chosen and paid by the
parties. Our arbitration records are not confidential. All arbitration
awards received by the Service are released for publication by the
three labor services, Bureau of National Affairs, Commerce Clearing
House and Prentice-Hall, unless the parties themselves agree tlhat they
should not bepublished. Since arbitration is a private juridicial
process, created by contract between the parties themselves, we feel
that the awards belong to the parties, and that they are therefore en-
titled to prohibit publication. So much for our arbitration function.
The balance of my testimony will relate solely to mediators' reports,
letters, and memoranda Involving contract negotiation or other dis-
putes in which the bulk of the Service's work is done.

The tasks of mediation and conciliation are carried out by a field
staff of about 250 professional mediators who are located in 7 regional
offices and numerous 1- and 2-man duty stations throughout the indus-
trial centers of the country. For the most part, mediators work alono
whenever and wherever the parties to an industrial dispute are willing
to use their services. Each year, the mediation staff of the agency
actively participates in the settlement of about 7,000 disputes; it main-
tains telephone or other contact with the parties to about 13,000 other
contract negotiations; It receives notice of the pendency of about 80,000
other disputes every year in which the parties do not require any third
pat y assistance in orior to achieve peaceful settlements.

Time will not permit a detailed description of the mediator's aRt this
afternoon. It is enough to say tlmt in the negotiations in which the
Federal Service actively participates, our mediators serve as a kind of
catalyst in whose presence agreements can be reached. They some-
times do nothing more than soothe tempers. they sometimes, serve as a
transmission belt for ideas and proposals between parties whose
emotions are so engaged by the pressures of the moment that they
cannot fruitfully participate in joint meetings; thiey sometimes serve
as sounding boards for proposals; frequently they suggest alternatives
to proposals which they know will be unacceptable unless changed,
watered down, or restated; they sometimes are told in advance that one
or another party would be receptive to a particular proposal, even
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though for tactical or other reasons the receptive party cannot break
a deadlock by advancing the proposal on its own behalf.

The skillful mediator must bring to his job a solid knowledge of
the collective bargaining process, as well as a large fund of tact. He
must not lose his temper-unless the needs of tie particular negotiation
require him to do so, He may be required to know something about
pension lans, wage and salary admin fstration, job evaluation systems,
fhe manufacturing process, the personalities and idiosyncrasies of the
negotiators, the internal political structure of the union, the compoti.
tivo pressures which may exist in the industry, and a thousand and one
other things which appear on the barpining tables of the Nation.

There are many things that the mediator must bring to his job, and
most of thorm cannot be taught; they must be learned through oxpori.
ence acquired by exposure to the bargaining process. But in any tab.
ulation of the qualities that a mediator should have before he can be
truly skilled, one thing Is absolutely essential: He must be able to earn
and keep the confidence of the parties. Their confidence can be earned
only by an impartial, honest, .iis1 creet man.

Collective balaining requires both strategy and tactics. It is fre-
qiently a kind ol poker game, with the cards played close to the ehiest.
For a mediator to be truly elrecivo, he must have some capacity to
kibitz if you will, to know a little about the cards which are to be
pIay 0 as tho game develops. No mediator can possibly play this role
if thle parties ihink that the things hie learns in confidence will be told
to the public-which includes the party on the other side of the bargain.
11g table,

Un 1 way to preserve the confidence of the parties would be for the
Service to abolish all of Its case records; to allow each mediator to
function in. silence and on his own, keeping no documents, and com-
muning only with himself. However, orderly administration does
not permit the Service to operate in tis manner. Mediators must
file reports and keep records. They must consult with their superiors,
both i the regional offices and In the national office. Since some ef.
fort is made to develop not only a broad expertise applicable to any
negotiation, but also specific expertise applicable to particular parties
In successive negotiations, case histories are developed which can be
useful in future years, or for other mediators.

In short, the Service does keep records, and it uses them in the fol-
lowing ways, among others:

1. The Service is engaged in a constant program of training, im-
provement, evaluation of mediation techniques, and search for ways
of increasing its effectiveness. Because so many of our mediators work
alone from very small field offices, one-man and two-men offices, they
do not have the benefit of close contacts and daily associations with
other mediators, so that we do have a systematic program of seminars
and workshops in which there can be an exchange of ideas and experi.
once based upon reports and records which are kept in significant
disputes. The interchange of information and ideas is essential if we
are to do effective work in the fluid and dynamic world of labor re-
lations.

2. Regional offices and the national office must constantly be in-
formed of the status of negotiations. Case reports are used by super.
visors-the regional directors and assistant regional directors-and
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by the national office staff, to be sure that (ho editor assigned to I he
case is making every effort and is using all available facllties and tebh-
niques to assist. the parties in reathlng agfmomtent. Whilo we lve lels
suporvision than most agencies, in fact, ii tho Ield we havo a toll of
oil y_14 .supervisors and--what. we have is es ential, and it could not
be effectlve without, adequate, in forimtive, and freqttently subjectlivo
leDOrts.

3. Finally, regional offices and tho national ollice must be able to
evaluate the status of any given dispute. Because of the sinall number
of mediators and their heavy caseload, vontiltts In dates arot fr(mluent.
Complete and honest reporting is vital whenever It, is nees ary to
Change s ease assignnut to supplement neliat lot) eIrOrts by st,,(ing
in one or more atfilioudf tliators to sit, its it medialtlon pianl, or to
add "new blood" in a ist icky negotiAi loll by dislathling olt' of tho smllll
number of nat tnI otnalo rent utives-o1 'troubehoot -ils" l i an
eliort to start it stalled negotlatlon, to bring in it t reh appro)lllh, or to
odd a merlator with specital ex prtIse in piticll r kinds of )'obltmsu.

The records on whict the activilies lesmllled above dIlpend can hIo
useful only if the reporting mediator desttibes with eonlellt, ,andor
everything of im)orluim fhlat, likes place lit the negotiaton. If one
I)arty tolls the meditor iln 'onfldellce tht next Molldliy ho will h)il
two nore cents on I he I able, this fat. may be reported to tlhe nat11 14loal
otileo--but. not, to the ot her sliht. I f the ielilator thiks I linht one or Ihe
other sido is stalling, that, it party dloes not seenta to bo bar aiuing in
good faith, or thia wettlelent is bing Iml)peded by i pet rsona iity quirk
of one of th, thief nsgotiators, these fNets 11ml *ol)iluios mut11{1 he re.
ported. Sineo imilch of our work is done in "eriss" baralliliff, in1 it
few short. datys before a strike deadline, re)laement, or supplement
mediators and national ofAice representatives cn not enler legot ial lonis"('oll." They must, be as fully informed ats possible 11l)O1t all asIpcI(tJs
of the negotiltioll to whilh they ai1 asfig'nd, llecords are essentllid.

Very frequently it niegfotiation inny len d to litigallion, )oso.illy ill it
suit. for (lanlnges result i froll It strike, In i unfai' iilor )'latlelep
etlo before the National Labor eltions lollr, or in allft raI1tiol
proceeding in whlch the intent of the parties cannot, be determined
without, testimonll)ly fi. to what took lIlace when the vontrat. language In
dispute wits being negot ated.

Within the last Year, eight ilediators have heell snplenaed; In most
of those instances they have been asked to bring their ns records, re.
ports, or other |mnonradums with them.

A witness is called only when on party to the litigation thinks his
testimony or records will I helpful to hIm nimd advpi-se to the other
sidp. Corroboralion of one side frequently Imlpeaches the credibility
of witneses on tle other side,. 'I'l' melittor who testitlles, or who
_produces ils eAe reports, will Itot. h' welcomed hack to the noxt Inegoti.
1i1on by the l)e rt (hamaged b his test illlnOy.

We acklowltege thill In all of lipse sill nations there Is it doelato
balance of oilflicting public Interests. I f it lIltiy In it 'o11r1 or ]olrd
Aroeteding hutis nIot tod tlih I ruth11 ItN)ult his Conillct in it Igotitio0n),
there Is a s roig 1111)11C iniltrtst in produllig i4mart ,.l tetimllony Coll-
(erning wht t itlly took )lace, to assist the tri!)tial In quest ion to
retelh it ot'fl'et thli.loll, ,evt' iftht |('is, we( Wlhive, that ht re 1i an evenl
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stronger public interest in prototitgn tile anodlation process, aud the
lilt 1't1,al tyt and liceptabiliIy of our professional stafr.

I might add tait the National ,abmr Relations Board and the
courts.4 agree with us as to whicl is the stronger public interest. in those
situations , 'ho NIIMi has, il a number of cases, had oclcasion to con.side whether or not to try to enforce a subpona against a Federal medl.
tor, and Invariably they qu1ash those subponts md do not. Insist that
they testify, and this has also been our record in the rather smaller
number of cases in which lnetitors have beeIn subponaed in either
court procee'ditigs ifl5m) States liti'bltrttit proceedings.

Mr. (Ji'ra.N. in the eight cases you referred to, none wits required
to testify?

Mr. 1 lrnavic. That is correct, sir.
Mir. MoN.MIAN. Expuse me, wits that in the courts or in the NLUIJ1
Mr. lh.:I1uac. I think four of Ihem were N1,111 eases, three of Ihlentwere court. casos, and one, wits ll arhitration proceling in a State

where t he atibitrator had )ower to sulbjena,
I might sy that in one of tli cases the medhiat or NOi tested some,

years ago before it joint. conittittee of tie congresss about a tranIll( t Ion
whiith lite wits lter asked to testify about, ill it court preceding andwe biti vt SOlll reason to thiuk Ilhat we might not have be.tw sues iful
in thlit case.

Pufoi umatt'Iy, the medilator was very ill at the time of the court
!)/(e4,e(fIig, ittiti wi iilh hospititl oil thp (tily of tile holintti, tld died
wihill1 Several weeks lifter that, so that it. was never tested. In all of
li o11b' 10.ises Itlie 411bplls lilve been I tullshed.

Air. ORFll . 1 Whalt. do0 they I1s1 in heir reasoning? There is no
stittl1e to poit t, is t (here, Ito giet hen1--
Mr. 11HItCK. No, si' 1 thero is not. We lit0o ott1r ow!) re 1thtions

whilt'h I will refer to, which prohibit, nit, ditors fromt t'slify ,ig con.eTing i nforliallion which they haveo acquired inl tile perforlallce of
thpir olelil ( oittes,

Me rely primarily I11l thel public olicy which we feel justifies ourholding Cis kild of Il for111t i) onl 11 11tlt lil.
This elassilloation, of course, has Ie hit impose und.e tile Admlhs.

trativo P'otteure Act, and we feel that we have met the standard ofg'od cals shown because of the Iwmuliar nturo of the work that the
Federal Med iait it Services does,

This overriding interest has long been recognilzed by the National
lrtlnor Telitllot ol llolrl-t lhe agen, cllielly responsile for aIjudalet..
Ing disputes hlat. 111ise b1tweell) I ployers and the repreletaltiveq of
theirs employees. The noard agrees with our appraisal of these con.Metling olles. It (ws not, compel testimony of mediators or pro.
duetlon of their records, Its reasons were stated almost. 00 years ago
in Tomlinson. ol ip i'oh. M, 74 NL4 UIl OK, 085 (117) :
llowever uetill Iip telihllolly of it coilellittor might Ii * * to exeetitO

mleetms filly fltlir fUnimlloin of li simthig hi ftie mellleitiet of laftbor dlspjiteN, theconellltor t11ist iiltimtita romtitnl for Impfrtlntlliy, "oil the inrt I to (ofl.eilh1tion conferences must feel free to talk without any fear that the cotitlllator
1111y suhsequently 111nke (hlselos1re ll a witness 1i some other lproetilll1, tothe ploss ll dhsttantige ( of a Iarty to the conference * * *. The Inevltablerest oud 11he that the usefulness of the Conciintlon Service In the settlementof future dlillstes would JI sterloisly lippirei, -If nnt destroyed, The resttllnt
Injury to the public interest would clearly outweigh tle bneft to be derived
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from Makin their testimony avalablb in particular cases. (See also Now
Brf tai MaoAs Co., 106 NLRB 0WA)

For all of these reasons the Service has always classified case rec.
ords "confidential," and it believes that by doing so it meets the stand.
ard of present section 8(e) of the Administrative Procedure Actk"for go6d cause shown."

Our classification is contained in section 1401.2 and 1401.3 of the
Service's Regulations (20 CFR, ch. XII, pt. 1401).

Section 1401.2 states the "good cause" upon which the Service has
relied in classifying its case records and reports.

Public policy and the successful effectuation of the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service's mission require that commissioners and employees main.
aMin a reputation for Impartiality and integrity. Labor and juanugement or

other interested parties participating in mediation efforts must haoV the as.
surance and confidence that information disclosed to commissioners and other
employees of the Service will not subsequently be divulged, voluntarily or be.
cause of compulsion.
Mr, MoNAoA,. Where is that citation I
Mr. HERMOK. This is on page 8 of the statement, sir.
Mr. MONA N. Thank you, page 8.
Mir. HEramC. Section 1401.8 describes the records which are sub-

ject to the "confidential" classification:
All tiles, reports, letters, memorandums, minutes, documents or other papers

(hereinafter referred to as "confidential records") In the off!ical custody of the
Service or any of Its employees, relating to or acquired in its or their official
activities under title 1I of the LVibor-Management Relations Act, 1047, as amended,
are hereby declared to be cotfldentlal. No such confidential records shall be
disclosed to any unauthorized person, to be taken, or withdrawn, copied or re-
moved from the custody of the Service or its employees by any person, or by any
agent or representative of such person without the prior consent of the Director.

We feel that labor and management and other interested parties
must be assured that information which is given to Commissioners and
other employees of the Service will not be disclosed, and the regulation
goes on to classify the files, reports, letters, memorandums, e cetera,
which are basically our case files.

The Service does not classify all of the disputes information which
it receives. Section 8(b) (8) of the Taft-Hartley Act requires the
parties to collective bargaining agreements to file dispute notices with
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, and with comparable
State agencies, not less than 80 days before the modification or tormi
nation date of a collective bar gaining agreement which has been opened
for negotiation. Section 1401.4 provides that such dispute notices are
not confidential. It states that Interested parties "have the right"-
and frequently do request-to receive certified copies of any such
notices of dispute upon written request to the regional director of the
region in which the notice is filed."

We believe that our effectiveness would be seriously Jeopardized
by passage of H.R. 5012 in its present form. We believe that the
special needs of the Service must be recognized , and that it must con-
tinue to elamf the reports and records described in the regulation
S quoted above. We do not believe that the Service has abused, or in.
deed, could abuse, the classification of "confidential" by keeping such
ase r words, reports, and files from the general publi- Including

competing parties in a labor dispute subject to FMC jurisdiction.
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As stated earlier, we have no coercive power. Until the passage of
the Civil Rights Act, the Mediation Service and the National WedI&.
tion Board performed a unique service in a unique way. Since wehave no power to compel, the Service issues no ruhngs or decisions.
We "proffer" our services-nothing more. The parties which accept
t1lem expect our agents to function with discretion. The parties which
reject. them conduct their own negotiations without our assistance. We
may disagree with their rejection, we may try to persuade them to
change their minds, we may let it be known that the offer to help wlU
remain outstanding until the dispute is settled. We do not meet in
secret to consider 6x larte evidence or investigative reports, and to
order somebody to do something on the basis information which is
then classifled confidential.

Several weeks ago the comnittee's staff asked the Service to consider
whether the exception set, forth in section 101 (c) (4) of the proposed
bill would protect its confidential records and files. We answered on
March 23, 1905, that in our opinion subsection (4) would not give us
the protection we need.

Subsection 101 (o) (4) of the proposed legislation would except from
the public inspection requirement 11trade secrets and other information
obtailned front the public and customarily privileged or confidential."
This exception is taken verbatim from S. 1600, which passed the Senate
during the last session. On its face, the exception does not apply to
the bulk of the information which comes to mediators in the perform
ance of their duties. There are situations in which an employer who
does not wish to plead poverty at the bargaining table for fear of
having to reveal financial records under current National Labor
Relations Board decisions will give the mediator confidential competi-
tive information or financial information to explain an adamant posi-
tion. Such information might be considered a "trade secret-:-but
Information of this sort is an exception to the general rule, so far as
our agency Is concerned. The information which we seek to protect
concerns bargaining strategy and tactics, proposals and counterpro.
posals personalities, and methods of the negotiators, and similar mat-
ters which do not fit neatly within the category protected by exception
(4).

e have studied Senate Report 1219, which accompanied S. 1666
(S. R. 1219, July 22, 19064). According to the report, exception (4)-

Is necessary to protect the confidentiality of information which ts obtained by
tho Government through questonnaires or other inquiries, but which would
customarily not be released to the public by the person from whom It was
obtained. This would Include business sales statistics inventories, customer
lists, and manufacturing processes, It would also Include Information custo-
marily subject to the doctor-patient, lawyerlient and other such privileges,
To the extent that the Information Is not covered by this or other exceptious, it
would be available to public Inspection.

Mediators do not obtain information by "questionnaire or inquiry."
Most of the information obtained by mediators is obtained at the
bargaining table, or in give-and-take sessions with the parties, seps.
rately or together.

The Senate report also shows a congressional intent to protect infor-
mation normally subject to such traditional privileges as the doctor.
patient or lawyer-client privilege.

45-21&-5--pt. 1-4
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We do not feel that the mediator-party privilege stands on the same
legal or historical foundation as those of the doctor-patient or attor-
ney-olient relationships.The art of mediation, as practiced by the
Service, is relatively new. It is a product of our industrial society.
But within our limited field of operations, we think a mediator-party

privilege i as important as the ancient and honorable privileges ex-
ended-by common law to the doctor, the lawyer, or the clergyman.
Unfortunately, we 'do not believe that the statement of legislative
intent in Senate Report 1219 is sufficiently clear to protect tis new
privilege any more than it would protect a newspaper reporter-source
privilege, which is als a product of relatively modern times.

In oider to clarify the status of information obtained by mediators
in the performance of their dutiest we have proposed, in our letter of
March 23, 1065, that exception (4) be changed to read as follows:

Trade secrets and other information obtained from the public and customarily
privileged or confidential, or information aoqutired disrwg t wdlatlon or oonoli-
aeton of labor dtputoa. (Italic Indicated new material,)

We would like to see the bill make this explicit so that nothing will
be left to interpretation and the need to consult the legislative history.

Nevertheless, we also re ogizo that the committee may have reasons
for not wishing to chidige tile language of the proposed bill. If the
committee dec(es to rel)ort the bll with exception (4) in its present
form: we ask it to give the most serious considerations to insertion of
appropriate language in the committee report which will make it
abundantly clear that the present exception is intended to ber broad
enoiglh to give Mediation Service files and records the protection neces-
sary to enable us to fulfill the congressional mandate that we provide
full and adequate governmental facilities for conciliation and media-
tion in collective bargaining disputes. Accordingly, we have sug-
gested that the follow.hig language be incorporated i the legislative
history at an appropriate place:

The exception would also Include Information given to Wederal mediators In
the regular performance of their duties In mediating and concllatlug labor
disputes.

In conclusion, let me thank you agtin for the privilege of present-
ing the views of the Federal Mfediation and Conciliation Service on
this important piece of legislation. Now, if there are any questions
Mr. Seldin and I will be happy to answer them to the best of our
ability.

Mr. Mo rNrAA. Thank you very much, Mr. Herrick.
It seems to me that we have three areas that we are potentially deal-

ing with here. First of all, we have the area that exists while a dis-
pute is actively going on, and it would seem to me that there would not

much question about the fact that communications of the sort
that you mentioned should be kept protected at that time.

Now then you move into another area; the area, as you say-the
first would e negotiation, the second would be litigtion or arbitra-
tion; in other words, a formal preceding that would be subsequent to
negotiation but immediately connected with it.

It is your position, I take itt that there is or should be a privilege
comparable to the lawyer-client or husband-wife or the other acceptedprivileges; is that soI
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Mr. 1finzmc. Yes, sir. The problem is that our agency is one
which, in essence, must be accepted by the parties, by both parties.
In other words, we cannot and never have tried to compel parties who
do not want to use our services to accept them, although there is some
language in the statute that suggests that if necessary this might be
done by obtaining a court order, There is "shall meet wih the
Mediation Service language in the statute-nevertheless, this has
never been used; never been -tested; and, as a practical matter negotia-
tion taking place under those circumstances would probably be pretty
futile.

We do feel that even after a contract is settled and, possibly, there
is some subsequent litigation before the NLRB, no mediator could
possibly testif in a proceeding of that sort without completely de-
stroying his acceptability to the person whose interests were damaged
by his testimony.

Mr. MONAGAN. Well, all right. That is the second situation where
there is still some activity going on.

What about the case where final settlement which has been made
through negotiation or through litigation, and the file has been closed
insofar as its activity is concernedV What is your position on com-
munications of that sort after that point I

Mr. HJinntK. Well, two things, Mr. Chairman: First, a bargaining
relationship between two parties is really never closed unless the union
is decertified or the employer goes out of business. In other words,
even after a contract is completed there is a continuing relationshi
during the life of the contract, through the grievance procedure, and
so on. So that the contract eventually comes up again, and the chances
are that the same mediator will be back if a dispute seems Imminent;
again trying to produce a settlement 1 year or 2 years or 8 years later.

So that, if the frequently very candid observations andcomments
which he has put into the file as part of the process that I have
described earlier were to be released to the parties 2 years later, we
still feel that this would jeopardize the mediators acceptability.

Mr. MOorAGAN. You feel that it is indefinite in time, In other words I
Mr. IIrnmCK. They all keep going on and on, except where the com-

pany goes out of business or a particular plant is closed or a union
is decertified.

It seems only yesterday that-
Mr. SzrDix. May I aid a point on that ? One of the activities we

engage in is wihat we call our preventive mediation program. Fre.
quently in a situation where relations are pretty bad between parties
both subsequent to contract negotiations, the same mediator usually
will endeavor to work with the parties to see if he can somehow create
a better lhinate, Now this would be somewhat poisoned if some of
his records Indicatinz his real opinion of the parties at the time of
negotiations were public.

Mr. MONAGAN, All right.
What about the sope of the privilege I In this classification under

motion 1401.8 on page 8. This says--
All files, reports, letters, memorandums, minutes, documents, or other papers are

hereby declared to be confidential.
In other words, that is a very broad, it is practically blanket classic.

flation. Are there any limitations on that r ca
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Mr. Humtrcx. Well, about all we have in the way of files and
records relate either to the internal administration of the Mediation
Service or to actual disputes, That is, that cetainly is, there's no
getting away from it, a broad statement.

Mr. MONAGAN. Even in the traditional privileges that are generally
accepted there are certain limitations such as that the communication
has to be made for the purpose for which the privilege was created,
and that the relationship must exist, and so forth.

Mr. HamixK. This really has two parts, of course. Obviously, the
classic common law privilege would not extend to a statement made by
the union in the presence of a company.

Mr. MoNoA^A. Yes.
Mr. IHuRRcK. So that you cannot really call that a privilege.
Mr. MONAQAN. It has to be confidential, to begin with,
fr. TimicK. That is correct.

Mr. MONA l A. That is, it is intended to be.
Mr. HERIOIK, Yes' but the problem that we have also involves this

problem, of maintaining our impartiality so that if the mediator has
come i--well, let me give you an exampe.
Frequently in an unfair labor practice proceeding there is a dispute

between the charging party and the respondent as to who said what
during a particular stage of the negotiations. How was a certain offer
phrased, and so on.

If the mediator can be subponaed and brought in to testify about
that, the chances are he is going to support one side or the other. It
is hard to see where there is a conflict In testimony, how a mediator,
testifying honestly, could avoid supporting one side or the other in
this.

So that it is more than just a privilege. It is a need to keep the
mediator and to keep the Mediation Ser vice away from any semblance
of having taken sides as to the merits of a dispute of that sort.

We try very hard to strike a fine balance between begin impartial
but, at the same time, getting these very candid appraisas o whatis going on in the negotiation, predictions as to what is going to hap-
pen, and so on.

Mr. MONAoAN. You have indicated that there Is a balancing of the
Interests involved in arriving at your judgment. Would you say
that the extent of the privilege might depend upon the degree of pub.
lie Interest that in a particular situation was Involved in whatever
the statement was? It Is a little hard for me to think up specific
instances where this might be true. But let us say in a criminal ce
with a subpena you referred to subpenas, let us say there might be
a declaration that an individual was a member of the Communist
Party or something like that, where that might be relevant to thecriminal rosecution.Itwodund seem to me that you would have same difficulty in per-

suadinsa court not to permit evidence of that sort to be admitted.
Mr. Huxmo. I agree. I think we probably would have some dif.

ficulty. I think we would try-I am happy to say that all of the
cases that I am familiar with have not involved anything quite of
that nature.

Mr. MoN,;oA. I am trying to think of an extreme case just to test
the extent of your position,
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Mr. Hm o, i. If a murder were committed at the bargaining table,
for example, a mediator might be a very important witness. Our
regulations do permit the Pirector of the Service to give mediators
permission to testify, and I think that we would as we always do,
approach these things on a case-to-cnse basis. But I annot---

Mr. MoNAGAN. Well, the difficulty is that the application of the
standard rests with the executive agency, and I th ik what we are
trying to do Is to consider some abstract standards that might apply
fairly generally without reference to a more or less objective juag,
ment bythe agency that was involved,

Mr, Hwtncok. We tire conscious of the problem.
I think the example of the murder at the bargaining table is one

that I hope will never happen., Mayhem is usually more oral than
that at the bargaining table,

I might say, of course, that our judgment-it is not strictly accurate
to say that our jud nent is not subj Oct to any kind of review. In
any situation in whtch there is a subpena, let us say, before the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board, there can be an effort made to enforce
the subpena before a district judge, and, I suppose, this would be
appealable to the court of appeals.

r. MONAAN. I was tliinging more of making records available
to a committee, for example, rather than through subpena.

Mr. InRmck. I cannot say; as far as I know we have never been
asked for records by any congressional committee, except in that one
instance that I gave which was many years ago. I do not know, I
am Just not familiar with any other Illustrations of that.

Mr. MoxAoAN. I want to compliment you on your statement and
particularly on making a suggestion both as to language by which
the bill might be amended, and also in the alternative language that
might be used in the report.

I am not sure that your recommendations will be adopted, but it is
a good practice and one that I want to compliment you on.

Mr. GnM'nr. Well I want to join in that statement of commenda-
tion. I think that It is an excellent statement, Mr. Herrick.

So far as I am concerned, I think the Service doos an excellent job,
and has high standing. It would seem to me that a murder at the
collotive-batgaining table would not be the type of confidential com.
muication that would normally be considered in a lawyer-client rela-
tionship. I think there Is that type of relationship that the mediator
has with the parties to collective IarIining. Even though they might
both be present, they are dealing jointly on a confidential basis witlin
the room here the bargaining Is taking place. I do not think
that either party would oxpet that what they are saying within the
confines of that room would be made public. If it were going to
be made public they might conduct themselves in a much Uffeient
way and say different things.

Mr. HamuoK. I think that Is correct. I think, of course, one anal.
0gy might be discussion of settlement efforts in an ordinary piece of
litigation. Yet the fact that there Is a give and take and an explora-
tion of each other's minds is not something that would come into a
subsequent litigation based on positions that are much harder and
much further apart.
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Mr. GmFN. I feel confident that some of the committee, if it does
enact this legislation, would certainly implement your suggestion in
someway to make sure that that is done.

Mr. HEmuox. Thank you very much.
Mr. MONAoAN. Mr. Kass.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Chairman I have no questions, but I would like to

insert the letter dated March 28, 1965.
Mr. MONAGAN. If there is no objection, it will be inserted.
(The document referred to follows:)

FRDxOML MEDIATION AND CONoInTATION SERVJIOE,
Washington, D. ., March 88, 1905.

Mr. DENNY L. KAss,
Coun8ol, Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcommittee, Corm

mlitce on Government Operations, House of Representatives, Washington,
D.O.

Dsa Me. KAss: In accordance with our conversation of March 15, the Fed.
eral Mediation and Conciliation Service has considered the problems presented
by the proposed legislation which Is now under consideration by Congressman
Moss' subcommittee of the Government Operations Committee of the House of
Representatives.

We have carefully considered exception (4) in the proposed legislation which
would except from the public inspection requirement "trade secrets and other
Information obtained from the public and customarily privileged or confidential."
In our view, this exception will not adequately protect the confidentiality of
information obtained by Federal mediators during their performance of official
duties.

Lixception (4) is taken verbatim from S. 1600, which was passed by the Senate
at Its last session, The exception is discussed in some detail at page 18 of
Senate Report No. 1219, July 22, 1964. According to the report, the exception
"is necessary to protect the confidentiality of information which Is obtained by
the Government through questionnaires or other inquiries, but which would
customarily not be released to the public by the person from whom It was ob-
tained. This would include business sales statistics, inventories, customer lists
and manufacturing processes. It would also include information tettomarly
subject to the doctor-patient, lawsjer.ollent, and other such privileges. To the
extent that the Information is not covered by this or other exceptions, it would be
available to public Inspection," [Italics added.]

Information received by mediators is never obtained by questionnaires, such
as those used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in collection of Walsh-Healey
data. Such information, indeed, is seldom obtained by "inquiry." It usually
comes to the mediator in the form of proposals, counterproposals and other dis.
cusslons by the parties before or with the mediator, either together or In sep.
arate sessions with one or another of the parties, Furthermore, the "privileges"
referred to in the report are well established, and their origins precede by many
years the development of labor mediation as we now know It. For these rea-
sons, we do not believe that the proposed exception, even read in the light of
S.R. 1219, Is broad enough to protect this agency's confidential case reports.

To protect the confidentiality of these reports, we propose the following
change in the language of exception (4) :

trade secrets and other information obtained from the public and customarily
privileged or confidential, or information acquired during mediatlo# or con
ellation of labor disputes. (Italic indicates new material.]

In the alternative, we would add to the legislative history of the exception,
in an appropriate place, the following sentence:

The exception would also include information given to Federal mediators
In the regular performance of their duties in niediating and conciliating
labor disputes.

Mr. Abner and I will be available to discuss these proposals at your convenience.
Sincerely yours, H. T. Hrmaaloi, General Counsel.

Mr. MONAGAN. Thank you very much.
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Our next witness is Fred Smith, Acting General Counsel of the
U.S. Treasury, accompanied by Mrs. Charlotte T. Lloyd, Chief of
the Legal Op iion Section.

Mr. Smith, you also have a prepared statement I
Mr. S rrm. Yes sir,
Mr. MONAOAN. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF FRED BURTON SMITH, ACTING GENERAL COUNSEL,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT; ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. CHARLOTTE
T. LLOYD, CHIEF, LEGAL OPINION SECTION, TREASURY DEPART-
MENT

Mr. SMrr . I would like to read some of my statement, Mr. Chair-
man, I may not read all of it.

Mr. MOVAQAN. Well, suppose that we insert the entire statement
in the record. That may be done if there is no objection, and then
you summarize it and we will just use the statement unless there is
some substantial variation.

Mr. Srrnz. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I want to sayfirst,

that I appreciate the opportunity that has been afforded to the Treas-
ury Department to present its views on H.R. 5012 and the various
related bills which are before the committee.

The Treasury Department has a broad and continuing interest in
problems relating to the disclosure of information to the public. We,
therefore, are deeply concerned.with the various identical bills now
before your subcommittee, of which H.R. 5012 is the first, described as
legislation to establish a Federal public records law. This legisla-
tion is intended to require every agency to make all its records
promptly available to any person unless the records consist of matters
which fall within eight specific exemptions.

fy Department agrees wholeheartedly with the objectives of pro-
viding the fullest possible information to the public. It hns sought to
realize this objective in its long dealings with the American public in
its many areas of operations. The Department does business with
literally millions of citizens through the collection of taxes, the man-
agement of customs, the issuance of public securities, the disburse-
ments of large sums of money, and the provision of safety regulations
for navigation, to name only a few of the many areas of contact be-
tween the Treasury and the citizens. We have received almost no com-
plaints of insufficient knowledge by the public of mattets with which
they are concerned. The record of compliance by the various offices
and bureaus of the Department with section 8 of the Administrative
Procedure Act providing for the publication and availability of in-
formation which was recently submitted to your subcominitte, indi-
cates, I believe, that a, great wealth of information has been published
and made available to the public as a whole and to persons immediately
concerned.

I should like to state at the outset that It is our sincere belief that
problems in the area of public disclosure do not stem from an in-
adequacy of the existing laws on the subject, but from occasional mis-
applications, or failures in implementation, of such laws. In gen-
eral, I believe that this administration has a very good record in mak.
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ing information available to the public and that the existing provisions
of the Administrative Procedure Act on publication of information
constitute about as good a standard as can be devised for this purpose.
It is for this reason and because after earnest study we find that
HR. 5012 and the createdd bills would be seriously prejudicial to the
effective conduct of the Government and damaging to many private
individuals, that we have felt compelled to report to your subcom-
mittee that we are opposed to their enactment. We believe that we
can demonstrate to tie subcommittee that if legislation is passed
which requires all Government records, with a few noted exceptions,
to be made available to any person, the executive branch will be unable
to execute effectively many of the laws designed to protect the public
and will be unable to prevent invasions of the privacy of individuals
whose records have becomA Government records.

I would like to develop this wider four headings, the first of which
relates to the requirement that disclosure be made to persons who do
not have a legitimate interest in a matter; (2) the inadequacies of the
exemptions; 3) the inappropriateness of the court provisions; and
(4) the doubtful constitutionality of the legislation.

(1) Requirement th it disclosure be made to persons who do not have
a legitimate interest in the matter.

A statute which requires that records be made available to "any per.
son" must be tested quite literally by considering who "aly person"
might be. Prof. Kenneth Culp Davis, author of the authoritative
text, "Administrative Law Treatise," dramatized this point to the
Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure when
it was considering similar legislation last summer by citing as an ex-
ample of what would be possible under a provision such as that con-
tained in this bill, that high school children playing games would be
enabled to require all of the White House records tob)e made available
to them, minus those in the exceptions. Another example lie cited was
the possibility of a deranged person r juiring the records of the Justice
Department concerning "udicial appo ntments. While these are pos.
sibly extreme examples, itis not hard to point to other types of per-
sons who could, and in large numbers undoubtedly would, demand
quantities of records to further their own malicious, illegal, or med
ling purposes. The purposes behind demands might or might not
be known to the agencies, but in any case would seem to be irrelevant
under the legisla ton.

We feet compelling such demands to be met would not only serve no
useful purpose but would put the agencies involved under a legislative
mandate to waste their time. Legislation such as that proposed would
encourage irresponsible demands.

In this connection we should like to emphasize the difference between
making information on Government operations available to the public
and a requirement that aill records must be prompt tly available to "any
person." In our opinion, section 3 of the Administrative Procedure
Act makes an appropriate distinction between the right, of the lpubhic
to information wihichi must be published or made generally available
and the right of any single individual to demand the disclosure of non.
pub ,o Government record for h is personal b nefit. In the latter case,
the Government is now required to-honor such a demand it the person
lodging it is a person properly and directly concerned with tried in.
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formation sought. The subcommittee, therefore, is urged to consider
the problem from two perspectives: First, what information should
be made generally available to the public as a whole, and, secondly
what should be the ground rules by which any single person can de-
mand entry into Government files. We have observed 1hat advocates
of legislation similar to that under consideration usually speak of the
right to obtain Government records in terms of the right of a person
who has business with an agency to get certain information, or of a
newsman requesting greater liberality on behalf of the press. Inter-
ests like these have a different claim upon Government information
than have, say, local gossips interested in finding out personal informa.
tion about their neighbors.

Next I would like to refer to what we feel are inadequacies in the
exemptions listed in the bill.

I believe the exemptions should be tested to insure that they are
adequate to safeguard Government records, the protection of which is
required to insure the public interest in the enforcement of law and
legitimate individual privacy.

A recent example is the public interest in questions relating to the
future of our coinae--Mr. Chairman, I was just citing a recent ex-
ample with which have been concerned whicn is the public interest
in questions relating to the future of our coinage, and whether it will
continue to contain silver,

In a very short while the Treasury Department will be sending to
the Congress the results of a comprehensive study of all aspects of This
problem which has been underway for many months, together with
such recommendations for new coinage legislation as are deemed
appropriate. Under the p rovsions of H.R. 5012 much of the data
that has l)wen compiled in tilis study-statistics the results of the test-
inr of various possible alloys for our coins, et cetera-would have had
to be made available upon request to any persons inquiring. Any
person interested in speculating on what might happen to the price of
silver or other metals could obtain access to this data. Misuse of the
information or misinterpretation of such information as to what the
Treasury's recommendations were likely to be could have greatly ag-
gravated the problem of the shortage of coins, which we have rather
successfully overcome by stimulating the hoarding of such coins or
silver, for example. W think that it Is obvious that it was not in the
public interest to make premature disclosure of this information. Al.
though ILR. 5012 contains an exemption from the disclosure require-.
ments for intra-agency memorandums dealing solely with matters of
law and policy, the factual material I have mentioned would not have
been protected.

I mi Ott interpolate at this point another example or two which I
do nothave in my statement. Information as to purchases by the
Federal .Reserve System, for example, of Government securities fn the
market, if prematurely disclosed could have, we feel, serious effects on
the orderly handling of the Government's financing requirements so
that in alt of these things there is a question of timing. There are
many things on which full disclosure is made in reports which are
published or filed with the Congress with a timelag, there is no basic
secrecy about these matters, and yet the premature release of these
could te very damaging to the general interest.
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Mr. Moss (presiding), Let me ask you this: Is this information
presently protected by a rule or regulation promulgated under tle
authority of the Administrative Procedure Act or under 5 U.S.C. 22?

Mr. Smtil. I believe so; yes, sir. Our basic regulations for ti
Department as a whole and our subsidiary regulations for various
portions of the Department, specify certain documents which are
readily available, and then specify that certain others are deemed
confidential for various reasons and I would think that those exam.
pies that I have mentioned wouli cole within the slwcifleaitiois.

Mr. Moss, Now, the examples you mentioned, let us go back to this
matter of the coinage problem and ask whether information relating
to coins or coinage is specifically protected by a rule or n, Illation Of
the Department. of the Treasury? You have, under 5 US.C. 22 the
authority to make rutles and regulations for tle custody, lise and pres-
ervation' of your records. Under section 3, is it not, of the Admin.
istrative Proceduro Act you have a right to make i'tiles aind regulations
on the information to be made available, doyou not ?

Mr. SmTH. Would you care to have me read the basic provision in
our regulations, sir, that I think relates to this?

Mr. Moss. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. This is entitled-

CONIDIENTIAL OFFICIAl, RiECORIDS

For one or imore of the following good cautos, certain Inrrmnthion In he om.
clot records of the bureaus, dlVIns, and| officeS enuiterated alloyo Is held eon
fletmtini al is not nvaihloe to the mtlblle

( ) The infortiltion has betn sublnitte fi cotlliletiee to the Treasury De
partitit:

(2) The Inforltiotlon relates to a fitlnnneIIl tatter or smonie other typo of trnns-
action bet ween the (overnietnt and nit Individual or eorlwration, the mliselosure
of which woid (e prejudlelail to the individual or corporation itivolved (much as
by adding a voinuitltor) without. furthering the public Interest -

(3) For seetirlty reasons, such na proteetion aigilitst cOuitltertelinf
(0) The Information petrtains to negotiatlois wlth foreign counirloe, which

Inforiatlon, because of Its nuittire or because of it ngreenmelt ltweenl tis Oov.
ernment. and the foreign countries concerned, Is required to he held confldentill ;

(0S) Tie material is made cotfldentinl by law, much is tax returns; or
and I think this is the one that applies, although some of the others
might have-

(0) The disclosure of the Information would clearly he Inihleal to the public
interest.

Mr.1s1,PPIAM. Ar. Chairman, may T ask a question?
Mr. Moss. Coa inly you may,
Mr. VIu ~itrn. Your first. point, I think, was that, It. wias sul)mitted

in cfinfidenceo to the Treasury department?
In other words, the supplier of the information determines tie clas.

sification, secrecy, classilhfatlon, of it I If thle person says, "1 am filv-
lng you something; in confidence," then it. automatically aills within
ti, provision, is that. what you are saying ?

Mr. SMIT. Yes, largely. This relates, of course, to voluntary ii-
formation, not information that they are required to submit to us.

I will give you an example. In our program which was recently
announteed i h)ell) our lbalan e of p)aymelnts the banks and other
financial instittitlons wore requested by the President to cooperate
voluntarily; we )love an elaborate queltionalre as to their foreign
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blending fletivities, ill whih we have asked theil ()n a purely volmiitar.
ily bmaim to tell 118 periodically, evoI'y 3 millis ihot.t Owhir foreign
101(ltilgs anld we JIIive told themn thal't this will ho received ill cono
ldellep il nd 101(1 inl conllidenlco.

Obviously, there is informlat ion ill these detailed cjuestiotnmilres
il' would 1)0 of great, value to cofll)Ot'itOl', 11111.d oth1 and1( wo

1101101 that. confidence. This is I Ilo type of Ithing to which Ils rotors,
Ie l)lve.
Ofcoro ('~t~where someb0iody is 1'quji red by i'eglait ioil to HSlibillit 801110.

thing, th~en we aro thle determinant its to whether It (!fil be submitted
ou1such it confidential basis.

Mir. flimslosiw. Thankc youl.
Mg'. Mosm. You lillyl colit I title.
Mr. SUITro. A matter' of great, comnseeno to the publie interest. is

thle Integrity of thle Natilon's clu'Iency I~tide' thie bills5 befot' you, any
countot'toiter could obti thie records of hlow thip ik anld paper1 fire
prepireol for tho production of purreney. Only tralde secrets ob.
m~illed fr'oml t li public Imay he withheld undet'o exemiipt ion1 (4), not those
wIl1('h tire0 deriived fr'oml thle work of a 01V0I'fl11101t; ilgelloy, 81101 ao
our Bureau of Enagravitig and Printing. Further examples could
beg~ivenl.

J'Xitmipt) ion (1), tile most 111 Oi'tit of the eight, relates to file
Ilecessity of pt'oteetlng nilat )11( efensme secrts fri reost. T1ile
pllralse "0111 ionail defetise" Inliglt he lilt eetIld pill 11it 'i t (0'111t
or iby othei as apl]ying onily to trik1(litilally nialitar1y concepts. In
thle modern1 world( t however. thep total ei .ollmlli lilt of 0111' R0O11'olces to
1111tionlill dt'feilse 1mak1es sl(Icl ai dt'IIhitioii plltolitly too 11ar1row. TIhe
stibility of ourt Illolletar 111'raI1'11gelnents, tor' whidi tile Ti'castit' hear's
Ileavyi 1'4'i15lsiii lltl 1)011 e t 1'Uil at woopon ill our1 oleteti"Oe fig a
militilly welpoll, we bvelieve, fild T a~m glild to Fsay we have it J)osit lye
suggest ionl to linake here. The ter'i "iti 10111 secut'ity" would enable
it court snoro easily to weigh I hese 'onsideritions and thelire fore w~otild
Provide more't adcequiitp e '0vOI'llge.

I shoul111 ie niow to refer brliefly to thle problem of the disclosure
of reord's wlill ler'tll i to pi)ille (!o-i ll il5 11(d ivid usals.

Mr. Mloss. Oni this imattes' of natinalkseurity, do yost elissify tider
Execuit iv'e Order IO100

Mr.$ Moms. Yes.
Mr. SHoIMt. Yes, ItidJeOed
Aft% Moss. DoeSii't the Exetoutive border' itself uise the terntl "siatilonait

defenlse" I-it lici' 1111111 "h111t ioliil S'ci1'-ity" ? Do we 11V11%0i Copy of
tihe Exelutive Orde1r1?

Aft% Shim'l, I think we hanve one% here, if you will bear with tie for

I tink I have it, sir, If you will Jus~t bear with in meI lhite.
No, sir, 111111 sorryl All I have is the Treasury D~epartmnent order

which wal vs i tsl led unlderp It. I thought Idid.
Mrt. Mloss. Do we hile a 'op)y of th~e Roxecutive order available hiere

in tile commtiittoe r'oomsit
lMr. Siimv. Tile -title, T linvo referee to tile title here inl our reila

tiolns, an1d As flip'its tile title is eonceernedl it Says, "Safegularding offilia
information Inl the iterests of thle defense of the Uniited Staites."
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So the title does say "In the interests of defense of the United
States."

Mr. Moss. I believe the order is consistent throughout in using the
term "defense" and the language of the proposal here before us spe-
cifically required by the Executive order to be kept secret In the interest
of national defense or foreign policy.

Now if that. is using the term of the Executive order which gives
the authority for classifcation, then what do you gain by using "secu-
rity" rather than "defense"I

Mr. SMITH. Well, sir the term commonly used within tlie executive
brnuch, at least in talking about these things, is "nIational security."
It is possible, I believe, that if it wore made clear in the logislatiye
history that the scope of the term "national defense and foreign policy"
as used in this bill were as blad as the presently understood breadth
of the area in which we could, for example, classify things under the
Executive order, it is possible -

Mr. Moss. Can you now classify matters relating to monetary
policy I

Mr. SHnTI. On some of our international monetary negotiations and
major transactions we do; yes, sir.

Mr. Moss. Do you then classify under the authority given you by
Executive Order 10501?

Mr. SMITE. I believe so, because I believe that is
Mr. Moss. This was intended to specifically recognize that Execu-

tive order.
Mr. SMrrr. Yes.
Mr. Moss. The No. 1 exemption. We will pass on to that later

when we get it.
You may continue.
Mr. SMITII. If I can make one further comment on that, Mr. Chair-

man, it seems to me that there could be some domestic matters which
were of such major consequence to the welfare and continuance of the
Nation which might not relate to any foreign threat, but could still
be and might need to be privileged. I am thinking in terms of the
thirties when we had the bank fhilures and everythl ng else and the
President started off each Executive order "I hereby declare the exist-
enco of a national emergency," and, in fact, used authority in the.
Trading With the Enemy Act.

So far a I know, there was no outside threat or there was no need
to worry about the defense of the United States from foreign sources,
and yet the economic future of the country was certainly at stake
there.
We had thought that the term "national security" would be broader,

but I would say that. as long as the logislativo histor-
Mr. Moss. I do not disa0reo t.hli( it would not'be broader, but the

question is whether you rely upon Executive Order 10501 as the au-
thoripty for classifying such information. If you do, then it seems to
me that the language of this order determines whether or not you
classify for defeiso or for security. Just looking at. the order-I now
have a copy here-I find in each instance It uses "defense" not "se-
curity." And, therefore you are classifying-whatever this might
say, you would be classifying for defense.
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Mr. SuiTir. I would like to make one thing clear. I stated in an-
swer to your question that certain international monetary activities of
-ours are classified under 10501 with a security classification. But
there are a lot of other operations in that area that we feel are very
delicate and that should not be given out, at least at the time they take
place, which are not given a security classification, but which, neverthe-
less are not made available to the public. In other words, these would
be in the area whore we would consider it contrary to the public in-
terest to make them available,

Mr. Moss. I-ow many of those are covered by speciflo statute You
have some 28 statutes available.

Mr. SMiTH, Yes, indeed. I know of none sir, that cover these in-
ternational monetary activities of ours, if that is what you are re
ferrin gto.

Mr. Moss. Let us find that out.
Mr. RuMaw. If I might ask a question while you are looking

for it.
Mr. Moss. You may.

lix. RuMsinta>. I happened to see an article by Jack Anderson in
the .Vashington Post ofTuesday, March 80, about the availability of
individuals icomo tax returns "for the most frivolous reasons with a
minimum of ceremony. Snoopers from a long list of Federal, State,
and local agencies can pry into almost anyone's financial secrets in the
Internal Revenue Office."

You made a point earlier in your remarks to the effect that these tax
returns were c issifled, referring to the public. Is this article which
you Inlicated you aparently read---

MP. SAKITh1. Yes,id id.
Mr. RU itspaID (continuing). Reasonably accurate?
Mr. SAtTH. I think it is a very Inaccurate-
Mr. RuMsrijI. They are very much available to anyone in Govern-

montI
Mr. SMITh. No, indeed. I think it is a very inaccurate article, and

I would say that this is a vital area to us in the maintenance of tax-
payer confidence, that the Impression not be given that income tax and
other tax return information is readily available to the public. The
facts are that--

Mr. RtUtsPrn. I was referring to the column, his column, his ar.
ticle which indicated that these various returns were available to any
number of people in the Agriculture Department or the Veterans'
Administrat on, and he goes on to list the Civil Rights Commission,
I ousing and Ilome Finance Agency, every conceivable department or
agency of the Government lie indicated has access to this information.

Mr. SMITH. Well-
Mr. RtMsyEt.. I am not referring to the public now.
Mr, SHITHt . ]Right.
Mr. ]RUBItVELD. Although that amounts to the public when you add

up all the Federal employees in the United States, you are approxi.
mating it, at any rate,

Mr.SMXT1I. I would like to say this, that a number of those that are
mentioned do not have access to---

Mr, RUMSpF.I. In other words, you are saying his article is wrongI
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Mr. SurrU. It is wrong in a number of respects. Now, there are
certain departments and agencies of the Government which, pursuant
to carefully prescribed regulations, may obtain tax-return information
for speci ic purposes.

For instance, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
which administers the social security laws, has a legitimate right in
connection with matters relating to unemployment insurance, for ex-
ample, to check on whether information given to them as to a man's
income is accurate. HEW does have that.

Mr. RUMsFLn. What about the Justice Department I
Mr. SMITH, The Justice Department has access, of course, In con-

nection with its investigation and prosecution of crimes against the
United States. But those-

Mr. RUMSFELI. Let me ask you this, mechanically when an Individ-
ual from the Civil Rights Commission or Civil Service Commission
or HEW decides that t hey want to have some information on a specific
individual Income tax return, you say that the regulations are care.
fully prescribed. My question Is how are they enforced, what does
he do?

Mr. SMITI. The head of the department or agency, to begin with,
has to request. it. It. cannot be just any old employee. It has to be
the head of the department or agency, and he huts to state the reason
why he wants it, and then the furnlshfng of tax return information has
to be approved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue or by the
Secretary of the 'Treasuiy.

Mr. RUMSFELD. You are stating that is the general rule. What are
the exceptions to that I Does a U.S. attorney] ave to state the reason
lhe wants it ?

Mr. S',%TIr. I will have to check the provision on the U.S. attorney.
Mr. Rumrsr aL. But there are exceptions to this general rule you

just articulated ?
Mr. SMITIr. I am not sure there are. Yes. U.S. attorneys may

request, and the application, to be in writing, shall show the name
and address of the person for whom the return is made, the kind of
tax reported on the return, the taxable period, the reason why the
inspection is desired. The application shall, where the inspection
is to be made by a U.S. attorney, he signed by such attorney, and where
the inspection is to be made by an attorney of the Department of
Justice be signed by the Attorney General, the Depu.y Attorney
Genera), or an Assistant Attorney General.

It has to be addressed to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
and thle' there Is-

Mr. Ru smiz. You must just have volumes and volumes of files
where you keep tflese requests. Does it go down below to the
As.istant Attorney General in that regulation I

Mr. Srrn. No.
Mr. RuVISPEL. I mean it must take rooms to house the files for all

thee requests.
Mr. Skrrr. Well, sir, it certainly takes rooms to keep all of our

taxpayer's files.
Mr. Ru sn- w. No; I mean just to file these forms that HEW has

to make out to go and look at one.
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Mr. SmxTj. Well, I do not think the requests to look at t h &
are all that numerous. I do not happen to know how many ther
are. We have a small section of the people in the Internal Revenui
Service who handle these requests.

Mr. RuMsorg). I do not want to pursue this, it is a little off th
track, and I think the information that the chairman was seeking.
has arrived. But I would personally be curious to know how man,
people are involved in processing such requests and what the average
number has been in the last year or two.

Mr. SmTH. Well, 1 wil1 be happy to supply that. I just do nohappe to know it.r. RUNS:LD. I do not think it is necessary for the record, but

if you would like It for the record--
Mr. Mosi. Supply it for tile subcommittee.
Mr. SMImH. I Would be glad to.
Mr. RuMsFELD. Fine. Thank you.
Mr. Moss. If you would continue with your statement, you may.
Mr. SmTH. 1 was about to refer to the problem of tile disclosure

of records which pertain to private corporations and Individuals.
Government records necessarily include much information on the
business and personal lives of millions of individuals. The problem
of disclosure has often been before the courts on the plea or private
persons seeking to prevent Government disclosure of information con-
corning them. At the present time, another committee of the Con.
gross is now intensively studying the question of possible invasions
of privacy by the Government. It should be recognized that a great
deal of undetected discovery of personal Information by third parties
having )no legitimate claim for access to it. would be possible if "any
person' could obtain Government records concerning other persons
unless those records came within exemption (4) or (6). Therefore,
the scope of these exemptions becomes crucial.

Exemption (4) is a most. necessary one, this is the trade secrets
one, but it is not clear whether it is broad enough to include both
information submitted to the Government under a edge of con-
fidentiality and information which is tendered to the Vovernment in
confidence. There are established rules of evidence as to what, infor-
mation need not be submitted in court because it is "privileged." It is
not, clear whether the reference to information which is privileged"
in exemption (4) is restricted to such rules of evidence. The Treasury
Department would like to be certain that tile mass of ]ersonnl infor-
mation it holds In the files of the Internal Revenue Service, the Bureau
of Customs, and the Bureau of the Public Debt, for example, would be
exempted under this section. 1 will cite you an example.

Supposing somebody, just as a matter of curiosity, wants to know
the extent of a neighbor's purchases of Government bonds, and we
have records of all the Government bonds held in the names of any
given person. This type of information is not submitted to us in
confidence under any pledge of confidentiality. It is not informa-
tion that is obtained from persons, so it is not. covered by this-let's
see which one is it,-it is not. obtained from the public, so it is not
under (4), at. least it does not seem to be, and yet we do not feel that
this is the kind of infornat ion I hat. ought to bzt just. givell out to any-
body that wants It for any purpose.
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Exemption (6) for "personal and medical files and similar matters,
the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted In-
vasion of personal privacy," is even less clear. We wonder whether
the reference to "similar matters" would include matters disclosed to
the Treasury concerning persons who are not Government emplo ees
but are applicants for some privilege. These applicants ml h I be
seeking a foreign assets control license, an alcohol or tobacco license,
merchant marine certificates, or authorization to practice as custom-
house brokers. It is hoped that matters concerning them given to
the Treasury would be as exempt from disclosure to any person as
would be the personnel files of Treasury employees,

A greater ambigity is presented by the proposed test for preventing
disclosure; namel-yt "a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal prf
vacy." An invasion of personal privacy is now a recogmized tort
whenever the invasion is unwarranted. An Invasion of privacy is
unwarranted according to modern law, when the public interest does
not warrant tIe invasion. The test roposed in the statute would there-
fore appear to divide unwarrante and those which are unwarranted
but not clearly so. We are of the view that no unwarranted invasion
of privacy is justified and doubt the propriety of attempting to
legitimatize it.

Next I would like to speak about what we feel is the inappropriate-
ness of the court provisions. The provisions in subsectFon (b) for
district court action in the event of nondisclosure of Government
records give extraordinary advantages in litigation to any person
who may want to see Government records regardless of the propriety
of his demand. The provisions, in our opinion, depart from the prift-
ciples of fairness which characterize the judicial process and would
deprive the Government of the benefit of many usual rules of judicial
procedure.

In the first place, any disappointed person is given standing to sue
an administrative agency without question, simpi upon his complaint
that he did not receive all of the records and fl1es which he had de.
manded. Persons who are dissatisfied with other types of agency ac-
tion or Inaction are entitled to seek judicial relief if they have suffered
legal wrong because of the agency action or have been adversely
affected or aggrieved by such action within the meaning of any rele.
vant statute. We believe that persons who are disappointed in obtain-
ing Government records and files should be provided with a judicial
remedy only if they have thereby been wronged or adversely affected.

In civil litigation the plaintiff has the burden of showing that lie
is entitled to relief and. if he does not make this showing, his com-
plaint may be dismissed. Under the proposed legislation the com-
plainant has no obligation to show any reason for obtaining Govern-
ment records or any need for such records, he simply complains that
the Government has not given him what he demanded, The pro-
priety of his claim, no matter how contrary to the public interest it
might be, apparently must be disregarded by the court, This seems
to us not only an arbitrary limitation on the judicial process but one
which may cause a heavy and unnecessary burden on the judiciary
as well as upon those in the executive branch who must defend these
court actions.

Furthermore, Congress has provided that certain court actions are
to be given precedence over other litigation in unusual cases which

Ko is
QU
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are of general public importance. The proposed legislation would
provide precedence over all such expedited actions as well as over
regular court actions for the demands of random individuals, regard-
less of the public interest i the satisfaction of their demands. My
testimony has already indicated the types of mischievous and danger-
ous demands which the Government may be called upon to honor. Sub-
section (b) would make the judiciary, in addition to the executive,
the victim of such demands.

Under the discovery rule--34-of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro.
cedure a litigant must show "good cause" for obtaining documents
from the adverse party. However, since the proposed subsection (b)
would open to any plaintiff or defendant in Government litigation
Government records to the extent demanded-unless within the eight
exceptions--the discovery rule is nullified insofar as the Government
is concerned. The adverse party, however, remains protected by that
rule. Furthermore, subsection (1) does not allow for the protection
for privileged documents permitted under the Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure and under 18 U.S.OC. 8500 in criminal cases for delivery of
Government documents to the court in camera and, if the court finds
necessary, sealed for appellate court review.

Finally, it is questionable whether district courts should be invited
to engage in a contest with administrators and to punish for contempt
any administrator with whose judgment the courts may &sagree. If
an agency has declined a particular disclosure request, it would be
doing so i conformity with its understanding of the law and regula-
tions. The impropriety of a district judge imposing a contempt sen-
tence and arrest upon an officer of an agency who is complying with
the agency's regulations was pointed out-by t e circuit court in a well-
known decision reversing the district Judge's contempt decision and
upholding the officer's adherence to the agency rules. (Appeal of
U.S. Securities and Exchanlge Commission, 226 F. 2d 501 (6th Cir.

(4) The doubtful constitutionality of the legislation.
side from the questions arising from the ext of the proposed leg.

islation, there Is the basic question whether the legislation is con-
stitutional. The President has the constitutional responsibility under
article I to preserve the confidentiality of documents and information
the disclosure of which would be contrary to the public interest in the
faithful execution of the laws. The proposed legislation would remove
this responsibility from the Presid-ent and constitute an attempt to
exercise it by the Congress. Such action by Congress would appear
to violate the separation of powers which is basic to the Constitution.
When 5 U.S.C. 22 was amended in 1058 with respect to Government in-
formation, and here I am getting Into a point in my prepared state.
ment that you commented on this morning, and I may be inaccurate
here the Senate in its debate recognized the constitutional power of
the President to withhold information the disclosure of which would
be contrary to the public interest-104 Congressional Record, pages
15088-15690 156,011958. I can only say on that, sir, I think you made
it abundantly clear that you did not recognize it, and others-

Mr. Moss. I think tho House made it abundantly clear that the
House did not recognize it.

Mr. SmTr. I do know that upon signing the bill the President made
it abundantly clear that lhe was standing for this position anyway.

45-218-05-pt. 1--5
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Mr. Moss. We had the unique instance of the President, in signing
the bill, handing down an interpretation of the law and as I pointed
out the day of tle signing in a statement placed in the Congressional
Record, it was still the role of the courts to determine what the Con-

ress intended and what. the law is. I would be perfectly willing to
eave that to the courts.

Mr. SMrrH. I have in my statement cited some examples of dis-
closure which. would be required under the proposed bill wlch we be-
lieve would be damaging either to the general public interest or to the
private interests of many individuals. These have been cited out, of a
sincere desire to be of assistance to the subcommittee. Should the
committee decide to recommend legislation in this area, I should cer-
tainly hope that it would see fit to make amendments, particularly as
to the scope of the eight exemptions, to deal with these problems. How-
ever, I would not behonest with the committee if I didnot express my
conviction and that of the Treasury Department that no effort at leg-
islation in this area will be beneficial unless it recognizes and contains
express provision for the Executive to prohibit disclosure of informa-
tion on grounds of the public interest. As I have pointed out, we believe
this is a constitutional prerogative of the Executive and one that lie
must be able to exercise. If this reservation to the Executive were to
be incorporated in the bill, then I believe that it is possible that my
suggestions might be, of assistance to the committee in its further con-
sid-ration of this legislation. Should it be the committee's conclusion,
on the other hand that this reservation should not be included in the
legislation, then i am not sanguine about the possibility of its pre-
paring a bill which my Department would flnd acceptable, because

don t believe that it is possible for the Congress or anyone else to
conceive a bill that can adequately anticipate and specify all of the
situations in which to protect the public Interest, the Government
should be able to refuse to disclose information.

.I appreciate very much the opportunity which the subcommittee has
given me to express the views of the Treasury Department. I would
be glad to try to answer any questions that the committee may have.

Mr. Moss. First, let me say that I regard the statement you have
given as being more In keeping with wamt we anticipated than was
the statement we received from the Attorney General's Office this morn-
ing. We have attempted to deal with some of the areas of concern to
yout. I think that is appropriate, and certainly that Is the reason we
have hearings before these committees.

On page 1 you state that-
I would not be honest with the committee if I did not express mIv conviction

and that of the Trensury Delmrtment that no effort at legislation In this area will
be beneficial unless it recognizes and contains express provision for the Execitive
to prohibit disclosure of information on grounds of the public interest.

Are you saying that we should, in anything we might decide upon
hore in committee, recognize a constitutional right of fhe President to
act contrary to the stntute if he finds it in the iti!li iebterems ?

Mr. S Wmr. .Vell, sir, I think what I intended inily fle'e was to
say that unless it, incorporated what is, in erect, in section 3 of the
AImtnfstrative Procedure Act at. presnt, it would not be adequate.
It does not necessarily, I feel, have to be the same words, but the
equivalent, of this provision in section 3 which reads:
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101xcept to the extent that there is Involved (1) any function of the United
States requiring secrecy in the public Interest.

I am not. trying to say that anybody should really recognize any-
thing. It is just. we feel tiat it is elsontial-

r. Moss. The word "recognize" is the word that disturbs me.
Mr. SUn 'u, Yes.
Mr. Moss. The additional language.
Mf r. SmUTu. Well) I feel-
Mr. Moss. Granting the right to prohibit disclosure on the grounds

of the public Interest isit different. subject.
Mr. S, Trii. I think that is the essential feature.
Mr. Moss. Who should'make this (lecisionI
Mr. Strrn. I think that, in my opinion, and this is the way it works

in the Treasury Department I know, that essentially it is the decision
of the Secretary of fie Treasury.

Now, that does not mean that there are not others who refuse on a
given occasion or in a specific instance to disclosure a particular mat.
ter. But there can always be an appeal to the Secretary of the Treas.
ury In the first place if they do not got it from the man in question
and, secondly the refusal is almost always based on policies which
have previously been approved by the Secretary.

So that I think that essentially and ultimately the head of the De.
partment is the man who should make this determination,

Mr. Moss. I would not be nearly as concerned if I could be convinced
that that was the case. Going back over the years on occasion I have
had great difficulty in getting a matter acted upon by the head of the
Department. We have had some refusals referred to us and they
have been pretty well down the line. It has been very difficult to get
the Department head to look at it.
Mr. Smit. Well, sir all I can say is that I have been in the Treas.

ur 22 years, and I-
Mr. Moss. I am not saying we have had this problem with the

Treasury.
Mr. 53ti'. Yes.
Mr. Moss. Remember, we are not here considering problems arising

only in connection with the operation of the Department of the Treas.
ury. I think in the course of the past 10 years there have been suf.
flcient reports in the press of instances uncovered by this committee
to make it very clear tlat we are not just conjuring up something here.
There have bien problems, real problems, in an efrt to overcome these
problems that we are proposin an effective public records law.

Mr. S m . I would 1e the fast one to say that there were not cases
where there was an illegitimate attempt to refuse to provide informa-
tion either to fie Congress or to members of the public.

I will say this: that I think it has been my experience that there has
been considerable improvement over when I first came to work in the
Government. I came to work in wartime, 10438, and there was terrible
overclassiflcation, for example, in those days. People were busy and
they had a god excuse-the war effort-for refusing to give anybody
anything, and I think a lot of people in Government got into some
very bad habits and forgot who they were working for; namely, the
taxpayers, the citizens of the United States. But I-really feel that as
far as the dissemination of information is concerned, there has been
great improvement. I certainly can see it in our own Department.
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Mr. Moss. Yes; I think there have been improvements. This legis.
lation here is proposed in an effort to bring about further improve.
ments,

Mr. RU sFELD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask t question at this point?
Mr. Afoss. Certainly.
Mr. fu.rsroVr n. In your statement on page 13 it says-
I don't believe it Is possible for the Congress or anyone else to conceive a bill

that can adequately anticipate and specify all of the situations In which to pro-
tect the public Interest the Government should be able to refuse to disclose
Information,

This statement is a statement that is very similar to the one that
was made this morning by a representative of the Justice Depart-
ment) saying basically that this just cannot be done; the bill cannot be
drafted that could solve the problem.

It reminds me of discussions before other committees where a per-
tion of the executive branch of the Government comes before the
Congress and requests contingency funds and says, "We just cannot
possibly detail every aspect of these problems and we request a con-tin ency fund." ., ,, _Should the emphasis be on the words "anticipate in the future? If

we took out what might happen in the future, or types of Information
it might be desirable to refuse to disclose that we do not know about
now, isn't it conceivable in your mind that some sort of bill could
in fact, be drafted to meet those instances that we today know of and
that if some--I say this facetiously, some sort of a contingency fund
for the future or some proviso whereby things that came up in the
future that we were not aware of, could be worked out on some other
basis during an interim period I Are you going to stand by this state-
ment taking away the word "anticipate" and, therefore, the unknowns
of the future, are you oing to stand by the statement that a bill just
plain cannot be drafted?

Mr. Smrrrir. Well, I think mainly, I was referring to anticipate
for the future. I would say this- that we probably could do a pretty
good jo) of listing the things that we felt should be withheld at
present. in the public interest. I am not sure that-

Mr. RvmrsmFr. Everything is in the public interest; I mean, that is
the only reason we are having this hearing.

Mr. SMrrri. Well, records should be withheld because it is not in the
public interest or contrary to the public interest to disclose them. I
am not sure thlit your committee would agree with our enumeration,
but let me say this: that in this statement on page 13 I was not trying
to say that necessarily nothing could be done by legislation in this
area. I think, as Mr. Schlei said this morning, and I would agree
with him, that if there was a reservation to the Executive so that he
could exercise what has been called executive privilege, then it is con-
ceivable that something might be gained by legislation whihi. would
carve out areas where congress fe8ls that Aisclosure should be made,
although I must, sal that my own personal optinion is that, as I said
at the beginning o my statement, the )roblkms nro not so Much the
law on the subject as tle implementation of the law.

I think if every department and agency of the Government would
honestly nnd conscientiously adhere to what Is in the Administrative
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Procedure -Act now that there would not be too much of a problem,
and I think that is more the problem than what the law says.

Mr. RUmeSnw. You mention in your remarks this danger about
nuisance requests or frivilous requests. Haven't we in the Govern-
ment faced this problem in other areas, and isn't it conceivable that
such a thing could be resolved by charges for the effort that would
go into producing the document or the-Information-the cost to the
governmentt of supplying this? You mentioned the high school
student requesting voluminous information on White House records.
You mentioned that, did you not ?

Mr. Smrriu. Yes I gave that as an example.
Mr. RUttSFELD. f cannot conceive of a high school student if he is

going to be charged for the amount of time That an employee is going
to take and the paper and materials to supply the records, making
such a frivolous request.

Mir. SmITH. I certainly feel that some provision would have to be
made for user charges for a lot of the area covered by H.R. 5012.

Mr. RUmsrEw. I do, too.
Mr. SurFii. Because I really believe, if the bill were enacted in its

present form-and I have not emphasized this in my statement, and
perhaps I should-there would be a tremendous additional burden
placed on the Government, and we would have to hire a lot of people
to handle these requests.

Mr. RutxSFLD. I would personally feel that we should have user
charges on that type of thing, and at the burden should be on the
person who desires-

Mr. SurI. We get a lot of nuisance requests now.
Mr. Moss. Would you yield at that point?
Mr. RUMSFEW. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. I think it has been clear from the very be ginning of the

work of this subcommittee, certainly it would be very clear in any re-
port accompanying this legislation, commenting on the -language on
page 2, line 1:

Every agency shall, in accordance with published rules stating the time, place,
and procedure to be followed, make all its records promptly available to any
person,

Now, we certainly intend that this be reasonable, the Government
not be put to any heavy costs or extra costs in compiling specialized
information, that which is available conveniently. We are not ask-
ing here that there be a requirement imposed upon the agencies and
departments that they go in and compile exhaustive data for a person
who might just be cuious, and certainly the consideration of any
appropriate charges is a matter this committee would not reject.

The proposal here is advanced as a reasonable proposal by reason-
able men to try to improve the availability of information to the
American public, and for no other reason.

I do not think any of the authors of the legislation is any less con-
cerned over the need of this Government to operate in an orderly
fashion than those in the executive department who are charged with
the responsibility of operating it.

Mr. S.rmr. I am sure of that.
Mr. Moss. I do not think we want to have information which would

be prejudicial to the Government to its security, whether it be fiscal or
military, be made available to anyl)ody.
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I just wanted to make that clear that we are not asking here that.
you marshal up an army of new clerks to start gathering information,

Mr. Rtms ru. I certainly did not meqn to imply that your bill con-
templated that. because I also introduced the bill,

Mr. Moss. Yes; I felt that the response Indicated that it might
have been contemplated, and that is why I wanted to make it clear,

Mr. SMITH. I might make a point here, although It. is not. entirely
relevant. We have a section of ftwyors in the Internal Revenue Sorv-
ice called the Power of Attorney S=ecton that has to examine powers
of attorney of lawyers who claim to represent taxpayers.

The necessity for this is because there nt all khuds of people who
come in and represent themselves and who state, "I repre.nt John
Doe, taxpayer, and I want to get copies of returns or I want to got
informattion." In many of these ca s these people who wore just
trying to get-didn't represent them, or previously did but no longer
do, or something like that-but just trying to get personal information.
This is why we have to have a very careful examination of the power
of attorney of every lawyer who comes in and claims to represent
somebody to make sure he does.

It. is amazing how many people will try for one reason or another,
business purposes, to find out who are good prospective customers,
what their assets are or something, to get information that is available
within the records of these Government agencies.

So that I merely point this out to say that I may be wrong, but I
think that if this bill were passed, there would be a tremendous flow
of requests by people for inf6rnation.

Mr. GmIvIN. Air. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?
Mr. Moss, Certainly.
Mr. GRprIFI. Mr. 'Smith, in the Treasury Department you have

regulations, I take It, determining what kind of information is avail-
able to whom, and how, and when, don't you?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, we do.
Mr. GmFnv. And yet. the thrust of your statement, as I read it,

is that it is Impossible for Congress to lay down any guidelines for
rules as to when and where information should be made available?

Let me say that I certainly do not advocate that income tax returns
should be made available to anybody or to the public generally. But
you derive your powers in the Internal Revenue Service from laws
passed by Congress?

Mr. S.xrnt. Right.
Mr. GnIFI. You would not have any record or any information

to reveal if it. were not for the laws that Congress passes?
Mr. S:tt. That is right,
Mr. Gntrin. And why can't we, in passing those laws, also deter-

mine who, when and how the information that, is accumulated under
that ,aw would be made available? Your statement seems to imply
that it would be unconstifutionnl if we (lid so. I do not follow that
at all.

Mr. SMIH. W.Vell, I would like to make two or, three comments on
that, sir. One is that while a groat majority of hie information flint
we have iq the re.mlt of lawA passed hy Congress, that, there is other
infornintion that we get, voluntarily given, which is at. lenst not Ph
direct result: in other words, it, is not required by any law to be given
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to us, such as tie voluntary questionnaires which banks and business.
men are now giving to the Government as to their international lend-
Ing activities, for instance,

Secondly, and I do not pose as anything like the constitutional law
expert that Mr. SchlI is, bt under our separation of powers, as I
understand it while theso laws are passed by the Congre8s and, there-
fore, we would not. get this information if it. were not for the laws
[passed by Congress, once these laws are passed by the Congress, the
Constitution reposes in the President the responsibility and authority
for the faithfu[ execution of thorn and, therefore, it may be that even
though Congress begot the chld, it does not have complete control
over the child i after it is beot, to put it bluntly.

Mr. On FI'iN. Are you saeylnig that congress itt could have provided
how such information would-be made available, cannot amend the
original sttatute-that we have somehow lost this legislative power that
we would have had in the beginning?

Mr. Sitvri. Well, that is a very difficult question for me to answer.
I would only say this that I am not at all sure but what even if you
provided as to tiow tRe information, how and when and to whom it
Should )e made available, that there might not be a situation in which
the Presiident, for overriding considerations of the national interest,
would feel that he would not make it available.

Now, this is getting into a very-an area that I am very uneasy
about.

Mr. Moss. Would you yield?
Mr. Ouzp'qx. Yes, I yield.
Mr. Moss. Are you saying he in the faithful execution of the law

the President has the right to disregard the law?
Mr. SMITIt, NO; beaiuse lie has to support and defend the Consti.

tuitilon and the laws of the Un cited States. But lie also has the responsi.
hittiel q for the national security and various other things under the

Coust itution.
Mr. Moss. Ire shall take (,are of the law, to see that the law is faith.

fully executed.
Mr. S%rrz. That, is right. I suppose in a situation where the over.

riding national interest that I referred to related to one of his other
constitutional or legal responsibilities. But I am getting into deep
water here and I think puirely and simply I do not know the answer
to your ques.lIon. I think, Mr. Sehel" attempted to answer it this
morning, and I do not feel that I can do any better titan he.

T wanted to make one further point. though before I forget it, sir,
Mr. liumsfeld, that while we have set forth in our regulations the
vicinstances under which records can be made available, we ran into
the same problem that we feel confronts the Congress in trying to
legislate in this area and, therefore, item 0 of the list of things that
won't be dielosed is: "if tile disclosure of the information would clearly
be inhinlcal to the public Intelst."

TI other words, we had to lave i catchall phrase in our regulations
causee we did not feel that we could antiepate all of the possible

sitatlons I1 the future, so that what we have in our repvrulatlons paral.
ItsIs the point T was making with respect t1 the leislation,,Mr. flr~rsrv.nr. I have a question. Mr, Charman.

On page 13 of your statement. again toward the earlier porlion, you
say that you would loit he lhonept with the committee if you did not
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express the conviction of tle Treasury Department that no effort atlegislation in this area will be beneticfal unless it I-eco nizes and con.t ains express provision for the Executive to prohlibt disclosure ofinformation on grounds of the public Interest, There is your Execu-
tive privilege again.

Mr. SriT1t. Yes that is the Executive privilege.
Mr. 1?UMSFF.LD. Why, if there is no law today which recognizes theprinciple, of Executive privilege, should the bill that the subcommittee

is considering bring it up? Doesn't this stem from the Constitution?
Mr. SEiTU. I tMink the Administrative Procedure Act recognizesthis. The first pararaph of section 83exempts from the provisions-Mr. Ru rsrpaf. Was this the creation of it or did it stem from tile

Constitution?
Mr. Smir. Well, no-the Administrative Procedure Act did notoriginate the doctrilne of Executive privilege; that is right.
Mr. flumsvia'. That is my point, it did not create the concept or

authority.
M r. nmrI. Do you cltim it recognizes it though?
Mr. SlmTi[. The Administrative Procedure Act?
Mr. GniF IN. Yes.
Mr. SmiTJI. I believe it does.
Mr. GrniFiv. What section?
Mr. SMTIt. The first sentence.
Mr. GRIFMN. I see.
.Mr. RU3[sFELD. My point is I fail to see why the proposal that isbeing considered by this subcommittee should conta in express pro-

vision for Executive privilege since this doctrine comes from theConstitution and would exist, according to the people who subcribeto this theory, as the gentleman who a feared this morning obviously
does, apart from anyt ling we did or did not do.

Mr. SMITIf. I would only say-
Mr. RiytUStrum. You see my points
Mr. SIMITir. Yes, I see your point.
I would only comment this way, that since it is in the law now andit is a position which the Executive has taken traditionally since thebeginnig of the Nation practically, if it were to be omitted from thelaw now, and I am sure that if this committee were to omit it fromthe law now, they would make it clear they were omitting it becausethey did not recognize the validity of the doctrine of Executive privi-lefe, then it seems to me that the bill would squarely raise this con&

slitutional issue.
Mr. GHrFFIN. Would the gentleman yield to me?Mr. I~Rursnrw. Certainly.
Mr. Gxrvr. I want to enter into the record a challenge to thestatement thlat section 8 expressly recognizes the doctrine of Elxecu tivo

p~rivilege. I assume you are referring to the words "except tO the ex-
tent that, there is involved any function of the United States requiring
sectecyini the public interest""

Mr. SITIt. Yes.
Mr. GrIPPi. "Or any matter relating solely to the intieril man-

ag mInt of an agency."
mir, S, Mr R. The flAr.st,
Mr. GntmN. Yes.
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Is that ti laiago that you are referring toI
Mr. SMITH. OS.
Mr. GnwLv.. Naturally reasonable men can differ on the meaning

and intertrotation. Congress is determining here that in those inl.
stances it is not necessary to make a disclosure, but there is no express
recognition of any doctrine of executive privilege.

Mr. 1RUMSFEL). In other words, you are saying Congress wrote that
and Congress could amend it or delete it or do anything It wishes.

Mr. Git4n'., Surely if there is any doctrine of executive privilege,
it. is founded on the Constitution and not on that section.

Mr. SMmirj. I would certainly agree with that.,
Mr. G(rviv. I do not admit a doctrino of executive privilege exists.
Mr, SMITH. The Administrative Procedure Act did not create the

doctrine of execute ive privilege, I would certainly agree with that, and
I do not think-I will even go so far as to say thiat I do not think
it is important whether I agree or not that section 3 recognizes the
doc t ri10 of executive privile e.

Mr. GitnWFI. You people in the agencies and departments may read
it that way.

Mr. SIMTH. T had always understood that is what it represented,
a recognition of it.

Mr. Moss. Would you yield to me? I would like to join in that
statement of ny colleague that I certainly can find nothing in section 8
that recognizes the executive privilege. It is a statutory expression
saying that any function of the United States requiring secrecy in the
public interest can be exempted from the provisions. But r do not
see any recognition.

As a matter of fact, even the framers of the Constitution were able
to deal with secrecy when they felt they wanted to grant it. They did
grant it to the Congress in connection with the publication of a journal
of the proceedings of the Congress. They required us to publish it
excepting those portion which the Congress, in its judgment, deemed
required secrecy. That is the only place you will find it. So theywore not unaware of the fat that there might be a requirement for
secrecy. But the only place they granted it expressly was to the
Congress.

Now, I notice in the res4ponse to the letter I addressed, the Febru-
ary 12 letter addressed to the Treasury Department, that in response
to question No. 7, "What limitations ar ,)laeod upon the availability
of reeords4 and flies to the gener-al public either by statute, rule, or
pract ice," t he Treasury's response was as follows:

The prnollinl llmiltntlonm planted on niking available records and flies of
the oMee of the Stcretary Are contained In tie following statutes. The relevilt
reguhtlons are genernIly those of the operating hureanu reported elsewhere.

A. Comflde ntlni Information In general: IS 11.5., 1002 As Imnpllemntedl by 31
CPR Part 1 ,1S I.,.c. 100.: 11 U.F4.. 110)Ib,

11. Ineonie ta. infnrlilfio : 20 U.S.C. 0104, (1106, 7213.
0. TnfOrnwion on returns and order fornis rMating to narcotic drtgst and

ntnrlhuntlin 20 U.S.C. .'37(eO).
D. Thnk information: 12 U.9.C. 77; 1A U..C. 1000.
V. C gnifled hiforinlotioh nftefing fhe ontlol seerity: 1,A T.S.O. 7013, 704.

TOR nnd 1R.O. 1fIZ01 (1f)t'i3.), n amended., nl ng ImplPMente by Trensury Depart.
01oant Or1Or ?Nio. 1o, revised, dated March 21. 1012, ni amaeniided.

.'. Miseollnueous Informnation:
Information nfoetling tho fleeonstructlon r-Ilinnee Corporntion: 11A U.S.C.lf941,
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Coast Guard records of discharge books and certificates: 40 U.S.. 048(f),
and the source of certain Information received by Coast Guard officials: 40
U.S.C, 284.

Subpenas In libel suits anginat the Uuited Statest 40 U.S.C. 784.
Confidential Information obtained under the Export Control Act of 1049,

as amended: 50 U.8.O, App. 2020(c),"
Now, it, would appear that, you, in this instance, cited considerable

additional material, additional statutory authority, as the basis for
the withholding rather than relying upon the general provisions of
section 3 of the Idminstrative Proedure Act.

Mr. Summ. Oh, yes, sir.
Of course, the very first one we list is, I believe is, 5 U.S.C. 1002

which is the Administrative Procedure Act. We do list that.
Mr. Moss. Yes.
Mr. Smr. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. The only interesting thing on 5 U.S.C, 22 that I would

like to raise, I remember before we amended that, that it was cited
by most departments and agencies time and time again as the au-
thority for withholding. You may continue.

Mr. Sbfrr. 'I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman, except to be
available to answer any further questions that you have.

Mr. Moss. Are there further questionsI
Mr. Kass
Mr. KAss. Mr. Smith you stated on page 12 of your statement

that the President has te constitutional responsibility under article
II to preserve the confidentiality of documents and information.
What is the specific constitutional citation, article I what?

Mr. Srim. Well, section 8, I think it is, to faithfully execute the
laws.

Mr. KAss. This was your interpretation I
Mr. Smr. Yes.
Mr. KAss. Thank you. Section 8 of the Adminnistrative Procedure

Act, as I asked Mr. Schlei this morning, was passed in 1046. In the
19-year history of that section do you think that the public information
section has really been a public information section in the light of the
le islative history of the section ?

Vr.S.stre. So far as the Treasury is concerned, I think so. We
make everything available except where we feel it should not be made
available.

Mr. Moss. We have had a minimum of complaint against the
Treasury.

Mr. dizim'i. In fact, according to Drew Pearson's column this
morning you may be iving out too much information.

Mr. S9ittrit. We getit botl was.
Mr. KASS. Yet in your answer to Mr, Moss' questionnaire the very

flrst litation given earlier was 5 U.S.C. 1002 not lor public information
but for withholding this information.

Mr. SmrT Yes, sir.
Mr. KXAsS. If tho Treasury Department--yo, touched on that earlier

with Mr. Rumsfeld-were authorized to charge reasonable fees for
obtaining the information, would this relieve the problem th'at you
spoke of -the malicious, the evil, or the meddling purpose?

Mr. SMmir. Well. it would enable us to hire the people and make
the facilities available for whatever volume of requests wold come.
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I personally think somewhere along the line there that the taxpayer
should not. 1e asked to foot the bill for a, lot of trivial, meddlesome
requests for information where there is no real need for it,

Mr. KAss. Do you mean the taxpayer, in general, or the individual
taxpayer or the Individual citizen f

Mr. SMIT'r. I mean I am talking about the taxpayers in general.
Of course, as you saty, if we had user charges, then tle person request-
ing it, would pay a ee, but you have got employees on the rolls and
coming uip for pelsions after 25 or 30 years, and so on. I just do not
think it is good government even where they pay for it, to provide a
facility for a useless request for information.

Mr. K.ss. But don't you, in fact, have specific statutory authority
for user charges in 5 U.S.C. 140?

Mr. SMITH. I am advised by Mrs. Lloyd that we do have authority.
I do not know the full scope of it without examining that question a
little further, but I know there is basic legislation for the establishment
of user charges.

Mr. KAsS. Mr. Smith, what is your present authority for withhold-
ing income tax returns ?

Mr. SMA o. I think it Is cited in that response of ours: 7213, title
20 7213 I believe, is the basic-

KMr. KAss. As you read H.R. 5012, if that bill were enacted, would
that in any way change the existing statutory authority given you by
the Congress to withhold those income tax returns ?

Mr. S9MTH. Well, I meant to mention it in my statement and I
neglected to put it in there, but we have been quite concerned to try to
figure out what the legal effect of section 2 would be both as to the
specific statutes and as Fo 18 United States Code 1005.

I would certainly think that there might be some disagreement as
to whether those statutes were overridden and I would certainly rec-
ommend if this bill were acted upon, that you might want to wish to
consider specifying in some way the impact of this bill on some of
these other statutes.

Mr. K.Ass. Mr. Smith, you understand it is not the intention of the
bill as drafted and as introduced by the members of the committee
and others to repeal any existing statute which authorizes the De.
apartment to withfiold information such as income tax returns ?

Mr. SmT1r. Well, I am glad to know that. We were not sure.
Mr. KASS. What is your present--
Mr. Moss. You were not sure I What does the language on page 8,

lineS, mean?
Mr. SMITH. Well, I am talkint about section----
Mr. Gmmnn. Section 2 of the ill.
Mr. SMrITI. Section 2 of the bill which says "All laws or parts of

laws Inconsistent with the amendment made by the first section of this
nat are hereby repealed."

Mr. KAss But Mr. Smith, taking section (e)-"thio section does
not authorize witl'holding Information from the public or limiting the
availability of records to the public except matters that nre," and then
skipping down to exemption No. (8) "specifically exempted from dis.
closure by statute.1

Mr. S5;HT!. Ye;Ishould have said that. our main worry was the
impact of this upon 18 U.S.C. 1905.
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Mr. KAss. Well, now, how would this bill, which specifically ex.
enpts from disclosure matters which have been exempted by statute,
affect the Trade Secrets Act ?

Mr. Szini. Well, 1905, as I recall it, prohibits disclosure of con-
fldential information except as authorizeyby law, and when you get
into this question of this section 2, if it were enacted, is it authorized
by law? I mean does section 2 have the effect of meeting the test of
1905. I think that is our point.

Mr. Moss, I think it is a very good point.
Mr. KASS. Mr. Smith, in your opinion could this matter be suffi.

ciently covered by the legislative history or would your department,
faced with this statute if enacted, still have that problem ?

Mr. SUITH. Well, we certainly would be amenable to any guidance
given in the legislative history, and we would endeavor to interpret
it naturally in the way in which it was intended by Congress. But I
would merely suggest that there might be some way in which this
could be clarified little bit in order to avoid that problem.

Mr. KASS. Mr. Smith, what is your present statutory authority for
withholding your own trade secrets? You started to mention that
earlier dealing with ink and paper processes forl making money?

Mr. SHTIIL'i think that it is contrary to the public interest.
Mr. KAss, So the statutory authority-
Mr. SmTH. I do not think there is any specific statutory authority

we could point to for that.
Mr. KAss. You would not point to 6 U.S.C. 1002?
Mr. SMITH Well, that is public interest. I think we would say

within the meaning of 1002 that the process for making the ink and
paper for, our currency must be maintained a secret in the public in-
terest within the meaning of--yes, I suppose we could cite 1002.

Mr. KAss, So then your specific statutory authority in this instance
is1002?

Mr. SMITz. It would be the only specific one.
Mr. KA s. These are trade secrets or other informational matters

which our department has, on its own, developed?
Mr. MIT. Yes.
Mr. KAss. And not given to you by anybody else?
Mr. SMITL Yes and I might say there are other cases of that.

For instance, the doast Guard is constantly developing various kinds
of equipment, electronic and otherwise, that it uses in its variousactivities.

Mr. ]Xss. Are these patented?
Mr. SMI'r. Port security activities. Some are patented and some

are not.
Mr, K, ss. Mlr. Smith, as the law now stands, 5 U.S.C. 1002, who,

in your opinion, is a person properly and directly concerned who should
be given information, who should be given Government information?

M .r. S.am'r. Well, I think it depends upon the nature of the pro.
ceding, of the subject matter, It is hard to generillise. But, ob.
viously, let us say a mai who applies for a gold reflner's license is
properly and legftimately concerned with the documents that he sub.
mitted to the Treasury. I

For instance, if he wants to get. them back Inter on or remember
what ho said in his application; in the case of a corporation, a majority
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stockholder, or even it large stockholder, heirs, the heirs of that same
person who applied for t ie gold license. This is the general area inwhich we consider who is properly and legitimately concerned.

Then In the ease of the regulations of our speciflc bureaus thatcarry this out, for instance, thie 0111ce of Domestic Gold and SilverOperations, I belil..e they spell out. who they do consider to be directly
coilet ('11(d, but it is har-d for Ill to generalize throughout till the
operations of the Tireasury D),partment, for instance, in any giventypo of situti~ion, beauso they vary, whom we wotld cbsider drerly

and legit ontely criieeined.
Mr. KASS. But for the record oi the easeyou illustrated, would not

that, information fall specifically under tratle secrets and commercial
or financial inforimatIon obtaind front the public and rivileed' or
onfldntld-lhalt information given on an application for a gold

license?
Mmr. Surni. It might, yes, but T think we could cit. some of such

type of information lint we would not feel was covered.
i. r. KASS. In th1 g0nral sense on the ayvailablty of information,

thmuglh. Mr. Snith, should there te a distinction bet ween any person
SOeklhg information and those persons who are properly and directlyCone~erned[ I

Mih'. S~ri'rmm. We, believe there should be; yes, sir.
Mr. KAss. Should tlere be criteria baieil oil "properly and directly

concerned," or should the criteria he more properly based on the type
of information that you are going to inmike available or not make
available?

M m. SRmmtI. Well, I think that for a general statute it is very dil-
cult to come up with any formulation more specific than something
like properly and legitimately concerned or words to that effect.

I think that in applying such a requirement the agencies and bureaus
should spell out w mat their determination is in any given situation sothat It is clear to the public and to the Congress, indeed, if they look
into the matter, how they are implementing this.

Mr. Gu'ppm. fr. iass, could I ask la question at this point?
Mr. Moss. Certainly.
Mr. GRmix. As an example, suppose that the gold balance, ourgold balance, continues to go down. Could you in the Treasury Do-

partinent decide some day that it is not in the public interest to
disclose what, our gold balance is from day to day # Would you do
that.?

Mr. SMITI!. We actually do not disclose it, from day to day. We
lublish information as to our gold transactions with a lag of 2 ori months.

Mr. Sitrrx. Something like that.
Mr. Outars. Two or three months?
Mr. SMmi. And we feel that it could b(% disastrous under certain

eiremnstanes to publish the information about our gold in interna.
t ionu foreign operations, iititei'Ithtial gold operation,

Let, me give you an example. You might, lave a, number of itlt.
tions 01omn11 togell1her° that would, all of wiIIh might be, unsettling to
elonflflence tm ithe dollar, and don't forg t wo have to worry not, oly
flbout Ame itll cli,.e' et colfilen in the, dollar, biltt foregners, anl
let's snty right at tllt. point, France buys $I.50 million worth of gold
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from us, a big purchase. Tomorrow we may lbuy $50 million worth
of gold fromnilaly. Turkey, and so on, so that zn the next day $50
million from some other countries, is purchased, and when our 8
months' statistics come out it is 2 or 8 months later, there is $100
million of purchases balanced over against $150 million of sales, but
at any given time, if we had to make available immediately In some
of these international monetary operations of ours the information it
could counteract just exactly what we are trying to accomplish.

For instance, whe we are performing exchange operations in foreign
markets to maintain the price of the dollar in those markets, if the
speculators knew how much we were spending to support the price or
to push it down, either one, it could operate exactly contrary to what
we are trying to accomplish in those operations.

Mr. GRintN. Well, -I do not know whether it is good policy or not,
but have I put my finder on some information that would not be ex-
empt under the bill as we have drafted it? In other words, under the
bill would a person be able to get information on a day-to-day basis?

Mr. SmITw. I think there is some that would not b covered. Of
course, here again we get into this point I made about what is national
defense.

Mr. foss. Do you classify it I
Mr. SMtiT. The breadth of national defense.
Mr. Moss. Do you classify this information ?
Mr. Surrit. I do not think--no, we do not, not these actual transac-

tions. I do not think they are clasified. National security classifica-
tion.

Mr. Moss. What other type of classification are you authorized to
use?

Mr. S utm. Well, none, except our own official use administratively
which merely means contrary to public interest to give it out at this
time.

Mr. Moss. Are the persons who have access to this information
cleared by any form of clearance procedure?

Mr. SMrrir. O, yes; indeed.
Mr. Moss. At wlat level?
Mr. SMITH. Well, the whole Office of the Secretary which largely

controls these transactions are all cleared for top secret or higher.
Mr. Moss. Is this information handled as though it were classified?
Mr. S.ITu. Yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. It is given all of the protection that would be given to

classified material?
Mr. SMT. Are you talking about information on gold transactions

or foreign exchange transactions?
Mr. Moss. That is right the ones we have just been discussing.
Mr. SmiTi. Yes sir. That is very carefully protected; yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. For al practical purposes it is treated as classified Infor.

mation then, isn't it F
Mr. t-um , It Is lhndled in tlhe same way; yes, sir.
Mr. Moss. And the authority to handle it that way is your 10501,

is it not?
Mr. Smim. Well, sir-
Mr. Moss. In other words you have not withheld a classification be.

cause you thought 10501 failed to cover it, have you?
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Mr. SmITh. Well, I think the answer is this, sir, that we are cog.
nizant of our responsibility not to classify as national defense Infor.
nation, not to abuse this classification authority of national defense
Information,

Now, for this reason we use that type of classification very spar.
ingly. But, on the other hand, there is information of this t eihat
we consider it would be seriously contrary to the public interest have
revealed at least the timing of it, which we carefully safeguard.

Mr. Moss. Then, If you felt that this is material which is so sensi-
tive that it his a direct impact upon the national security rather
than the national defense--I do not think you separate the two but
let us assume that you can-then isn't the authority for classiying
deficient in not recognizing national security rather than national
defense?

Mr. Smim. Well, there are some other considerations here that I
ought to mention, probably. For instance, whenever we buy or sell
gold it is with a foreign country.

Mr. Moss. Yes.
Mr. S3ITH. And so it is a transaction that we are not completely

at liber!.y anyway to give information on, make public, because If they
are selling gold it may be contrary, they may consider it contrary, to
their interests to have it publicized that they had to sell gold to us. So
that-.iean it is not information that is owned entirelyby the UnitedStates.

Mr. Moss. That is specifically exempted.
Mr. S.rnI. What?
Mr. Moss. That is specifically exempted by this proposed legisla.

tion under "foreign policy."
Mir. SMtITHi. Ri lit. I think as to gold transactions they come under

foreign policy. I think a better example would be our foreign ex.
change operations in foreign markets where we are not selling to
foreign governments or central banks. We are operating in exchange
markets where private individuals and institutions are buying and
selling foreign exchange. There the foreign policy exception does
not come into play.

Then you get into this question about a little wire saying "I bought
500,000 marks today." That one thing in and of itself, is the national
defense going to stand or fall if we give out that informationI I am
sure nobody would say that the country was going to fall if we gave
it out.

On the other hand, if you had a trend in the market, and there
were a series of transactions over a period of 4 or 5 days, it could be
very serious. I think this is one reason why we do not attempt to
give this the national defense type of classification.

Yet we feel it is very sensitive information, at least as to the tim.
ing of the release of it. It is like this silver thing that I referred
to about our coins. When we make our report within the next couple
of weeks to the Congress on the coinage situation and what we propose
Congress enact about it, we are going to give the Congress a wealth
of information. We are going to give them everthing we have.

But if in these last 3 months while we were polishing this up we
had to give out little bits and pieces of it, we would have had a con-
troversy raging and speculation and everything else going on.
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Mr. Moss. You know I do not think that is contemplated under this:
"Every agency shall, in accordance with published rules stating tho
time, place, and procedure to be followed, make all its records promptly
available to any Poirson," and I think some of the records you are
discussing could be covered under appropriate rulemaking. Your
report onl a matter of coinage, Is not. complete, At the moment it re-
fleets no official records. It is a propose(t, it is an interim report; it
is an internal memorandum covered here under "interagency or
intran-geney memoranda or letters dealing solely with matters of lawv
or policy." Your recommendations to the Congress are a matter of
policy, solely. You may put in a lot of stuff to support it, and if it is
not broad enough to cover, I think you could suggest to us that we
make it modification or cover It by appropriate language in thereport.P

-Alr. S-urvir. Well, factual information, for Instance, I had a re.
porter on t he Phone the other day about when are wo coming up with
ol coinatre recomimendations, and I said I hoped very soon. Ife said
"Wh1iat Iloys have you tested at the Philalelplhifi Mint ?" Well f
said, "We have tested a whole launch of alloys, all feasible possibili-
ties." Hre said, "Did you test this one?" an11d he Inentioned a specific
metal or mineral.

Now, there is factual information that if we rend this right is not
covered by internal memos on law or policy. "We have statistics and
we have records of tests and things, Just factual Information
which could be very damaging to give out at the wrong time, and
yet I do not believe we wou d say that it is covered by intenml memo.
randums of law or policy,.

Mr. Moss. le havo gone into a lot of matters here today, and it
seems to me you cannot]iave a memorandum dealing solely with law
that does not cito fact, and it is inconceivable to me that you could
have, a memorandum dealing solely with policy that does not cite
fact.

Mr. SMITIr. Well, I would suggest, sir that I think that word"solely" is not helpful in there, because tis is what, partly what
gives us concern, that if it has got some fact in it, and if you read
tis one way---

Mr. Moss. If you cite a statute, that is a fact, is it not, and a matter
of lawI

Mr. SMITIr. Bot if we had an internal memo discussing policy,
but along with it in there are some statistics, some facts, ld us SY
on testing coins, then I would not regard that memo as dealing sole y
with matters of law or policy, at least that is the way I interpreted
this provision.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Smith, let me say that your discussion is very help-
ful, and I appreciate it. But I can only observe that the tendency
in agencies is to regard these things very narrowly when we discuss
them in a committee, and very broadly when they administer them.

Mr. KAss. Mr. Smith, would your agency have any objection to
releasing those lnenorandums dealing soley .with facts-iln other
words, facts compiled for your agency, no policies, no law, no inter-
pretations, just ficts, actual investigation reports, accident nvestiga-
tion reports, in the Coast Guard or other things like this?

Mr, S-Mrur. Oh, yes, there are certain ones that we would,
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Mr. KAss. So there would be some objection even to specific factual
memorandums after all-

Mr. SmiTJi. Yes# I,
Mr. Kss (continuing). For release,.
Air. SMni. I cannot empllhaslzo this question of timing too much.

Something tinat could be very danmaging to be put out today, we would
be lad to give anybody 2 weeks from now. I think the matter-s--

Ar. Moss. But the agency shall, "in accordance with published
rules, stating the time, place, and procedure to be followed.'
Mr, KAss. That s in the bill, line 2, page 2,
Mr. Sm'rmr. Well, I thought that was merely saying between tie

hours of 9 and 5:80, at such and such an address.
M. KAss. I suppose you could also say between 2 and 4 a.m., on

Sunday morning 1
Mr. M iTJ[. 1ut if you mean timing, if you mean. that when some-

body asks for something and we say you can check in 0 months from
now, I do not believe you mean that.

Mr. Gz 'inN. You got into it discussion of that word "promptly"
in line 3, don't you.? ?

Mr. doss. That is right.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Smith, you objected to the phrase "clearly unwar-

ranted invasion of personal privacy." Why
Air. SmiTu. I al-most took that out but it seemed a little funny to

say in, a law you had to exempt something clearly unwarranted. But
if it was just p lain unwarranted that you should give It out.

Mr. Kiss. Does not your own regulation that you cited earlier this
afternoon stating something about those matters which are "clearly
inimical to the ptlic interest," wr'hat is the difference between that- -

Mr. Surru. I think there is a big difference there, because this puts
the burden on us. In other words, this is the emphasis which is on
not withholding. I think there the word "clearly" puts the burden
on the Government agncy to give it out.

Mr. KAss. Whose urden would this be wnder the "clearly unwar-
ranted invasion of personal privacy" ?

Mr. SMITiz. I suppose It is the same situation, although I still must
say that if it is an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, I cannot
see why Congress would want to say it should be given out. It is a
minor point, though, I must say, I almost took it out of the statement
because I do think it is a little petty, that point. It offended my sensi-
bility a little bit. .

Mr. KAss. Mr. Smith, one other question: W1re were talking earlier
about the concept of persons properly and directly concerned. Who
sets the criteria as to who is a person properly and directly concernedin yo ur agency I

inr SaeTy I would say It was the head of the department and the
heads of the bureaus that promulgate these regulations.

Mr. KAss. Do persons in other agencies and departments fall under
the category of persons properly and directly concerned ? -

Mr. ,mrr. It depends upon whether they have legitimate need
in their activities, they are authorized by law for the particular type
of information in question,

fMr. KASS. I am talking about, for exaniple, the Department of the
Treas ry files, compiled Tor whatever purpose and given then to the

S15 -213.-3-- 1)t. 1--- 0
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Department of Justice for litigation purposes. Do you make a deter-
mination as to whether the people looking at those files in the Justice
Department are properly and directly concerned?

Mr. SMrrn. We make them state what their need for them is and,
.of course in a geat many cases it is our own litigation in the sense
that the Justice Department are the trial attorneys for most all of the
litigation in which the Treasury Department is a party. We do not
do our own trial work except in the Tax Court. All the rest of our
trial work is done by the Department of Justice.

Mr. IAss. Are there any clear guidelines spelled out by the De-
partment of Treasury as to who will be a person properly and directly
concerned for any information given out?

Mr. SmiTH. Well, I believe that some of our bureaus' regulations do
spell it out. For instance, I happen to know, because it was one I saw
not too long ago, I do not believe I have it with me, in the regulations
of the Office of Domestic Gold and Silver Operations, which issues
licenses to processors and refiners of gold, they have specified in there
who are entitled to obtain information contained in the records of the
licensing division on gold licenses And they also state that anybody
can come in and find out if a given company has a gold license, and the
size of it. In other words, how many ounces they are entitled to hold
at any one time in their possession.

Mrs. Lloyd informs me that the Bureau of Customs specifies in its
regulations who are directly and legitimately concerned.

Mr. KAss. Have you supplied that information to the committee in
your questionnaire or, if not, could you supply it I

Mr. SmTH. We will check our questionnaire and if it is not in here
we will be happy to supply it.

DEFINITION 01-, PERSONS PROPERLY AND DIRECTLY CONOEBNED UNDER SECTION S(c)
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE POOEDUE ACT AS SET FOuTH IN REGULATIONS OF THE
OFFIxES AND BUREAUS IN THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT

This memorandum provides information for the record of the hearings on H.R.
5012 and related bills before the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and Gov-
ernment Inforination of the House Committee on Government Operations on the
definitions used within the Treasury Department of "persons properly and di-
rectly concerned" to whom matters of official record would be made available un-
der section 8(c) of the Administration Procedure Act. This submission covers
definitions provided in the regulations of the offices and bureaus of the Treasury
Department in addition to the information on this matter previously provided
to the subcommittee in the reports of the offices and bureaus of the Department
in answer to the subcommittee's questionnaire on the operation of section 8 of
the Administrative Procedure Act.

There follows a discussion of the pertinent provisions of the regulations of
the offices and bureaus approximately in the order in which their reports were
presented in the submission of the Treasury Department on March 10, 1965, in-
eluding the regulations of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency reported
later to the subcommittee. Where the reports detail the information requested,
it is referred to, but not reproduced here. Since the regulations vary depending
upon the character of the official records concerned the character of the records
is indicated to the extent relevant. This submission includes reference to the
furnishing of official information by a bureau to persons considered directly con-
cerned therewith without specific request from *such persons. This submission
does. not include reference to the regulations on making available to the public
final opinions and orders pursuant to section 8(b) of the Administrative Pro-
cedur Act 1. OFFICo OF THR SECRETARY j

Title 81, Code of Federal Regulations, part 1, subpart A, provides for the dis-
closure of official Information pertaining to the various divisions within the Office
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of the Secretary and certain other offices of the Department. Section 1.2(f) pro.
vides that requests for information shall be addressed to the Administrative
Assistant to the Secretary (now the Assistant Secretary for Administration) and
shall state the "interest of the applicant in the subject matter and the purpose
for which the information Is desired." Further, if the applicant is an agent
or attorney acting for another, "he will attach to the application evidence of his
authority to act for his principal." Subsection (g) provides that the determina-
tion will be made "on the basis of the nature of the information desired" and
that the determination will be made by the Administrative Assistant to the Sec-
retary or the Secretary of the Treasury, the Under Secretary, an Assistant Sec-
retary, the Fiscal Assistant Secretary, or the General Counsel.

The following, offices which responded separately to the questionnaire are also
covered by the disclosure regulations in title 31, Code of Federal Regulations,
part 1:

2. Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs.
8. Office of the Fiscal Assistant Secretary.
5. Office of Foreign Assets Control.
6. Office of Law Enforcement Coordination.
9. Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

OFFICE OF DOMESTIC GOLD AND SILVER OPERATIONS

The special regulation e disclosure o, motion for this office (title 81,
OFR, Cum. Supp., pt. were set forth at length in e information submitted to
the subcommittee. n section 98.16(b) the persons to om official business rec-
ords deemed c ential are available are described in e paragraphs. They
include appli ts for gold licenses, ntb who have denied licenses,
and persons hose I census e bee revo,dany agents o the foregoing, or
their succe ore in Inter T sons may cure confid tial information
concern the applica and cens in which hey have an in rest. In addi-
tion, di sure may made to "perso s pro ly and directly cerned" upon
the sho Ing of a e ut order nation n lieu the eof with the'
written consent of the orized inspet e documents der the reg-
ulatio . A person showing ate teresymay be advised f the form
and a ount of the license h yan other r n. Al , offcil guests from
State r Federal nciesor rs w 11 be me

Regu7 oncton

Th roste of a 1 pers ed t I and the roster of all tsons dis-

ine 
t# 2r.a

barre or susen efro pacti e ava to public inspect e Matters
of ony al record r ing th ol t o ividuals are available to
person roperly retly co, n e ons seeking uch info nation should
set for the Interest of the applic inthe subject ma r and t e purpose for
whih ti information i de f 1 the a licant an attor yor agent he
should at ch evidence s auoe o for principal (31 FeR 10.90,

The diclosur regulations of the bureau of Customs, e 19, Code of Federal
Regulation, part 2 , escribe the offiial records of cus business transactions
which are held conli al. because the disclosur would be detrimental to 'the
Interest of the parties In without fur g public Interest. Section 26.4
provides that the I nrmaion co such papers and documents may be
mode available to the Importers, exporters or their duly authorized brokers,

attorneys or other persons *directly In Interest, .or other agents. Provisions are
Included for disclosure of documents In litigation. . Section 26.5 provides that an
accredited representative of te press may be permitted to examine vessel's
manifesto and summary statistical' reports, of Imports and exports and to copy
for public Information data not of a confidential nature: . Certain limitations on
the information'which may be copied from outward aznd inward manifests are
specified. Accredited representatives of regularly established associations are
permitted to examine vessel's manifests for the purpose of securing data relevant
to merchandise of the kind or class In the Imports of which the association Is in-
terested, subject to other provisions of 'the regulations.b
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10. BUREAU OF COUNTS

The regulations on disclosure of public records In the Bureau of Accounts In 31
CFR 270.2 describe the official records as including appropriation accounting rec-
ords, collection and disbursing accounting records, accounting records relating
to investment accounts, and others. The regulations state that certain of this
information is held confidential "because it relates to the personal financial trans-
actions of individuals or corporations, or because the disclosure of information
would clearly be inimical to the public interest." A request for information in
these records "should set forth the interest of the applicant in tlhe subject mat-
ter and the purpose for which information is desired." The determination of
disclosure will be made by the Secretary, the Under Secretary, or the Fiscal
Assistant Secretary.

11. BUREAU OF THE PUBLIC DEBT

The applicable regulations are 31 CFR 323.2. They state that apart from
records pertaining solely to internal management the records "pertain to the
purchase and ownership of Government securities and transactions in connec-
tion therewith." The further provide: "These records ordinarily will be fis-
closed only to the owners of such securities, to their executors, administrators
or other legal representatives or to their survivors, or to investigative and certain
other agencies of the Federal and State Governments, to trustees in bankruptcy,
receivers of insolvents' estates, or to Federal and State courts, where proper
order has been entered requesting disclosure of information." The regulations
explain that the records are held confidential as to other persons "for the reason
that they involve private financial affairs of individuals, organizations, and
others who purchased Government securities in the belief that in so doing their
affairs would not be exposed to public scrutiny." A request for information
"should be accompanied by a statement of the reasons why such information
is requested and evidence that the person requesting information is entitled
thereto."

12. OFFICE OF THE TREASURER

The regulations of this Office on records disclosure (31 CFR 351.2) describe
the official records as including "paid checks and records thereof; retired obliga-
tions of the United States and records thereof; records relating to coin, bullion,
and currency; and various accounting and other records relating to the functions
of the Office of the Treasurer." Certain of this information is held confidential,
the regulation states, "because it relates to personal financial transactions of in-
dividuals or corporations, or because the disclosure of the information would
clearly be inimical to the public interest." A request for information "should
set forth the interest of the applicant in the subject matter and the purpose
for which the Information is desired," The determination of disclosure will be
made by the Secretary, the Under Secretary, or the Fiscal Assistant Secretary.

13. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

The regulations on disclosure of tax returns are based upon provisions in the
Internal Revenue Code. Under 26 U.S.C. 6103(a) the bulk of tax returns shall
not be open to inspection except by Presidential order. Subsection (b) (1) per-
mits proper officers of any State to have access to returns or abstracts thereof
of any corporation. Subsection (b) (2) provides that the designated representa-
tive of any State body or commission charged with the administration of the
tax laws of the State may have access to all income tax returns but only if the
purpose is to aid in the administration of State tax laws or to furnish local tax
authorities with information for tax administration purposes. Written request
of the Governor is required. Subsection (c) allows stockholders owning more
than 1 percent of the outstanding stock of a corporation to inspect the annual
income return of such corporation. Subsection (d) provides for the furnishing
of any data of any character contained in or shown by any return to the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, Committee on
Finance of the Senate, the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, or a
select committee of the Senate or House authorized to investigate returns or a
Joint committee so authorized by concurrent resolution, sitting in executive
session.

The regulations issued pursuant to ExecutiVe orders are as follows:
Under 20 CFR 301.6103(a)-1, certain tax returns are op en to inspection by a

taxpayer, making the return and by certain others including the taxpayer's ad-
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ministrator, executor, or trustee, by partners, corporate officers, receivers, or
trustees in bankruptcy, and by heirs, next-of-kin, or beneficiaries having a "mate-
rial interest which will be affected by information contained In such returns"
(subsec. (c)).

Properly authorized State tax officials and tax officials of the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico may Inspect estate, gift, unemployment, and certain
excise tax returns filed in an IRS district within or including that State or
political entity, if for tax administration purposes. If filed in another district,
the returns may be inspected if Identified with particularity (subsec. (d)).

Officers and employees of the Treasury Department may inspect tax returns
where their official duties require it, but inspection by anyone not In the Internal
Revenue Service for reasons other than tax administration must be on applica-
tion In writing by the head of the bureau (subsec. (e)).

The head of another executive department or other Federal establishment
or one designated by him may be granted permission to inspect an income and
other tax return In connection with a matter officially before him, but the request
must be made by the head of the department or agency and must state the reason
why examination is sought (subsc. (f)).

Where necessary in the performance of official duties, U.S. attorneys and
Justice Department attorneys may be granted permission to inspect income
and other tax returns, but their requests must state why the Information Is
desired. Where Inspection is to be made by a Justice Department attorney,
the application must be signed by the Attorney General, Deputy Attorney
General, or an Assistant Attorney General (subsec. (g)).

Under section 801.O108(a)-100 et seq. and the Executive orders which these
regulations Implement, seven governmental agencies, and specially authorized
committees of Congress are permitted to Inspect certain types of returns neces-
sary to carry out particular Government functions. In every case the Inspection
is to be authorized or requested by the chairman or other Government head
and to take place with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury or Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, and the information obtained Is to be held
confidential except to the extent necessary to carry out the purposes of inspection.
The Government entities covered by these regulations are the following:

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare with respect to
Income tax returns as needed in the administration of the Social Security
Act, as amended (subse. a)-100).

Committees of Congress authorized by Executive orders to inspect those
returns specified In a resolution adopted by the committee In accordance
with the rale of the aippprate House of Congress (subsee. (a)-101).

Securities and xchange Commission with respect to corporate and
Individual income tax return and statistical transcript cards as necessary
In athering statistical Information to carry out functions under the
Securities Exchanoe Act, as amended (subsee. (a)-102).

Advisory COmmlsslon on Intergovernmental Relations with respect to
Income and other taxes for the purpose of making studies and investiga-
tion leading to reowmmnding methods of coodinating and simplifying tax
laws and adminismtive practices subsetc. (a)-108),

Department of Commerce with respect to income tax returns for the
taking of such data as the Secretary of Commerce may designate (subsee.
(a)-10).

Renegotiation Board with respect to Income tax returns for the taking
of such data as the Chairman of the Board may designate (subsec. (a)-
105).

Federal Trade Commission with respect to Income tax returns of corpora.
tions as an aid In executing the Federal Trade Commission Act (subsec.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the Federal
Reserve banks with respect to the information return made by a com.
mercial bank concerning loans and commitments to foreign obligors under
the Interest Equalization Tax Act subsetc. (a)-107).

14. BUREAU OF THE MltNT

The regulations of this Bureau governing disclosure of official records are
contained in 81 CFR, Cum. Supp, 02.28. This section provides that the oficil
records of the weight and value of gold and silver deposited with the mint and
of other mint matters are confidential because they contain information of a
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conlidentil nature concerning the cononercial and inlustrvial afftirs and aetIv-
Itles of lilivtduals anti enterprises and blnauso to perinit general inspect ion
of these documents would violate public and private, confidence, However, these
records are available for Inspection by depositors of gold and silver who 1tay
insivet (ocuments relating to their deposits and by persons properly and directly
concerned, upon furnishing a court order in pending litigation, or with tile
written consent of a person authorized to Inspect the documents under the
regulations. Records are also available upon offilal requests of Federill or
State governmental agencies or officers thertof acting In their official capaelites.

I5. nRUIOAU e4" NARMlOICS

The distribution of Inforniation held In the Rureau of Narcotics is governed by
a number of Federal statutes and the regulations Issued thereunder which are
cittl and described in the response of the Bureau to questions 0 and 7 of the
subcommittee's questionnaire. Because of the extensiveness of this material It
is not reproduced here. It should be noted that Interpretations of the narcotics
14W$ and regulations are furnished to the general public oin request and
particular compilations of the laws and regulations are furnished to profes-
sional persons. Further, Interpretations concerning drugs are furnished to the
drug Industry. The records and files of the Bureau with resleCt to violation of
the narcotic laws are hold confidential for good cause and because, certain criminal
files are classified and require secrecy in the public interest.

16. U.S. COAST GUARDD

The Coast Guard has general regulations on the disclosure of records and
additional regulations on disclosure relating to particular statutory activities.
The general regulations are contained In title 33, CFI, subpart 1.10. This sub-
part provides that official records and documents, except those classified as
"confidential" by reason of military necessity or for other good cause, "will be
made available for examination by persons who have legitimate and valld reasons
for seeking access to such records."

Title 40, OFR, subpart 3.10 provides for the disclosure of Information regard-
Ing shipment and discharge of merchant mariners. Section 8.10-1 states that
upon inquiry Information will be released "as to the dates and ports of the com-
mencement and termination of all voyages by merchant vessels for which shipping
articles are signed before shipping commissioners." However, other information
contained in shipping articles or logbooks required to be kept by the Coast Guard
will be released only to a limited extent. Under section 3.10-5 the application for
this information must identify the applicant and, If he is a representative of
another, must specify the nature of the representation and attach proof when
required. The application must set forth the interests of the applicant in the
subject imotter, the purpose for which the Information is desired, and whether
It is Intended for use In prosecuting a claim against the United States. Section
3.10-10 governs the obtaining of Information by representatives of any party.
Section 3.10-15 specifies the particular persons, such as the master, owner, etc.,
who may obtain information from shipping articles. This Includes any officer of
the United States, or of a State, Territory, or political subdivision, or the Dis-
trict of Columbia acting In the course of his official duty. Section 3.10-25 provides
the same specifications of persons who may obtain information front official log-
books. Logbooks may, In addition, be examined by a member of the crew, a
passenger, an underwriter, or an authorized representative of such a person who
was connected with the particular voyage for which information Is sought.

Title 40, OPR, subpart 130,13 provides for the disclosure of records relating to
marine investigations. Information as to the time, place, and general subject
matter of investigations will be released upon Inquiry except when such informa-
tion is confidential for security reasons. Other Information relating to such
Investigations will be released to a limited extent. Under section 130,1-5 the
applicant must be Identified and his representative, if any, must provide proof
of his designation. The applicant must set forth his Interest In the subject mat-
ter, the purpose for which it is desired, and whether or not it is intended for use
In prosecuting a claim against the United States.

Title 40, CPU, subpart 187.50 provides for the disclosure of Informttion in
connection with the mmpension and revocation proceedings with respect: to any
license, certificate, or document Issued to a person by the Coast Guard. In forma-
tion is available upon inquiry as to whether an Investigation of a specified com.
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plaint Is in progress or that charges have beeu preferred, or that. an investigation
has been closed, and as to scheduled times of hearings and the substince of
charges, Information disclosed at public hearings before examinerns may be
released upon Inquiry so long as the cases have current public Interest. ThereIs to be maintained it headquarters a file of the Commandant's decisions on ap-
peal or review and a tile of the decisions of examiners, amid il th district
commander's oflee, a file of the decisions of the examiners in that district.
Copies of stiuch records may be obtained by persons properly concerned because of
litigation or other collateral Interests In the proceedings. Suech lKwrsons and the
appelllnt imay Obtaini a copy of the complete hearing transcript, Appellants are
specifically entitled to free copies of these records as a matter of right, As In
the other regulations, the applicant must be identified, specify the material de-
sired, state the reason for the request, and whether or not the Information Is
Intended for ume In litigation Involving the United States.

17. u, sLIC1011' sPIwIE

The rot-ords of the Secret Service art of two types: those held contientlot and
those available for inspection by members of the public upon request. The types
of records in each category are set forth in section 3 of the document on "Or'ga-
nization and Procedure of the United States Secret Service" published In 10 F.R.
10801, October 25, 1951. This section provides that records containing reports.
directions, and determinations pertaining to criminal Investigations, protection
of the President and criminal law-enforcement activity les and records pertaining to
contraband material confiscated pursuant to law are held confidential as (118.
closure would aid law violators and reduce the effectiveness of law-enforcement
operations. The records available to the public are those pertaining to public
education activities relative to counterfeiting anti the theft, forgery, or fradulent
negotiation of Government cheeks and records of Inquiries from the public rela-
tive to the application of the criminal laws enforced by the Secret Service.

15. THn1 COMPTROLLER OF THE OURRENOY

The regulations of the Comptrolier of the Currency with respect to disclosure
of Information (12 FR, Curm. Supp., 4.13), Identify the publications of that office
which are available to the public or to financial Institutions subject to his juris-
diction and provide for the availability of unpublished information. Unpublished
information is available to persons properly and directly concerned upon request
for examination of the Information in accordance with the procedures set forth
in the regulations. These procedures are described in the Comptroller's response
to question 0 of the subcommittee's questionnaire. Section 4.13(h) of the regu-
lations provides that the Information coming to the Comptroller as a result of
his supervisory, investigative, and examining functions Is held confidential for
the reasons specified. Confidential Information is defined as Information in re-
ports of examination and inspection of national banks and other financial Insti-
tutions and In eight other categories set forth In that subsection, The Comptroller
makes confidential information available to certain Government agencies, and a
copy of the report of examination is made available to the bank or company
concerned for Its confidential use only.

Mr. KASS. Mr. Smith, are there any employees in the Department
of Treasury whose patyrolls are witiheld from the public?

Mr. Sxmrn. Payrolls?
Mr. KAss. Salaries paid.
Mr. SMrrn. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. KASS. Could you check that and supply It for the reord?
Mr. Sxrr. Yes, I will be glad to. I do not know of any.

GENERAt, CoVNsl, OP TIH, TI' sAuRY,
Waihiplon., D.A., April 9. 19065.Hon. JIoitN. B, Mtoss,

(thalrmaft Foeeig# Operatootve ad. Government Informatiofn Ottboommfttee,
Ootmtee on Governmet Operations, Hotmse of Reprosentatives, Wah-
ington, D.C.

DEAR Mu, Moss: During my testimony on March 30 on H.R. 5012 and related
bills before the Subcommittee on oreign Operations and Government Infor-
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Mr. Surerm. 1lThe balance is currently pulhishted at, 01 tiies. I fill

I(r. Moss. I (10 witit. to thank you for your tesgtimony, and I ami
quite sitcere in static thlat it ias. ln very helpful to us.

Are. ssmI~. nmitYoul sir, anii I appreciate very mnuoh the 01p.
porhiulity to toll you what. we think.

Mi'. AmOs. 'l'liik ,01.

Th omwteMill st tinl adjl~ournedW until 10 no tIoorow

fit 10 a.m., W'tulMah31965.S)

FE'DI-31AL 11UMAC III-WORDS 14AW



FEDERAL PURUIC RECORDS LAW

(Part 1)

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1005

1oURs, or ]tPREK.NT'rATIVEs,
FoRtR.oN OPERA''IONS AND

(GVEIRN MI NT IN,'OICt ATION SUI('OMM i'i'i*E,
OP' rnI CoMmirru, ON GOVERNMENT OPERATION S,

Wa.,ington, D.C.
The st )('4)ll11itt&'4to met, )urslmitlt. to rlces at. 2 p.m. in room 2247.

lttyburn House O11m Buifigin, Representat iye John E. Moss (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : 1presntntmves Johnl E. Moss, Torbert I. Macdonald,
Robert P. Grifln, and Donald Rumsfeld.

Also present: Samuel J. Archibald chief, Government information;
David Glick, chief counsel; Benny L. Kass, counsel; Jack Matteson,
chief invest-igttor; Robert Blanchard, investigator; and J. P. Carlson,
iniiorIity collise.
Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will come to order.
The thrst witness this afternoon is Mr. Joseph Costa, Now York City,

representing the National Press Photognipliers Association. Mr.
Costu.

STATEMENT OF IOSEPH COSTA, NATIONAL PRESS PHOTOGRAPHERS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. COSTA. Chairman Moss, members of the House Foreign Opera-
tions and Government Information Subcommittee, members of the
subcommittee staff, gentlemen, it is my pleasure to ppemtr before you
at this hearing as the accredited relplr sntativo of the National Press
Photographers Association, the worll's largest organization of visual
news reporters. Our .membershipis drawn from virtually every daify
newspaper and television station which maintains a news-lpicture stau,
nows mogzines, news r ls, industrial, scientific, and educational news
lpubliCOfioils.

The president and executive committee of our organization appointed
11e to hceIpt your, invitlation to testify in th, hope that my more tlian
4() years as a news photographer, cofounder and 18-year chitir-
man of the NPPA board, editorof the National Press Photographer,
our official publication and, if I may say, battle-scarred veteran of the
fight for frexom of the camera in news reporting could be help ful tothis subcommitoe in its deliberations on 11, .5012 and all related bills.

In this roel, I am here in behalf of my-colleagues in phot~journalism,
to advocate and urge the passage of a Irue public records law at the
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Fedend level. No segnent of the working preis, more tian news
lhotogillphers, has beeni taught by bitter firstiand experience, the ox-

tenit to whihel h 10so-called ptthlio information section of the Admin-
istrat-ive Procedure Act of 1946, during its 18-year history, has Ni
turned into a vehicle to withhold information from the public.

It, is my tnderstandling that the pressing need for a Federal public
records stal uto hts been (iloetiOUontled by this sulWolnflittee during the
dead of its existence. Hopefully, the word-and-picture te.4imony
presented here today will add effectively to that documentat ion.

With your permission, I should like to establish a broad base for
the advocacy of a bill that. will forever eliminate language that permits
tlie enforcement. of "ridiulous requirements" or that, becomes a "shield
of seterecv" or encourages abuses in the nane of "good caused."

Chief Justice Earl warren of the U.S. Supreme Court. was quoted
in an interview as stating:

The complexities of life today demand a free and objective preas If the people
are to be Informed and make responsible decisions regarding Government. I have
great faith In the American IK'opl0 that if they have the facts they will make the
right decision.'

ni Pope John XXIIIs encyclical, Pacem in Terris, he wrote and I
q tote aga in:

* * * Peace on earth can only come * * * front observance of the "universal,
Inviolable and Inalienable" natural law rights which include: "Tlhe right to free-
don in searching for the truth and in expressing and communicating one's opin-
ions * * * The right to be informed truthfully about public events."

We, of communications media, hold the conviction that those rights
need to be respected and exercised by inquisitive newsmen, interested
taxpayers, persons properly and directly concerned-all those persons
having legitimate and valid reasons for seeking information from the
Government.

To be more precise, in our advocacy of the bill H.R. 5012, and re-
lated bills, tle profession I represent is urgently concerned with that
part of section 161(b), which would make all the records of every
agency, other than Congress or the courts, l)romptly available to any
person.

Our concern is intensified by the repetitious and arbitrary raising
of the "shield of secrecy" by the Interstate Commeice Commission,
by its enforcement of a ban on all forms of visual reporting from pro-
cedings which are nonjudicial in character. Yet it has invoked the
American Bar Associat on's Canon 35, Judicial Code of Ethics, as its
justification for giving "stronger roots to the weed of secrecy." Your
committee's stafflhas fieen apprised'of this situation. By the way, if I
may interject and read to 11ou In Interoffice mnemorandIum written by
a camneramian, to the news director of WI3Z-TV in 3oston About a de-
,ision of the, ICC to ban news cameramen, and he wrote this:

To: Ed Foithy.
Front : Jack Chase.

Just a note to let you know that In our attempt to cover the ICA) hearings at
the Hotel Bradford in Boston, we were not allowed to take our camera into the
hearing room. Lester Conley, the hearing examiner, said no to my reguest for
live camera coverage stating it was IM poiley, raised on a prevlons experience
when sound tliin excerpts which he said were used out of context had been lnis.
leading and had caused some embarrassment.

i Editor & PublIsher, .Tan. 9, 1905.
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sho are the reasons on which the ICC apparently bases its judg.
inent. t4) ban news reporters.

There are those who argue that the word report alone suffices to
make any event public-and the press"free." We disagree;

The effect of word imagery is based on common experience. If this
does not exist, then we can rightly ask whether the man with pictures
can and does provide common experience in them, so that the words
have a richer and more precise meaning.

Do we not find impressive affirmative answers in the word-and-
pictures coverage of Gemini and Rangerf And even the censored
photo story of tie Russian cosmonauts I

Words tftlt mean one thing to the writer often mean something else
to the reader. If word communication were a precise science, at least
half the work of lawyers would not be necessary.

As long ago is 1941, members of the Attorney General's Committeeon Administrative Procedure unanimously agreed that laymen and
lawyers alike were " * * baffled by a lack of published information
to which they could turn when confronted with an administrative
problem." The Attorney General's Manual has been subjected to as
many interpretations as the number of agencies that looked to it for
guidance.

The introduction of H.R. 5012, and related bills, and-indeed--
these hearings, would have been necessary if word compostins or
expressions were not subject to different interpretations by differentpeople..Permit me, therefore, to focus on "complete information" which
cannot be assured by words alone; and to state the photo-journalists'
position that no report can be complete if it is possible to eniance and
clarify the meaning of the words.

Now the immediate objective of this presentation is to establish the
correct relationship of pictures-of visual communications, if you
will-to the word report. I am going to ask you to join me in an ex-
periment. I will describe certain events to you verbally. I ask you
then to compare your own mind's-eye picture-the image created by
the word description alone-with a photoraph of each scene. You
alone will know how accurate or rich your rst mind's-eye picture was,
when compared to the photogrph of the actual scene.

Mr. Moss. Is there objection to the request of the witness I Hearing
none, the lights will be turned out.

Mr. CosTA. In the third round Firpo knocked Dempsey through the
ropes. It was one of the most exciting moments in boxing history.
This is how the camera saw it.

The word description: 87 children ** * 87 children and 3 nuns
died in the Chicago school fire. A fireman, his face drawn and hag.
gard, carries a boy from the building.

Here, in one picture is the whole story.
The word image: peering through the shattered windshield, the

camera records tle pain-distorted lace of pretty auto crash victim
as she waited to be pulled from the wreckage.

Now the actual picture.
General Dwimght Hisehhower, Supreme Commander in World War

II, learns that President Truman has fired General MacArthur from
his command in the Pacific.
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I ask you gentlemen, are there words to match the eloquence of this
picture [Laughter..

Again let me describe a chariot race in which fleas, not horses, pro-
vide the pulling power. An accurate idea of their incredibly small
size can be gotten only by comparison with, well, a fingernail.

The four-engined C-541 e d skyward, propelled from the short
Alaskan runway by jato-assistbottles.
Now look at tie actual scene.
The convicted murderer stands before the bar waiting to be sen-

tenced. Now try to visualize how his expression changes from amuse-
ment to astonishment, then despair, as he hears the death sentence
pronounced.

Now look at him.
Poised for "scrambling" the instant the alarm sounds, men of the

Strategic Air Command are shown relaxing as they pass the night in
the ready room.

Again, let me show you the actual scene.
Narcotics addiction is an unsolved problem among us. Heroin

allows the junkie to escape life's uneven battle. It deadens his desire
for wealth, strength, success-even for food. New York's junkies
often take their shots on rooftops, where there is less chance of being
spotted by the law.

Here is how they look in the actual photograph.
Concentrating on one patient at the Government's Lexington, Ky.,

narcotic facility, Dr. Glaser's face registers the seriousness with lhih
lie rpgards the problem. What manner of man is he? Shall the
words describe him as youthful, tightlipped, bespectacled, tousled?

Well, take a look at him. How much more does this closeup.photo-
graph tell you about how this man dedicates himself to helping the
patient solve her own problem ?

The world-famous Indianapolis 500 auto races are notorious for
tragedy, and the recurrence of tragedy, year after year, yet its fasci-
nation is irresistible. Let us reverse the procedure now and showthe ictureflrst..th ames spread instantaneously down the track and seem to engulf

a whole section of the grandstand in fiery disaster. Dave MacDon-
ald's car hit a wall and -urst into flame. Eddie Sachs plowed broad-
side into MacDonald's car and died in the smoldering ruin of his own
cockpit. MacDonald died of burns 2 hours later. But three cars
careened safely through the huge fireball-and spectators were spared
any serious ju. y beyond smoke inhalation. This was the story that
only words could tell.

The word report says forthrightly enough that an extraordinary
assemblage of the world's "movers and shakers" converged on New
York City to grapple with'a staggeringly ambitious subject solutions
to the eternal numan problem of w ar--or "Peace on Earth," a working
title borrowed from Pope John XXIII's "Pacem in Terris" encyclical.
Whot. innner Of men were they?

United Nations belittler, U.N. defender, delegates from the United
States, WVest, Germany, France, Belgium, and Oroat Britain. Let us
see photoaaphs of them in conference. No word report, could have
been complete without the pictures.
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We live in an age of miracles, yet we live in at world in which so
much is taken for granted. Photography itself is by way of being a
miracle, perhaps even a series of miraculous accomplishments har-
nessed to a single purpose.

Photograptphy, in everything we do, serves as a vital force in our
daily lis, A is, all at one and the same time: teacher, persuader,
seller, informer, sAper of images and opinion, a recorder of history.

Photography plays an invaluable role in crime prevention and detec-
tion, in medical diagnosis and healing, in the study of the extremes of
outer space and the ocean floor, in unveiling the mystery of growing
things, in revealing the secrets of the food and water "that gives us
life.

Photography is a reformer of mankind's industrial, economic, and
social mode of living.

Through pictures we can better understand an overall scene, an
event of happiness, a tragedy; yes, we can even understand people
better if we are able td see them. Obviously then, in the field of com-
rnunication, pictures are indispensable companions to the written word
whether the event is a tragedy, a religious or political ceremony, a
court scene, a scientific or technological breakthrough-or, as I said,
just plain people.

Every President for the past 40 years has reiterated his belief in the
importance of an informed electorate. Every public servant running
for office, at some time or other in his career, inevitably dedicates him-
self to the importance of an informed people. Yet we are constantly
faced with efforts of people in government, and in many other aspects
of public life, who exert their every effort to deprive the public of
information to which they are entitled.

At this very time we are experiencing perhaps the greatest turmoil
in our Nation's history regarding the, people's right to vote. Of what
possible use is the right to vote if the electorate does not have the in-
formation on which to base intelligent decisions?

Surely no one can deny that we live in the most complex age in
the Istory of the world. If our people are to be adequately informed,
they must be completely informed through every means available to
us with today's technology.

Scientists tell us that most of the things we learn, we learn through
our eyes. Educators have found that they can teach students of every
level, including the Armed Forces, faster, more efficiently, and com-
pletely, with visual teaching aids. Doesn't it stand to reason that
we can inform our people about the world about them better, more
completely, and more accurately if our news reports are a combination
of words and pictures, rather than words alone?

Yet, although there are efforts being made at every level to restrict
public infothmtion, there is far more discrimination against the visual
report than thei'e is against any other form of reporting.

Therefore, for all the reasons given in this statement, we respectfully
urge the committee to do everything in its power that will help to
eliminate the double standard -n reporting information to which the
people are entitled. .

Gent-lemefi, I w6tildobe failing in my duty if0I were not forthright
in asking why, even here in a congressional Investigation, word re-
porters are permitted to observe, interpret and report proceedings,
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even to describing verbally their impressions of how the committee
telrliers and the witnesses looked and acted whereas visual reporters,
whose pictures would permit. the public to see for themselves, are
bamed.
The late Honorable Learned Hand, in the case of the United States

v.7Tm Aoeiated Pmess, sid:
(The press) serves one of the most vital of all general interests; the dsisenli-

nation of nlows from as many different sources, and witl as many different. fatws
and colors as Is possible. That Interest is closely akin to, It Imleed It is not thi
same as, tie interest protected by the first aniudniment; it presupmos Ot right
conclusions are more likely to be gathered out of a multitu(le of tongues, thu1
through any kind of authoritative selection. 'I many this Is, aml always will
be, folly; but we have staked uljn it our all.'

We respectfully submit lhat. whether it is sin ICC hearing or a col-
grtssional inquiry, the public is entitled to a complete rolmrt, in both
words and pict-ues.

News photographers must, have access to news and lews sol I'Meo just
its fre ly as word reporters in order to assure the availability of coni-
pleto information in the public interest.

In closing let, me repeat that, we of the National Pres Photogiraplins
Asociation support passage of a bill that. will r(equire each authority
of the executive branch of the Government. to "make all its recorIs
promptly available to any person."

In behalf of the oflicens, directors, and members of the National
Press Photographers Association, permit me to express our appreci-
ation for this opportunity to appear before you. And, in the name of
all those I represent, from coast. to coast, I want. to publicly thank Con-
gressman Moss for his 10 years of dedication and service to the cause of
a truly informed public, and for his enliglhtened and highly success-
ful Offorts in brimlgin complete information to tho American people.
in both words ant I-ict ures. If there are any questions I would be
more thahalpy to try to answer them.

Mr. Moss. Well, Mr. Costa, I want to thank you very much for the
compliment and for the testimony.
Mr. Griffin, do you have any questions?
Mr. GiurpiN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I do havo a question for Mr.

Costa. In view of your testimony and your concern about whether
photogrtphers may takepictures, I wonder if this bill permits any-
thing that you are not able to do now I It. makes records promptly
avaiInble to anyone and, I suppose, to the extent that you. want to
photograph records, it would mako them more available than other-
wis. But, what. about. taking pictures Ill various ofliem and agencies
of the (Government.? Do you understand that, this bill would- allow
'OVl to do tht ?

Mr. (osy,. No, I have no such undoestiandili. In fact, my inter-
I)etaton is, sir, that. it, does not, concern itself with pictures at all,
and this is one of the things, about which wo would like to see some-
thing done, if it. is huunauily possible.

M. GAIm'uPN. I SeO.
Mr. Cosra. For OxIm)ple, tho General Services-
Mr. G( ,'llsv . I had the ilflpl-essioll you WOrOs ill favor of the bill

amd were sat-isfled.

I Learned l1nnd fi U.S. v. Aaaocated 'res, 52 F. Supp. 362, 872 (1043).
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MAr. Cosr,. No, sir; for the bill as far as it goes.
Mr. (ithz.'aN. I see.
Mr'. (oslrA. For exlniipl1, the General I services .Adiist nlion bans

ealnioriiiti fromii all Fe(eral property all over tie wlole t'olitt'y, and
you must realize lhat. there are bound to hw imily iiinoltiilt lews
stories to wiichi the pctires call add i greii deal of infol-11ilil iol1, that
the blic is(Ieprive| of.

Air. ( iwIIN. I amn not being argumentative )lut in order to got into
a distcussion on the merits of your request let. uts consider the fact that
a picture is often assumed to be proof positive of an event ; yet it
occurs to me that so ietinies pictures call be very deceivinig, depending
upln the Plurl)ose that, the photographer or editor wants to achieve.

I can recall a personal expertnce for example. In 11)59 1 co-
sponsored it piece of labor legislation, and i the eyes of many people
I was supposed to be some sort of a deinon. I re4tll making a speech
at a banquet in Ietroit. In advance of the banquet. there was a. pr m.,
conference and a number of photogTaphers took a great. many pic-
tures. The only one used caught me scowling-I looked about as
mean as I have ever looked in my life. That wits the inage that they
wanted to portray of me.

That picture was used over and over again by that. particular news-
pa per.

I suppose in House committee hearings there is concern as to whether
the photogr'aphs will portray a balanced picture of what goes on in a
conunittee hearing or will they show only the empty chairs or the
Congressman whenl he happens to be reading a paor ? If that is
what te photographers or editors want to show, that-is what they can
show. What is your answer to this concern?

Mr. COSTA. My answer is a very forthright one. Pictures can be
made to distort and not tell the truth. But we are dedicated to it free

ress and the principle that the news media editors try to give a
balanced report. Words can distort every bit as much or more so thanpicture's.

It stands to reason, it seems to me, that if we are going to rely on
public information reaching the people in the public interest, the more
sources that the people have of getting that information, sir, the more
accurate it is probably going to add u"p to just, as Leaned Hand said.
While there are exceptions, ist as ill tie legal profession, there are the
ambulance chasers, and in the medical p6rofesion there are. people
who (to things tlat. are not right, I wouid be degrading myself if I
stood before ou ttnd said that every editor in the country always (loes
exactly the right thing.

Human nature is frail, to be certain, but I maintain, and we main-
tain, if the public can get; the word report and see the pictures of the
event. or people to width they refer, in the majority of all the e4a4,s,
they will eome ti) with a more accurate understanding of the news
event or the people, than they can by one or the other ai1one. Thai is
the reason I showed here, in connection with the Indiapapolis Speed-
way crash, that the picture could not tell info'matIon tlha't the words
did provide.

Mr. Gmntppi. Mr. Costa, I am inclined to agree with you. I think
it is well that your explanation and your point, of view are in the
record.
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Certainly editors, both photo editors and the editors of the printed
word, have a great deal of responsibility that goes along with their
freedom. I think we both recognize that they try to give a balanced
picture rather than a distorted one. Still the subject should be avail-
able I agreo with you.

Mfr. C-oSTA. If I may add to what I just said, there is a continuous
program within the media itself for improvement of our ethics, prac-

cices, and techniques. Only recently there was a long discussion in
one of the professional publications about balanced reporting in pic-
tures. It is the responsibility of responsible editors also to select pic-
tures that show both sides of a story just as it is their responsibility to
tell both sides of any story in words.
So, you see, we are always trying to improve. Just as your hearing

here is aimed at improving, something that we are already living with,
newspapers, the law, medicine, the professions, we too are always try-
ing to improve, and we make progress slowly.

I might point out that in the Senate, at Senate hearings, pictures are
permitted. I do not think you find newspapers or news media pub-
1ishing pictures of empty chairs or of the Senators when their faces are
distorted. I think those pictures that are published are generally
aimed at giving a balanced report of the particular hearing.

Mr. GRIFFiN. I think there is a psychological tendency for a picture
more than the printed word to be accepted as proof positive of a sit-
uation. People are critical of the printed word, and often compare
the articles of various reporters, but I think a picture has a little higher
standing in many respects

Mr. COSTA. You are right.
Mr. Grqmw (continuing). And tlere is probably a little more re-

sponsibility involved on the part of the photographer and editor.
Mr. RUMSrELD. Would the gentleman yield I, to some extent, feel

the other way about a picture. I think most people at one time or
another have seen a picture of themselves or of something that they
saw with their own eyes that does not represent a balanced picture,
whereas most individual citizens have never in their lives had anything
written about themselves which was inaccurate because most people
have not had anything written about them, and they tend to accept the
written word.

We had a situation yesterday in this hearing where the gentleman
from the Treasury Department stated categorically that -ir. Jack
Anderson's column was not accurate, it was wrong. .

Now people read that and have no way to know this. But with a
photograph, it seems to me, people recognize that possibility. I
wouliflike to say in conclusion that I am delighted to be here to hear
your testimony, and I think that certainly the problems you put be-
fore this subcommittee are worthy of consideration, and certainly
the area of picture reporting and picture information is one which
should properly be considered.

M(r. COSTA. If I may add to this discussion, we conduct workshops
at various times through the year in different parts of the country, and
we have a publication which I edit, and the one thing we continuously
admonish is that pictures carry a presumption of truth and, there.
fore, it is incumbent on the visual reporter when he has his film in his
camera and, before he pulls the slide, he should ask himself, "Is this
picture that I am about to take true or is it false?" This is a gospel
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;that we preach just as religiously as we can, because we are working
for the improvement of the techniques to bring better and more accu-
rate information to the public In the public interest.

A news cameraman's salary goes on whether he gets a picture or not.
He is not paid by the number of pictures he takes. He can go to an
assignment and be turned down and go back to his office, and he is not
reprimanded. We work for equality of visual reporting because we
sincerely believe that the public is being deprived of a means of in-
formation which can add to the total report, and make newspapers
and news reports more informative.

Mr. GaRIFN. I have no other questions.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Macdonald.
Mr. MACDOWAw. I have very few questions, Mr. Costa. I appre-

,ciate your coming here. I know of your reputation and of the work
.you have done.oni u half of your people.

One thingthat is not clear in my mind is that except for the exclu-
.sion from the House side hearings of cameras and cameramen, how
else do you think you are discriminated against, in what way are
,camera people or television people treated unfairlyV

Mr. COSTA. I already mentioned the General Services Administra-
tion which bans photographers from all Federal property, Federal,buildings...Mr. fACDONALD. Well, it is not quite true because at least to my

knowledge, and you correct me if 1 am not stating the truth, even
though it is, I guess, a rule of the House promulgated by the leader-
ship of the I1ouse going back to Mr. Sam, that no cameras were al-
lowed in the hearing rooms, I have many times having left a congres-
sional hearing, seen cameras and camera people out in the corridors.

Mr. COSTA. I am sure you have. However, this is not so across the
whole country. Because the Federal Judicial Council has approved
the provisions in canon 35 of the American Bar Association the
(General Services Administration has ordered cameramen out of Fed-
.eral buildings, in order to keep them away from Federal courts.

These complaints come i to us from all over the country. If the
-committee wishes me to document some of these I will get the informs-Ation together.Mr. MiDONAw. I do not know about the committee, but I person-
,ally would like to, because while I sympathie with you, and I th ,
perhaps, if you were allowed into House committee hearings they
might be more lively, et cetera, I think the opposite has been true
where television has become increasingly important in getting their
message across to the bulk of the people of Aierica, that many people
say that too much attention is paid to television.

If I were on the opposite side I would say that, perhaps, we had
:a couple of joint sessions of Congress not for the benefit of the news
media by the written word but, perhaps, for the benefit of the people
who watch television, so in some ways I think you are protesting a
'little too much.I agree with you about the House hearings. But past thnt, I have
not heard a valid-point that you raise.

Mr. COSTA. Myl I point out that the occasions on which the show,
'if I may say so, is put on exclusively for television are those occa-
:sions when the entire country is concerned with a President's state
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of the Union message or soiime equally important story. I lowevor,
I am not, hero spleaklng for live 1OevIsioil. 1 1,i Sl)eakiM g generally
for visltial reortitgig, mid I m tit IUOle coeornCed wit tho report, Ol
filh than I ai con|C ernted witi the live elmitrollie report,

Now, for exanlh+ hero you have to hirve iL trilod pellmit. to photo.
graph the dome of the Capitol with a camera on t tri)ol. Ei her If
you are a tlid---

Mr. MACMNALD. I would think thitt, would be a very limited protest,
because I doulbt. if there is mulch sex apleal for any photogral)(lr to
take picturesof t)4d0)llpC of the cUliptol.

Af r. (Cosi'. Of course; of course.
Mr. MACINAJD. There is very little iews value that, I till see.
Mr. ('0s'PA. But, you see the delly night he, to judlgo ili(r rst of

theo ('Ot)I~tIy37 ly whtil. haipl)ens here. 1 "iII not, being l1lgumient lit ive.
Mr. MACoNALD. I un11derslld, I)1(d 1 111 110t either. 1We ar- jist

discussing this.
Mr. CONmT. But, we get. reports front members till over the Unitled

States who complain, that they were ordered out. of it Federal build-
nlr ill their partlcuhltr city eealluse they had t camera.

Mlr. Moss. Would you yiold f
Mr. M^C oDNI,). Vts,"of course.
Mr. Moss. This maier' of the OSA's actions to ban photolfral)hers

is one wlieh has come to the attellion of tle committee oil tumerois
occasions, and I believe that the hlst. understanding we have with
GSA is that. photographers are li)lilitted inl all Federal buildltiins ex-
ceit g in those areis where Federai courts have thel r quarters.

in other words, tile Federal courthouse buildings or the coinitna.
tion of post office and courtt llildiings, the irpeits, tile floors, devoted
to tile Courts, lotogl'lilhel's ire not. permitted there, and thai, is be-
causo of the coirs thiiiel ve, l'lhelr tin GSA.

We did have it cOuleh of iis tiiiesn where GSA luildilnlg niinlgei's
attenlpted to go beyond the policies of the GSA, and to biar .photqogri-
pliers from the biiildings. Wihen) the complaints were received by
tli com ittee, we went iineitiaely to (GSA. Unless you liive it very
recent, case, I think the lolicy is as; reflected in tile correspondence in
the files of the committee. "Photographers do have free access now
except it Ihe court areas.

Mr. CosTA. The latest, instance, Mr. Chairman, that T recall from
memory, 111d r do not want to )0 held to it, would be within tile last
yeair, Nit. not, withhi 6 lilonlhs,

Mr. Mo e. WVll, within the last. year we had it acase, and tha-t is where
we eiiethed tiis understanding with GSA.

Mr. Cos-aT. I see. Then I ail glad to inrn that because I think we
can run it story about it in our magazine ind let our members know
about it..

Mr. Moss., I thnik you for yieldhig.
Mr. MAonoNA;.D. 1 (1o t want to prolonI this, but just reeently the

GSA, which-runs the Federal Ililhi ii 13iii1ostoniad it student iit-i
during the time of Selma, and there wts no question that; cameras and
plllototrPl~~~~es Wemlillow 1d1-i tilh ild-i run y GSA. So I just
use that,-that is just. 2 weeks ago, so I would think that is a corret
statement about current practices of the GSA position.
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init. I go 11ick to Mr. 0rlflin's sittno olit, ald I 111 lnii p1y to join
with 11131; I tliiilk the old Chinest prverb, which I ylibe mllniqluote,
but isn't it. thlt. o1) picttr is world h i I ol)s'l0i(l wols?

Mr. COSTA. MARy l-hi. is illterestliug-mly 1 give you 1ih0 correct
i larwretation. It, is "one seelng is worth a hundred tellings " and it
lilts lmit1n p)eltorted over the yollits to "ot1o )itlet1'0 is worth it tLousand
words," but. tle actul i tieliprotittion I aim told by Chlinse friends is,
"to se ig h:: woalh a hundred tellings."

ilr. At DOxNAD. I bow to yolU' rUlidil hill. I (10 not. lave 1hllt, li1y
Chinele friends. [fulllItem.] lBut. isn't tile tentl)tation, not o1 the
Vhottograpenles. so mu1h. , Lut. ot tile I guess, 1)lhoto editor very strong
1f ho l)pens to lo It Candidale 4;r, sity, such i iltl)ortillt office as(he Pr'esidetney the fows Corps has to lJIblt, what was said, and yet a
photograllhterioes not have to do anything except catch soniebody, as
somebody apparently (lid Mr. Gritlii, in till off mi.n10nent, and-

Mr. JrMsslom,n). 1o (lid not .41,v it. was til ON illollivlit. Laughter.]
Mr. M',ACDONALD. 1ie said a lious.and pietures were tNken, and one

was scowling. it. 1m1st. hlve beeQn it Re)ublican rally, I a11 suire. But
in lltny(went', isn't. i. very )ossilble and, is a niatter of fact, I know it
is posiblo becailse 1 traveled on a presidelit ill Campalignl a pend-
il on the are and the feolilgs of the )apller in that. atrcll, thi photo-
graphs of tile candidate for Presidency of the United States, if it were
il it friendly territorY they always came out, smiling and patting a child
on tie heal, and if it. Was iln unfriendly territory, I don'l, know if lie
would be scoring, but lie would lbe chiasitig t dog iWay with a1 stick
or something. And I just say that while 1 itgrele i theory with what
you say, that. because a photo is so concise but it also call givo it very
Tiilso illipirsion, I mean somebody caii be here at. this hetriitgs for
honsi' and be siiiliiig, and then ri'tiise tlir finfger and )oint t finger at
you an(d it coins out that somiebody is browbeating you, that the re-
spoinsibilities that go with being t ioto editor atre even strxi ger than
t; lose of an editorial writer for it newspaper. Would you agree with me
or not ?

A r. COSTA. They are, they are. ]lit since Mr. Macdonald has raised
thi int, Mr. Cliairman and gentlemen, I would like to comment
on it, because I have had experience in this area inyself, and I think it
is treineindously iinporiiitt that. we all uieidetald it.

'To begin with, thie individual who views a l)icture views it su-
jeetively: If lie is traveling oil the Presidential train he has a sub-
jetive view-

Mr. MAcMoNAt. Sir, I am not that old, I am sure none of us are.
Mr. CosTA. At any rate, iay I tell you of an incident that happened

when Mr Roosevelt was campaigning for the last time that lie cam-
jiaigiled ihroulgh New York City. It was a miserable, rainy day. The
cmllleramien were in the 14th car, ait open car in tle proesA81on., I was
o01e of them, inid a. New York Tines plotographer, a very dear friend,
was with 111 and tile car was full of cameramen.

We toured the whole city, and when we stopped at tie Brooklynt
Navy Yard to recte flowers froml the daughter of one of tie workers
thereor whlen we stOl)ppd at another place and another place, by the
tinie tle cameriliien left tile 14th car in the procession and ran 14
car length, lp, the particular little ceremony for which they stopped
was fin ished, and we got no pictures.
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We finally got into the Kingsbridge Armory In the Bronx where'
the Pr sident was reviewing some Women's Atny Corps recruits.
His ear drove in, and the lady commandant of this group sat in with
him, and we grouped ourselves around the car to take pictures,

The New York Times man was directly behind me and he said,",Joe, please, the minute you get your shot will you duck F" And I did.
I got a picture and I ducked, and while I was changing the plate,

he got his pittire. We used glass plates in those (lays. No sooner
harhe taken his picture when the President's car drove off. So we
each had one pi)turo. At that time I worked for the New York News.
which was not supporting Mr. Roosevelt. In my picture lie was not.
smiling, and if you will recall, his health had started to go, and he
looked rather poorly.

When the New t"ork Times man snapped his shot he was smiling
or laughing tit. some remark naade by the lady connnandant Now, the
'rmes, was sulpport-ing Mr. Roosevelt.

The next morning these two pictures were published. The noxt
week Time magazine used these two pictures to prove that editors
deliberately select the pictures that will enhance or degrade a candi-
date's. inlago atecording to their own editorial point of view, the very
thing you atire saying here.

I submit that, by and large, for example, on your campaign trip. if
I were covering that. trip, I woyld find it. pretty hard working unlde
the crowding and shoving conditions of covering a campaign-which
I have done many a time -to deliberately select attitudes and take pie-
Mures hiat. ntako at candidate look good or bad. A camtraman has all
he can do to just record anything that happens as it, happens, and keep
abreast of the moving procession as the situation develops.

1 honestly think that this is exaggerated out of all proportion be-
cause we all view pictures subjectively.

Mr. MACDONALID. Jost, one last. remark, Mr. Chairman, and then I
will yield.

You spoke abott WBZ-TV and ,Jack Chase writing you this letter.
Mr. Cos'ai. Not to me, sir; to his superior.
Mr. MACDONALD. I see: lecauuse I was going to say, he is a news.

caster, I happen to come from that area, and the editor of this, Denny
Whitmarsh, and I would think any protest to anyone would be coming
from the editor of WBZ -TV, I am not doubting it but-

Mr. COsTA. I have this letter-of course-
Mr. MACDONA ̂ D. Secondly, I was wondering what sort of picture.

he could take of any record that the ICC haveI
Mr. COSTA. It was a hearing
Mr, MACDONAtO. Yes, of a hearing, that would be injurious to eitherside.
Mr. COSTA. It had to do with the Now Haven Railroad bankru ptcy,

ats I understand it. This is of great public interest at this time. Com-
inuter railroads, partlicularly in the Now York area, Long Island, New
Haven, and others. coming in from New Jersey, are very much in the
news these days and, of course-.

Mr. MACDONALD. They Just OK'd a merger of the New Haven for
freight.

Mr. CosTA. Yes, for freight; that is right. But apparently WBZ
wanted to cover the hearing because of the great interest in tlie New
Haven Railroad.
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.\r. MACDONALO. What ljvented theml?
Mr, COsar. Well, accor'(ling to Jack Cha( he talked to 1r. Lester

Conlev, the halIng examiner, who said. and I am reading from Jaek
Cllas&! lloiOlilldtIIIi to Ed FoIhy, who signed hi40 letter to me as
uIows dhitor, and ) said, "that '., Conley told him stating it. wis
roe policy based on previous oxperikkeco when sound l1111 eXeerlts
whicl ho said were used out of context had been misleading an( had
t'aused 801110 (mbaurrassntL."

Mr. Moss, Would you yield again? I can clarify this. This, I
think, illustrates the very complex nature of the problem the photog-
Ia phier has. It is a matter which I doubt can be reached by this
Sit )ubCO11 tt ilee.

Th Ht Sl4o1 IItttO reeei 'ved U. itCo)lain)t. and followed its lslal Pro-
edro tin attempting to develop the faets. The I.ntestate Commerce
('1o1l1issio cites .8 stat t toliotity for exclusion of pllotiogit pheis.
lAt 11e red it:

'Oho aiphicaie hirovlionis of the Interstate Commerce At appear In section
SI" and read as follows:

"T'I ("on11ssioui M.10 ll o41d0w1 lt Itat s irovlltgs under tiny provislont of law In
.it('h It mll r111or Ito will I.,st cofliltev to tho p'ropetr (lislat(,h of a husine s till(] to the
eulds of justlco. The CoumtnIsslou miy froa lime to tille ummake or atlinud such
cuIttrl rIlo or orlors as Imay Ib rqluIilUo for th order and reguition of pro-
e'mtlltgm before It shall conform as nearly am ilay I)e to those In use In the

ct'urls ir till, i1uilted Mteie. All hearings before the Coinwhmsilon, It (ivislon,
lIvll'idual comlssion or 11oard shall be public upon request of any party
Iitl i't'e.t 414."

Now, tho sttiol of the portion of the S.tat ute which says that the
(l'/)l1ll i$ss1iol's learinigs or jsroeeedgs, whatever their ntlure, shall
,,onfomu is nearly as may he to those in use in the courts of the United
States is, i thOe judgment of the (hairman of the Commission, the
basis for their exclusion of photographers from those proceedings. 1
would say, reading the statute, that they appear to be act ing in keeping
with their authority. Canon 35 is their authority.

Mr. CosmT. Is their authority, that is right. And that is in example
of a rule of a private organization that has the effect. of law, which is a
thing that we have been protesting for all these years.
Now, I do not know, I am no a legislator nor an attormy, but I

appeal to this committee regardlmg this statute, if anything can be
(fone about. it, the ICC hearing is not a ju(licial roeeed n g. Whether
anything cn'be done about. it, I do not, know. lt Ido think, when
tile public has an interest in a hearing such as is going ol now about.
the Wow Haven Railroad, and they are deprived of seeing the faces
of the people who are concerned with this problem and how they are
carrying on their investigations and discussions, that it is an infringe-
ment of the people's right to know.

Mr. Moss. If tho gentleman from Massachusetts will yield further,
I would say that there aro three items raised by your testimony that
involve the Jurisdiction of three other comnittees of the House. I
believe that the Comnittee on the Judiciary would have to deal with
ally question of the Canon 35. T believe thait the Committee on iouse
Administration would have to deal with tile matter of housekeeping
here ol the 1ill unless that has been given to the Capitol Blil d igs
Commission. I think it probably would be the Committee on House
Administration.
The item we have just discussed. the action of the Interistate Com-

merce Commission, where they riely upon statute-tnd I think the
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statute is clear on its face-w-ould be a matter which would require the
consideration of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
at any time they might have before them legislation which would
amend the ICC Act. There is the problem of how to differentiate
between their quasi-judicial role and their quasi-legislative role, and
it is difficult to do so. The statute directs that they employ the same
procedure in both areas.

Mr. COSTA. Mr. Chairman, we get down to the very thing we have
been discussing about how people in government tend to maike a rule
and apply it to their own conceptions.

As I understand it, a letter written by Mr. Webb, who is Chairman
of the ICC, directed to you on March 22, paragraph 4, he says that:

Policy does not permit television, sound recording of the hearing without spe-
cial permission of the Chairman of the Commission.

I should think that in a case of New Haven Railroad it would be
considered to be of sufficient importance that the Chairman would give
his permission. _

Mr. Moss. Was that permission sought?
Mr. COSTA. I do not know.
Mr. Moss. Because there we ao back to a minute of the Commission

dated December 22, 1961, whici reads as follows:
Live, delayed, or recorded television or radio broadcasting of Commission hear-

ings or the taking of pictures in the hearing rooms will not be permitted without
special permission of the Chairman of the Commission.

So there the Commission has acted to authorize its Chairman to
grant the permission, but it has to be requested.

Mr. COSTA. Yes, I really am not familiar, do not know the circum-
stances.

Mr. Moss. The complaint the committee received in this instance
did not indicate whether the Chairman had been contacted. We
sought, as we always do preliminarily, the statutory basis for the denial
of access, and in this instance the agency was able to cite a statute.

I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. MACDONALD. I think it would be a good thing to have many of

our hearings here in the House subjected, if you want to use that
word, to the all-seeing eye of the camera.

Mr. COSTA. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Moss. Are there further questions? Mr. Kass.
Mr. KAss. The problem of the photographer, the news photographer,

is in many cases the problem of Immediacy. The event is taking place,
and he has to take the picture at that time or else the fire or whatever
else that is happening is going to go out.

The court action, even given top priority, cold not take place at the
same time as the event is taking place. How would the bill, H.R.
5012, help solve the problem of tie news photographer?

Mr. COSTA. H.R. 6012?
Mr. K Ass. This bill, if enacted.
Mr. COSTA. I do not see that it would at all. I came here at the

invitation of the committee to register our support for anything that
furthers the cause of public information. In' addition, I plead with
the committee to think of the unity of the word and picture report in
conveying public information, in all of its deliberations in the future.
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Mr. ICAss. But, the court access provision, is that not satisfactory
to the news photographers?

Mr. COSTA. I do not see how that concerns itself with pictures at
all, and we are fully aware of the problem here with the Canon 85
business and the Federal Judicial Council policy.

Incidentally, I must say that there is a certain degree of inconsist-
ency even though I quoted MP. Justice Warren. lie says, on the one
h . give the people the information and they will make the right
decision, But as Chairman of the Federal Juiicial Council he then
endorses Canon 35, and all the restrictions there are on photography
thus restricting public information, so it is not quite consistent.

Mr. KASS. I-have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Again I want to thank you, Mr. Costa, for the pleasure

of having you appear this afternoon.
M1fr. COSTA. Thank you.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Larry Speiser. Do you have a statement?

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
OFFICE, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Mr. SPFISER. I do not have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Kass.
Mr. SnnsEn. I have a few preliminary remarks, if I may.
Mr. Moss. All right, if you would.
Mr. SPEims. I am Lawrence Speiser, the director of the Washington

office of the American Civil Liberties Union, t member of the Bars of
the U.S. Supreme Court, the State of California, and the District of
Columbia.

I am here today to offer the support of the American Civil Liberties
Union to I.R. 5012, a bill which would establish a Federal public rec-
ords law by amending section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act
of 1946.

The aim of this legislation is to provide freedom of information, and
it is designed to regulate the information policies of the various ad-
ministrative agencies, departments and bureaus of the Federal Govern-
ment.

We support the general aim and purpose of this bill. Our organiza-
tion is of the opinion that access to the'records of Government agencies
by the public and the press is vital to the continued functioning of the
democratic process. A free society can only exist so long as the public
business can be conducted openly via continuing debate and considera-
tion of national policies.

In the past. we have had some difficulties arising from the section 3
of the Administrative Procedure Act as it presently exists, notably the
section relating, which permits the withlholding of any matter relating,
solely to the internal management of an agency.

The most continuing problem we have had in this area relates to the
rules that guide investigators, principally security investigators, of the
various departments of the Department of Defense.

In November 1962 a memormdum was sent to the Under Secretaries
of the three services sij ned by Walter T. Skallerup, Jr., the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for security policy. In it lie-the sub-
ject of his memorandum was civil and private rights-and iti it he set
forth a very commendable policy to insure that during the course of
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security investigations and interviews that the civil and private rights
of the individuals being interviewed and also of others not be in-
fringed.

For example, in the memorandum he stated:
Inquiries which have no relevance to a security determination should not be*

made. Questions regarding personal and domestic affairs, financial matters, and
the status of physical health fall In this category unless evidence clearly indicates
a reasonable basis for believing there may be Illegal or subversive activity, per-
sonal or moral Irresponsibility or mental or emotional Instability Involved. The
probing of a person's thoughts or beliefs In questions about his conduct which
have no security Implications are unwarranted.

The conclusion of the memo was to refer the matter to the respective
departments to review their applicable regulations and instructions,
and requested that they be furnished with whatever changes have been
.made in their regulations in order to comply with the policies set forth
in the memorandum.

The memorandum commendably has attached to it the types of'
questions which should not be asked during security investigations or
adjudications, such questions, for example, on religious matters as
"Do you believe in God I What is your religious preference or affilia-
tion? Are you anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic or anti-Protestant? Are
you an atheist or agnostic? Do you believe in the doctrine of the
separation of church and state?"

With respect to questions on racial matters "What are your views
on racial matters, such as desegregation?" In other racial matters
like, "Are you a member of the NAACP or CORE ? Do you enter-
tain members of other races in your home? What are your views on-
racial intermarriage?"

And on through. There are questions on personal and domestic
matters, on political matters, such questions as on political matters,
"Do you consider yourself'to be a lberal or conservative? Do you
write your Congressman or Senator on issues in which you are in-
terested or to obtain assistance ?"

After becoming aware of this memorandum which, incidentally,
was furnished by Mr. Skallerup with no hesitancy, he said that this
was certainly in the public domain, I wrote to each of the three serv-
ices to find out what their regulations were and whether they were in
line with this policy memorandum of Mr. Skallerup. I have never'
received copies of the regulations. I have received replies from the
three services, one from one of the services quite belatedly, but in every
case they refused to give me copies of their regulations on the grounds,
that they were internal management guides, and since I have had a'
number of case in which the policy of this memorandum has been
violated.

Mr. Moss. I wonder if it would be possible for you to return ont
Monday afternoonI

Mr. SPEISER. Yes.
Mr. Moss. With a quorum call in the House, and probably a roll-

call by the time we get back, it will be too late to resume the lierings.-
Mr. SPriSm. All right (see p. 189).
Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will stand in adjournment until 2

o'clock tomorrow afternoon. I express my personal regrets.
Mr. SPEis. That is quite all right.
(Whereupon, at 4 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene at

2 p.m. Thursday, Apr 1,1965.)
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(Part 1)

THURSDAY, APRIL 1, 1965

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
FoREION OPERATIONS AND

GovRN ENT INFORMATION SUBCOMMITE
OF THE Comurrru oN GOVIRNMENT OPERATIONS,

Waskington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:05 p.m. in room 2247,

'Rayburn House Office Building, Representative John E. Moss (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives John E. Moss, John S. Monagan, and Don-
ald Rumsfeld.

Also present: Samuel J. Archibald, chief, government informa-
tion; David Glick, chief counsel; Benny L. Kass, counsel; Jack Matte-
son, chief investigator, and J. P. Carlson, minority counsel.

Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will be in order.
We are pleased to have as our first witness this afternoon Mr. Rob.

ert Benjamin, of New York City, and Mr. Chisman Hanes, of Wash-
ington, D.C., representing the American Bar Association. Mr. Ben-
jamin, do you have a statement I

,STATEMENT OF ROBERT X. 1ENIAMIN, REPRESENTING THEAMERI-
CAN BAR ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY CRISMAN HANES

Mr. BENJAxIN. Mr. Chairman I just have a few initial remarks.
We have no written statement. Then I will introduce Mr. ChismanHanes, who is chairman of the Committee on Public Information of
the ABA Section of Administrative Law. He will present some sug-
gestions we have with respect to the text of the bill and talk briefly
about related matters. Then after that either or both of us would
be glad to answer questions.

Mr. Moss. Fine; you may proceed.
Mr. BENJAMIN. I would like to say initially as chairman of the

Special Committee on Code of Fedeil Administrative Procedure,
whidh is charged with representing the American Bar Association
'before the Congress in respect of legislation in this field that we are
very much encouraged and delighted with the progress hat is being
made in the field. We have known the chairman's strong interest and
-effective interest in this field over a good many years, apart from your
'having been kind enough to come out and address the Section of Ad-
ministrative Law in San Francisco in 1962. We have followed what
'has been done with the amendment of section 22 in 1958.
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'We have been working also with the Senate Subcommittee on Ad-
ministrative Practice and Procedure of their Judiciary Committee,
and in that relation I testified on S. 1666 of the 88th Congress in Octo-
ber of 1903 and again on S. 1063 and 1066 in July of 1964, and I would
like to refer to some of the comment we made then.

A good deal of what we thought desirable has been done since in the
Senate staff bills, the bill introduced recently by Senator Dirksen,
and Senator Long. especially in combining in one section all the ex-
emptions which initially had been scattered between the different sub-
sections of S. 1666. I would like now to pass the stand on to Mr.
Hanes after simply saying how pleased we are to take part in this
effort, your effort to bring something to pass in this extremely impor-
tant field.

I think it is encouraging that the newspaper people are here on the
same afternoon that the bar is, because I think we share strongly the
feeling of the importance of getting something done that will reallywork in this field and of getting rid of the language that so far has
been availed of by the agencies more as an excuse lor noncompliance
than as an exhortation to compliance with the public interest.

Mr. Moss. I would like to express my appreciation to the American
Bar Association and to many members of the bar who, during the past
10 years, have contributed a great deal to the work of this committee
and made it possible for us to move ahead.

I thank you for your appearance this afternoon. You may proceed.
Mr. HANEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-

mittee.
Aq you are probably aware, Mr. Benjamin's Committee on the Code

of Federal Administrative Procedure is the bodv that is authorized to
speak for the bal association on legislation in t)iis area, The admin-
istrative law section, of whicl I am a member, is authorized to work
in an advisory capacity with Mr. Benjamin's committee. Mr. Ben-
jamin very kindly asked, me to outline a few suggested changes that
we have in the bill which we believe will be clarif-Ag and will perhaps
help toward the attainment of the purposes of the bill.

We are completely in accord on these changes, and after I am
through, Mr. Benjamin may want to add some comments on indi-
vidual changes himself.

In subsection (a) of the bill as now drawn the first sentence is a
repeat of the first sentence in 5 U.S.C. 22. The last sentence of 5
U.S.C. 22, which was added in 1958, has been deleted.

It seemed to us that it might be desirable to restore that sentence
which would read:

This subsection does not authorize withholding Information from the public or
limiting the availability of records to the public.

Just to avoid any implication that this deletion might authorize
some withholding, we think it is desirable to put the sentence back in
and it is consistent with subsection (b) and the subsequent provisions
of the bill.

Mr. BNJ*AMXN. May I interpolate briefly as this goes along?
Mr. Moss. Certainly.
Mr. BmiA.rmm Of course we recognize that you have got tiat lan-

guage in the beginning of subsection (c), but we have a suggestion for
other language there.
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Mr. HANES, Right.
Mr. Bx4 JiAx. I think the idea of restore ng it to (a) is not because

logically it is necessary but because as a matter of controversy, some.
body without any ) ustiAcation can always get up and say, "You have
taken this out. N ow, what was the 1958 amendment that. has gone
out." I think that was said tie other day.

Mr. Moss. That is correct.
Mr. BENJAX IN. It is so easy to overlook that you switched it some-

where else, and we think it is more sensible to avoid controversy by
leaving it where it is going on from there.

Mr. ANEs. If we restored that, I might iump over to the beginning
of subsection (c). With that restoration it seems to us it. would be
better draftsianship to change the first 21/. lines of subsection (c)
which now read, "This section does not authorize withholding infor-
naltion from the public or limiting the availability of records to the

public, exceplt"l-to delete those and to insert in lieu thereof, "The
provisions of subsection (b) shall not be applicable to."

Now, going back to page 2, lines 1 and 2, we would suggest the dele-
tiona of the word "published" at the end of line 1 and inserting after
the word "rules" the words "which shall be currently publishedin the
Federal 'Register." The publications provision in section 3 of the
present Administrative Procedure Act I do not think would be broad
Lt'ouglh to cover the publication of all the rules that this present bill
, overs. So therefore it seems to us that it would be well for subsection
(6) to e'urry its own publication requirement-for this bill to carry its
owt p~ublication requirement.

In line 3 on page 2 at the end of the sentence which ends with the
word( "person," we think it would be desirable to insert, "for inspection
'111d vopying." Tf a person were authorized to receive the records, lie
should be able to inspect and copy them.

,Now. line 3, page 3, tile words 'national defense or foreign policy."
It pems to us tlat it would be perhaps more consistent with the pur-
iset , of the bill to substitute "national security," that national

security is really the criterion for the exemption under any Executive
order that would be issued by the President, and that it embraces every-
thing that properly should be included in national defense and foreign
policy.

Mr. MOXOAAN. You mean you would leave out, "for foreign policy."
Mr. HIANES. We would leave out also "defense" and for both "na-

tional defense or foreign policy," we would substitute "national
security."

Mr. MfOAQAN. For both?
Mr. HANES. For both.
In line 7 on page 3 the exemption which deals with trade secrets

and commercial or flnanciifl information as now written contains
the phrase "obtained from the public." We are a. little confused by
tlmt. phrase "obtained from the public." There might be son impli-
cation in that that only trade secrets or 'omniercial information ob-
taiite( -in a census or by some means which is of general application
would be subject o the exempt ion.

I think it. 'is the intention of the committee and the staff to exempt
any trade secret or commercial or financial information which is of
a privileged or confidential cliaracter which is acquired either from
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one party or from a group of parties. So we would suggest instead
of "from the public" the insertion of the words "from a nonageancy
source."

Then in that same subsection, in line 17 at the end of the subsection
we would sniggest the deletion of the period and then after "institu-
tions" the addition of the following:
# Provided, 'hat records received from another agency which are exempt in
hands of such other agency under this subsection shall continue to be exempt
in the hands of the receiving agency. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed
to prevent the discovery of documents in Judicial or administrative proceedlugs
in accordance with applicable rules of law.

Now, the pioviso which we first suggest it seems to me just carries
out the intet of the bill. The mere fact that a record is transmitted
from one agency to another does not change its exempt or noiiexemipt
status. If it is exempt or nonexempt in the hands of one agency, and
if it is transmitted over to another, it should retain the same character.

The additional sentence which provides that "nothing contained
herein shall be deemed to prevent the discovery of documents in in-
dicial or administrativ6 proceedings in accordance with applicable
rules of law" sems to us important because in judicial proceedings or
administrative proceeding where a private party is involved, that ri-
vate party itn(lr the applicable rules of law might be entitled to
have produced by an agency certain documents which are exempt in
these eight categories. He might be entitled to have them produced
for the specific purposes of his case, and the discovery rules under
the Federal Civil ]Rules, or any other applicable provisions of law.
should ronain as they are. But we felt that this sentence ought to
be put in there to make that clear.

Mr. HAs. Excuse me, Mr. Hanes. Do you have an additional car-
bon copy of Clat?

Mr. HANS. Yes I do.
Mr. KAss. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAwSs, Mr. Benjamin has just reminded me that we overlooked

one insertion in subsection (b) in line 20 on page . In the sentence
which begins "As used in this subsection" we should also insert "and
subsection (o)", so that the term "agency" would be defined for sub-
section (o) as well as subsection (b).

Mr. Ib'JArI. May I interpolate one thing. This language we
have about changing hands from one agency to another derives from
the ABA proposed code which in the 88th Congress was S. 2335 and
we expect to be introduced again. That is one part of that-several
thins we have said are reflected in S. 2335. I would just like to
mention it on appropriate occaions, because it is not exactly like
S. 1336 or the old 1063. It has played a considerable part, in the
revisions from time to time of S. 1663 and 1336, and I think it is useful
for anybody, including this committee, who is dealing with this general
subject to look at that bill also as one of the sources of suggestions.
This happens to be one of them.

You find that, among other things, printed in the comparative print
that the Senate subcommittee staff got out la4t April.

Mr. HAvS. Our final suggestion has to do with the present section
2 of the bill. It seems to us it might be appropriate to try to make
the repeal provision somewhat more precise. The provision of law
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to which it. would have application is the present section 3 of the
Administrative Procedure Act, and consequently we are suggesting
that the present section 3 of the bill that is before you be deleted and
that in lieu of that we insert two new sections.

One section would amend subsection (b) of section 8 of the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act to make it conform with the provisions of this
bill. That subsection is now subject to the exemption provisions which
are contained in section 3, namely, "any function of the United States
requiring secrecy in the public interest or any matter relating solely
to the internal management of an agency." Of course that is not
consistent with the exemption which we have here.

Subsection (b), which is subject to those exemptions, now reads that
"Every agency shall publish or, i accordance with published rule,
make available to public inspection all final opinions or orders in the
adjudication of cases (except those required for good cause to be held
confidential and not cited as precedents) and all rules."

Now, in order to make that conform, we would suggest that we add
a new section 2 to this bill which would provide:

SEc. 2. Subsection (b) of section 3, chapter 32.4, of the act of June 11, 19W
(00 Stat. 238), is hereby amended to read as follows: '(b) Every agency shall
publish or, in accordance with the requirements of section 161 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States (5 U.S.C. 22)-
which is this section-
"make available, all final opinions or orders in the adjudication of cases and
all rules."

Additionally we would suggest that a new section 3 be added to
repeal subsection (c) of the present section 3 of the Administrative
Procedure Act, because we believe that subsection would be incon-
sistent with the bill that we have before us.

Mr. Benjamin, would you like to sum up?
11r. BEN JA iN. No. I think that Mr. Hanes has covered what we

had to suggest, and as I said before, either of us would be glad to
answer any questions.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Kass?
Mr. KAss. Mr. Hanes, I want to thank you for this excellent analy-

sis of the bill and the suggested changes.
Mr. HANES. Thank you.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Hanes, in the 19-year history of the Administrative

Procedure Act, since 1946, has fle public information section, section 3
of that act, been a true public records law in your opinion?

Mr. HNES. It has not in my opinion, Mr. Kass, but I think that
Mr. Benjamin is well documented on this subject because he has been
working on an amendment of that section for many years. I think-
and I am going to ask him to comment on it-I think it is true that
the fact that it has not been a true public records law has been doe-
umented time and time again by the Hoover Commission and by the
hearings that were held on section 1663 last year and by the work of
this committee itself since 1955.

But Mr. Benjamin might like to add something to that.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Benjamin.
Mr. BENJAMIN. I would think that the primary source of the answer

to that question is the work of this subcommittee, or at least as im-
portant a source as any. And I should think a most important source.
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I think it is quite (dlear that since the Administrative Procedum Act
has been in force, it has been used more often as an excuse for not
furnishing public information than as imposing an obligation to furn-
ish information where I think it should be furnished. That is, I doubt
that any information has been furnished except for publication in'the
Federal Register that would not have been furnished anyway.if the
Administrative Procedure Act had not been adopted, and I think it has
been used as an excuse, that and the old section 2 were used as excuses
for not furnishing information which, if they had not offered the sur-
face excuse, might have been furnished.

Mr. KAss. r Benjamin, I had refrained earlier from asking you
any questions because you said your doctor told you not to work.

fr. B FJ,.tMI. Oh, that is all right2 I feel fine today.
Mr. KAss. I hope these questions will be more enjoyable than work.
Hither M i. Benjamin or Mr. Hanes, do you then think that an

amendment to section 5, United States Code, title 22, the housekeeping
statute, would be, for the put-pose of establishing a Federal pitbie
records law, the better place for such a law than in the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act?

Mr. BENJm.uir. I think there are some advantages to including it
in the Administrative Procedure Act.

Mr. KAss. As a cross-reference?
Mr. 13INJA3r N. Yes, because whether it is adopted as this first.

otherwise I think it is less awkward to put it in a new Administrative
Procedure Act than to repeal parts of the present Administrative
Procedure Act, and I think the rest of Qecwtion 3 of S. 1336 or S. 166#'
of the last Congress in the Senate have other things to do with public
information which are also important, and I think there is logic in ha *-
ing them all in one section. But this seems to me the most important
feature of S. 1066, I guess it is, in this Congress, which was S. 1666 in
the last Congress. This is the mot important feature of it. I am in-
formed it is 1166.

Mr. KXAss. For the record, S. 1666 referred to was the bill passed last
year by the Senate to amend section 3 of the Administrative Procedure
Act.

For the record also, S. 1160 was the bill introduced this year by
Senator Long to amend section 3 of the Administrative Procedure
Act.

Mr. BEmNJmiA. There are a few minor differences in the new bill
and the bill that passed the Senate last year.

Mr. KAss. Yes, sir; there are.
Mr. BEN tI. But they.are not of great consequence.
Mr. HAE s. Mr. Kass, I just want to say, supplementing what Mr.

Benjamin has said, that while we think that the provisions of this
present bill, which would replace subsection (c) of section 8 of the
Administrative Procedure Act, are most important, it does seem to
us that there are some advantages in having in the same bill complete
provisions with regard to publications and complete provisions with
regard to making available agency opinions and decisions, which would
be in the first two sections of an amended section 3 of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act.

Mr. BENJAMIx. I do not think either of us wants to let that go
without saying that we would much rather have a separate bil like
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this if there is any delay in the progress of S. 1166 in this Congress.
HANS. Right.M. BI~rJAMIN.-I mean this accomplishes the major part publica-

tion in the Federal Register, rules publication, is pretty good as it is
now. This is the major change to be accomplished, and I would not
want anything we say to act in the slightest as a drag on the progress of
this bill either in the House or in the Senate.

Mr. KAss. Mr. Benjamin, one of the reasons that the bill was in-
troduced as an amendment to 5 U.S.C. 22 was that the Foreign Opera-
tions and Government Information Subcommittee under the chair-
manship of Congressman Moss sent out a questionnaire asking all of
the agencies, departments, boards, and commissions in the Govern-
ment-approximately 102-whether 5 U.S.C. 1002 section 8 of the
Administrative Procedure Act was applicable to tem. Despite the
language of the Attorney General's Manual on the Administrative
Procedure Act saying that section 8 the public information section,
is applicable to every agency in the g overnment, many agencies have
informed the subcommittee that, since they do not make rules and are
not adjudicatory agencies, the section does not apply to them; and,
therefore, there is no Federal public records law app icable to them.

Mr. BENArMIN. Well, I hope that would be changed by the adop-
tion of S. 1336, for example, or a like bill in the House.

Mr. KAss. And this is why the language of H.R. 5012, this present
bill, makes it clear that the word "agency" is to include each authority
of the Government other than Congress and the courts.

Mr. B1ENJABtINq. Yes.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Benjamin, days ago the subcommittee took testi-

mony from Assistant Attorney General Norbert Schlie, and he re-
ferred to the problem that this bill, in his opinion, was unconsti-
tutional.

Could you comment on that problemI
Mr. BElJAmIN. Yes.
I read Mr. Schlei's testimony. While he talked about the Executive

privilege, he also said that the only way it could be really well exer-
cised would be to leave each agency to deal with its own problems
because they were the only ones that knew about it.

Now it seems to me that a very important part of this whole ques-
tion of Executive privilege is the answer to the question who deter-
mines when it is to be exercised. Under President Kennedy that was
quite clear as the chairman developed in his talk in 1962 to the Ameri-
can Bar Section of Administrative Law; it was the President's
decision.

I do not believe there has yet been any announcement by President
Johnson about what he is going to do about this. I would hope he
would follow the same line.

Certainly it would seem to me that if the President himself exercises
udgment on what is an appropriate occasion for the exercise ofExecutive privilege, it would be most highly unlikely that he would

exercise it n any instance that is not in effect covered by these exemp-
tion provisions of subsection (c) as they now stand in HMt. 5012. If
he did exercise it in a more far-reaching way, it is also perfectly clear
to me that then there arises a question for the courts as to where that
exercise of Executive privilege stands.
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That being a constitutional right of the President's, it is perfectly
clear also that nothing in the statute can limit whatever his consti-
tutional powers are in that regard, and any public information bill
would necessarily be in recognition of the fact that the final ques-
tion of whether the Presidents$ powers go further must be left to the-
future. But to try to draft a bill that over the years would always
fit all the instances in which an informed President might want to
exercise the Executive privilege would be an absolute futilfity, it seems
to me. There would be no chance of drawing such a bill, and I see 110
reason to take that defeatist attitude and not the best we can in trying
to foresee the categories of things to which the exemptions should
apply as this bill has done.

Mr. Moss. It seems to me after 10 years of rather careful con.
sideration of this problem that there is never difficulty in finding it in
the public interest to withhold for good cause found. There is a
tent iarge enough to contain everything.

I am not too concerned if the President exercises a judgment.
Mr. BuiJaAMN. No and we are of course delighted to see that

phrases like "in the public interest" or "for good cause" are not in this
bill, nor were they in S. 2335 or the Senate bills.

These get down to deal with particular reasons for allowing non-
disclosure in specific kinds of cases where that is justified.

Mr. Moss. It has been suggested we should go back to "public inter-
est" or "for cause." But actually, we could change it and say "for
any reason," could we notI

Mr. BENJAmzIN. Just about-
Mr. Moss. And achieve the same result?
M. BENJAMzIN. I once heard a comment by a man named Schump-

eter, who was the last Minister of Finance in the Austrian monarchy,
and who was a convinced monarchist, the only one I have ever heard
carry this out philosophically. But'he had a remark which was that
every statesman when he prays at night, say "Pray God save my
country and to that end keep me in office."

Well it is very much the same thing when it comes to deciding what
the public interest is when somebody wants to interfere with what
you are doing a little bit by asking you to disclose it.

Mr. Moss. -Mr. Monagan, do you have some questions?
Mr. MONAGAN. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I certainly subscribe to the second portion of Mr. Schumpeter's

statement, from a personal point of view.
I do want to compliment the American Bar Association, of which

I am a member, on your appearance here today. I think itis a fine,
public-spirited function, and I am glad that the public can under-
stand that the association is engaged in activities such as this whieh
are not immediately related to fees or Perquisites of the members of
the bar. Also, your sugrgsions I think have been very helpful and
will aid us in going over this bill.

There is just one point. On page . line 3, Mr. Hanes, you sug-
gested putting in "security" instead of defense", and also leaving out"or foreign polivcy".'My question is, Would that not make this somewhat more limited,.

because "security' does have the connotation of being connected with.
"defense"? Might there not be matters of foreign policy, such as trade
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or other nondefense areas that would be excluded if we changed thislanjguage?
M r IrANES. You mean, Mr. Monagan, such matters would be ex-

cluded from the exemption; is that right?
Mr. MOwGoAw. Right.
Mr. HANES. I think that is possible, and we debated considerably

as to whether we should make this suggestion. Last year when we
met with the staff of the Senate subcommittee, and subsequently when
Mr. Benjamin testified on S. 1063 we had made this suggestion.

At that time we were told by the counsel for the Senate subcom-
mittee that it was his feeling that the present language was more re-
strictive than national security.

Now, I think wve could debate that at length as to which is less re-
strictive or more restrictive. We do not lmve a strong feeling, at least
I do not, and I believe Mr. Benjamin would ocho this, that we do not
have a strong feeling about this particular suggestion. But it did
seem to us that the subject matter which is primarily intended to be
included in the exemption is that which relates to national security.

Mr. MO AGAx. That may very well be.
Mr. HANES. Yes.
Mr. MONAOAN. And I just wanted to clarify your thinking.
Mr. HAras. I can conceive of circumstances in foreign policy when

there might be something that for the advantage of the country should
be subject to exemption that would not be included within national.
security.

But, basically, I think what we are getting at is the national security..
Mr. BENJAmJN. I would like to add to that that what we are talkin-

about here is the permissible content of an Executive order, and
think it is well to be somewhat general in talking in those terms.

We are assuming now that the President will exercise the Executive
privilege to say that this is exempt from disclosure, and there are cer-
tainly things that are referred to generally as internal security, for
example, which he might well want to include, and which I would
be the last to say. he would be arbitrary in including. Therefore, I do
not like to be quite as limiting, quite as much as of limitation on the
presidential powers as suggested by these two categories which I think
do not quite cover the field that he might well take into account.

Mr. Moss. I would suggest that the amendment proposed does:
broaden it rather than limit. The counsel for Treasury, in an appear-
ance before the committee, recommended that it be broadened by
changing "defense" or "foreign policy" to "security". We discussed
it at length then because the present Executive order 10501, which was.
originally issued by President Eisenhower, relates to defense, and
authorizes, of course, the three categories of classification and the pro-
cedures for protecting information.

We were actually drafting a bill in conformity with that Executive
order. But I think that the security does broaden here, because cer-
tainly the security of the Nation is more than just protecting it from
any overt action.

Mr. MOAOA. Oh, yes.
Mr. Moss. It is the financial security, the well-being of the Nation.
Mr. MONAGAN. I think we have covered the point anyway.
Thank you.
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Mr. BE JAmix. I am Interested in knowing that the Treasury has
made this suggestion because I get a little weary sometimes of being
set up, the American Bar Association, by some of the agency witnesses
as if we were concerned only with our clients. In some cases you
might think they were saying that all we were trying to do is to make
trouble for the agencies, and I would like to point oui, ns I did in an
article in law and contemporary problems about the ABA program,
that very often our suggestions are in the agency interest, and this is
an instance; I mean the suggestion here is obviously not to get at more
documents.

We are making a suggestion to make it perhaps more likely that
something will be exempted by presidential order. But it seems to
us, it seems to me at any rate, that that is a reasonable agency con-
cern, and where there are reasonable concerns, we try to pay attention
to them.

There is also a reference in this article of mine to the English
experience of making reports available that has not been available
before, and suddenly finding that there had been considerable im-
provement, according to one of the official witnesses, in their public
relations.

I think the agencies quite often overlook that, that some of this
remedial legislation really helps them in helping their public relations,
and in the end they will he better off and accomiplish more than if they
were successful in their complete opposition to a lot of this.

Mr. Moss. I think there is great truth in that, and have frequently
urged the agencies to consider the fact that they could tmprove tlhir
image by being a little bit more candid and a little freer. Frequently
when they are trying to cover up by holding tight to the information,
all they do is succeed in making an issue where one really did not exist.
A little bit of fear perhaps, but that is about all.

Mr. Monanan and I are going to have to go over and respond to this
rollcall. Tile committee will recess. We will get back as quickly as
we can. It should not be more than about 15 minutes.

Would it. be possible for you to remain so that when we get back Mr.
Kass can ask a couple of additionaI questions ?

Mr. BN.TAmI. I should think so, yes.
(Recess.)

r. Moss. The committee will resume.
Mr. Kass, you had some additional questions.
Mr. BRITAmN. May I, before we begin, introduce Mr. Joseph B.

fyman, who does not need an introduction, I am sure. He has been
working with the committee of which I am chairman, most usefully.
He got lost looking for room 2147 instead of 2247..

Mr. Moss. This building is one where many are being lost today, in-
cluding Members of the House.

Mr. KAss. Mr. Hanes, H.R. 5012, section (b), gives an individual
who has been denied information by an agency of the Government the
right to go into court and seek judicial relief to obtain that infor-
mation.

Do you think, as a representative of the American Bar Association,
that this would cause any problems for the courtsI Do you favor this
provision?
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Mr. IANs. Well, I might point out, and I believe this is correct,
that when Mr. Benjamin testified earlier and when we met with the
committee staff, we suggested that the judicial remedy be of a general
nature that woild have a plication beyond the public information
prowsions of section 3 of tie Administrative Procedure Act and that
section 3 not contain a separate, special judicial remedy.

Now I realize this bill is being considered separately and apart from
the rest of the changes in the Administrative Procedure Act, and you
woul have to inclde a judicial remedy here if you intend to make
clear that it is available.

I am not quite certain I understand, Mr. Kass, whether you are ask-
ing whether there should be standards spelled out in here which
would be employed b1- the courts, or whether you are asking whether
or not I think the judicial remedy would create a substantial voume
of litigation.

Mr. K, ss. This is the thrust of the question.
Mr. TIANE.S. Yes.
Mr. 1CAss. The last, part. The agencies have come up and stated

that they felt the )ill, if enacted, would in effect clutter up the dockets
of the court.

Do you think that this would be a problem?
Mr. TIANqs. It would be my guess that it would not increase the

volume of litigation in the courts substantially. I think in most
cases, once the bill were enacted, information that was desired would
be made available.

In the beginning there would probably be some test cases which
would test the specific exemptions in the act. But I would not think
it umvld create any major volume of litigation.

Mfr. BNTA MINIf. I think that is correct.
I think our experience in New York might be relevant. In New

York almost any administrative agency proceeding, whether or not
there is a formal hearing requirement, is reviewable by the courts; if
there is no hearing requirement by a proceedin in the nature of man-
damus to review. And lteoreticallv there are hundreds of thousands
of agency determinations that are subject to review if there is merit
to them.

But we have not found at all that that has overburdened the courts.
The same argument was made where we recommended in S. 2335
that there be a proceeding to enjoin, a court proceeding to enjoin
an Agecy proceeding clearly in excess of jurisdiction, which is very
much like the old proceeding growing out of the writ of prohibition
that we have in New York.

Again, while the agencies in opposing our proposal here say that the
courts would be swamped, it certainly has not been found to be true
in New York under the available proceeding in the nature of pro-
hibition. I do not think it would be here. I think once the thing is

)elled ont, ~People generally acquiesce.
For one thing it takes so much more effort to constantly litigate

that I think the tendency ultimately is to stop it where you. are not
getting anywhere, and I think gradually at least, if not to begin
with, the lines of action would be so clear here that there would not
be anything to go to court about.
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Mr. KAss. Mr. Benjamin, this bill has removed the criteria that
persons must be properly and directly concerned, and substituted for
that criteria the nature of the information itself.

Do you agree with this criteria I
Mr. WRu NAm. No, I agree with the change.
Mr. KAss. With the change I
Mr. BNJAmIN. I think the criterion was a mistake, and in the

same general direct ion we have tried in our legislation, as has the Sen-
ate committee dealing with it, to get rid of some of the extremes of the
doctrine of standing to sue. I think, generally speaking, the question
should be, what are you trying to review and not, who is trying to
review it.

You get so caught up in technicalities on finding out who is affected
and this and that, that you get again a great waste of time, and second,
denial of any relief to somebody who ought to have it.

Mr. KAss. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Runisfeld.
Mr. RUMSFEw. I would like to apologize for my abenceo during a

portion of your testimony because of thie debate on the floor of the
House, and just make sure that I understand what your previous testi-
mony was.

Is it correct to say that you have indicated your conviction that the
bill as before you is constitutional?

M r. BENJAMN. I would put it this way: I would say yes, but then
I would say that the question of constitutionality is always one of the
application of a statute, and it may very well be that something that.
is not spelled out here may be within the constitutional executive privi-
lege of refusing information. But I think it would be a waste of time
to try to forecast what the details of that are, and I think the bill would
certainly be constitution in almost all, if not all, of its applications.
And if it is held to be constitutionally inapplicable to a particular at.-
tempt of the executive to rely on the executive privilege, that is not a
criticism, a legitimate criticism of the bill.

It seems to me any good piece of legislation always presents that
possibility around the fringes of its application, and that is quite
proper that it should.

Mr. RuMsimw. I thank you, and I might say I certainly agree with
what you have said.

A previous witness indicated that because of this question of execu-
tive privilege, that this bill in his words should contain reference to
executive privilege.

Now at that time I believe I made the comment that because this
concept of executive privilege would flow from the Constitution, I
could not see why any such provision should be put in or even would
be desirable to have in. is this your conclusion also?

Mr. BRuNAMIN. Yes, I think it is perfectly obvious that the execu-
tive privilege is there, whatever the I mits are that the courts will set
out, and the legislative history will make it clear that the Congress had
that in mind. But to try to spell it out any more would be futile, I
think.

Mr. RvtsJM. I quite agree, thank you.
Mr. Moss. Gentlemen, I want to express my thanks and that of the

subcommittee for your very constructive suggestions and your helpful
interest in this legislation.
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Mr. HANEs. We want to thank the subcommittee.
Mr. Bnx,kn?4, We want to thank the subcommittee for giving us

this opportunity to take part.
Mr. Moss. Our next witness is Mr. John Colburn, editor and pub-

lisher of the Wichita, Kans., Eagle and Beacon representating the
American Newspaper Publishers Association. Mr. Colburn is an old
friend of the subcommittee who has been most helpful from the very
beginning sessions back in 1956 I believe.

Mr. Co1burn, do you have a statementI

STATEMENT OP JOHN H. COLBURN, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
WICHITA (KANS.) EAGLE AND BEACON, REPRESE ING THE
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. COLDUM;. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is John H. Colburn. I am editor and publisher of the

Wichita (Kans.). Eagle and Beacon. Today I represent the American
Newspaper Publishers Association (ANPA), an organization of more
than 92 daily newspaper members with 90 percent of the total daily
newspa per circulation in the United States.

ANPA advocates favorable action on House bill H.R. 5012. This
ineasure to require Government agencies to make "records promptly
available to any person" is of vital public interest.

Certainly we were delighted to see the testimony of the distinguished
gentleman from the American Bar Association, and I think eon-'
structiv'e suggestions for improving this legislation even further.

Most of my 35 years as a reporter, foreign correspondent, and editor
have been dedicated to keeping the public informed as to how Gov-
ernment affairs are conducted. Since World War II especially, I
have been more and more concerned by efforts of Government agencies
to deprive the people of legitimate information, which they need to
properly exercise their role as responsible citizens.

Before I became a member of the ANPA Federal Laws Committee,
I had the privilege of serving as chairman of the Freedom of Infor-
mation Committees of the American Society of Newspaper Editors
and the Associated Press.Managing Editors Association. I am per-
sonally aware as the chairman noted, of the excellent work done by
Congressman Moss, his subcommittee and qtaff of experts, which has
certainly been an excellent service in exposing example after example
of unjutstifled Government secrecy in the conduct of the people's
affairs.

Senate passage last year of S. 1666, the "Right to know" bill, re-
flected a growing conviction among Members of the Congreqs thatsuch legislation is necessary. It also reflected a determintion to
recognize the concern among informed people that Government sec-
recy has exceeded proper bounds.

It is gratifying to our ANPA membership to note the strong bi-
partisan support already accorded the legislation you are considering
today.

In our view, the amendments needed to implement an effective Fed-
eral public records law are badly needed. They are long& overdue.
This is amply demonstrated by the sorry record of experience with
the secrecy loopholes in section 8 of the Administrative Procedure
Act since 1946.
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Let me emphasize and reiterate the point made by others in the
past: Reporters and editors seek no special privileges. Our concern Is
the concern of any responsible citizen. e reco nze that certain
areas of information must be protected and withheld in order not to
jeopardize the security of this Nation. We recognize legitimate
reasons for restricting access to certain other categories of informa-
tipn which have been spelled out clearly in the proposed legislation.

What disappoints us keenly-what we fail to comprehend is the
continued opposition of Government agencies to a simple concept.
That is the concept to share the legitimate business of the public with
the people. It is not a new concept. It was the basis for enactment
of the Administrative Procedure Act in 1946. Senator MeCarran,
chairman of the Conmnittee on Judiciary in reporting the menasui.
to the Senate, put the concept in these words:

The section (sec. 3) has been drawn upon the theory that administrative
operations and procedures are public property which the general public, rather
than a few specialists or lobbyists, Is entitled to know or have ready means of
knowing with definiteness and assurance.

This simple concept would take much of the mystery and the secrecy
out of Government operations. It was needed in 1946 bva.us6 Federal
regulatory agencies had abused their power through arbitraly, capri-
cious, and oppressive action, action that was protected then biy a
policy of secrecy and still is protected today.

But what happened?
The results under section 8 were far different. from thltt conceived

by its framers. Instead of opening channels of information, sect ioll
3, a s interpreted in practice, did precisely the opposite. The Senate
Committee on the Judiciary, in its 1964 report. recommending passage
of S. 1666, noted that section 3, now "is cited as statutoyT afthlority
for withholding of virtually any piece of information that an offiial
or an agency does not wish disclosed."

Please note that t his is not a complaint of some newspaper organiza-
tion or public group. This is the conclusion of a responsible and
respected committee of Congress. It is concerned with the need for
a better informed public.

It is significant that the committee indictment went on to say:
Under the present section 3, any Government official can, under cover of law,

withhold almost anything from any citizen under vague standards---or, more
precisely, lack of standards-in section 3. It would require almost no in-
genuity for any official to think up a reason why a piece of information should
not be withheld (1) as a matter of "public interest", (2) "for good cause found",
or (3) that the person making the request is not "properly and directly con-
cerned". And even If his reason has not a scintilla of validity, there is abso-
lutely nothing that a citizen seeking Information can do because there Is no
remedy available.

Here is ample reason, based on careful evaluation of testimony and
research, why amendments are needed. Our citizens are being de-
prived of fundamental rights. As Government has grown bigger and
more complex, information manipulation and control has beCome nore
sophisticated. Access to news sour'ts, reports. findings, depanrmen't
rulings and opinions, comes under tighter restrictions.

A gigantic information screen, that can be penetrated only by time-
consuming diligence or connivance, shields Government departments
and agencies.
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This screen of secrecy is a barrier to reporters, as representatives
of the public-to citizens in pursuit of information vital to their busi-
ness enterprisest-and is a formidable barrier to many Congressmen
seeking to carry out their constitutional functions. Many loyal, con-
scientilous Government employees share our concern. They recognize
the right of it taxpayer to know how his money is being spent: to know
how public business is conducted; the reasons for decIsions that affect
the lives, businesses and future of our people.

A the Senate Committee on the Judic ry found in 1946 and found
again in 1904, and as this subcommittee has reported in the past, there
is no justification for most of the secrey. If permitted to continue,
this policy of secrecy will lay the foundation for a totalitarian bureauc-
racy, that will be an even greater threat to public welfare.

this subcommittee I hope will share our concern for the future as
well as the present. Well-educated citizens already tend to regard
problems of Government as too technical and too complex to follow-
closely. Their apathy has grown with the more intense manipula-
tion 11n1(1 control of information and the frustrations of trying to cope
with Government redtape.

)onald N. Michael. a social psychologist and a resident fellow of the
Inst itute for Policy Studies here in Washington, makes some pertinent
points about the tuture in a new book, "The Next Generation." He
notes that our concerned young people and adults will continue to feel
frustrated and inadequate in the face of complexities and secrecies.
Ho foresees a mounting trend toward developing policies through a'
technique of rationalization, which may be based more on technologi-

l facto s than on wisdom. These techniques of rationalization can
have good and bad consequences. At their worst, Dr. Michael says,
thev could lead to a. grrison state.

(Parelthetically we might. point out that in the hearings on Senate
bill S. 1606, the "right-to-kinow" bill, Governmet agencies appeared
to utilize rationalization rather than wisdom to justify policies deny-
ing access to information.)

Some time ago in a paper presented to a. symposium at the Battelle
Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio, Dr. Michael, who is an ex-
pert in the study of cybernetics, raised other questions about how com-
puter techniques may affect democratic processes. These same ques-
tions also concern the public interest in how Government decisions arereached.

"Roughly, the situation to be faced," said Dr. Michael, "is that so-
cial problems to be met will require th'e increasing application of com-
])ulters by the Government to clarify the problems and opportunities,
11nd to design and implement effectively tle needed programs for socialbetter'ment."

I-ge notes that often defense and foreign policies are formulated
through analysis of data processed by computers and that the basis
for these decisions are "only dimly apprehended by the informed pub-
lic and totally beyond the comprehension and often the interests of
lhe general public.*".

Then Dr. Michael asks, "How, then. will the interested layrman be
able to find out what 'models' were used that. provided the actst' or
interpretations on which the policy is based ?"

These are vital public questions as to how Government decisions are
reached. They w-ill grow in importance as so-called "thinking ma-
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chines" are usil more and more in decision-making processes. Such
questions make it all the more imperative that in tfie future there be
greater access to information in our Government agencies. The now
technology is not limited to agencies charged witli making defense
and foreign policy. It is being utilized also-by the agencies concerned
with education, welfare, highways and natural resources, agencies
that are not entitled to secrecy protection on the grounds of security.

Who is responsible for the computer progrming I
Who is responsible for the selection of raw material fed into the

computer?
Who is responsible for the analysis that goes to our policymakrs

as a study report or policy recommendation?
These questions concern social and political scientists, other in-

formed citizens, the press, and they puzzle many Members of Congress.
But there are more obvious cases Involving denial and manipulation

of information that have nothing to do with new technology, with
security or any other legitimate reasons. The pattern is clear from
reams of previous testimony. Earlier, I mentioned barriers faced by
Congressmen, as representatives of the people. Let's take a look at
the Congressional Record for April 21 1964, by two Members of
Congress with offices just down the hall ?rom this hearing room.

A member of the House Subcommittee on Defense Appropriations,
Congressman William E. Minshall, of Ohio, expressed dismay con-
cerning changes made in Department testimony under the glise of
security. After rechecking the original transcripts that were locked
in the subcommittee safe, Ar. Minshall said:

More times than not the only security involved was the political security of
the present administration. It was political censorship, not national security,
that was the guideline in determining what should be left for you to read in the
final printed copies of the hearings. The printed hearings only hint at what
Secretary MeNamara actually said about the Interlocking of our defense and
foreign policies.

Congressman Minshall contended further that half of Gen. Curtis
LeMafs testimony was censored, not because of any security data
that was disclosed but, because "his remarks did not happen to agree
with Secretary McNamara's views."

Out in Wichita we are somewhat prejudiced in favor of the Boeing
Co. We have felt, on the basis of the McClellan committee findings,
that the people would have been better served-and their tax dollars
better utilized-if Boeing had received the contract to build the TFX
or what is now know as the new F-111 plane. Mr. McNamara and
his able press controller-and he is very able at manipulating the
news-Arthur Sylvester, gave the public and the press a real snow
ob" to support the decision to award this contract to General

9 y-namies.... .
Congressman Melvin Laird of Wisconsin, whose office is right next

door, pinpointed the problem of news manipulation in the TFX affair
with this statement during debate on defense appropriations:

Regardless of the kind of statement which has been issued, I have a confidential
memorandum from Arthur Sylvester dated March 5, 1964, in which he dictates
policy In the Department of Defense regarding the TFX * * * He dictates
what the Navy, the Air force, and their contractors must say about the TX
and its development.

Congressman'Laird inserted in the record the memorandum issued
by Sylvester. It is rigid control guideline making clear that the
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public would be given no information on troubles being experienced
with the TFX ship. You get, in other words, only what the Defense
Department wants to show up as favorable news; and nothing that
concerns examples of faulty judgment or worse, political influence.

The Defense-Department is not the only culprit. Other administra-
tive and regulatory agencies follow similar policies, as the Moss sub-
committee has reported in the past. These agencies publicly avow
great interest in he public's right to know, but in practice they use
every conceivable excuse to deny the public information.

There is an ironic note to this widespread agency policy of restrict-
ing the right of the citizen to find out how the public business is con-
ducted. The irony is that while Mr. Citizen finds it more difficult to
surmount the walls of bureaucracyt, the agents of Government pry
more and more into the lives of the private citizen and his business.

Many agencies have adopted a system of "snooping espionage.r
Some use bugging devices and other esoteric products of our new tech-
nology. The operators of these devices have violated the privacy and
individual liberties of citizens and Government employees suspected of
"leaking" legitimate information to responsible people.

The Department of Justice in the past 10 years has undertaken the
responsibility of protecting individual and civil rights in certain areas
of our society. However, as the legal representative of Government
departments it has consistenly ignored the citizen's rights and, in fact
and again this week has continued to oppose efforts by the public to
learn more about agency operations.

Congress has consistently sought to broaden access to information
but the- Attorney General's office has just as consistently advised
Government agencies, in effect, to impose a policy of secrecy. These
policy guidelines come from the Attorney General's manual, whihh
advised in part that "the great mass of material relating to the inter-
nal operation of an agency is not a matter of official record."

For example, access to budget information on how the taxpayer's
money is spent is denied on the grounds of the Attorney General's
interpretation that this is merely an internal "budget procedure."
The manual advises that each agency can be the sole judge of whether
a person has a legitimate interest in inspecting official records. This
has led to such ridiculous rulings as that by the Controller of the
Currency denying a private citizen the right to examine blank-
yes blank-forms used by his agency.
Now the Department of Justice again contends that the court en-

forcement provision of the proposed Federal records law is unfair.
WhyI Because this provision would put on the agency the burden of
proof to show why it restricted access to specific items of information.

Thider the present arbitrary policy of secrecy it is absolutely neces-
sary that there be some remedy outside the executive branch of Gov-
ernment. Due proc of law is the obvious remedy. This proposal
that you are considering this afternoon would arm the district court
with injunctive and contempt power to make available information
that is not specifically restricted by this legislation. This is reason-
able and fair for all concerned, as previous witnesses from the bar
association pointed out.

Inevitfably there will be areas of legitimate doubt and misunder-
standing as to whether certain information should be released. But
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the question should be settled by due process and not by some bureau-
crat's whim.

The Department of Justice philosophy sees to be in sharp contrast
to that of the American Bar Association, that the burden of proof
should lie with the citizen, and not the agency, is understand lein
a totalitarian system. There the people are servants of the state.

The Department of Justice philosophy is an absurd contention in a
democratic system where the people are the masters and the state
the servant. All citizens must have the right of legal recourse. Once
this fundamental right is denied, then we do move closer to the garri-
son state.

In summary, what we are advocating is the right of the individual
citizen to have access to accurate and freely available information
about the Government of the United States. Eight legitimate cate-
gories of information are exempted from the disclosure requirements.
These cover the vital areas of national defense and foreign policy
documents related solely to internal personnel rules and practices oi
agencies, personnel and medical files, privileged trade secrets, com-
mercial and financial information, memorandums dealing with matters
of law or policy, and investigatory files compiled for law enforce-
ment. We do not take issue with these provisions.

We also want to emphasize that the legislation does not give the
mischievously curious individual a "flshina license" to dip into gov-
ernment files for secrets about his neighbor's business or about policies
that would aid a potential enemy.

You may be told that reporters are looking for scandal to sell
newspapers. Only a small percentage of our total newspaper cir-
ulation i this country is based on casual sales. Our products are

delivered morning and afternoon to the homes of U.S. citizens who
must be better informed if they are to fulfill their responsibilities as
citizens. We do not seek sensationalism. We, as newspapermen rep-
resenting the public, seek facts. Concealment of legitimate facts by
government agencies often can be more detrimental to our welfare
than their disclosure, as was pointed out in the testimony earlier this
afternoon,

We are Interested in good government, in better government, and
the protection of every citizen's rights.

Good government in these complex periods needs the participation,
support, and encouragement of more responsible citizens. Knowing
that they can depend on an unrestricted flow of legitimate informa-
tion would give these citizens more confidence in our afencies and
po eymakers. Too many now feel frustrated and perplexed.

Therefore, it is absolutely essential that Congress take this step
to further protect the rights of the people, also to assure more ready
access hv Congress, by adopting this disclosure law.

ANPA strongly favors enactment of the legislation, but we also
reeognizp that it will impose on our reporters and editors a greater
responsibility to keen the public more filly informed. Five years
ao, Lyndon f.anes Johnson, as Vice-President-elect, made this state-
ment in speaking to the convention of the Associated Press Managing
Editors Association in Williamsburg. These are his words:

In the years ahead, those of us In the executive branch must see that there
Is no smokecr9en of secrecy. The people of a free country have a right to know
about the conduct of their public affairs.
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There is no reason to believe that, as President, Mr. Johnson has
changed his view. It is a view that was shared by the late President
Kennedy, who said:

Within the rather narrow limits of national security the people of the United
States are entitled to the fullest possible Information about their Government,
and the President must see that they receive it

Thus, gentlemen, in conclusion:
"No smokescreen of secrecy, the fullest possible information"-these

are pledges to the people from our Nation's leaders. Congress can
support the executive branch in keeping faith with the people by
enacting an effective disclosure act to replace a smokescreenn of
secrecy.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Ruinsfeld.
Mr. RuBISFLD. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, other than to

say it was a very forceful statement.
Mr. Moss. I want to express my pleasure for your appearance and

for your support. 1 would like to take the opportunity to restate
something I have on many occasions tried to make very clear.

This committee-no member of this committee-has any desire to
require information to be made available if it would be damaging to
the security of this Nation. Over the years, in dealing with the press,
I have seen no evidence of any movement in the press to require that
type of disclosure. I thiuk the record of the American press in coop-
erating with Government to protect very sensitive areas in times when
such protection was iiece'sary in the interests of our security has been
an excellent one, one to which the press can point with pride. Their
performance during Woeld War i under voluntary conditions was
outstanding.

Again, Ir. Colburn, we thank you for your statement and for your
support.

Mr. COLBUJi. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make just one foot.
note comment to that excellent point that you made, and that is, I
think that in our work together over the years in tracking down some
of these items that may have been borderline or'even perhaps violated
certain areas of security, it has been our finding that these have been
leaked by Government people in both administrations, Democrat and
Republican, for personal influence or to influence some act of Congress,
and in that case these people were responsible and not the prmss.

Mr. Moss. I think the leak is a good bipartisan tool of propaganda
effectively employed for many years.

Mr. COLBUIN. Yes.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Moss. Our next witness is Mr. Richard Smyser, who is chair-

man of the Freedom of Information Committee of the Associated
Press Managing Editors Association.

Mr. Smyser.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD D. SMYSER, CHAIRMAN, FREEDOM, OF
INFORMATION COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS MANAG-
ING EDITORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. SMYrsB. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement.
Mr. Moss. You may proceed.
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Mr. Sm m. I am Dick Smyser, managing editor of the Oak Ridger,
a newspaper in Oak Ridge, Tenn., and chairman of the Freedom of
Information Committee of the Associated Press Managing Editors
Association.

The Associated Press Managing Editors Association believes, as
might be expected, in freedom of the press. But it is no accident that
the name of the committee of that organization of which I am chair-
man for this year is the "Freedom of Information" Committee. The
choice of name is quite deliberate.

It might be even more a ropriately titled the "Public's Right To
.Know Committee." For freedom of the press" and "freedom ot

information" are simply means, not ends. The end is protection of
the "public's right to know.".

The press--and the term is used broadly to include all media that
gather and disseminate the news-is the public's chief source of infor-
mation about its Government. Therefore, the "public's right to
know" cannot by guaranteed without "freedom of the press."

Too often, however, we think of "freedom of information" as some-
thing important only to the economy of a newspaper. I agree, and
my publisher agrees even more intensely, that the economy of a news-paper is important. However, this is not the primary reason why
APME hopes that House bill 50122 and the companion bill in the
Senate, will be adopted by this session of Congress.

Rather, APME would like to appear a champion for a public right
rather than a lobbyist for a private privilege tis not-withstanding
the fact that last year's similar bill) Senate bill 1666; had become well
known within the trade as "Sweet Sixteen Sixty-Six."

We hear much these days about "big Government." All partisan
arguments aside, it is true. Our Federal structure is growing rapidly.
Its size functions, and, inevitably its powers are ex ending yeaily.

We o not argue the merits of this growth. APSE does, however,
feel strongly that this trend makes it more and more imperative that
information about the Federal Government be made increasingly
available.

For, as the Government grows, it becomes proportionately more im-
portant that the public be kept aware of what it is doing. It also
follows that the larger the government, the greater the chance of it
becoming incomprehensible, imaaessible to the public.

Ours is still a system of checks and balances. Therefore as the
balance of government weighs more and more heavily on the Federal
side the check of public awareness must be sharpened.

There is acertain basic rightness in the giving of information. It
reflects a faith in the goodness of truth and the essential wisdom of a
concensus of the public. It is the hallmark of honesty, positiveness,
confidence.

There is a certain basic wrongness in the withholding of informa-
tion. It manifests a mistrust, a lack of faith in the ability of the
public to examine the facts and come to a reasonable conclusion. It
is the badge of cynicism, pemimism. It is the habit of those who
patronize--who assume for themselves some sort of privilege status.
it i8s quite often the mask for corruption. -I

But aside from the moral grounds for the public's right to know
there is also a very-practical ground for candor, especially in Federaf
Government operations, but also in government at all Ievels.
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My newspaper has had some little experience with the Federal
Government. Oak Ridge, Tenn., is probably the country's most fed-
eralized city outside the District of 06umbia.

In Oak Ridge's ve7 early days there wasp necessarily, very little
"freedom of information." It was, of course, one of the most secret
operations undertaken by any nation ever. But secret or not, this
did not inhibit the rugg6d.east Tennessee mountain men from spec-
ulating as to what was going on down there at the "project," as it
-was termed by the natives.

The story is told of the farmer who commented to one of the resi-
dents of nearby Norris, to whom he regularly brought eggS "I don't
know what the Government's makin'. down there,-but from all the
stuff they're building, it seems to me it'd be a lot cheaper to just go
out and buy it."

This gentleman, obviously, did not have the benefit of "freedom
of information." Therefore, he was not able to make a valid judg-
ment on his Federal Government. And this it seems is more than
just a good story.. It illustrates the basic point I would make--that
the more information the public has about its own Government the
more valid will be its judgments, the more effective then can be Federaloperations.Of course, it was imperative in those early days of Oak Ridge-

1943,1944-that neither this particular east Tennessee farmer nor any-
one else have full "freedom of information." It was vital that they
not know that what they were building down there at "the project
'Were huge facilities to make the tiniest quantity of U13 -something
that the Government could not just go out and buy.

And. perhaps the whole secret or Oak Ridge is an example of how
well a proper military secret can be kept, even with a free press.
For indeed, there are many stories told of voluntary censorship which
the press particularly in the immediate Oak Ridge area, accepted and
followed on request of Government officials during those hectic early
times of the nuclear effort.

There was a whole city and industrial complex built within months
where before there had only been farmland. And yet the secret was
exceedingly well kept. History is full of such evidence of a free yet
responsible and patriotic press. All the years of World War II pro-
vide instance after instance of how well voluntary censorship works.
Indeed, freedom of the press is an inducement to responsibility as it
creates an atmosphere of mutual trust.

The situation relative to information in Oak Ridge has, thank-
fully. changed. For now while, to be sure, there are still many lital
atomic secrets, secrets our newspaper would never want to infringe,
there are also many areas of nuclear information that are consciously
available to all.

More than that, in Oak Ridge I believe we have had a unique
information experience in the community's transition from a city
completely owned and operated by a Federal agency to one with the
highest percentage of individual home ownership anywhere. We also
now have a thriving, vibrant self-government. The Oak Ridge has
been given consideiable credit for aiding with this unprecedented
transition.
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I mention this not primarily as a chamber of commerce-type plug
for Oak Ridge or my newspaper, but rather to point out, that one of
the big reasons this massive transition has wored well was because
the public involved was given maximum information all during the
process.

The Atomic Energy Commiission, citizen groups and news media,
working together, usually in harmony, tol(, often in the minutest
detail, each step of tife extremely involved arrangements for selling a
whole city's housing within a matter of months. And, most; familiar
with the situation agree that it just could not have happened had not
citizens been so completely and promptly informed.

What does this have to do with I-ousebill 5012 f
Just this. There is every reason for House bill 5012 to be thought

of as lealslation aimed at assisting Federal agencies to do a better
job--this in contrast to the generally accepted notion that this and
similar bills are designed primarily to assist the press, and through
the press the public.

How help the agencies?
Simply as H.R. 5012 is an inducement to these agencies to make full-

est information available to the public. The fifl1er thi information
available, inevitably the bitter understood will be the agencies' pro-
grams, policies, ana purposes. And once understood by the public,
then these policies, programs, and purposes are inevitably strength-
ened.

This may sound like a rather grand oversimpliflcation of an over.
optinlsti view. Rather, it is a very realistic view and it has been
proven time after time. The great public concensus-so long as it Is
a well-informed concensus-hfs historically shown itself to almost
always ultimately be on the side of wisdom, else how does a democratic
society progress, survive I

In two very current instances this philosoplty has proven itself.
The U.S. Information Agency, all during the recent unpleasantness in
Selma, Ala., told the story promptly, fully tlu'oughout the world.

Why this unpleasant chapter of U.S. lstoy related to the peoples
of other nations by our very own national information facilities?

Why not ?
Ithappened. It is truth, fact, reality.
Second, it was being told and is still being told by many other

nations' information agencies-or, more properly, propagan'da agen-
cies. And it was being exploited to the maximum, as are all of our
current racial problems, by the Communists.

Essentially, of course, the USIA and its Voice of America is a public
relations more than a strictly news agency of the United States. Its
purpose, avowedly, is to advance the best interest of the United States
through the givitig of infonnation to those in other countries.

However, as many a good public relations man, or at least what I
think of as a good public relations man, will vouch, the best way to
advance the best interests of theo United States, or whatever nation,
company, or organization, is simply to tell the truth, give the news,
make the truth, the news, ,available r~adily.

It is t misguided philosol)y to assunile thai; either distorting or
with1holding iforilation will do you client good. .Inrwitably such
practices backfire. Just tell the people, fully, factually, promptly.
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Toll them When it is good. Tell them when it is bad, or at least open
the channels of information so that, they may lind out for themselves.

Trust, tho people with the truth and they will seldom betray your
trust. Mlistm'ust them, deny them the truth, and you will reap what
you sow.

Toll tile truth yourself before someone else lilts a chance to step in
and mislead and gain credence for their mishading in that you have
been negligent, less than frank.

In the long run, the self-adission of the United States about Seina
will pay dividends. For indeed, although many parts of the story
are paifid,nl many other aspects show America at its very best as it
struggles, within Itself, for justice.

I Io other exaimple is that of the recent U.S. space shots, particu-
larly the live television picturess from Ranger 1) as it. zoomed down on
tie moon on March 24.

Seldom before has the individual citizen felt so much a part of a
Federal program. Undoubtedly there is now a well of public support
for the space effort like seldom before simply because so much in-
formation has been fully, freely available.

Two exceptional events have been cited here. However, the same
princi pies etre applicable to why the Agriculture Department should
tell filly the situation relative to farin surpltses or the Federal Coi-
municatons Commission should make available its records on the

allocations of television or radio channels and frequencies.
We have attempted hero to make primarily a positive rather than

a negative case for freedom of the press, freedom of information, the
public's right, to know. However, the negative may help complete
the argument.

For-if one asks, "Why should the public be given every last detail
about a Federal agency s workings?" then one must also ask "Why
1ot?"

Because the agencies feel that dispensing information is distracting,takes too much timeOBecause the agencies feel that they are entitled to some measure

of adminiistrative arbitrariness?
Because the agencies feel that full access will reveal instances of

ilco )tlytenle, VCeI corruption, and therefore, distract and (iscredit
the agency's work ?

Noi of these are valid arguments. Indeed all, as they may reflect
atttitudes of some agency administrators, are powerful arguments for
insisting on fullest information. For such attitudes must surely
be counteracted.

Information should be restricted because the uninhibited giving of
information may endanger military secrets or- diplomatic tactio?

Of course such information should not be given and 1.1. 5012,
as do all responsible freedom of- information proposals, clearly excepts
"matters-specifleally required by Executive order to be kept secret
in the interest of national defense or foreign policy."

Present laws on Federal information -are inadequate because they
are attuned to the philosophy that the public and the press must make
a elaso when they feel that ilifornilnafi is being withheld. hT.R. 501'2.
would ehnge this misdirected nphnsis. H.R. 5012 would provide
that the obligation is on the agency rather than the public seeker, of
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the information. The agency should do tile explaining, and in Federal
court if necessary, when it ci ooses to withhold. The public and the
press should not have to apologize for or justify its asking.

The Tennessee Press Assocation has a slogan that I would quote
here: "What the people don't know will hurt theni."

Indeed, it is so very true. But what the people do not know about
the Federal Government will ultimately hurt the Federal Government
and its officials too, for of course, the two are inseparable. The Fed-
eral Government draws its powers from the governed. And the gov-
erned are only governed as well as they give.

The Associated Press Managing Editors Association, therefore,
through its Freedom of Information Committee, wholeheartedly com-
mends those Congressmen, such as Representative John Moss in par-
ticular, who are champions of the public's right to know. And AP"ME
ommends them specifically for tile drawing of H.R. 5012 and earn-
estly urges its passage.
Enactment of this bill, APME is convinced, will help guarantee

maximum public awareness of its Government and, therefore, better
government.

I have spoken here primarily of H.R. 5012. All that I have sid.
however, is equally applicable to the Senate bill of Senator Edward
Long to establish a Federal public records law. APME was most
active last year in working for passage of Senator Long's S. 1666.

I would close by quoting APME's current president, George Beebe,
managing editor of the Miami Herald. In a recent letter to his fellow
Floridian, Representative Dante Fascell, lie wrote:

There has never been a period in our history when it is so vital that the
people know what is going on in their country and the world. Disturbing indeed
has been the trend to close more and more doors and records to the press,
although there are few instances where this privilege has been abused. There
Is not a responsible editor in the Nation who does not willingly practice self-
censorship in matters of national security. There is not an editor who would
argue against suppression of news affecting national security. But news sources
are drying up that have nothing to do with security, and to which you and I
and everyone should have access. As president of the Associated Press Man-
aging Editors Association, an organization made up of the leading editors of
the country, I commend your courage and aggressiveness in introducing this
Important bilL

On behalf of the APME I thank you for this opportunity to express
the organization's position on this important pending legislation.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Rumsfeld.
Mr. RuMsLD,. I would certainly like to thank the gentleman for

his very fine statement, and concur in what he has said. I would also
make this comment in passing, that we have just received your testi-
mony, the Associated Press Managing Editors Association. We have
heard from Mr. Colburn, American Newspaper Publishers Associa-
tion. We have heard from representatives of t e Press Photographers
Association, and in each case what has been said about the need for
the public to know in our system of government has been forceful and
very appropriate and correct.

he thrust of the proposal coming before this committee, as the
testimony has, has been toward the desirability of Government making
available information.

There is a reverse thrust. There is a great burden also on your
association, on the press throughout the country, and the press )ho-
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tographens t hrotighout fihe country to report. fairly and responsibly,
111@1 as thoroughly as possible.

Naturally it. is ulot surprising that there has been very litle men-
I ion of this in these statements. I would say that with tile availability
of more information from government, puts an even greater burden oil
those of you ill your field, and there would bel a great re4ponslbility
to rel)ort. accurately anl as thoroughly as is humanly possible.

Mr. SMsspf:. I would certainly agree with that. I would perhaps
mention that. within the AP1MFE, thfe organization that I represent,
freedom of inforumI tiol is only one of the Couil)i itlees. It has aboit
eight others thut are directed sj)e(,ifically toward tile very tfine )oint
lIha'Ottyou uilike, toward ;tore tr.Sl)onsil)ility, more effect ireness in fairly
inid fully reporting the news, and 1 think this is true of tie other
ortinizationls, too.

fr. RuMsrEiuD. Thank you.
Mr. Moss. I want to siy that I think your statement was a most.

excellent one. Certainly ft. illustrates quite clearly the need to keep
fhe press well informed if the press is to be equipped to voluntarily
cooperate in periods of crisis, and it, has always given such cooperat ion.

I think we have another problem, all of us, in Government and in
the press-that is how to handle this great mass of information, which
grows every day-Mr. Colburn mentioned the use of computers in
solving many of our problems. In my State I believe that my govern-
ment ias recently given some pilot contracts to sonic of the aerospace
industries, to encourage thein to employ their know-how and t-heir
talent to aid in the solution of problems. We are going to be doing
It lot of programing into comiputers. We are going to come up witti
answers, an- none of us are going to understand tlen too clearly.

If we havo everything avaiTable, it is going to be difficult to unler-
stand. Where our primary business is keeping informed it is going
to be difictilt to keep inforIned. Already in mnany disciplines itl tills
Nation and around tlie world the problem is how to store and retrieve
information, how to keep on top of it.. And yet we expand govern-
ment, not. only in responsibilities in science as we increasingly tend
to fund research, but within the last week we enacted here one major
prograin in the liou.se and we are going to have another one in
another week or two that require close' cooperation front each citizen,
and we all know how very difficult it, is to get the public attention.

As a candidate for ofie, I am always amazed at how frequently
111y name appears in print, 1 and how maIny people never heard of me.
And so to a public somewhat lethargic, where we try to get attention,
Amnd to inform, it. is vital that those mtdia enil)loyed in (1 iseinnating
illforillon to theill have available every detail consistent. with our
secvu'ity and consistent with le real needs of our Governmnent for
withilding-reasons which I think are possible of definition. I hope
we (ln (to it with this bill.

I want. to thank you for your appearance and for the cooperation
of your AI'MIE Freedome of Information Committee over the years.

11r. SM.sEr. ' 11hank y ou ve ry n1uch0, sir.
Mir. Moss. The subcommittee will now stand adjourned until 2 p.m.

t oltolroNw afternoon.
(Whereulponi, at 4 p.m., the subcommitee adjourned, to reconvene

-t ). ., IFriday, April 2, 1965.)
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FRIDAY, APRIM 2, 1985

HotsE oF R REsENTATiVE,
Fonwwx OPEPUTrONS ANDl

GOyVERNmNT INFORAwON SUcOxM17MI
OF THE Co M1rEE oN GOVENXMNT OPERATIONS,

17ae)Wngton, D.The subcomnmittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2 p.m. in room 2247,Rayburn House Office Building. R resentative John E. Moss (chair.
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives John E. Moss, John S. Monagan, and Don.
aid Rumsfeld. v

Also present: Sauel JS Ardc0Government'Information;
David lick, chief coun , enny L. Kass, sel; Jack Matteson,.
chief investigatr, . Carison m r ogatowill :.I P. yalf o e

Mr, Moss. 0 mmittee will 110in oe Bef we hear fromotr first witn is afternoon, I wo l*ke'to insert he record aletter which I ave received lai an o sut under
date of April 1965:

Tn WHarn xo t
oe8 tonw April IM6.)Ron. JOHN .MOSSOhatma oreign Operatione a m Info Ito 'Subcomm tee ofthe (Jo mittee on Govern o" 0 Rldi0ng, WaoA.

ingto D.00
VAe M CHAUMMA ve letter ussing e use of th claimof Execu e privil " o t for doe enta

and other formatloore
Since a ming the residence , I have he policy laid down b Presli-dent Kenn y In his I tter Of M with this bect.Thus, the c Im of 'In ec ve pri, eg I ue made onl by the

President.
This adm stratlon has attempted opera complete with the ngressIn making eva able to It all Info ton Ible, nd that contain to be our

policy.
I appreciate t time and e that yo and y r mmlttee ave devotedto this subject an welcome the o to eta e formally Hy on'this

Important subject.
Sincerely,

DON B. JOHNSON.
The letter is in response and I t pliedcopies to repre.

sentatives of the press present here a i time andcoies are availableto anyone who wants em-I addressed to the President on March 81
of this year.
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FOREION OPERATIONS AND GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

March 31, 1965.
Hon. LyxaON B. JOI[NSON,
President of the United States,
The White House, Wash Ington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: The use of the claim of "Executive privilege" to with-
hold Government information from the Congress and the public Is an issue of
importance to those who recognize the need for a fully Informed electorate and
for a Congress operating as a coequal branch of the Federal Government.

In a letter dated May 17, 1054, President Eisenhower used the "Executive
privilege" claim to refuse certain Information to a Henate subcommittee, II
a letter dated February 8, 1962, President Kennedy also refused informatlon to
a Senate subcommittee. There the similarity ends, for the solutions of "Execu-
tive privilege" problems varied greatly InI the two administrations.

Time after time during his administration, the May 17, 1NN, letter from
President Eisenhower was used as a claim of authority to withhold information
about Government activities. Some of the cases during the Eilenhower admin-
Istration involved important matters of Government, but In the great majority
of cases executive 'branch employees far down the administrative line from the
President claimed the May 17, 154, letter as authority for withholding informa-
tion about routine developments. A report by the House Committee on Govern-
ment Operations lists 44 cases of executive branch officials refusing information
on the basis of the principles set forth in President Eisenhower's letter.

President Kennedy carefully qualified use of the claim of "Executive privilege."
In a letter of February 8, 19062, refusing information to a Senate subcommittee,
he stated that the "principle which is at stake here cannot be automatically
applied to every request for Information." Later, Pre.ident Kennedy clarified
his position on the claim of "Executive privilege," stating that-* * * this administration has gone to great lengths to achieve full co-

operation with the Congress In making available to It all appropriate docu-
mnentsq, correspondence, and information, That is the basic policy of this
administration, and it will continue to be so. Eweoutive privilege can be
invoked only by the President and will not be used without spcclflo Presl-
dcittlat approval.

As a result of President Kennedy's clear statement, there was no longer a
rash of "Executive privilege" claims to withhold Information fromn the Congress
and the public. I am confident you share my views on the importance to our form
of government of a free flow of Infornation and I hope you will reaffirm the
principle that "Executive privilege" can be invoked by you alone and will not
be used without your specific approval.

Sincerely,
3oun. . Moss, CJhairnan.

I think that this correspondence represents a continuity in policy
which should provide for the greatest, cooperation between the Exeeu-
tive and the Congress, and in my judgment it represents the proper
scope of executive privilege.

We are very pleased to have as our first witness this afternoon, Mr.
Creed Black, managing editor of the Chicago Daily News, and chair-
man of the American Society of Newspaper Editors Freedom of
Information Committee.

As chairman, I would like to acknowledge the many contributions
made by ASNE's work with this committee, from the very first step
we took after being chartered back in June 1955. In an entirely
strange area to me, I was able to turn to the chairman of ASNE's
Freedom of Information Committee, Russ Wiggins, editor of the
'Washington Post, for some very wise, instructive counsel. I appre-
ciated it then, as I- have appreciated working with each chairman,
including the man who will now give the committee the benefit of the
views of his organization.

Mr. Black, will you introduce the other gentlemen accompanying
youI
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STATEMENT OF CREED BLACK, MANAGING EDITOR, CHICAGO DAILY
NEWS, AND CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NEWSPAPER
EDITORS' FREEDOM OF INFORMATION COMMITTEE; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY WILLIAM P. ROGERS, COUNSEL; AND EUGENE PATTER.
SON, EDITOR, ATLANTA CONSTITUTION, COMMITTEE MEMBER

Mr. BLACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With me today are our
counsel, Mr. William P. Rogers, and Mr. Eugene Patterson, editor of
the Atlanta Constitution, wieo is a member of our Freedom of Infor-
niation Committee, and who wil be the next chairman of this
committee.

I appreciate your comments, sir, about the FOI Committee of the
ASNE, and I might reciprocate them, for this committee has found
very helpful the work of your own group.

I appear here today simply as the latest in a long line of editors
representing this organization who have worked with the committee,
and who have, throughout this time, been very interested in legislation
aimed at the problem we are discussing.

I'm sure you've known and worked with a number of these men.
This is still a relatively new committee, as unbelievable as it may sound
in the ASNE. It goes back to the time when Mr. Basil Walters of
the paper I now represent, the Chicago Daily News, became its Arst
chairman.

Since then I'm.sure you've had contact with Mr. James Pope of.
Louisville, ir. Wiggins, whom you've named, Mr. Herbert Brucier,
of Hartford, Mr. Eugene Pulliam, of Indiannpohis, and Mr. John
Colburn, whom I think you heard yesterday, as a representative of the
ANPA.

We have expressed our views so many times that I think they are
well known to this committee; they are on the record, and rather than
burden you today with another statement, I thought it might be more
helpful for us simply to restate our views informally, particularly in
relation to what has been said here earlier in these hearings.

WTe are especially interested in the statement made the first day by
Mr. Schlei, and I would, just briefly, like to comment on his position
in restating the position that the ASNE has strongly taken in respect
to legislation of this kind.

Mr. Schlei, in his prepared remarks, confined himself to rather
general and broad statements, and so I would like to do the same in
responding. He said, early in his statement, that the basic thrust of
this bill-
is to eliminate any application of Judgment to questions of disclosure or non-
disclosure, and to substitute therefor a simple, self-executing legislative rule
which would automatically determine the availability to any person of all
records in the possession of all agencies, except Congress and the courts.

The position of the ASNE is that the legislation now being consid-
ered does nothing of this kind. We feel, rather, that it narrows the
discretion, and properly so, which the administrative agencies could
exercise.

One of the lessons that has become increasingly apparent to us in
experience with the AdministratIve Procedure Act in particular is
that too much discretion was left in the hands of the individual agen-
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des. You are familiar, I know, with the book by Dr. Harold Crossthe definitive work on this whole subject "The People's Right ToKnow." Written under the auspices of our organization, it was pub-lished in 1953. It was written, obviously, a little before that, whenthe Administrative Procedure Act was still fairly young.Dr. Cross, however, in this book which now gkoes back more than adozen years, made the statement ?hat unhappily, as soon as the actwas adopted, erosion of its ideals set in.That erosion, as we all know, and as this committee has heard, con-tinued. The powers that were bestowed under this act for withhold-ing information have not -been used as judiciously as we think theframers intended them to be used. We feel the ambiguous phrases inthe act provide, as I have indicated earlier, too much discretion, riottoo little, and we feel that the legislation of the general type which isbeing considered here does not provide any automatic solutions ordeterminations as Mr. Schlei indicated, but rather narrows the discre-tion. Even within the exemptions which are listed in the bill, there isstill some discretion.
Secondly, we think that it brings into the picture a third party toadjudicate, when there are questions about the judgment and the dis-cretion which are used. IVe think it is unrealistic, under our presentsituation to have any officeholder in the executive department all theway down the line decide that information which he has and whichsomebody wants should not be released and then be in a position of

l)esiding over any appeal from that decision.We think the clause here which provides for court review of anysuch decision is sound and one of the basic parts of needed corrective
legislation.

The second position stated by Mr. Schlei in what he. called a basicthesis is that there are no formal words that can protect the publicinterest well enough.; that the fault is not with the draftsmanship ofthis proposal, but with its approach. With this position, we disagreevery fundamentally, and we think this gets to the philosophic heartof tho question before this committee.
Our own position is that the Administrative Procedure Act and theother laws which are on the books have been inadequate in one im-portant respect, and that is recognizing--writing into law-the pub-1ic's right to know. The fact is that in the present situation, as we seeit, the burden of responsibility for public knowledge of governmentaffairs is fundamentally misplaced. It shouldn't be up to the Ameri-can public, and the press is simply their representatives, to fight dailybattles just to find out -how the ordinary business of their governmentis being conducted. Rather, it should be the responsibility of their em-plovees, who conduct this business to tell them.
Now, this committee has heard many times of the, inadequacies ofthe Administrative Procedure Act. We know how it has thwarted,oftentimes, rather than helped in the disclosure of information. But

for all of its weaknesses, it has been stronger in respect to certain in-terested parties, as they are described in the legislation than as a publicinformation section, as it was originally called.Again referring to Dr. Cross, hie found back in 1953, in the earlyhistory of this act,. that it was too restrictive in limiting the avail-al)ility of information to persons "properly and directed concerned."
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It's not enough to open a proceeding and records only to litigants and
their counsel. Dr. Cross stressed this as one of the basic defects of the
act when he wrote--

It is far from clear that the act adequately takes Into account the matter of
public Information In the sense of the right to know, which ought to be stressed
n the general public, that mass of citizens who may not meet the description of

persons properly and directly concerned In administrative proceedings In that
public's chosen organs of Information.

That appeared, as I say in the book published in 1953. In 1959,
when he took a new look, he concluded, "Whatever its usefulness to
parties to administrative proceedings and their attorneys or to a few
specialists or lobbyists it Is an abject failure as a means of freedom of
information for the public."

In this respect I think it might be noted that the Federal Govern-
ment is trailin far behind the States in this kind of "right to know
legislation." Public records legislation, as we see it on the books to-
day, dates back only to about 1945 in the States. That is roughly the
time that the Administrative Procedure Act came into being, but today
37 States have open record statutes of some kinds on their books.

Finally, I would say that we agree with Mr. Schlei that of course it
i. difficult to define precisely, to set out in specific language, in com-
plete detail all the Government information that should be divulged
and all that may properly be withheld.

We are not wedded to the specific language of this bill. We ap-
peared in testimony before the Senate committee when similar legisla-
tion was being considered there. We know the objections that were
taken into account. We know that this committee has heard various
views on modifications which might be made. We recognize that even
when language which these committees can think would take care of
these situations as comprehensively as possible is written, there are
going to be situations which still have not adequately been prescribed
for in every detail. But, as I indicated earlier, there are provisions
in this legislation for resolving those questions by a third party and
while it is not possible to legislate in ever detailthe kind of language
that would tellyou exactly and precisely what is to be withheld and
what is to be divulged, we do think it's possible, as Mr. Wiggins has
said, in his book on this subject, to describe the spirit, the climate, the
atmosphere that ought to pervade the government of a country that is
democratically ruled. "All the employees of government, elected and
appointed, ought to be imbued with the feeling that the government
does inideid belong to the people who therefore have a right to know
about all its transactions except for those expressly reserved to ac-
credited persons by law or regulation."

In thebelief that legislation with the intent of this before us would
encourage such a climate, I encourage its favorable consideration.Thank you,

Mr. Moss. Well, thank you, Mr. Black. And I want to say that I
am not wedded to the language of this bill, but I am wedded very
strongly to the objectives of the bill. We are going to attempt to get
the views of all interested parties, proponents and opponents, and
those in the middle, and see if we can't come up with something that
represents substantial progress in recognizing a public need. At this
time I will recognize Congressman Rumsfeld.
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Mr. Rumpism. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certninly want to
join the other members of the subcommittee in welcoming all three of
these distinguished gentlemen to the committee today.

I am certainly proud to have a prominent resident of the 13th Dis-
trier to join us. Have one or two questions.

I)o you feel that this bill adequately describes the elin-tte that you
feel should exist. in governmentI

Mr. BIACK. Weli', let me say first-
Mr. RUBMSFELD. Or better yet do you have specific suizgestions for

language revisions in the draft oi the bill?
Mwr. BroK. Well, let me say first in responding to your remarks,

that I am glad to see the Con 'essmen from my own district taking
interest in legislation of this kind. I think the legislation goes far in
the right direction. Whether you can say "adequately" is something
that I think will depend on the final bill you draft. I think the im-
portant thing is that it turns the situation around and puts a respon-
sibility on the agencies to justify their suppression or withholding of
information.

The problem now-as has been pointed out by a number of people
in the past, including Congressman Moss-is that the legislation whieli
is on the books often has done just the opposite of what it was in-
tended to do. Instead of disclosing information it ihns been used as a
means of stifling information. Tho provisions in the original act
have been cited as a basis for withholding. The housekeeping statute
situation was pretty well cleared up as a major obstacle, but then so
many times the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, which
were intended to make information available have been used for just
the opposite.

I think there are perhaps more qualifications in here than ideally
most newspaper editors would like to see. On the other hand, we rec-
ognize the justification of some of-or most of-the claims for exemp-
tions that. are made here. The important thing, I think, is that you
do havo some recourse, or you would have under legislation of this
kind, which is not presently available.

Mr. RusFsEw. You read the Department of Justice's testimony
here and of course, the essence of that was, No. 1, that such a bil
could not be drafted. It simply could not put words on paper to cover
the circumstances and No. 2, that if the bill was drafted, it was un-
constitutional. You've addressed yourself to those.two points some-
what. I wonder if you could comment on something tiat came up
subsequent to that testimony about press photos and the desirability
of permitting greater freedom of information in terms of press photos,
which is not speciflcally covered in this bill.

Do you feel that this is an area where the Government denies access
to premises so that photos can be taken, which is somewhat in the
same area, but not directly in point, because the opportunity to take
a picture isn't really a public record as such.

Mr. BlACK. I don't see that really as a part of this problem. It is a
large problem in itself, but it relates primarily to the courts. We have
had- the same problem in connection with some of the administrative
agencies which have quasi-judicial authority, but that is another ques-
tion which I think should not be involved in this legislation.
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Mr. RtuMsnw. The only other point I would like to comment on;
it's been suggested that there would be a rash of nuisance suits or nui-
sance requests or frivolous requests for great volumes of material, and
in this connection it was discussed that some sort of reasonable user's
fees would possibly be appropriate and conceivably might reduce the
number of frivolous requests for information. Do you have any
thoughts on the concept of user's fees?

Mr. BLACK. Well, I don't see the possibility of a rash of nuisance
suits as a very real threat, and I think before you impose any user's
fee, it would be advisable to have some experience. It's possible that
it may be a nuisance to some agencies or officials who would rather not
divulge this information at all, but looking at it from the standpoint
of the public I don't think that anybody wlho doesn't have a legitimate
interest in these records is going to the trouble or the expense of
bringing a suit just to be a nuisance.

The term I guess, is relative, and it depends on whether you are
an official who doesn't want to be bothered or whether you are a repre-
sentative of the public who has a legitimate interest in some records
which are being denied. But I can t see any ordinary citizen or or-
ganization spending a lot of time or a lot of money going around pry-
in n0 open records just to be doing it. I think thai p)eope would have
a legitimate interest before they asked to see it, and certainly, before
they go the full route of bringing a suit.

Mr. RUS1AFLD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Griffin.
Mr. Gm-irri. I want to join, Mr. Black, in welcoming you and those

who are accompanying you to our hearing.
Mr. BLACK. Thank you.
Mr. GRIFtIN. And this, fortunately, is one of those matters where

there is bipartisan support of this legislation. I think following
along the question that Mr. Rumsfeld asked, we have, in this bill, the
requirement that all records be made promptly available to any per-
son, and we have had criticism from some o the witnesses that maybe
this is too board. There has been a suggestion that it should be limited
to any citizen, and, of course, the witnesses from the departments have
asked that it be limited to any person who has a proper interest or
something of that nature. I tace it that you feel that it should be
this very broadest language, or do you have any comment on that
asPeet of the-

"Mr. B[JACK. I think it should be as broad as it can reasonably be
made without inviting any particular problems which perhaps have
been called attention to here in previous testimony but which doesn't
occur to me at the moment.. I think that one of the problems of the
present legislation, as I said, is this reference to interested persons or
the proper persons.

Tlhis leaves too much discretion and leeway in the hands of the
agencies to decide who has a proper interest. Our position is that a
ciltize"n of the United States-and this is his Government-has a proper
interest in knowing what is going on.

I might say that this has been one of the experiences that has oc-
curred in States in the adoption of open record legislation. I can recall
that I was with a newspaper in Tennessee when legislation of this
kind was first proposed there, and there wereall sorts of dire warnings
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about opening, up all the records to people who were going to be
coming in, riJling' through them all day just for their gossip value or
curiosity. But tliese predictions never materialized. -It just doesn't
work that way. People are not, going to take the time an'd the trouble
and partibtilarly the expense that we are talking about hare in going
all the way to the point of bringing a suit In matters they are not
interested in, and I think that basically the citizens of the United
States have a right to information unless it's something which for
very sound reasons should be withheld.

'file exemptions which are listed in this present legishltion as now
proposed cover most of those which could reasonably be justified, and
beyond that I think you should make it as broad as possible in letting
the people have access to information. After all-as Dr. Cross
pointed out in his book-Congress has been able to legislate in the past
in pretty clear language on what information it thinks should not be
made public, and now a further attempt is being made. With this
kind of legislative provisions and judicial review, we are not going to
have a lot of abuses or nuisances or any other problems from citizens
overrunning the files of the Government.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Both the witness from the Department of the Treas-
ury and the Justice Department, Attorney General's Office argued
strongly that this legislation would be unconstitutional. You sfave
very able counsel at your side there to consult with, who is in a some-
whait different position than he was a few years ago. I wonder if his
advice and counsel that-with his advice and counsel that you are
satisfied that this statute now is constitutional.

Mr. BLACK. Yes, I think it's constitutional. I think that the issue
raised by the Attorney General's Office in testimony in these hearings
was rather extraneous. We are not talking here, really, about execu-
tive privilege, as I see it. We are talking rather about the public's
right to certain information.

Executive privilege, as President Johnson pointed out in the letter
which was read here by Chairman Moss at the start of the hearing, is
something that he alone is going to exercise. The thing we are con-
cerned about is having every officeholder and bureaucrat in every
agency across the country also exercising his own executive privilege.

I don't see it as a constitutional question. I think, after all, the very
existence of the Administrative Procedure Act as it now stands on the
books pretty well eliminates that question of whether it's a constitu-
tional issue. In that act there are certain exemptions. The legisla-
tion before us at this time is a refinement and modification of the legis-
lation now on the books, but I don't see that it makes changes that
would pose a fundamental constitutional question.

Mr. GnWFIrN. Thank you very much, Mr. Black.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Kass.
Mr. KAss. Mr. Black, there is a current controversy raging between

the press andthe bar on the right of the Justice Department and other
agencies involved iin law enforcement to withhold information relative
to pretrial publicity.

Exemption No. in the bill would exempt from disclosure investiga-
tory flles compiled for law enforcement purposes, except to the extent
available by law to a private party. Do you, as spokesman for the
ASNE, feel that this is a wise exemption?
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Mr. BLACK. Well, again, I think that to some extent this is like the
question of photographs. It's such a broad question in its own right-
this whole matter of pretrial publicity-that I wouldn't want to get too
deeply involved in there. But so far as I know, newspapers have not
asserted the right to get investigatory files of the kind which would be
exempt under the legislation proposed here.

Mr. KASS. Mr. Black, wouldn't that statement that you made that
newspapers would not be interested in getting these files apply to all
these exemptions but primarily such things as state and military
secrets?

Mr. BLACK. I think so. I don't think newspapers have ever com-
plained about legitimate security classifications, for instance.

Our big complaint has been.when such legitimate classifications are
used as a-basis for withholding information which really doesn't merit
that kind of classification.

Mr. KAss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Well, I want to thank you very much.
Mr. RUM5SFELD. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question of Mr. Rogers

before-
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Rogers-
Mr. RUMSFELD. If not, fine.
Mr. BLACK. Well, it's up to him. He is here as our counsel, and if

le wants to field a question, fine.
Mr. RUMSFELD. Let me ask you, then-
Mr. BLACK. Ask me, and I will consult with him.
Mr. RUNMSFELD. In Mr. Schlei's testimony, and Mr. Griffin men-

tioned this tangentially, he referred to the 1958 amendment which the
President signed only upon assurances that the amendment did not
upset or diminish any power of the Executive privilege which he
derived from the Constitution.

I don't recall that circumstance, but it strikes me that such assur-
ances on the part of the President weren't necessary. Certainly,
something passed by the Congress could not really diminish anything
that flows from the Constitution to the President and by the same
tken, the gentleman from the Justice Department then stated on page
9 in his testimony that if we entered this area, if the Congress did, in
fact, enact a bill; it would have to specifically refer to the concept of
Executive privilege.

It seems to me that this is not correct, and I would think that Ex-
ecutive privilege would exist from the Constitution to the extent that
it does exist, if it does exist, completely apart from anything we do in
this bill.

Is this your understanding
Mr. Ro s. I think you should say yes. [Laughter.]Mr. BLACK. Yes. [Laughter.]
Mr. RvftsFEwiD. I thankboth of you.

iMr. Moss. I would like to say that I find most intriguing as a sub-
ject for thought ind study, the little statute passed I the second
Washington administration. Here were all of the men who were con-
temporary to the creation of the Republic and the framing of its
Constitution where intent could probably be pretty well established
by discussions. Congress gave to the Executive the authority to pre-
scribe rules and regulations for the custody, use, and preservation of
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records, it was fil ac6tit, if oil l e(10)rds Were0 eVeren(l 1by jilitleeit
oecutive rights, it necessary one if I heoy wereo not. Appantl~y il, Ithetimo~ it was the onsenlsis trihat it. Wits niwvessa ri', Itil aigencies ove awtedunder that authority for manly years. I thlnh it's onle of Ilie lkesu lhItsof law we Call pick lt) to .4101ti,I't aConigressionafl right to prtest'I'ibe
t10.40 tttl6'4 find regtlations.

Mr. RUNI11.As i. cosponisor of t his 1)111, 1 itinlly agree with
you.*

Mr. Mlosm. 1 1111 t-old t hilt wits the eyflirst, sessionl of Conlgress, soat~ the begittlig we exerviseld thllt Ig. Wit celrtily halve granld-fill her ri ghts "in thlis f~lw of legisilt ion.
I witfto thtk voti, Ale. 111'11 and Mr. Rogers andl( Mle. Patterson

fol. voiut' app)Iit'iilte 11614%( today,
11r. 11 wIC. 'Ilhank you, Mr.s (Chairman, for inil i ing us.
11r1. A10148 W~e will flow hieait from IAir. Dale( 117. I I i'd inl, nlikhtagetrof t~t''rnp)' t ~t11(" onlintunffiat ionl Ipl )epat wilt, of thle( hi-bl.t of ('ofill' irce of' tihe I mit cd st ates. lie is aceolmpalled biy Mri.Vt'lii It. Stillival, his assistanill.

STATEMENT OF DALE W. HARDIN, MANAGER, TRANSPORTATION
AND COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOMPANIED BY VERNE R. SULLIVAN,
ASSISTANT MANAGER, TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION
DEPARTMENT

AMr. 11mi N. siltce t his i th fil ist, (t'xpioesiott oil tht(' record bv V he("lt lithel of ( 'onI~imere of thle U n ited' State's ont this 8l1lb.e('t 'I (1ohaive it preparei'&d stilelim(i t(Nt I wVouldl like to readt~, wi Ith thte ('al'-
11t lt'S I J is~.I , i io It.
IN. M 6oss. I'm itutyv pr'4o io tut aims)OlfMiN1 1 I4 nntw. I am 14)lale Al. I lIArdin, umna1ier - 111ftnd(l Conmutiicst on lDpatrt htnt of thei (1miaiher of Cotmem'e of t hef Tltt-j Statesfp. WtI me todtis Vern It. stillivain, assistant t mall-

appearling inl supplort, of 11.11. 501I2.
'I'hte 'I'ra nlsPort a ifonl and ("oliinunun16t le o (intif t(e, t hrolghitsSuhcontiiiftiee onl ('01 1o intionls, itRiated thet flat'loniti eltiiler'sposition onl this, Iull. i11 It. is at 612-me1ti ('omlititee, composedd of' rej we-SplitaIt~i'so l iOof flftlaSfj)6t !on find( ('olillititliflit olt, Ine iltd-ilg fillig/.me antd litewspn per rallsh,,md io, fitd te(levisiont Ii'0itd-elasters, 601( thle geneond bIlsiitess ptllblie.
1I1ho 0oiltilitte has s.u10iel I lie test inioniy taken last, year on it similar1)11 "In the Senaite and *it. hams (lisettsopd thle proposal 4~ somIc legth aswell its finiking inquiries 11s to its trt.oil softe segmilents of the( huisi-

ntess enitility.,
I11. tIO5 12, as 'we utnd, eml tand it, would:

1: ReqIre everIN, y 11igeiiey of thle 1Federnl Gohver'nment. to makeall1 its recordspiprontptly available ot o antiy persoll2. 1t it'37 eightl speoifie ettelrores of sensitive inl format tonwhich are ol'e pilto(td from olikietostreq;
n. hiiiiit. fue'sotts seetiig Govevnweiti Inforti11fon to tile sitiinl it U.S. d er(~(oti'lt. to hatve til agency pt'odlitce reeord.4s im-

propeirly witilhheld: find1
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4. Clive Il h listrit c'outs POWtv' to P~lttli-41 09Igen offlelils for
cOllf eiIt i ( Ie It(.efiuse to dI isel ose t he records.

1ii ofherl words, I-Ihe bill woldh provided the right, of acecems lby tile
iiu1lic to 111 il ouselsith- 11e res of(oennn to'iitIn

it free flow of IlformatIIIionl froil and1( Concerninig Itll braitiehes, of
(Wiem t a'l1101t. afll level's is it right, Of 0h0 j)111)hiC and IS (eeIial tO

01111 (lentoerll(c 8( ocity. 'Iho freedom of tCho Nation dujpeti(Is oin tin
electorateo well ln'fottied bi'y it fre111 Pt'S1,1 as. guarantllieed by 11h6 Colnsti
tnt ionl. Ut is it res )oli IbIli( v of (4overiunenl0, to Iprotet, atid preserve
this 'ottsdtiobunil gun mtudette by it policy of full disclosure Of
in Ioruma Ifon1.

E4Xcept for. 1111H teas el'arly at Itlet hug lint ionail securityv or. Otherwise
(1o%,1r1d by st itt life, tl I iluiiis ot ( loverslit'lnt should bto fully di1s.
tIoN'(ld toff~ t I' tlil ill( ihi ld It'1)1t'(lt o f ive't rest. with (overminwnt
ill eyVer'y iillvWI to Just if'y witihol(filtg fi111 Il ltt lot).

'lhI k4 it 11Set of pi )'lvitpiQ S i1ltt'(t by it mmob'lisiprt~J vot tit. our
liil kI mieet mlg ill Aipril I 90(4, 111)d realirmewd b:y Ilt hoard of directors
Its reeistilUt 13' itS Fei1113ttiu3of liuls year.

'1ho 1ittiotl,1I (611111111('11 lits lito, so fill ts I1 kno t(1W bemu wrongfully
clltill any ifort-1011l it. hlits sought. I however, ill the interest of
W1,811i119 Ift froe flow of ill for-1tittioi SO IwesSilry if we ar'e to Iliuve a
Well- ill formtied ltilic w( e bel dieve' 111ht biomd, bitt. e'ffect ive, guidlelincts
Ittust, be l11a i dow. C0.1t0inly3 Ole examptjles cited by isomle witnesses
ANl' illexCtIsiible. o et

Thli injorty I 1111' dyierive fIroill (he dleiiil to thie public o ei-
Iitate iliforml iol 'is of Ittore ilipol-1tiluct 1111111 filly purpose 0tt Inlight
be' served by wit hitlolIlling illforumalit ionl for suchl reasons 118. Conceainig

eiuiti'issngIi)iS tiesori rreguhlarit ies.
We believe 11.11. tiolo. will help to uilke mlore effective tile principles

appr~toveOd by natilonil chamber's members, and we tire therefore glad

Mr. Cohairnuu,111 we appreciate this opp~ort unity to epssour views
01111 tiS l)1'01o.l . 1 f thereI- are- It fly questions, 1 would be glad to try to
answe~'tr thentl for you1.

Mrf. ]Aloss. '11hiiitk you.
411r. 0ui'vi N ?
1Af I% Oiw'tim . No (jt1t0860i1186
4110 Moss. Mr. liuzu1sfeldI
Mr. Rur1mP ). I would be curious to kntowi if the chamber has in re-

C01tit yell I's had occiasionts when they were unable to geot. information that
heylm felt. t hey nlmeede to lbecolte well illformed Onl it particular p~roblemn

0I$ fictivity or' Subject. am]( theti collttticitcto with tie chamber members
Ont tltii ?

,Mr. 1 ARInN. Tlher-e hlVen't, been1 an1Y that, I knIow Of myself. -I
ckhecked with hit few of the people ill tl'e mat onal chamber offices. I
dlolt't now (Of fi1ll' personally.

Mr. M~iss. Mr'. Miss ?
IAfil. KAsS. Thank yqou, Wfr.Carn .
Mr. 11idlar -d thbill Speed icAlly ex emlpfs from disclosureo at number
f. ensItIqI ive itentis of inf ormIlat ionl, amonblg them11 troado seerots and corn-

nieiail or finanlcial in format ioI obtained from thie public and priv-
ileged or eonflidential Informtion. D~o you, as it representative of the
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chnuber, feel t ht, tis adeluately I)roteets Ill foi i1r Ior wlich ie iilessthroughout the eotriti'y gives to the 0 government for the Various pu0-
poses tllt the Government. may (leire ?

Mi'. HluN. Ii thls Meoillod(ion, Mfr. K][as., we asked a eouiph ofthe trade aUsO'imtiols that; are members of the national chamberwheethor this bill would have any detrimental effect on thmn, Insofar
as it, relates to iterial that lhey are required to file with GovernmlentaigmeteiPs and treatmentss. The two associations that, we heard fromstatd thlat in thitr opiiol this would not, prejudice the l)rot( ti~oafforded to ')uslnmss int radio secrets 0r properly confidontial matters.The Iwer treRade asso iations speakingx for their meimbors ill response
to our specitlo question. So in my julgmlent, the bill a pears to oll'eradequate protection,Mr. K s. Thlank you, Mr. Iardin.

No further questions Air Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Hardin, I want. to thank you and Mr. Sullivan foryour appearance and support of this legislation. Thank you.
Mr. HIARDlN. Thank you.
MAr. Moss. Our next witnesses will be Mr. Julius Frai|dsen and Mr.Clark Afollenhoff, chairman and vice chairman of Sigma I)elta Chi's

Committee for Advancement of Freedom of Information.
STATEMENT OF IULIUS FRANDSEN, CHAIRMAN, SIGMA DELTA

CHI'S COMMITTEE FOR ADVANCEMENT OF FREEDOM OF INFOR.
NATION; ACCOMPANIED BY CLARK R. MOLLENHOFF, VICE
CHAIRMAN
Afl'. FRANDIIIN. ir. Chairman, aside from lily Capacity avs chair.man of the Sigma )elta Cli's Freedom of Informatiton Cozninitteo, talm) here also as the Washington ii1siuniigero, of ited ]ress ilnterali-tionial. If I111may, before we plroiee( to the Sigma Delta Chi stite.ient, I would like to llresenlt a 'y short, stateint, if behalf of UPI.Aits you know, UII is an American corrtio1 engaged il tle Col.election and disseminatlon of news throughout, most. of the world.Since th (lily of its incelpit~on Uis UTlilit-m Prei, As'sociltions ill 1907,

I" P1 is been it leader in combating all iinr of barriers to the freeflow of nows-wlether by exclusive contractual relationships, please.time censorslhlp, or, in the area with which 11.1t. 6i01. colies to grips,tle withholding of U.S. Government, information at, the source,UPI (oes tiot presume to comment oil the legal concepts of the billit hand or the SCOp)e of the eight, specified excejlt.ions, aIthough soeiof the latter would seem to be susceptible to rather broad interpreta.thrns,
TIhe liiliigmient, of United Press International, however, has di-rected nm to say that it; fully siipports the objective of the bill, whichas we understaiid it. is to I)roinote the freest. possible flow of FederalGovernment informalioll consisteit with ntina14il sx.elrity alid those

individual rights that must- reliaill inviolate.
Our editor, Mr. Harl .1. Johnson, expressed hope that the bill couldIthave anii allrintive pre lible to tile etfect, thait it is the intent, ofColgr-sh that the maxitn i of public biisiiiess-aid. of course, (o-er inent is piibhc buisiness-.be conducted i public.
I do not ktow whether tie legislative format. perl its such i deilIr-tioi, uit I Wouild like to coinmeil his suggestion to you.

PHDEIOAh PUBICl UNCOODi) LAW
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lilt, tily sIttellion C ()It behalf of UnIted Press l ternt tonal.
rNow, oltn-lehalf of Si|lm I )elta Chi htt me sny first, that Sigma l)elta

Cii, (hsJ)io its partially (reek e1111P Is not, t fraternal or it social
Ofgalizatli(ol; it, is a i rofessional society of 17t,00() (tive Ilwmbelrs.

o fire engaged not. only in the iiew1spaper blsilles but. in all forms
of (soillltltili'ttotl s--ultcast.I fig, Illaga intte, an(1 so oil.

Sigma I)eltt Chii has been, I think, the leader for many years in
capaignig ill the States for' nciIlent of open records 11,11d openl
Ioeelinig law.4

As I believe Mr. llack noted, there aro now 37 States that have at,
least, relate ively satisflctory opell records laws anlld 1)9 States that. have
OPel! HIeel1ings laWS, and we11 a vet'y hopeful t hat, the legislative season
in tie States this year' will bring at least, 2 or 3 o' more of those along.

So, with our longstanding interest in this, we tre, naturally, greatly
leased that this committee is now working on getting all appropriate

l(ederal law. I would like, also, to express at. tils tim our great, ad-
init'atlon and thanks for the work of the chairman of this comlilttee
and11( the other memllhi)ers and your staifr, Mr. Chairman, for the great
holp that you've beetn to all of us over these several years low, ili tile
Work that. yol'Ve dollo.

Now, as you mentioned, I have with tie the distinguished Washing-
(on correspondent, of the Cowles publications, Mr. ("lark Molhnhoff,
who has bien active in this 1i0l f1r manll1y yelit., aid lie is I)relpared to
(isc5.4 a statement. which has Ixn filed with you on beCIaT of the
nittional president of Sigma Delta Chi, Mr. Uallph Sewell, who could
trot, tN here,

'T'lis statement was prepared )y Mr. Sewell in collaboration with
Mr. Mollenhotr.

Mr. Moss. Well, I am very l)loesed to recognize Mr. Mollenhoff. It's
)eeln Iy privilgo to work iery closely witIi him as Chairman of this
comt ltec during the past 10 years, and I recotrinize that in undertak-
ing tht r4o of t hSl 111e1nma1 m he, lie is qualtld not only its a jollr-
nalist, but. alm) as a t lender of the bll-, aiid it. is always a)leasu-re to
weleonme hin to the comnrdttee.

Mr. MoAa.,. iiOi,'. Mr. Chairman, it's good to bie hete. Sometimes
OHO wonders how much Iprogress we have m11ade inl the past yeams in
theso areas, but. I guess we m tak a little l'ogress fromt tilie to tame.

This st ateimoit is for Iho Sigma 1)elt it Chi, find it is not imy personal
stateent, which would l)tba 1y, embrace a 0 few other things. We are
in favor of the legislation introdueed by the ehailrmal nd the leris-
lation int rodueed by Snator Long. It. cla rifles the trigit, of the public
to information, and when it. stays ivithiin that fImework, we are for it.

We urge passage of this bill; even though at. the sa e time we Irge
tlut( the eomtitlteo tale a closer look at. some of the language covering
exel)t ions.

We are particularly )leased witl th.. sections of the legislation
that. are (lesiMed to make it, Io.sil)lo for th eltizevn or reprtesentativv
of news medii to go into the Federal (cOurt, to folte tho )roduethm of
information that is not. coveredby one of the eight exempted areas.

rhiis his oeon something that has come upin the Courts i go( mAny
times in the past few years, and there are a nunbr of examples where
per ons lin Government or people dealing with tie government itave
been unab1lo foobtaeain informat lon simply because thero was no mehut.

FEDEIMAL 11UI1IIC I{0,XCONDIS LAW
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nisin for obtining it, and ceertaihily, the news media has no eehlilli
until such tim that, you get, that through.

Of course, it. would be preferable if thero w1ere no exempted areas
of information and if this legislation could be drawl to force all gov-
e'l'J)illi(, to 1O l1,ildhd li 1 opell. lk'o taI reall4(l) ih1tit th heoed
for some, exemptions, but believe that, the list of exemptions should
be as small as is Sposslbh aid as spevtlle, ts possible.

If the eatog ories of exem)t ions l01r spelled ot iiil too lgflot0 a i1llia-
ie', we know from pmst, exierilive thatle, iler will il giral, IuI*( thil',atsome bllreairats will usi e t hoe new laws to make broad omw vhtil.l

of i hVl iight to ijll tisthl ld (erecy,
11Wweindim.otait I the !arglilli(llts blii'd each of iho eight ex-

e0I t, fit'Oft5, wo wish to i t Ill. O(itt. It If isik 0 11at it is I ikelvy Ulm tu'i o
wil )e abliSo aind disitortiln of the eXeptll PiOll Anle;. t ho egishu-
tive history is So clear that t aliotbe mbe IItifto'irted. 'I'lis woolId t
ft good li Ito reval! ihat, tl e so-called 11 h6iSkeepi illli 1 4") USX,( ,

42i, was not intended to he a law to a othorize t ho wit hholin.' of in-
formation from t he press or t lhe public. However, U 51iV('y ly Iio. e
and Solato ('Olmlittees a few yeU ago (iliofls tratedI early that otfl-
('ills of the ee,1if ie brudioll of (wornI1(wnlt were taking, a frew phla ras
ill t flat. law atld twistila t hem inito hmisilled h".l opilliol all hoiz-
inn' the wit hholdilig ofr'ovemunment in format ion itno d'elt.

Ret1dhess of I he intent, of Relresenlt tive Moss and Selnator Long
in introducing this legislation, we know that. it is possiille that thllS
legislation (fin e I warped into Something not. intenide by tlhe meon who
initrodui(ed it.. It, will take eoIsIideralle dilige'i'e on the pa rt of the
(ongrss, tIh public and the press to avoi miud o of the propo.se(I
legSlat ion being (ldus.iSOSSd her e t today.

There will always be a few political figures who wish to stretch or
distort the law to while their crIIM, or misnaagement. There will a)-
ways ie Some11 l)tlrealle('rts who will take the view that the 1overnnuent
agency that pays their salaries has become their personal property,
and is tuot sulbject to exaiinalt ion aid criticism )y the l)ublC, Congress
or the press .

11it that reality in mind, let, us examine each of lie categories of-exception,..

(ertaiily we mild not. quarrel with a provision that. permits the
withholding of ,n format ion when it is deemed essential for the protee-
tion of tme national defense or foreign policy . However, even as we
agree thlat. this seecy is needed, we should )derstand that the claim
of "it ioal seelurity" has ieen used to hide rimie and mIlnimng'fllnent
in the 1).st. All ot us can remehnber some incidents when nationalsecu'itv deimmided that there be no oliseusqion of certaininformation
when d -is'elosnre tepnled to eniharrass an adniInistratio,. However, we
have seen the same type of information distributed freely by a 1 tesi-dent, a Defense Secr.try, or a Secretary e hen it. served tihe
polit ical purposes of the ticumbnt administration. This is the reality
of history that should be kept in mind as we discuss t.hisA part illar
exeeption to the open information philosophy of the legislation.

The second except ion relates to the int6rnl personnM l rules and
practices of an agency of Government. There are many personnel
cases, and there are some rules and practices that probably should not.
be made a matter of public discussion. However, this appears to be
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b)1oadl exceptt ionl t liat~ eoulti be 8t-rett'led to Ihidet till types of arb'litrary'3
111d 1tttfittli tivit jes il thle liandllig of (lovet'z'nfilt ~t', eronntel,

I ighit.say oil this~ poilit, it wotil cttlet to ilie who wits CIUlCle
by it (Iovermilefit. figency, antd shep Was exaieilvl give!) it p)Iysicl ex-

'11111ol all (l she Wats 'i ''ge 1 short i fl 'leed r h
wvas nlever, told Whly. H er' Ill'wyei' anti dotor) tied'( to o1)ti itt ('(''54 to
t his jpersa1)ilie 1111atet'ial to ftill(( tit, Wht %%t, Wll wrog wvit I her 11-i(1 so
ilhev 'ould( )Iit'('t it. Sim wils p~ill. into a. J)o~itionl IvhtIere she wits bl)'tI
U tlit -iril 3 dIsecharlged, itll shte walls llpver able to (somle to grips witf
this. This. is thep kim!d of elruel sitilltionl whero this womliinWt 'p'U~ to

mvoilic' week a fters Week, mniP I aft et 11olit h, aiskig help) oil her
4'ilso. Iflo law~yer. told he' filit it. would b~e it N't'1'3 ('XpollsilO venittirle

imr t1h o trvy to C1116t'y a light, for aevess to her' records find she didn't.
liiethe i)oiley. I
I1 8'% I his is 'tel where, ane itANliech is intendled fot' it good

iptttpo5's1, to pr'ofe0. thet (iovernmffent employee, is (distortedi int~o a pro-

o)f t le ))14 t'ipit'tps ithi't'tit. illip Ili tdlillug of the ( topkal (41180' 1)3'
tho Stil : Dt I)pfrtmtflt1 lif. flhip preoso'tt. Itine. 'lThis is anotli It''(tn'p

AN-e1PI1n fiA gpen('v of t he Oovt'rien11pt. Itis sitig '.'t'e('3' to IptotQett itself'
ill the hian thing ,of ('tovt'ent. 1set'll "1110.

T1het b1irdtX(j4 01 pl(tills wi ltteel lig those 111iilttts whieh five
"1slt'vilit'tllv exptnpted from (I k lostmt'e- byv sflttute." Th'1is is lessst-
(T1)1ible to ali'geneiraI iltllter'jre'(toi1 -since I lit' withholding isutndet'
5I)('li(e stilt titos.

Tlho fom'ith ('xe4l)t ion deals Witli "trade secrets find other information
oht itiid from the public. an'd elistonmnrlly privileged or- Conlfident ialI."
Th'is provision would Seem to) follow fin agreed area, bt.t the phuitset'tiStollllri ly pt'ivi leget or confidlentili" cmi Id t'ertatly be interpreted
ln'oiidly by t he bureaucr'at. who has a. motive for' wanting to broaden
tile ilr-oa.

T1he fifth ('xeejption. would exempt "intra- or inter-agency mmel-
orandumtls or- letters dealing solely ,with matters of law~ or policy."
Even if this is closely restricted in its application, it Can be, usedl to
hide, at great. deal ot informal ion dealing Withi legal opinions find
pol ioy. It. is often. the erratic. policy papers or the cleverly Wordedlegal" option. that. is tile key document; in ttsuch eontt'overslts as0 the
tafx swa'idas the Dixon-Yates seatidit, thle stockpilng scandals, or
1he Billie, Sol E~stes seuinditls. Thle danger of thie lIroadest. secrey

flowingt from tis except ion should 1)e ap~parent; to anyone w~ho hals
exintineol the (let ails of these s'andals. 'I beo argitment that. aill aigency
blltess ('almtot. ho cai'it'tId oil "ill it. goldfish bowlI" may have some
merit, front t astn(lpnint. of eliiellcy. However, it, is a Ahort step to
then philosophy that secr'ev. prom)otes efflcienoy, find that Cherefore
secret governmlenlt, is solnet.Ittng that. should he prootetd. It is pro-
614ltat. philosophy that. we fire trying to end by supporting thle

Exception, ( is for tho pur)pose of protecting "personnI el files, medical
files, find sitilat'll matter', the disclosure of Which Would. Constituted a
elearmly ttnwari'ttnted invasion of jxwso6Ahl p~tivacy. WO 1 ave not
(~IarreOl Withi thle exception if Ranmiste4frd within. the spirit of the
report iss;ued by the Senate Judiciary Comititee last year" bult; we
are aware of how this so-called protection of 'personnel Ailes has been

FEMPRAL PUBLIC HECORDS LAW
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twiste(I in the past. Tile secrecy is for the purpose of 'prot ecting theindividual Govonlnent eiIployee from enihbArrassinent and from 'ut-warranted invasion of personal priVacy." Yet, the secrecy oci person-nel files las often been used to the detriment of the individtal Gov-
Ornitnlit employee who has been barred from seeing his own file, andhas been prevented from letting his own lawyer or doctor examinehis personnel files. It is well to-keep some of those more unforitinat1experiences in mind as classic examples of what should not be done
in ahninistering the exceptions.

There is no quarrel with the exemption for "investigatory files untilthey are used lin or affect an action or proceeding or a private party'seffective participation therein." This exception No. I has justifica-tion, particularly when there is a imitation in time of applicatioll.
However, I say again, this can be made too broad in its al)lication,and there were some questions by Mr. Kass earlier relative to thiswhole matter, how it would affect the material that was released atthe time that a man is indicted, or other matters of this type.
Exception 8 deals with the insuring of a secrecy on reports sub-mi tted by financial institutions to the Government agt encles respon,,-sible for regulating and supervising these financial institutions. Thiswould appear to be a reasonable exception to assure the banking in.stitutions that the information submitted on a confidential basis toa regulatory authority will not be distributed publicly to the detriment

of the firm submitting the material.
Of course, there are instances when the whole problem of reportsmust be made public-as in the current McClellan subcommittee in-vestigation of the events surrounding the closing of the San FranciscoNational Bank, and also of events dealing with the First NationalBank of Marlin, Marlin, Tex. However, this information should besecret until such unusual circumstances exist that require a full re-view of all acts by Federal bank examiners and all information sub-

mitted by bank officials.
We realize that it would be impossible to draw lefislation that wouldbe a certain safeguard against all of those tendency es toward excessivesecrecy that prevail. 'We hope that the warnings we have given onpossible misuse of this legislation will be helpful, and will alert the:senate and the House to make the strongest possible legislative history

in opposition to the Philosophy of broad withholding.
It is the opinion of Signia Delta Cld that this legislation should stateclearly that nothing in its language shall be authority for withholdingany information from the properly authorized committees of theI-louse and Senate. If this legislation spells out clearly the right ofCongress to obtain even the inforination in the eight excepted cate-gores, then there will'be assurance that the proper copittees of Con-gress will have a speifi statutory, authority to examine any informa-tion being withheld to determine if it is actually within the eight cate

Egories listed in this legislation.
Sigma Delta Chi is in agreement with what you are trying to dowith this legislation, and we are hopeful that it will achieve the goalsit is designed to achieve. -lowever, the value of this legislation willnot be known until we see how it is administered. It is the responsibil.ity of each of us to observe it carefully to make certain it does whatit is intended to do-to create a more orderly government with less

secrecy.
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Mlr. Moss. Thank you very much.Mr. Grittin
Mr. GupN. I am particularly interested in tihe suggestion aboutan itiendnmotit spelling out tihe right of Congress to have access even

to the information that has exemptions. It certainly is clear that this
bill would not, in any way, limit the right of congressional conlit-
tees to information,

As stated by the chairman, the executive has stated over and over
again, as this proceeds through the legislative process, I think we
ought to ive some consideration to possible amendment of the bill.

Mr. Moleoffld, there was a witness here the other day for the
Mediation and Conciliation Service, pleading for it special exemption
for them, saying that they operated in the capacit of somethingsimilar to it lawyer and client, and that in order for them to perform
their function they.had to keep information from the public. They
operate, of course, in trying to arbitrate as a conciliation service be-
tween labor and management in negotiations and so forth.

1 wonder if you have any quarrel with that situation?Mr. Mou,~Emiiov. Where they make decisions where any agency
makes decisions, those matters that affect that decision, unless they
involve national security or some of these trade practices and the like,
should be on the table. During the process, I don't get into any fuss
with any of the agencies on tihe process during the decision period.
This is like when the Defense Department is making a decision on a
contract. They can't have someone come in for any agency and
examine, even where national security is involved, come in at every
point where they are making a determination of the contract, look over
their shoulder to see every paper that comes across the desk. That
isn't what your legislation is intended to do. Your legislation is in-
tended to make all the pertinent information dealing with any Govern-
neat decision available at some subsequent stage, as I understand it.
Mi. GRiFFIN. Take the situation of (he steel negotiations coining up,

or the big automobile companies involved in negotiations, and in the
process the mediator tries his best to gain the confidence of both sides,
and the only way he can gain that confidence is to assure each side
that what he is told will be kept in confidence and any information
that they give him, may give him, about their profits and so forth, to
assure him that their el aim of what they are saying is justified. And
he may go back, and without divulging that informaton, try to con-
vince the other side that the other side is dealing in good faith, and
all types of things like this.

The parties Would hesitate to divulge this information if they
thought it wasgoing to be made public at any time by the mediator.

Mr. MoxLLNoUoP. Frankly, I don't really buy that all the way., I
thifik that they are assuming they are getting all kinds of secret in-
formation. I don't think that either t lie union or tie management
is giving to this mediator some of this supersecret material upon
which their future hinges, which must be kept secret. They are both
playing a game.

I am just not very sympathetic with it. He is there for a purpose,
and there is a period of time when he is negotiating where-I don't think
he should be forced to come in before a committee-of Congress. If lie
has a quasi-judicial capacity at that stage, when he is negotiating, he
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shouldn't be forced to come before this committee or any other com-
mittee and divulge anything that takes place. But 2 weeks afterward I
think he should come before this committee or any committee, because
it wouldn't be the first time there was fraud, or deception, or improper
act ivity in such operations.

They are not above the law any more than anyone else.
Mr. GupriN. Of course, if there were some reason to believe that

there were any fraud or something of that type, I don't think there
would be any question but that the committee of Congress ought to
e able to investigate that Agency of Government like any other

agency.
Mt the question of whether all of this should be made public is a

difficult one.
Mr. MoTiNotrw. They are supposed to be dealing with each other

in good faith.
Mr. GmniTN. Yes.
Mr. MOr.Nflor-r. They are supposed to be relying upon facts that

hey (lan support, and ttiey are not SUposed to be dealing in an
way that would really embarrass them if their hand really showed,
either.

If there is some kind of trickery that they want to cover up in this
matter, if our people who are engaged in these negotiations are in-
volved in some kind of trickery that they don't want to show, because
it would be embarrassing to' the Agency or one of the parties, I
wouldn't be a party to covering it up or arguing for it in any respect..

Mr. GitFIN. It is a game that they play; there is no question
about it. The org(nial demands made, and the position that the
management takes in the first instance, and what they will eventually
settle for and all these things, it is a game; there is no question about
it.

Mr. MOiLENxiOFiF. I don't think it should be hidden any more than
what is in the court record, in a court case. But in most cases, even
what the judge takes before him in chambers, would be available here
or would be available to reporters at a subsequent stage, except in rare
cases.

Take, for example, the Hoffa trial in Chattanooga, or something
like that, where you had the assassination plot an 4 all this type of
material. It would have been highly prejudicial had it come out.
ini public during the trial. They took it in chambers. When the trial
was over with, they laid it on the line. It was all there. It was highly
embarrassing to a lot of people.

I don't think that these people in the mediation service, concilia-
tion service-merit exemption from the law. I just don't bleed for
them at all. If they handle their job properly, with the idea thnt what
they do may become subject to public scrutiny, I think they will prob-
ably operate in a better fashion.

Mr. GRIpFIN. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Reid?
Mr. RrinD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Mollonhoff, I wotild like to compliment you again on your

statement. It is most interesting about 2 years ago, and I hope we
can start to make a little progress.
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I quite agree with one of your opening comments, with regard to
(lie highly repugnant and continuing Defense Department directive.
It would be my 1iope that this subcommittee would take a clear, forth-
right, unequivocal position again, and more firmly, directing and
requesting the Department of Defense to rescind that directive which
I thilk does atfect access to the news and indeed can be a censorship
of fews at the source.

With regard to the several points you raised, I would like to ask
you quickly three questions, it I may.

In exception No. 2, related solely to internal personnel rules and
practices of any agency, do you have any suggestions for different
language tlre ,
Mr. "MOmrNI r'or. Thu only thing tlat I would suggest there is

this: That there might be some language which wouITd say this is
solely for the protection of the Government employee. 'T'his isn't
for tie protection of the bureaucracy. I have never heard anyone
itiuke the argument-well, once in it while-I will take that back.
But I live never heard it argued in any spoken form that this was
for the protection of the bureaucracy so they wouldn't have to divulge
Mltt they were doing with their employees.

..-0 Nas always been put forward .on the other side. The Truman
direct ive relative to personnel files in 1948 wias all with tie premise
tlit you were protecting the individual Government. employee. Cer-
tauly, when it. is taken in turn clear around the other way, it is wrong.
I tllnk something could be put in this provision to make it. clear that
it is for that. lurpose.

Mr. Rpm. I take it tie point, you are making, which is a good one,
would apply with equal force to exemption 64?

Mr. .LraNu0FF. Yes. In the medical file s. In fact, one might
even write ini a speciflc provision that these files should be tiade avail-
able to the inldividlual employee and his p)roperly designated lawyer
and doctor, because these are l)eople who have a right to examine
these files.

Mr. RpD. The other question you raised, I think, of particular per-
tinency, was No. 5. Thle question, of course, is "solely with matters of
law or policy," that they could be a bushel basket to cover quite a fewsigns.

Do you have a suggestion as to how that could be redrafted
Mr. MOLxmtNOFF. Probably more limited. Of course, this will

run into a real fuss within the agency, because they want it as broad
as possible. They will kick up a real fuss over this.
i I would limit that., really, to those matters where the Government
ia party to a suit from the outside.

Mr. R EM. Also, it seems to me, if it is a matter affecting national
defense or something, that is one thiig. If it is just bureaucratic
bunglin , that shouldn't be shielded.

Mr. MOrArn iOFF. Yes. Even if you would get only a couple of little
changes in here, the one thing that really will be the savino thing in
this-whohp matter will be spelling out the right of Congress. Tile
Congress has that right as I view it. now. I am sure it, has that right
as th eli chaIinn of this committee and most members of this committee
view it.
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However, when one gets into the executive branch one fi ds different
views. The gentleman who was a short time earlier sitting In the chair
that I am sitting in whs at member of the executive branch and
he then 'hd a dilstlinctly different viewpoint on many matters when lie
was in the executive branch than he had in the period prior to that, and
I assume that he has now.

And the only time he was wrong was when he was in the executive
branch. (Laughter.]

There is a tendency on the part of the executive branch, and the
lawyers for the executive branch, to look at themselves as advocates
for the executive branch, and to stretch the law as far is possible.
That gentleman, as a lawyer, did that. He was for the executive
branch at that stage.

We have to guard against tlat. From the standpoint of the com-
mittees, I think that here, regardless of which side of the aisle one is
on, at any specific time, that there has to be more of a view to guarding
the rights of Congress. Because if you have a right to access, then
we of the press can have it right to access. Even though thlre-fourths
of you may get bound up with the politicall party in power at, some
stage, there is always the chance that a few of you will be in there
pitching to get the material free for us.

Mr. Moss. Will the gentleman yieldI
Mr. REID. Yes.
Mr. Moss. I think that the comment you just made illustrates the

fact that this is not a partisan question. It never has been; it isn't
today. It is a political question, God knows, but not partisan.

Oil the matter of the access of the rights of the Congrem, don't you
think we would limit, if we had to point to a statute as the basis for the
congressional right? Haven't we clearly, at least as clear as you can,
haven't we a constitutional right to any information we require in the
discharging of our duties as legislators f

Mr. MounmttJ o. I agree with you completely on that, Mr. Chair-
man. And one might handle this through the legislature and rutn into
someone saying you have limited yourself because you, only said you
had this.

However, you might, in the legislative history, make this absolutely
clear.

Mr. Moss. I would make it very clear.
Mr. Mortmct,?uo. This is one of the things you can't repeat too often

in the light of much that we hear from the other end of Pennsylvania
Avenue in recent years. You must. keep in mind that some of the
times, when you have been able to get information from the other end
of the avenue, on crucial matters, where there were big political fusses
involved, it has been only because there was a specific right and you d0
have specific rights spelled out for the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy, the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue, the House Ways
and Means Committee, and the Senate Finance Committee, they have
the right to access to tax returns spelled out specifically for those com-
mitteis, even though those are generally denied to Congress..

In the cae of the AEC, in the Dixon-Yates case, establishing the.
faets, there were two-or three committee. that had an interest in some
aspect of tlt particular transaction.
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The other committees were unable to get access to the information.
The only committee that was able to get the access was the Joint Coi-
mittee on Atomic Energy..

One can't overlook th, fact that specific statutory authority can he
might helpful. If you have it spelled out, an in tile. executive
branch. I know some of the lawyers never look at the legislative his-
tory. fhey look around and find one little phrase tMt ,Indicates that
they nightbe able "in the public interest" to hilde pOibikbiness tian
they figure that, their own political interests are the public. interest and
proceed from there.

I think there would be a great deal gained by putting something in
your reports, making it absolutely cLear that you believe that the
Congress has a right to everything.

M i. Moss. I wouldn't want to base a congressional right on statute.
I think it is inherent. We can continue, in the gray areas, to try
our strength with the executive.

Mr. MWivximir. The Court has been actually pretty clear on
this subject over a long period of time. Somehow t lie word doesn't
get around in the executive branch. leGrain versus Dougherty,
coming out of the Teapot Dome scandals are absolutely clear. It
had been a little hazy. And a number of cases in recent years, have
supported the right of Congress to full access, even where the basic
decision of the Court raised some question about the jurisdiction of the
House Un-American Activities Committee. The 0ourt raised some
q questions but this was not where it involved inquiries into Government.
lhis is where it involved inquiries into people outside of Government,
and it raised questions there as to whether the committee was operating
within its jurisdiction, whether it had been made absolutely clear to the.
witnehs that that witness was answering the question that was pertinent
to the inquiry.

Within the same decisions they said "But, of course, if these ques-
tions were being asked of a governmental official on governmental
operations, they should be answered."

I say I still think the Court stands above the Justice Department le-
gal opinions, whether written in the Truman administration or the
Eisenhower administration, Kennedy administration or Johnson ad-
ministration.

Mr. Rwm. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Moss. Mr. Reid.
Mr, RPED. I have one final question. The language in the bill, the

top of page 2, makes pretty clear the proposition that every, agency
shall, in accordance with public rules, et cetera, "make all its records
promptly available to any person."

And subsequently, paragraph (c) : "This section does not authorize
withholding information from the public."

Do you tiink it would be helpful in the general language of the bill
to put in-and this is an idea, not the language-something dealing
with the public's affirmative right to know, and try to make clear the
idea that politkes and bureaucracy should not be confused with
security I

Mr. MorxxitioFp, T think thnt, is the only problem. Snme of that
language in the bill Is excellent, You . hou1(, if anythih. merely
reiteate and make stronger the lnnauage in the report that. goes along
with it as part of the legislative history.
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I make reference to this area, a specific thing with regard to the
personnel flie, If one can button that down solely for the protection
of the governmental employee, even these recordi made available to
the employee himself, hisproperly authorized lawyer or doctor.

What I am getting at is this-and I have seen a little of this in theexecutive branch as well as the legislative: The facts of the matter
(onerally are that the public is ahead of government, and properly so.
ahe enaency of government is to withhold, often, raflier than to makeavailable.

It seems to me that the burden should be on making it available, andthaIt there ought to be some idea. in here, perhaps in the language ofthe bill, that you can't, just withhold it under the general heading of
security when what you are really talking a-bout are political or per-sonal or embarrassing situations not really matters of security.

I think-and I haven't looked at the legislation saying where this
should be, but it certainly wouldn't hurt to have. in there that the
1)rden of proof shall be u1pon the government when it withholds. Thechamber of commerce sid today and I was delighted to see the chain-
ber of commerce--I think this is the first time that they have been
involved here as witnesses on this type of legislation and there has been
some relactance sometimes in the past relative to those business prac-
tice areas.

Mr. R EI. Thank you.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
M1r. Moss. Mr. Rumsfeld?
Mf r. RUMSFErD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I certainly want, to thank both of these prominent and very experi-

enced members of the press. I was particularly pleased, Mr. Frand-
sen and Mtr. Mollenholf, that the comments you have made have been
to the point and included somo specflc instances of withholdingwhich I think is very valuable to have in the record, and also your
sucwgestions as to imp)roven.nts in the bill.

I quite agree, that'the public's business should be conducted in public
if oiir system is going to function. I am also disturbed about thisparticular provision on national defense and national security. This
being the era of the concensus, it would seem that that which might
disrupt the the consenSs conceivably could in some people's mindsendanger the solidarity of the V.S. position and, to that extent,,coll-
ceivably jeopardize our national security.

In previous testimony it was mentioned that some testimony before
a. congressional committee by, I believe, General LeMay, was classified.The conclusion was that the only conceivable reason for such classfica-
tion was not that it was secret or classified or it would endanger na-tional interest, but that it was in conflict with the administration's
position.

I think that. lacking some provision to the effect that the burden ofproof would be on the administration, the bill as it stands really
wo, dn% solve the problem.

Mr. MOUXrJNKoF., I think it is going to be very confidential withregard to the nati6hl security area to limit it much more than you
havel fin, bill. That is about all you can do with that. From there
on out, it is a matter of responsibility of Congress to supervise in those
areas whore security is stretched. This committee has dons consider-
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a)10 w(Irc in this field in tle past, and some other committees have
gotten into it. I don't think any of us have done enough in this area.
Bt-t there have been some committees even in the Defense Establish-
ment that have been set tip during the Eisenhower administration, I
thing it. was the Coolidge Committee. This was set Up within the
defensese agency itself and it was in 1956 or 1957. They inade a report
relative to the overclassification and the tremendous cost. that there was
in overchassiflcation because of the difference in storage costs when you
overclassify a document, and the type of safes and -ocks you have to
provide and the types of guards and everything. They reported this
overcla.sifled paper was piling up not because of real security but
simply because someone wanted to hide sometin'r that might be a
little embarrasing, or it was found more convenient to just put a
security stanp on it than not put a stamp on it.

This Coolidge Committee, which was within the executive branch,
was highly critical of what had taken place in this area. This com-
mittee also wrote some reports that touched on this.

Mr. Gim x. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. RUNfSELn. Certainly.
Mr. Gn rrn. In view of the couple of questions and responses, there

may be a question as to where and how we place the burden on the
Government to sustain its action in denying information.

The record ought to indicate clearly, I think, that in the bill itself,
lines 11 and 12 of page 2, that once the question is brought into court
that the agency does clearly have the burden to sustain its denial of
information-

Mr. MOLLFJNxOFP. That is one of the most important things in the
bill, I think, from the standpoint of the mechanism -we would have
here for the first time to get into court on these things. There have
been a number of instances where newspapers have fried to get into
court. and were merely knocked out because there wasn't the mechanism
available.

Mr. Moss. I would like to say that on this matter of the classified
nature of testimony of a general officer appearing before a congres-
sional committee I think that the executive department may advise
the committee of its desires inclassification. But I think the committee
has the right, and the responsibility to persist, on its own.

In this subcommittee in 1956, we explored rather carefully the ques-
tions of whether the executive could require the Congress to have its
staff cleared by the executive for access to information. It was my
position they could not.

These things the executive may advise the Congress on, but the Con-
gress is also an independent and coequal branch of Government.

We may or may not recognize a clearance by an executive depart-
ment. But once we give them the authority to clear, and to determine
our classification, -we have given them the authority to control our
staffs, and I don't think we can ever afford to do that.

Mr. RubsirED. As a practical matter, from my limited experience
it would seem that there h been general acceptance when the agency
comes down and says this is classified; there is no question ; thereis no
pursuing of it as to whether or not it should be classified. I think
we have developed n, bal pntt ih.

Mr. Moss. I think it is a major error on the part of Congress.
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Mr. RUmSpELD. I think you have made a good point.
Mr. Moss. We wrote into the statute, the basic statute originating

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, a clear policy for
free information to the American public. As you recall, just a few
weeks ago we filed a report reflecting the investigative hearings of this
committee last year criticizing the Space Administration for its failure
to carry out the responsibilities placed on it by law and, in fact, dele-
gating them to the Defense Department.

Mr. RuTmS1ELD. I think this is a good argument for better staffing bycongressional committees. If we stopped the witnesses every fime
something was classified in our committee, and pursued it as to
whether or not it properly should have been classified, we wouldn't
get much work done.

Mr. MOLLENHOFF. Mr. Chairman, let me say that there two classic
eases: The firing of MacArthur and the TFX investigation from the
standpoint of procedure to get around this. Those cases demonstrated
a really effective check. ii the firing of MacArthur, you had two
committees on the Senate side that met together to take u the inves-
tigation. All of the testimony was taken in executive semion because
there was a reat deal of classified material.

Then you fad this testimony cleared by the Pentagon the saine day,
hut you 'had both Democrats and Republicans there to make sture that
it wasn't warped one way or the other in the clearance.

The same thing was true in the TFX investigation. McClellan's
committee held hearings behind closed doors on a new weapons system,
and yet that same day that transcript was cleared and it came back so
that we had access to a cleaned-up transcript at the end of the day.
There was the check there of Democrats and Republicans who could
raise their complaints if they thought something was improperly de-
leted from the transcript.

I say this is probably the ultimate in fairness.
Mr. Moss. My point is that it is the congressional responsibility.

They can take tile advice of the Executive, but they are not bound by it.
Mr. RUMSFELD. I have a question that relates to the subject that has

not been brought, up at all in this series of hearings we have been
holding.

One hears from time to time about circumstances where members of
the press-and I suppose other people, lobbyists, Members of Congress,
and others--receive information from employees of the executive
branch of the Federal Government tinder circumstances where the
individual receiving the information is well aware that he is not to
have that information, ond it comes as a favor to the individual
whether for friendship (some quid pro qua) or simply because the
employee has an axe to grind. I don't know how widespread this is.
I would be curious to know if you could give us some feel for it.

Mr. FRANDSEr. Mr. Chairman, I certainly don't have any knowl-
edge of any cases in which information was obtained for money or
gifts.Mr. RUxSFELD. For friendship?

Mr. FRANDSEN. Maybe other people do, but I don't know of any.
But, obviously, when there are areas of contention going on within

an agency, and information is perhaps not available now-to the
extent that it would be if this legislation is pas ed--certainly people
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who are arguing for one policy as against another and think their side
is not getting any public attention because the boss is on the other
side, and the information that has leaked out is all on one side-of
course, very frequently, those people are going to provide some infor-
mation to the reporter that they perhaps know, and I think it would
be1 dreadful if any effort were miado to overcome that by this bill. I
hope that nothing in this bil would ever be construed as meaning that
only the records will be available after they are approved.

Mr. Rusprw. My point was that when someone sets a speed limit
too low, it is frequently broken, or as in prohibition, it simply turns out
to be unenforcible; it is very frequently violated.

I was wondering if by providing a bill such as this there would be
less of the type of thing going on.

Mr. FANSEN. I wouldn't think so.
Mr. MOLLENHOFF. I don't think it would make any difference. I

might say, this is thoroughly proper in my view. I have a constant
flow of information coming to me from people in the executive branch
of the Government who call me and say they have information, and
it will be their job if they oppose the position of the people on top.
They don't give it to me to use for a story immediately. I don't take
it and write it just because they tell me this. But I use it as a tip,
and sometimes I use it. myself: sometimes I investigate up to a com-
mittee of Congress. I am doing this almost every day, and I am going
to keep on.

At any time where they get. to the point where they put the lid on-
so these people are afraid to talk, I am going to be concerned, And
that is tho very thing that, I itn concerned about in this directive of
Sylvester's o'er at, the Pentagon. This is a directive that is intended
to make sure that they know every person who talks to a reporter. And
I have heard a lot of reporters over there who complained a great deal
about this to start with, who haven't complained tqo much recently.
They say: "Well, it is there, but they are not enforcing it very much; or
a lot of people are talking to me anyway and they just don't report to
Sylvester."

This is fine. But the rule is merely being violated. This doesn't
mean thlt Sylvester can't impose that rule, because that rule still
stands as an order by an Assistant Secretary of Defense that can be
used as grounds for disci plinhg any person in that Department who
is caught not reporting that he talked to a reporter.

I say I want to get around that type of thing and I am going to do
it every day of the week.

Mr. RumSYELn. Certainly the passage of a bill along the lines wo
are considering here today would put the employee in a position, and
the agency in a position, and you in a position-

Mr. MOLLENUOFF. Have you read the Otepka case? You ought to
read it.

Mr. RUM3SFELD. I know about it.
Mr. MOLLENHOFF. Here is an effort by an executive agency to bar

the Congress from testimony that. was pertinent. This man delivered
three documents to a Senate committee that were highly pertinent, and
he is being fired for it, and this is, again, one of those cases of stretch-
ing an order.
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Th1~ thrt, cldoc~nit, thati he delivered only proved tlfli't his l"1io
gave unt ruthftil testilnoily. Ire eonlitlttoel ile crime of not going to
his superiorl r adi sn-N' : "See, boss, T wait to take these tllre doetileits
up1) tlat willpPove thalt you were onhl i nd(r Oath."

The eommittee on thfiat. satid-T might. say, is uniaiinmos thnt. thisman had the responsbillty and the rIht whelli, own integrity was
in question, to pro(luee the reods, Flit. proved he was teloling Ilhe
trilti-19 pro(lwe the records that prove tha1 his ,,iln ior wa.1 not
telling the trith.

However, our State DeI)1r11nt. takes an ol rely (liflereit post ionll
Oi this, anid is pressing forward to try to fire tlis mana1 QWVm todItv.
At. the same time, the State l)epalrtil s-ill iis in, its eifloy one of
the men who lied tinder oath.

Mr. GrI,'i'ix. They haven't promoted him yet, have t'hey?
r Moi r,.'u opl,,. No, hut thlt, will eomie. [Laulghter

Mr. Rmumsimrmn. I want, to thank both of you, and also to congratulate
you on the excellent job you continue Io do in your field.

Mr. (hm'prn. I thiik thtat. we probably have to reeogntize, though,
that in the flrst. couple of lines, on page 29 you say "yEv erv agency shall,
in accordance witi its pmbisledl rule,, st-ntilmr the tile, phlce, and
procedure to be followed, make its record available." "

That, insofar as the agency setting tip l)rocedtres, I suppose (een
along thie lines that Sylvester has set. up, this bill as it now is written
isn't going to affect that.

Mr. Mo,,r:Nor,. I think that's correct. I would think that. in
your explanation of that you should make it, clear that-I think your
Intent on this is that they shall sqy records will be available fromt 9 to

SIn l'ooIml AM-4, and tha1. yoll dotl' talke h111m out, or ift y tI Wllit a
extra. copy, you have to pay 25 cents for it.

I am issuing that is what you have in mind relative to the making
o fthe records available, as would be the normal procedure over atSEC, any of the regulatory agencies where you just go there and exam-
ine the fle or copy the files.

I would thifik that in your legislative history, again, this is notintended to limit, access except to make it reasonable access within.
working hours and that-

Mr. u -4Ms1-mm. If the gentleman will yield, that is an exeellenit;
point. I have come across situations where speciiciaIions oil proellre-
ment. matteos- have eeui made available, biul they are quite loigt Iy a It dthey Ive not been permitted to photocopy them, they have had to Semi
someone in physically to copy these lengthy documents which of
course is tantamount to denying them access to them for all practical

Mr. Moss. Tfthink that by the time this legislation is complete, that
tile history of tlie intent will be very clear. I think the whole tenor
of the hearings here, any report, any debate, will make it. very clear
that the.objective here is a intuch freer flow of information, and we
ae talking here of proce(ltires to make l,,.oiptly available ,e,(.ords
wlllch the Goverlimlent his.
The problem, as I observed the other tlay to the counsel for the

Department of the Treasury, is that at the tiMe of a legislative hearing
the agencies are inclined to very narrowly interl)ret these exceptions,
very nartowly. When they start to admninster them, they interpret.
them very broadly.
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If we (ol have a ior't consistent, Illto.rn of interpretat ion, it
would male it, inuch easier for us to do the job of dnfting legislation
tiht would ant.ioipate problems.

I think that there is no question of the extreme difficulty in drafting
lan1iltze covering exceptions in the field of records.

1F or inst ance, ideally I would like to see tile internal working papers
made atvailable following any oflicial act ion, based upon those records.
Once the action is taken, we should be able to examine the material
Ihat, went into the decision,

1 see no reasoii why tit wouldn't. 1)e good policy. I don't think it
possible at. this time to go that far in draf fttiog langua gHre

I hoped that. the appearance of the Department o lThist ice here the
other dlay would have been in Ihe veii ot discussing these exceptions
and (1 constructively recomlmendinl r changes to tile coti;rittee. Regret-
ably, that was not the type of test inony we received.

1 am hop eful that we .can go back now and perhaps get. some
thikig, that there 'is a little change in their views after they ap.
feared before the committee, or while they were here before the
CoOmnl it tee.

Mr. Kass, (1o you have any quest ions?
Mr. Kiss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Yes, I do. Mr. Mollenhoff,

news to a flews apernan, to liet press ion general, is a veI timely mat-
ter. Ho would d he court. Oees.s provision allowing the -elorter who
had beei denlied iifolilnt-ioil to go in the eourt and file a suit really
help him in getting the news for the l)o e that. he needs it.?

Mr. Mo'i:NI orPt. From the standpoint of the specific story, prob-
itbly not, because in the first place you would give away Your story
the minute e you Started filing suit.

From t he standpoint of it lever, if it is there and if someone brings
V suit, we all have an interest. Sometimes I think that we are too

m11uch to ro alone on these things. If one does bring a suit and is
successfui it helps the whole profession in this respect and makes the
agency a little less inclined to withhold.

'The san thing is true when something is withheld and we come up
here to the Congress and manage through a committee of Congress to
pull out; the same material, even reluctantly, most, reluctantly some-
times, that, it. makes the executive officials less likely to withhold at a
subsequent stage.

Mr. FiANImnx. May I comenton that?
Mr. K.%SS. Yes.
Mr. FNows . News, of course, by definition is timely. News is

also not news until it is reported. Some of the best stories are about
th wings I hat happened it year ago that you are just able to pin down
10w.

Afr. KASS. I was about to ask, in light of Mr. Mollenhoff's statement,
whether you believe that a lot, of needless litigation,.as Mr. Runisfeld
asked earlier, would result if the court access provision were retained
in the bill i f enacted?

Mr. Motiluomi'. I don't think needless litigation-
Mr. KASs. ExceSsive litigation ?
Mr. Moai,mmitorp. Litigation is expensive, I don't think news-

papers are going to engage in any more litigation than they have to
for access. And I don't tI ink that you are going to have a lot of citi-
zens around filing law suits.

FHDER,'AL PUBLIC RtECOR{DS LAW
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You may have suits that are not justified. You have suits filed in
the Federal courts, State courts, every day that are not justified. But
I wouldn't look for this litigation to bring any great harassment of
the Great Society.

Mr. KAss. You mentioned-
Mr. MOLLENJIOF. Or other society.
Mr. KAss. You mentioned earlier the problem that is raging now

between the free press and the fair trial idea.
Mr. MOLLEnIOFr. Yes.
Mr. KAss. Do you think that the bill adequately protects, on the

one hand, the investigatory files that properly should be withheld
pending the time the case is brought to trial and, on the other hand,
the right, of a newspaper, or the right of the public to get information
that they need? .

Mr. MOLLPEiIOFF. There are certain types of investigatory files, the
raw investigatory files, that really should not be made public, I see
that when it serves the purpose of the administration, that some of
those files are accumulated and distributed to some columnist and
others.

Don Reynolds, is an example, which is the most recent memory.
Here is a principle that was absolutely wrong. But because it serves
somebody s purpose politically, this material from the Reynolds tiles
was distributed from the Defense Department and the State Depart-
ment investigatory files. It was not even substantiated information
but merely rumor. That shouldn't be distributed by Government
under any circumstances and information but should have access to it.

There are certain types of carefully evaluated reports that should
be prepared and submi-tted within the department. They should not
contain those things that are pure rumor and hearsay.

If they tend to be sloppy about that and get their rumor mixed up
with the fact, that is the fault of the investigative agency.

This will be a matter of careful administration of report prepara-
tion. It is going to be a matter that will require close supervision
by the proper committee of Congress to see how the agencies are ad-
ministeiing this over a period of time.

Mr. KASS. Mr. Mollenhoff, you referred to a lady who came to you
after she had been discharged, she and her attorney and the doctor
couldn't get the record. What type of records do you feel should
not be made available? What type of personnel records should not
be made available to individuals, to the press, or to anybody else ?

Mr. M OLLENiIOFF. For example, I don t believe the loyalty-security
thing should be made available to the press. I don't hold the Con-
gress out of that, though, I think the Congress has been lax il letting
the executive branch. got by with holding that material away from it.

Mr. KAss. Excluding for the time being the right of Congress to got
the information. I am talking about the executive-

Mr. MOLLENIIOFF. The press shouldn't have the right to get loyalty
files or the medical files of the individual. I don't think we should
necessarily have the rating files of the individual, unless there is a
specific reason.

We should have their salaries and their positions. That is about
all we are really entitled to on the individual, unless there is a real
reason for yanking someone back, demoting him a couple of grades, or
the like. Ithink we should be given at least a summary of that reason.
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Mr. KASS. Would a definition of personnel rules include, in your
estimation, instructions to FBI agents, or instructions to Secret Serv-
ice agents, as exempt from disclosureV

Mr. M(du.?jtov. I think those should be exempt.
Mr. KAss. They should be exempt V
Mr. MOLLENHOFF. Ye.. I dont think that that particular area is

something that we should want to get into. The only time that that
should be gone into is extraordinary circumstances where a proper
committee of Congress would feel there is something wrong with the
way it is being handled.

Mr. KAss. 3nt as to the relationship between the executive and the
public, they should not be given even that information?

Mr. Mo ,niuorF. No.
Mr. KASS. Exemption No. 6 states: "Personnel and medical files and

similar matters, the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly un-
warranted invasion of personal privacy." It, was objected to by the
Counsel for the Treasury Department. le objected to the word"clearly."

Do you feel, as a lawyer, that the word "clearly" is a problem?
Mr. Motaya;uoFI.. It is a problem for them, because they want it

fuzzily, so they can put on any kind of interpretation they want to.
This is like saying the burden of proof is on them. That means some-
thing in the law, and they don't want the burden of proof. They want
a nice, fuzzy word that they can interpret as they see fit.

I think "clearly" should stay in there, and I don't care what the
Treasury Counsel says. I understand his problem. But it is not, a
problem that involves the public interest.

Mr. KASS. In reference to exemption No. 5, on inter-agency and
intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of
law or policy, many agencies have objected that they cannot clearly, if
you will, separate on the one hand, those memorandums dealing solely
with fact, and on the other hand those memorandums dealing solely
with matters of law or policy outside the public reach.

How would you interpret that I
Mr. MOLuxNUOFI. I think there is some question in my mind about

putting questions of law and policy.
The idea here is that these agencies, dealing with the public, set

their policy out so that the public knows what they can depend upon,
and t hwt whatever decisions they make are decisions that are made
upon what is clearly published in the Federal Register, clearly avail-
able to the person wio has any business with the Government.

There may be unusual circumstances which I can't think of offhand,
where you don't put out the legal opinion.

I think that the business ofcovering legal fines gives them much too
broad a sphere. When you go back to the tax scandal cases, you find
legal opinions within the agencies were the whole root of the evil.
They were ruling one way in one legal opinion and another way in
another legal opinion, within a period-of a few weeks or a few months.

Of course, I am getting into an area here where I think we are cov-
ered by tax laws. We are denied access to tax return information
under section 55, and the legal opinion dealing with specific cases.
That comes under another exception as specifically set out in law.
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Mr. Ktss. Mlr. Mollenhoff, one further question. In your statement,
you said-

There Is no quarrel with the exemption for Investigatory files tiil they are
used in or affect an actloh or prqeeeding or a privte party's effective partiel-
pation thereli. This exception No. 7 has Justification, particularly when tber-e
is a limitation In time of application.

Mr. MobIxr nor,. If the files all become available at a subsequent
stage, it lesser the probleni of misuse of secrecy. This would apply
when it was' an investigation where tie Government. had to bring
things up to a certain point, and try the case without laying their
whole hand on the tible before trial.

Often as soon as that case is over with they can make this public.
This is frequently the situation that you as congressional investiga-
tors run into. t on have it case that you want to put on up here.
They say we have that case in process of adjudication at the present
time anA we can't lay it on the i ne.

You abide by that. I would, and I think most people would, during
that period of time.

But after they got that case settled, then there is no real reason for
secrecy unless there continues to be an overriding reason that falls
within one or the other exceptions.

Mr. KA~SA- In this matter there are certain Federal rules which
allow for discovery and disclosure to the parties in question, for ex-
ample, the attorney and his client. Should that information, once
available to the attorney and his client, be given also to the general
public? Or would there be a further time of application pending,
maybe the completion of the lawsuit?

Mr. MorJ E NnoIF. I would rather not get into that. I haven't
thought that through from the standpoint of the mechanics of how
that would operate. I would prefer not to get into that.

Mr. KAss. Thank you, gentlemen. No further questions, Mr.Cha; ira
Mr. Moss. Are there further questions?
If not, I want to thank both of you gentlemen for your appearance

here this afternoon.
Mr. MOLrLENtiOrF. Thank you very much.
Mr. Moss. The subcommittee will now stand adjourned until 2

p.m. on Monday.
(Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to re-

coilVene oni Monday, April 5, 1965, at. 2 p.m.)
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(Part 1)

MONDAY, APRIL 5, 1965

HOuSE Or REPRESENTATIVES,
FonSmrN OPERATIONS AND

GOVERNMENT INI,OI0fATION StBCOMIM rE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

JVals/tngton, D.C.S
Tie subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at. 2:10 p.m., in room

'2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Representative John Moss
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Re resentatives John E. Moss. John S. Monagan, and
Donald Rumseid.

Also present.: Samuel J. Archibald, chief, Government Information;
)avid Glick, chief counsel; Benny L. Kass, counsel; Jack Matteson,

chief investigator, and J. P. Carlson, minority counsel.
Mr. Moss. The meeting will be in order. i'm very plen,!ed to wel-

come as our first witness this afternoon my colleague, Congressman
John Wydler.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN W. WYDLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. WY-iDrx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The statement I have
to make today is going to be very short and brief, but I couldn't let
this opportunity go by without making a statement to the committee,
and it is in the form of a protest, I suppose, but 1 think it has a bear-
ing on what your subcommittee is doing.

First of all, I want to say that I commend your committee on the
efforts it Is making in these fields. I think that, generally speaking,
there is too much secrecy in Government, matters. This is particularly
true in the executive branch. Where the ned for secrecy. whereas it
is--secrecy is used for a cover, I believe, in many cases for matters
which would be embarrassing and don't necessarily have to be secret
in nature.

I think we in Congress may be guilty of it at times ourselves as
well, and I have suggested that this is particularly true in regard to
the files of those matters concerning ourselves which are the ones,
naturally, that are kept by the House Administration Committee,
and so north, that I think that these files should be, of all files, made
public so that no question of impropriety could ever be raised con-
cerning them, but my real purpose for appenrlng here today is to
bring to the attention of this committee, wbilnh is seeking, as I under-
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stand it, to get more information to the public in general. The treat.-
ment that I-received-as a Member of Congress, I was afforded last
year on the committee on which I served and on which I was denied
a nonsecurity, nonsensitive matter, vital for proper consideration of
an authorization r~uest which our committee was studying. I found
this most remarkable, because I found in general the (*overnent
agencies that I have dealt with will make avaihble to me and have
made available to me the files that they have concerning Government
matters. This is true in both the General Services Administration
and the usual authority, but in repard to the Spice Administration,
last year our committee was considering the question of the location
of an electronic research center, and this question had created a great
deal of heat, some political undertones and overtones, and in the
course of the hearings a great many questions were raised, and 1
asked the agency t produce for me and make available to me their
files concerning this question, and it was refused and actually the
procedure that was followed was the committee chairman asked the
agency head whether he wished to make these files available to me,
giving him the choice of whether he wanted to do that or not.

The result of the whole thing was that the files-the access of these
files were refused to me. I was never allowed to have the information,
although a budget line item was contained in the budget concerning
this very matter which I was supposed to pass on in my capacity as a
Congressman.

Now, it appears to me that. if the committee is to obtain any public
type of dissemination, the first place where we should be able to get
information is from our position as Congressmen, because we, in
effect, hi many cases, are tle llnk between the public in general, and
the executive branch of the Government. We are the people
being told to get results for our constituents from this bureaucracy
that they must face, and if we are going to be denied the access
to this type of information, I don't see how the public is ever going to
get the information, and I think this is a step in the wrong direction,
And I have to say quite sadly, although I asked the Speaker of the
House to intercede on this matter in my behalf because I felt my

rerogatives as a Congressman were certainly being trampled on.
I could not get. him to even answer my request In one way or another,
which disappointed me greatly, but I would like to say Mr. Chairman,
that we should attempt -to do something about tins type of with-
holding of information that belongs to Congress and malce sure that
that part. of our public information department is in order before
we worry about the public in general.

It appears to me that that is our first order of priority. This
is, in my opinion, completely improper denial of information, and I
wanted to make it known to this committee. Whatever action they
can take on it to -see that such action doesn't happen in the future-

Mr. Moss. Well, I certainly appreciate your concern when con-
fronted with a refusal of information you feel essential in Your dis-
charge of responsibilities as a Member of Congress. That it should
be the Space Administration is very disturbing, in view of the fact
that this committee was responsible for having section 303 included
as part, of the Public Law 85-568, which is the act creating the space
agency. It was one of the first clear provisions, in an organic act,
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making it very clear that the agency was to affirmatively undertake a
policy of the widest spread of information. It provided also a dis-
claimer that nothing in this act shall authorize the withholding of
information by the Administrator from the duly authorized com-
nittees of the Congress. I don't recall definitely, but did this com-
mittee receive a complaint at that time?

Mr. WyDtmt. Mr. Chairman, I can't really say that I can assure you
that I did, but I have only a recollection that I did write some corre-
spondence to somebody on the committee in that connection, but I do
iiot remember exactly.

Mr. Moss. We will check. I have no recollection of having re-
ceived a complaint on this matter. Your committee, did it act to
require the production of the information?

Mr. WYDILER. Well, actually, what happened in this connection was
this: I made the request of the agency and they wrote me, in effect, and
said they would not grant me this right as all individual Congressman,
but, of course, they would be willing to meet a request of the commit-
tee. I thereupon made the request-I objected to that procedure, No. 1
but I thereupon made that request at a subcommittee meeting and
was told that only the full committee could pass on it and we there-
upon took it up at i full committee meeting, and the chairman of the
full committee refused to make the request on my behalf, but, of course,
this was held under the most unusual circumstances. We had the head
of the agency testifying before us at the time the chairman of the
committee came into the subcommittee meeting and took a chair and
they more or less agreed that I would not be able to see the files on
that.

I personally never did see the relevance to the facts that I as a
member of the committee wanted to see the files that I had to have a
full committee to request to see them. There was never a vote taken
on the matter. The chairman just indicated that he wouldn't request
it and that seemed to end the matte' there.

Mr. Moss. Subsection B provided that nothing in the act shall per-
mit the withholding of information by the Administrator from the
duly authorized committees of the Congress, and then, on page 23 of
House Report No. 1770 of May 24, 1958, is this language:

This section provides that all information concerning the new agency's activi-
ties shall be made available to the public, except information required or authorp
ized by Federal statute to be withheld (such as trade secrets) and Informs
tion classified to protect the national security. Nothing in the act. however,
would prohibit the Administrator from furnishing information to the Senate and
House and the various committees of Congress. It was the desire of the select
committee to include in the bill a positive affirmation of Congress intent that
the people be enabled to know what is going on In their Government, subject, of
course, to national security restrictions.

And the discussions at that. time spell out rather clearly the in-
tent of the Congress that there be a maximum of availability of in-
formation to Congress.

Now, in the hearings 2 years ago, this committee was critical of
NASA for its failure to accept responsibility for determining the scope
of information which would be available to the public. It seemed to
delegate that decision, at least, to the Department of Defense. In a
report which was filed in the last month, we reiterated our criticism of
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the agency for its failure to accept the responsibility for a positive in-
formation policy.

Mr. WYmrLr. I can only assure the chairman that there was no
question of natural security involved in this matter whatsoever, and,
qute frankly, I am pleased to hear what the chairman has to say.
Do I understand by that the agency should make matters in its files
of a nonsecurity nature available to Members of CongressI Because
this question is actually recurring to some extent this year. .I find
that when I make requests for certain documents, such as engineer's
reports, the chaiman of the subcommittee asks the agency whether
they want to make them available to me or not, and I find it, a re-
markable way to try to get to the information of what the agency
is really doing when they decide whether they will show you their
records or not.

Mr. Moss. Well, section 303 of the act is rather clear:
Information obtained or developed by the Administrator in the performnwe

of his function under this act shall be made available for public inspection except
(A) Information authorized or required by Federal statute to be withheld, and
(B) Information classified to protect the national security.

Those are the two categories of exemptions granted under section
303 of Public Law 85-568, which is the act creating the space agency.

Mr. RUmSFELD. Mr. Chairman, could I make a comment hee
Mr. Moss. Certainly.
Mr. Rv.-tsFEr,. I happened to serve on the full commit tee and the

subcommittee that Mr. Wydler is referring to, and I know him to be
a diligent and hardworking member of that committee, and I recall
this situAtion, and it certainly was my understanding that. there was
nothing of a security nature involved, and by the same token, there
was nothing that would fall within the other exemption.

Do you, Mr. Chairman, know of any situation which would permit
an agency of the executive branch of the Federal Government to draw
a distinction as between a committee and an individual member? The
comment was made by Mr. Wydler that they would not give it to him,but in the event that it was requested by the chairman of the full
committee, it would be supplied. Is this your recollection?

Mr. WYDLER. "By the committee," they put it, but that is it in
subtance.

Mr. RU, MBLtw. And the chairman indicated that he didn't want to
reque.;L that information?

Mr. Moss. There are many, many precedents which could be cited
where agencies have refused information to individual members but
have agreed that they would make it available upon the request
of the committee. Remember here, the minute we move into a con-
test between the executive and the Congress, we are in one of the gray
areas of the Constitution. From the administration of General Wash-
ington on down, there have been occasions when Congress has re-
quested information from the executive and it has been refused; not
only individual Members, but committee have had refusals, and this
continues, and in the bill before us now, this is not. dealt with.

Mr. WYDLER. I understand that, sir.
Mr. Moss. I think we would make a mistake to try to spell out by

statutes the rights of Congress. I think the rights of Congress are
in the Constittiion where we created three coequal branches. I would
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always hope that they would be cooperatively coequal. Sometimes
they tend to deal at arms length in a manner that would indicate that
there are certain hostilities iGetween the two, but this, again, is part
of the pattern of many, many years. The committee is always inter-
ested in being helpful to any member. We can't guarantee that our
efforts will succeed in p)roducing the information. Again, we could
cite precedents where we have been successful, and those where we have
had rather remarkable failures, but at least the effort to be helpful
will always be made for any Member.

Mr. WYDLE. It would be rather inconsistent to grant greater rights
to the public in general than to Members of Congress or personaJize
Members of Congress, and this may very well be the situation you will
find if the situation I have described is allowed to continue, because
if we are going to leave it up to the agencies and just agency heads
to make these decisions as to what they consider should be privileged,
then, of course, our powers are really nil as far as any real investiga-
tion of them is concerned. They are the judges of what we are to be
allowed to examine. We can obviously do nothing to examine there-
after.

Mr. Moss. Well, on occasions, the Congress has had to resort to
rather extreme measures to get information. I recall when we created
the Office of Inspector General in the Agency for International De-
velopment in an effort to bring about the production of information
for the Congress.

By the legislation before us now we propose to spell out a public
route, and leave it to the Congress to continue in using its own powers
to try to accommodate with the demands of the executive. As 1 have
said earlier, I think this would be a mistake to try to spell out by
statute congressional right. I think that instead, we should firm up
the public right and thereby strengthen the right of everyone who
has a need for information.

Mr. GRiniN. Mr. Chairman, could I make a statement ?
Mr. Moss. Certainly.
Mr. GRIFFi. Well, I want to thank our colleague for coming before

the subcommittee and although I didn't hear all the statement, I
understand the thrust of it, and I think he has made a good point.
Surely, an individual Member of Congress must stand at least as high
as the public, generally, and this subcommittee is concerned with mak-
ing sure that information is available not only to the Congress, but to
the public, and the President has advised this committee in writing
that the so-called executive privilege of withholding information from
the Congress will not be exercised except upon his own personal deter-
mination. I would suggest that if you have further situations like
this that arise and you eel that they do not fall within the exem-
tions to which the chairman has referred to in the statute, that you a
a written complaint with this subcommittee and I think it would be
our usual procedure to make some inquiry into it.

Mr. WYiRc. I thank the chairman.
Mr. GRniFXN. And hopefully, I think that would help you, as wellas the Purpose.Mr. Rumem . Mr. Chairman, one last thought. You might be

interested in seeing, and I think the staff coulk supply you with a
copy of this letter -from the President concerning executive privilege.
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I think after reading it you may come to the tentative conclusion that
in the instance you have described the concept of executive privilege
was invoked not by the President, not even by an agent of the Presi-
dent, but by a bureaucrat in that hearing. You may very well come
to the conclusion that the treatment that you received was not con-
sistent with the statements which are claimed by the President in this
letter, and it might be well to document this case you've brought before
the committee and bring it before this conunittee.

Mr. Moss. There is a law, you know, that permits a member of the
House to file a privileged resolution, callhig upon an agency to pro-
duce records. It then brings the matter before the House and permits
the House to act on it, particularly if it is a matter not presently being
considered by a committee.

Mr. Wymza . Well, that is a good piece of information to have.
Unfortunately I didn't have it at the time that I could have utilized
it, obviously, because I would have. However, what I did do, I went
before the Appropriations Committee, who is considering the appro-
priations for this item to tell them about the matter, but if I -had
known about this privilege motion-I thank the members of the com-
mittee very much for their time.

Mr. Moss. All right. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Walter Potter publisher of the Star-Ex-

ponent, Culpeper, Va., and representing dhe National Editorial Asso-
ciation and ie is accompanied by Ted Serrill. You have a statement?

Mr. POTTER. Yes, I have, sir.

STATEMENT OF WALTER B. POTTER, PUBLISHER, CULPEPER STAR-
EXPONENT, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSO-
CIATION

Mr. POTTER. My name is Walter B. Potter. I am publisher of the
daily Star-Exponent in Culpeper, Va. I am appearing for the Na-
tional Editorial Association, of which I am a director and chairman
of its legislative committee. I am accompaniied by Theodore A. Serrill,
executive vice president of the National Editorial Association.

Organized in 1885, the National Editorial Association is a trade
association of hometown newspaper publishers and editors from all
50 States. NEA membership includes more than 6,600 newspapers,
more than 5,800 of which are weeklies or semiweeklies and 800 daily
newspapers. Forty-four State newspaper associations are affiliated
with NEA. Headquarters of the association are here in Washington.
NEA strongly supports the public records bill you are considering.

In 1963 when a similar bill, S. 1666, was receiving active consideration
in the Senate, our association adopted a formal resolution in support
of that bill, and recommended its enactment. Mr. Serrill and I testi-
fled in favor of that bill athearings in October 1968, before the Senate
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure. That bill,
sponsored by Senator Edward V. Long, was passed unanimously by
the Senate in 1964, with only minor changes.

I might add that at the time I spoke in support of thisbill, I quoted
Representative John E. Moss, the chairman here, and chairman of the
House Government Information Subcommittee which has done so
much for the cause of freedom of information, and gave an example of
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this as testimony. He told how a public housing authority in Pennsyl-
vania was investigated by the Federal Public Housing Authority,
which kept its report secret, saying local officials could make the report
public if they chose. In oilier words, the officials whose own conduct
was investigated were given the power of censorship over a report on
their own performance. Naturally, they chose to suppress the report.
NEA has kept its membership informed in every possible way about

the progress of this legislation. Through weekly and monthly news-
letters to our members, through the pages of NEA's fortnightly news-
paper, Publishers' Auxiliary, and the NEA monthly magazine, Na-
tional Publisher, the hometown press has been constantly informed
about the progress of this pending legislation. NEA regards the Long
and Moss bills as perhaps the most important legislation affecting
the press nowp ending before Congress.

In 1964, NEA instituted an award of merit. The first recipient
was Representative John E. Moss, who was singled out for his long
fight for freedom of information. Last week this award was made
for the second time and the recipient was Senator Edward V. Long,
also for his right-to-know efforts. These awards should signify how
important NA regards leadership roles in the struggle to achieve
freedom of information at all levels.
NEA believes that there is a crying need for legislation to force

the Federal Government to cease suppression of information which
the public has a right to know. This bill is a step in that direction.
We of the press wish it were stronger and did not contain so many
exceptions, some couched in broad language which we feel would allow
bureaucrats to withhold what they should reveal. We realize, however,
that any change at all is difficult to achieve and if it is the judg ent
of this subcommittee and the Congress that this is the strongest free-
dom of information bill that can become law, we will support that
decision and back the pending bill without strengthening amendments.
NEA was distressed by the testimony presented to your subcom-

mittee by a Justice Department spokesman on March 30. An Assistant
Attorney General presented 10 pages of testimony to this body, the
first 3 pages devoted to honeyed words about "a steady flow of in-
formation" being "truly the lifeblood of our democratic system."
These were fine assertions and we heartily concur.

However, the Department of Justice official after completing his
remarks in tribute to the cause of freedom of information negated his
position by devoting the final six and one-half pages of his presenta-
tion to telling you the bill might be unconstitutional, that its whole
approach is "impossible" and would "adversely affect the public in-
terest." In short, the Assistant Attorney General argued against any
law that would substitute for "executive judgment and discretion,"

Of all the untenable positions for a Federal official to take. Of all
the affronts to sincere men like Congressman Moss who have been
turning up instance after instance of suppression of information, for
the convenience of the bureaucrats, and contrary to the public interest.
The Justice Department concedes the public has the right to know,
but only what the departmental executive chooses to reveal. What
an insult to Congress. What an invitation to you gentlemen to pass
-a strong bill and put a powerful, headstrong bureaucracy in its place.

Apparently the administration does not take this legislation seri-
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ously despite its three dozen sponsors in Congress and despite unani-mous Senate passage last year of an almost identical bill. Apparentlythe strategy of delay will be utilized, the Assistant Attorney Generalhaving told you it would take a long time to prepare some of theanswers that ought to have been available last Tuesday.Your record of this hearing on H.R. 5012 already contains a state-ment-made by our President, Lyndon B. Johnson, when he was vice-president-elect at a meeting in Williamsburg Va., of the AssociatedPress managing editors. We refer to his clear enunciation of hisviews at that meeting 5 years ago:
In the years ahead, those of us in the executive branch must see that thereis no smokescreen of secrecy. The people of a free country have a right toknow about the conduct of their public affairs.
Only last Thursday, April 1, the President at a swearing-in cere-mony for Henry H. Fowler, Secretary of the Treasury, in te WhiteHouse, reiterated his feelings in this regard by saying in part:
I want the press to have all the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but thetruth.
We are proud to read this statement into your record.This subcommittee has been preparing to pass such a bill as H.R.5012 for a decade. The departments and agencies have been givenample opportunity to work with you to improve the bill. Your ques-tionnaire has gone unanswered by such a key agency as the BudgetBureau, along with numerous others. The attorney from Justiceeven suggested that there were economy reasons for no greateroutcry against this bill from Government agencies and departments.So far, my comments have been confined to the testimony of theDepartment of Justice representative. As inconsistant as that state-ment was, it was topped by that of the Treasury Department spokes-man. He told you that the bill would be seriously prejudicial to theeffective conduct of the Government and damaging to man rivateindividuals. He even ironically charged that passage of the billwould mean the Government will be unable to prevent invasions ofthe privacy of individuals. A bill designed to assert the public'sright to know has now been characterized as harmful to the public'sright to privacy. A country boy like myself has difficulty under-standing this reasoning.As I am sure all members of this subcommittee know, the eight ex-emptions contained in the bill have been worked out over a periodof years in a sincere effort to strike a proper balance between informa-tion legitimately withheld for good reason that few would question,and on the other hand nonsecurity information suppressed simply forthe convenience of appointed officials. Nobody wants defense secretsrevealed. Nobody wants business trade secrets unveiled. Nobody.,wants an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Nobody wantslaw enfor cement hampered by undue dl closure of investigatoryinformation. All of these matters are safeguarded by the bill.It is obvious that even if the list of exceptions were stretched from 8to 80, opponents could still find reasons for complainMing the list wasneither lOng enough or broad enough. This suggests a future coursefor this subcommittee which the Nlational Editoial Association rec-ommends for your consideration, as follows:1. Listen, but for a reasonable time only, to demands for expandingthe exemption list or changing the wording.
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2. After weighing the evidence and making whatever changes seem
necessary, report and pass the bill, and pass it this year.

8. Let those agencies which contend hardship under a Federal
public records law then come to Congress and ask for legislation in
specific instances where disclosure can be proved to be contrary to
the public interest.

Tiis subject has had a full airing. The laws of this country are
made by Congress and it is high tfree that secrecy-minded Federal
officials are given a reminder of that fact. You have been challenged
with the claim that the department and agency officials can best decide
what the 'country should know and what it should not be told. Now
is the time for Congress to refute that claim by rebuffing pressures
from selfish interests and making a law for the public good.

If you will meet this challenge, you will have the support and the
gratitude of the grassroots press of America.

Thank you very much for hearing this plea.
Mr. Moss. Thank you very much.
Mr. GriffinI
Mr. GImFN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Macdonald.
Mr. MACDONALD. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. Mr. Rumsfeld.
Mr. Ru is v . I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. We seem to be plagued by rollcalls.
I want to assure you that we are going to listen very carefully and

we are going to weigh the evidence, and I hope that we pass the bill,
and I hope we pass it this year. I again thank you for your appear-
ance here and your assoention for its support of the legislation.

Thank you. I
Mr. PoneR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Moss. We will recess until 3 p.m.
(There was a short recess.)

STATEMENT OP JOHN A. MoCART, OPERATIONS DIRECTOR,
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES' COUNCIL AL-C0

Mr. MCCA1T. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
am John A. McCart, Operations Director of the Government Em-
ployees' Council, an organization comprised of 30 AFI-CIO unions
representing employees in the wage board, classified, and postal
services of thoe Federal Government.

We subscribe to the basic purpose of the bill under consideration
today--providing the public with the maximum information possible
about the operations of their NationlI Government. Attainment of
this objective is essentihl if citizens are to m e intelligent decisions
about the degree of Pf&inv of Govenment n tivities.

The first section of the hill enuneintes tlits principle, outlines the
steps to be taken by Federal ageneit, s in disclosing such information,
and the menus nvadlablC to ihe public to iisiur neess to the informa-
tion prescribed by the bill'

Following this general statement, H.R. 5012 then lists eight ex-
eptions to the geneial di.elostire principle. As the representative of
unions and individuihfls employed by the Federal Government, the
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council is concerned about two of these classes of records not subject
to the full disclosure requirement.

Exception (2) deals with matters "related solely to the internal
personnel rules and practices of any agency."

We find difficulty in understanding the justification for authorizing
Federal installations to refuse disclosure of their basic personnel
policies upon request. We believe policies governing promotions,
training, discipline, processing grievances, appeals, labor-management
cooperation, job classification, wage rates, and similar personnel mat-
ters should be supplied whlen requested. The only possible exception
would occur when national security is involved.

The current situation evidences a lack of consistency. For example,
the Federal Personnel Manual, containing the personnel laws, policies,
rules, and regulations governing Federal civil service, may be pur-
chased through the Government Printing Office through subscrip-
tion. Similarly, the Postal Manual, which includes that Depart-
ment's personnel program can be obtained at the Government Printing
Office. Standards developed by the Civil Service Commission for
classifying Federal white-collar positions can be secured in the book-
store at GPO when they are in print.

But the situation in other Federal agencies differs markedly. A
request for one or more copies of a department's personnel manual or
even chapters of it may elicit several types of responses. When the
entire manual is asked for, the answer is usually that the agency does
not maintain extra copies for general distribution. When asked why
this is so, the most frequent reply is that there are insufficient funds
or printing such material.

Copies of particular sections of personnel volumes can be obtained
without as much difficulty. But when the request exceeds one or two
copies, the "supply is exhausted" and "no funds for printing" re-
sponses are common. If the indvidual seeking the information offers
to purchase the document involved, he is advised that the agency
is not authorized to sell the material.

For these reasons the council believes that official personnel policies
should not be excluded from the disclosure requirement applicable un-
der the general provisions of the bill.

There is one other comment pertinent to the language in exception
(2). The term "personnel practices" seems somewhat indefinite. Our
view is that a practice can represent an application of policy to par-
ticular individuals or situations, or a custom which has evolved inde-
pendently of agency policy. Assunmng this interpretation accurate
the exception described in H.R. 5012 lacks the specificity usually found
in such measures.

Exception (6) presents a somewhat different problem. We feel
strongly that an individual employee's personal files should not be
open to public scrutiny. To do otherwise would represent a serious
invasion of privacy.

But a question arises about the right of the employee to review his
own personnel record. Agencies generally follow a policy of per-
mitting employees to examine that portion of their personnel folders
not eontaining iffnvetigatory materfail pertaining to loyalty, security,
and qualifications. To our knowledge, however, the indiidual doe
not have access to this nonsecurity material as a matter of right.
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Moreover, he has no means of insuring that the papers appearing in
the official folder constitute the complete personnel file.

The same safeguard against public examination should be afforded
an employee with respect to his medical records. The ability of the
individual to review medical records affecting him is another matter.

In general, the council believes there must be some way for an em-
ployee to become aware of his medical file, particularly where his
physical or emotional status may result in adverse personnel action.

True, there are instances where competent medical judgment dictates
that an individual not learn all the details of his medical folder be-
cause it would be detrimental to the employee's health. In such cases,
it qualified representative, including the person's physician or attorney,
should have access to the information to protect the interests of lis
patient or client.

In summary, the public should have full access to the personnel
policies of Federal activities subject only to limitations of national
security. Personnel and medical files should not be available to the
public. But employees should be able to review their own personnel
and medical folders consistent with security and the individual's well-
being. Where medical information is withheld because of its detri-
mental effect on the employee, his representative should be permitted
to examine the information.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the subcommittee's review of this im-
portant phase of the Government-citizen relationship and the oppor-
tunity to emphasize the legitimate interest of Federal employees in
the pending bill.

Mr. Moss. I am going to ask the remaining witnesses to submit their
statements for the record. The record at this point will receive several
additional statements which have been filed with the subcommittee
and they will be included as part of the record. The subcommittee
will now adjourn. We will hold the record open the balance of this
week.

(Whereupon, the hearing in the above-entitled matter was ad-
journed at 3:20 p.m.)
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Letters and Statements in Support of Federal Public Records
Law Legislation Submitted for the Record

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS
STATEMENT O HON. HOWARD V. LoNo, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE Or

MISSOURI

Mr. Chairman, your bill, H.R. 5012. is to be commended as is your entire
undertaking. I have long been Interested in this subject, and during the last
session of Congress, as chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure, I was fortunate in having an opportunity to try and do
something about undue secrecy In Government.

Since the original introduction of the freedom of information bill in the Senate,
Instances of spurious withholding of information by Government agencies have
rcemphlasized this important problem. Free institutions are in danger of col-
lapse without the informed criticism of an electorate. The people only control
their Government so long as they have a voice in its decisions; and if this voice
Is to be meaningful and constructive, the people must have a way of informing
themselves of governmental activity. The two go hand in hand.

It was gratifying that S. 1006 of the 88th Congress successfully passed the
Senate. It was an important first step; but only a first step. Because of this
fact, it is imperative that the similar objectives and mutual cooperation continue
between our respective subcommittees. The support and assistance of the Senate
subconmittee shaIll continue until the Idea of the free flow of information is made
part of the law of the land.

Action of these measures may not be too far off. There is growing public
indignation and frustration over the wrongful withholding of Government
records. One proof that this situation exists, is the large number of Senators
and Congressmen that have already pledged their support for this legislation.
Fully 21 Senators cosponsored 5. 1160. the current Senate freedom of Informa-
tion bill. They Include the Honorable Senators Anderson, Bartlett, Bayh, Boggs,
Burdick, Case. Dirksen, Ervin, Fong, Hart, Metcalf, Morse, Moss, Nelson, Neu-
berger, 11roxinfre, Riblicof, Smathers, Symington, Tydings, and Yarborough.
In addition, I understand that 15 of your colleagues, Mr. Chairman, have intro-
duced legislation touching on this same subject.

A few words should he said about our program in the Senate. S. 1160, of
course, alnends section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act. A separate bill,
S. 1330, has been introduced by Senator Dirksen and me. This bill is a complete
revision of the entire act. The provisions of section 8 of S. 1336 are identical
with those of S. 1160, Additionally, section 8 is controlled by other sections
of the act In that It is the only section which applies to the whole Federal Gov-
ernment rather than to administrative agencies exclusively; and section 3 also
borrows its definitions from the more complete text. We have announced hear-
ings in the Senate on the entire revision on May 12, 18, and 14. This session, it
will be fortnate, Mr. Chairman, to have the benefit of your studies, and we
are optltiistlc thfat through our combined efforts this legislation will be passed
in the very near future.

The records of the House of Representatives are replete with instances of
your ine work in the, freedom of information field, Mr, Chairman,1 and there is
little tiat can addthat Will embellish the record of those years of importait
public service. It is known that the work which you have done and are now
doing wil add immeasurably to the fund'of knowledge which exists on access
by the Jpiiifi) to Government Informatio., It was never the intention to thrust
upon any Goernment agency a poorly drawn public information, policy. The
Senate has exhaustively studied every comment and criticism which came to its
attention. However, your informed judgments are most welcome and will surely
aid in ferreting out any deficiencies which may still exist In the texts of the
various proposals.
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STATEMENT OF HON. SAM . EaVIN, .U, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STAin Or
NomRTz CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman, the Federal Government can no longer afford to operate withoutthe guideline of an effective Federal public records law such as this subcommitteeis considering. And In the face of an increasingly more complex and enlargingFederal Government, the American people can no longer afford to be withoutthe healthy countervailing force which is set in motion by a policy of free-flowingof Government information.
Yet, despite the fact that the sponsorship for these measures represents allsections of the country, the proposals introduced in the last several Congressesto achieve this end have met considerable opposition. The sponsors have, Inmy opinion, made every effort to accommodate the agencies and departments.It appears to me that every legitimate need for protection of any records or In-formation in the custody of departments or agencies has been considered in theHouse and Senate measures. The eight exceptions to disclosure allow ampleauthority for the executive branch to limit availability of materials relating to(1) national defense or foreign policy: (2) Internal rules and practices; (8)matters exempted from disclosure by statute; (4) confldefitial trade secretsand commercial or financial information; (5) memorandums and letters dealingwith law or polkvy; (6) personnel and medical files; (7) investigatory files forlaw enforcement, and (8) reports regarding regulation or supervision of financial

Institutions.
There is no validity therefore to the frequently heard argument that theseproposals impinge on executive privilhe for they would not affect the properexercise of authority of the President and department heads.I have cosponsored similar legislation in the Senate for several years, andhave found solid and widespread support for It, especially in my State. Hun.dreds of letters have come in from newspaper editors and Iublishers, ownersof radio and television stations, businessmen and lawyers, and many other citi-zens with no special Interest beyond their determination that Governmentofficials shall not deny, distort or delay Government information. In view ofthe, human element in public administration, there will always be some in-stances of this type of withholding information, and no open-records law, how.every carefully tailored, is going to cure every problem of this sort. Undera government by law, however, what we can prevent Is withholding which isbased on any loose statutory authority or which is (lone at an ndministrator'sdiscretion In the absence of specific guidelines defining his duties in this area.,Officials can find no refuge In the arguments that such a proposal would over-burden them with paperwork, and would violate the privacy of those willh whomGovernment has dealings. A number of States have adopted the motel 1igioaDelta Chi freedom of information law, which defines the public's right toknow, andi others have some form of Inspection of records statutes. We arefortunate that we have the benefit of State experience with such laws for Ithink all reports of this experience have shown that the plbli's right to fullinformation about government is consistent with our democratic traditions.If, indeed, this proposal might entail a bit more paperwork, require a littlemore time on the part of our civil servants, I think the principle involved herefar outweighs these considerations. Certainly, throughout the Federal bureauc-racy which has enveloped our daily activities, time anti money Is expeide(levery day to much less advantage than implementing the citizen's right to know.Mluch is being said these days about the press and its invasion of the privacyof the individun. There are many knowledgeable, people who believe that thescales are weighted in favor of the press, and 'that nn effective public recordslaw will but further the imbalance. But I do not agree with their premise.This legislation should indeed help the newspaperman who' is charged withferretinlg out the news and conveying it to the public through whatever media heworks for.More important, though, is the leverage it Will give the private litigant whosecase depends upon information in the hands of the Goernment, or the attorneywhose dutty it is to be informed on certiln matters, or the businessman, whomust rely on agency decisions, or all the other millions of Americans who havedealings with the Federal Government.The value of the individual's privacy in our society can have meaning onlyas long as we have a free society, and we shall enjoy such a society only aslong as the Congress, the press, and the public have complete access to informa-
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tion about the activities of the executive branch of our Federal Government.
Everything in our common law heritage and the history of our Constitution
demands that this be recognized as a "right to know," endorsed by Congress,
that it not be a privilege granted at the passing whim of Government officials.
For this reason, I support the purpose of HR. 5012 and similar measures pending
before this subcommittee,

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK E. MOSS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THS STATZ OF UTAH

Mr. Chairman, please accept my sincere appreciation for allowing this state-
ment to be placed in the record. I firmly support H.R. 5012, the Federal public
records law sponsored by Representative Moss, of California, and others.

As you may know, I am cosponsoring similar legislation in the Senate.
Secrecy In Government can be a major tool of incompetence, corruption, and

tyranny. We are told that eternal vigilance Is the price of liberty. This vigi-
lance Is to no avail If Government bureaucrats are able to hide their operations

.and activities behind a wall of secrecy.
When the bureaucrat Is allowed to interpret congressional action and twist

the meaning of past legislation to serve his own purpose in hiding facts which
deserve the light of day, then the people of this great land are thwarted in
exercising properly corrective action at the polls.

Secrecy in Government operations at all levels of our society is not a new
problem, nor is It one which we will be able to eliminate through passage of
more clarifying legislation. But, I feel we must be continually vigilant in our

.efforts to give the people all information which they have a right to possess.
Secrecy protects the relatively few In Government who betray a trust, or fall

to measure up to the responsibilities given them.
The tendency to cover up for a slight error In Judgment only makes It easier

to continue covering up for later and greater errors.
The vast expansion of the activities of the Federal Government in the last half

century has given a new urgency to the efforts to protect the peoples' right to.
know.

In 1940, Congress amended the Administrative Procedures Aci to make more
information available to the public, only to have the exceptions included in the
act perverted into an excuse by some bureaucrats and agencies to withhold every-
thing not chosen to be disclosed.

A few years ago, Congress tried again, by making it more clear that records
* should be made more available to the public. This effort, too, proved futile. We
know from our own experience and the continuing complaints from constituents
that the amendments have had virtually no effect in Increasing the availability
of information to newsmen and the public.

Departments and agencies have simply resorted to other equally Indefensible
excuses for withholding their records.

The bill now before your subcommittee makes the best possible delineation
* of the different classifications of exempt Information which an agency may with-
hold. Naturally, I will not support an Individual or agency desiring informa-
tion on personnel records for other than investigations conducted by official
sources, nor will I support prying into records for political purposes. By the
same tokens, our national security cannot be jeopardized by forced release of
information which will compromise this country's position militarily or inter.
nationally.

Determined resistance to the clearly expressed will of Congress has forced us
to bring more pressure to make a reality the right of the people to know what
their Government is doing.

This bill now before the subcommittee, and the bill which I am cosponsoring,
will remove the umbrella under which bureaucrats may hide.

The bill enforces the right of access to Government information by providing
action through the courts, to force production of agency records requested by a
citizen. This provision gives an opportunity to correct erroneous interpreta-
tions and applications of the statute which may be applied by the Individual in
Government service.

It will also provide a forum in which the validity of the claim of "executive
privilege" can be challenged and its limits defined.

We must stimulate compliance with congressional directives by passage of this
bill, so the people may know what their Government is doing and will then be
able to judge and police its performance far more effectively.

Thank you, again, for allowing my remarks to be submitted for the record
being made by the subcommittee.
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IaTTER FOM HON. E. L. BARTLETT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TIE STATE OF ALASKA

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTIM ON APPROPItATIONS,

April 1,1965.
Hon. JoHN E. M1toss,

hllwirman, Subcommittee on Government Informaton and Foreign Operations,
House of Represetatives, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. Moss: Let me congratulate you and your subcommittee for carry-
ing on the struggle for an adequate Federal statute to Insure freedom of Infor-
mation for all citizens In their dealings with the Government. This Is a struggle
which has gone on for long and In recent years leadership has been given by you,
Senators Tom Hennings and John Carroll and for this we are in your debt.

You are now holding hearings on H.R. 5012, a bill whose companion measure
Is S. 1666 in the Senate. It is similar to S. 1160 of the last session of the Congress.
I was a cosponsor of this bill In the 88th Congress and I am again a cosponsor in
the 89th Congress. I should like to give the subcommittee some comments on
the proposal which is now before It.

The Government Is a servant of the people. It was designed as such by our
rounding Fathers and every generation of Americans has treasured this prin-
ciple. We do not sero the Government, the Government serves us. It is Ir.
portant that the people know what their Government Is doing and In a free
country such as ours the people should have th!s Information available to them
as a matter of right, not as a matter of privilege.

The struggle of the Congress to see that the public and its elected representa-
tives have free and full access to the actions of their Government is as old as the
republic itself. All too often this Intent has been evaded by bureaucracy anxious
to hide its errors or to avoid awkward inquiries. Whatever laws the Congress
has passed to insure free access have been given such limited Interpretation by
Government agencies so as to often render these laws almost useless.

It Is this history which emphasizes the importance of seeing to it that what-
ever law you recommend to insure freedom of information, it should be as clear,
as direct, as forceful, as simple and as understandable as possible. It Is, of
course, easy to say this and difficult to write such a law. I commend your sub.
committee, however, for making the effort.

Let the subcommittee make it clear that access to information is the ordl-
nary; that denial is the extraordinary.

Let the subcommittee make clear that it Is not for the citizens to explain his
interest In having the Information; It is instead for the Federal agency to explain
its denial of the citizen's request.

Let us put the onus of proof on the agency, not on the citizen.
My best wishes to the subcommittee and Its Important work.

Sincerely yours,
E. L. BARTLETT.

STATEMENT OF HoN. LEE METCALF, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MONTANA

It Is a pleasure to support H.R. 5012 and related bills which are similar to a
bill which I sponsored to establish a Federal public records law.

The Federal Government has much to learn from the State governments about
access to public information. Let me illustrate with some of the access-to-
Information statutes in the State of Montana. where the entire spectrum of
public decislonmaking-from n ency files to legislative proceedings-is as open
as Montana's wide-open spaces.

One of our statutes (see. 93-1001-4), Revised Codes of Montana, 1947, Anno-
tated) states that everv citizen has a right to Inspect and take a copy of any
public writing of this State except as otherwise expressly provided by statute. 1
This is not an empty statute, for the next paragraph (93-1001-4) spells out how
the public official must produce certified copies of public records demanded byany citizen. "'..another section (i;9-512) states that "public records and other matters In the

office of any officer are at all times during office hours, open to the Inspection of
any person." Only two exceptions to this statute are given-cases of attachment
ir possession of the clerk of court before filing of a return of service, and child
adoption files. In each of these exceptions, access to the records still is possible
under certain conditions.
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Montana leads most States in the types of proceedings which are declared open

to newspaper reporters. While some States limit reporting of meetings, Mon.
tana permits fair and true reporting of legislative judicial and "other public
ofilcial proceedings" (Rev, Codes of Mout., Ann,, 1947, sec. 94-2807).
We can learn some lessons from the experience of a State with open access

laws.
The first lesson is that these and other liberal access statutes, do not hinder

the efficient operation of government. As a former Montana Supreme Court
Justice, I can say that rarely has the administration of justice been hampered
by these access statutes. In fact, Montanans are well informed about their
State government, Through the efforts of the wire services, newspapers, and
radio and television, all of our citizens-living in the largest inland State in the
Union-can be immediately informed about the workings of their legislature,
courts, numerous State boards, public meetings, hearings, and other State and
local matters.

The second lesson we can learn from Montana is that democracy is helped4not hindered, by open access laws. I can declare without reservation that
Montana is one of the most politically viable States in the Union. There are
no "safe" districts In Montana. There are no party machiness in Montana. This
is due, largely I believe, to Mlontana's relatively well-informed citizen's who
cannot be fooled by backstage politlcfl string pulling. Surely, there are abuses
of the public trust; certainly, I do not always agree with the actions taken and
decisions made by some State officials. But I am always comforted by tile fact
that these abuses, actions, and decisions-and facts surrounding them-are
generally known to the majority of Montana's electorate who may then act to
correct the nmistaites.

I only wish that Montanans had the same access to records of their Federal
Government as they do of their State government. This leads me to the third
lesson that we can learn from Montana's experience. In my State there is little
distrusts of the Mtnte govermnent. There Is always criticism-o.st of It Intelli-
gent and knowledgeable-but there is little, if any. cynicism. When the citizen
becomes separated from his government and its activitles, a sense of distruist
develops. I am convinced that much of the anti-Federal reaction In the West
cones partly from some citizens of good will who have experienced arbitrary
and unexplained actions by Federal officials in the Stnte--ations from which
the citizens felt they have blind no recourse. For the good of our Republic and
to rekindle a sense of pnrth'ilatlon in our Federal Government. I believe on Im-
portant step would be the passage if a Federal iblic records law. With this
legislation, it would he possible for the citizen to take recourse against arbitrary
administrative decisions. He could demand and revelve Informaion on decisions
made at the Federal level. With this Information he could more adequately
challenge arbitrary bureaucratic acts, If he Is denied information. he can seek
a Judicial Judgment with the Federal agency carrying the burden of piroof. In
this process, the privacy of the individual records In the Governnient can le
protected while the information concerning bureaucratic mistakes will he opened.
The result, I believe, will be a healthier confidence In the Federal Government.
The result, then. is a more efficient Federal Government.

I.R, 5012. and my companion lill which I coslonsored in the Senate, would
make Information In Federal Government agencies more readily avillble and
would sharply define the purposes for which information may be legitimately
withheld.

Let tie illustrate this with one example. It took the House Government In-
formation Subcomnilttee 4 years to force the Buretu of Lonnd Matgeent to
make public the reports by BLM engineers on the value of public lands for whi,h
appliatiolis had been filed. At first glance this may seem to be a small matter,
but those of us from the fast-growing West recognize the importance of the ~iiublte
lands hld in stewardship by the Federal Governinent. in Montana. 80 percent
of the State's land is federally controlled. In other Western States the per-
centage Is also high. As the pressure for settling these public , lands has In-
creased in recent years, there have been co0iplailts alout Bureau of Lad Mai-
agehiefit decisions on applications for private Use of the lnd.ii, Only by making
available the records of the Bureau's actions could the complaints be silenced.
But for a number of years the basic documents showing land examiner's valua-
tions of parcels of public lands were withheld from the public. Today, those
reports are public records, and there is more public confidence in the Bureau
of Land Management decisions on these applications.
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But this subcommittee cannot alone break the curtain of secrecy and with-
holding. It can only handle specific cases over a long period of time. A Federal
public records law is necessary to counteract the massive, agency-by-agency with-
holding, Such a law will make it unprofitable for agencies to withhold when in
doubt. With the threat of a judicial Judgment, many routine records will be
available, and many others will be open with far less effort than it takes today.

The great strength of democracy in Montana Is that it does not operate behind
closed doors. Access to State records is not enough. We have delegated to
Federal agencies authority to spend billions of dollars each year. The work of
Federal regulatory agencies affects consumers' expenditures of billions more
for light, heat, transportation, c6mmunications, securities, and in trade. To
assure prudent expenditure of Federal funds and to guarantee fair rates for
consumers, we -must supervise the work of our public servants on the Federal
level. Supervision must be based on knowledge. A press release is not enough.
The records kept by our public agencies must be public records. The orders and
rules, opinions, and decisions of our regulatory agencies are public business,
And public records they should be.

I urge quick passage of H.R. 5012 so that the Senate may consider its con.
panion bill promptly.

STATEMENT OF HON. TIIoIA L. AslLEY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRE:8s FROM TItE
STATE OF OHIO

For the record, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that I originally had In-
tended to appear before the Subcommittee on Government Information and For-
eign Operations to testify In favor of the so-called freedom of Information
legislation. At the time I was scheduled to make my presentation, however, I was
attending an International Maritime Conference in London at the request of the
State Department.

Nevertheless, I wish to briefly state my support for this legislation to clarify
and protect the right of the public to Government Information. The issue which
11.R. 5012, which I have cosponsored, seeks to resolve Is where Government secrecy
ends and public accountability begins, of finding the right combination of freedom
and security.

Many States have a public records statute which gives the citizen a right to
inspect public records, and specifies the only Information which officials can with-
hold. The Federal Government. unfortunately, has no such public records statute,
and In recent years officials in the executive departments and agencies have ap-
peared confused as to what authority they have either to give or withhold Infor-
mation. Contrary to the Intent of Congress, they frequently rely on a section of
the Administrative Procedure Act to withhold information from the Congress, the
press, and the public.

The qualifications of section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act have en-
abled agencies to assert the power to withhold practically all the Information they
do not see fit to disclose. Investigations by this subcommittee show that that sec-
tion of the law, meant to be a disclosure statute, has been repeatedly used as a
shield of secrecy.

The legislation now being considered is In essence nothing more then a house-
keeping measure to clarify existing law and to put a brake to a growing pcr~chant
for secrecy among Government officials. It would eliminate many of the vague
phrases In the present statute, set up workable standards for making records open
to public inspection, eliminate the test of who has the right to different Informa-
tion and give a remedy in court to any aggrieved person, with the burden of prov-
Ing the legitimacy of withholding on the agency. To protect Information which
should be kept secret, the measure makes exceptions for matter exempted from
disclosure by statute, state and military secrets and matter relating to national
defense, and matters relating solely to internal personnel rules and practices.
Material specifically covered by executive privilege would not be affected by the
bill.

STATEMENT OF l1ON. ED HIDMONDSON, A REPUIESENTATIVE IN CONFESS FROM THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA

I want to commend Mr. Moss for his long and fruitful record of Interest In
the principle of freedom of Information, and in this bill to establish a meaningful
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Federal public records law, which it is my privilege to Join him in sponsoring
in the House of Representatives.

Of all the constitutional guarantees which protect -the American people, per-
haps the most -fundamental is the guarantee of a free press-and with It the
guarantee of full reporting of the Government and its function.

There has been a problem in protecting the public's right to know what the
Federal departments and agencies are doing, and It is my strong feeling that
Mr. Moss' bill provides an effective solution to the -problem by placing the burden
of proof in 'the courts that information should be withheld upon the agency which
wants to withhold it. This bill takes away the agency's right to decide what is
and what Is not the public's ,business, a right which has sometimes been abused.

This bill reinforces the American people's guarantee to a free press and a free
flow of information from the Government, and It is my sincere hope tlat it wins
early congressional approval.

LETTER FMs HON. WRIOUT PATMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Hon. JOaN E. Moss,
Chairman, Governnwnt Information Subcommittee,
Rayburn Hou8e Ofjoo Building.
DEAR JoiN : All of us owe you a debt of gratitude for your 10-year effort to

remove the barriers to a free flow of Government information. In particular,
I recall, with the greatest admiration, the successful light you waged in 1958 to
make available to the public applications for tax exemption.

As you well know, the area of tax-exempt foundations is one of the areas that
truly needs full disclosure. This is supported not only by your work but also by
Investigations conducted by the House Small Business Committee, which has,
since 1962, been engaged In a factfinding study of the impact of privately con-
trolled, tax-exempt foundations on the Nation's economy-dealing, in part. with
foundation-controlled enterprises in competition with taxpaying businessmenn.
During the course of our study, I have urged the Treasury )elmirment to make
available to the public all information on tax-exempt foundations, We have been
able to get some reforms in this area, and certain information that was formerly
classified as confidential is now available to the public.

For example, foundations owning 10 percent or more stock In a corporation are
required to attach a list to tax return form 990-A showing (1) the name of the
corporation, (2) the number of shares of each type of stock owned (including
information indicating whether the stock Is voting or nonvoting), and (3) the
value of the stock as recorded in the foundation's books. Until 1902, the Treas-
ury Department followed a policy of nondisclosure of such Information. Since
then. such ownership of corporate stock by tax-exempt foundations has been made
availalhle to the public. In addition, the Treasury has amended its regulations
to lermtt the public to obtain photocopies of portions of foundation tax returns
which were not previously available to the public.

However. there Is still one area of information which certain Treasury bureau-
crats want to hide from public view. That area deals with the names and ad-
dresses of donors and the amounts they contribute to foundations. Yet, those
officials well know that any number of foundations voluntarily place such in-
formation In the portions of their tax returns that are open to public inspection.
Under present Treasury regulations, a foundation's tax return is divided into

two lmrts. One part Is known as the "public portion" and the other section is
termed tle "private portion." The public portion is open to inspection at the
district offices of the Internal Revenue Service and Washington, D.C. The names
and addresses of the donors and the amounts contributed by them is the only
infortnat16n that does not appear in the public portion., lox(ept for this, the
public and private portions ofa foundation'o tax returns are Identical.

The names and address of donors and their contributions are omitted from
the public portion because the Internal Revenue Service maintains that such dis.
closure is irohibited'bylaW. There is consldeable inconsistency inthe internalRevenue Service reasoning. Onthe one hand, the Internal Revenue Service says
that, based on its iiterpretation of the law, names and addresses of donors and
the amounts they contribute cannot be made available to the public. But, on
the other hand, the same Interhal Revenue Service officials testified at our hear-
ings last year that such information Is definitely open to public inspection If a
ftotlidafion records it in tile public portion of Its tax return. Yet, the preaent
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law does not say: that such, information is public if it is recorded In the public
portion of a tax return.

There is no earthly reason why ttere should not be full disclosure to the pub-
lie-that is, the names and addresses of donors and the amounts of their con-
tributions should be open to public inspection. The public is entitled to know
who is supporting the foundations. If there is any hanky-panky going on, the
public would thus be informed as to who is carrying it on. If, for example,
"hot" money is finding ifs way into tax-exempt foundations, certainly tho public
should know about it. By making it mandatory that the public be informed,
potential hanky-panky may be avoided.

Public disclosure of donor-information can serve as a restraint upon unfair,
self-dealing practices. Douglas Dillon, former Secretary of the Treasury, ad- -
mitted before our subcommittee last July that a foundation can be a source of
unfair competition arising from active use of foundation assets by donors or
trustees for private business ends. The Secretary agreed that a foundation
could be used as a device for engaging in various trade practices which might
be in violation of certain statutes administered by the Federal Trade Commission
or the Antitrust Division. Contributions received from persons or organizations
that supply goods or services to a company interlocked with a foundation, or
contributions received from persons or organizations that buy goods or services
from a company interlocked with the foundation constitute one of the areas of
possible violation of such statutes. The Secretary agreed that this is one of
the problem areas that should be considered In drafting legislation which would
prohibit self-dealing.

Mortimer M. Caplin, former Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service,
is well aware of the problems involved in barring the public from donor Informa-
tion. Mr. Caplin testified that "there should be the greatest of disclosure by
foundations to the public. Exemption is an extremely preferred status under
our tax system." He also suggested that there should be a careful examination
of that portion of the law which permits contributions from one foundation to
another, and from that foundation to another foundation.

The late President Kennedy had assured me that he favored public inspection
of all information contained in foundation tax returns. But, unfortunately,
certain Treasury officials now consider that the public, which pays their salaries
and subsidizes foundations, is not worthy of learning the names and addresses
of donors and the amounts they contribute to foundations.

Those officials have apparently even managed to sell Secretary Dillon on the
desirability of concealing these vital facts from the public. During the course
of our hearings of last .Tiily, Secretary Dillon agreed that the names and addresses
of donors to a foundation should be open to public inspection. However, at a
later date, when the Secretary reviewed the transcript, he completely changed
his earlier answer by stating: "I think it quite proper that the names and ad-
dresses of the original creators of a foundation should be made public at the time
the foundation receives its tax exemption."' At the same hearing, Secretary
Dillon agreed that all matters relating to the grating or denial of tax exemp-
tion as well as revocations and penalties should be made public. However,
subsequently when the Secretary reviewed the iranscript, he qualified his earlier
answer by Mylng:,." would not object to public disclosure with respect to a
foundntion's application for exempt status or the statutory grounds upon which
a fonndation's exemption was revoked. Of course, I do not think that It would
be wise, from an overall viewpoint, to open internal memorandums and reports
to Public ipspeti~o

The 0pition of thw, offielIls is somewhat ridiculous' when you consider that
anyone can pick 0 .p a newspaper any day of 'the, week and find a story stating
that Mr. Donald Dill Pickle III has proudly contributed $100.o0 to the founda-
tion for the Preservatioun of Dill Pickles. Henc, the name of the donor and the
relcipleit of the gift are proudly displayed for a~l t kee.

And. let us suppose that the Foundation for the Preservation of Dill Pickles
ontributed to 'the Foundation forthe Preservation of Sweet Pickles. Under

the law. the Foundation for the.Preservation of Dill Pbkles is required to list
on its tax return the amount contributed and the name and address of the
recipient, which, In this case, would be the Foundation for the Preservation of
0weet Pickles. Since Midh 4formation is open to public inspection at the Inter-nal Revenue Service offices, there is no secet about the fact that the lVounqa-
tion for the preservation 06 Swet Pickles received a gift from, the Foundation
for the Preservation of D41., Pickles.
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In addition, the trad6 publication of the tax-exempt foundations, Foundation
News, which Is published bimonthly by the Foundation Library Center of New
York City, records'In each issue the names of numerous donors making gifts of
$10,000 or more, as well as the names of the recipients and the amounts received.
Thus, there is nothing secret about the donors listed in Foundation News.

As a matter of fact, only 1 foundation--out of almost 600 under study-
has complained to us about the fact that names of its donors and the amounts
they contributed were, made public. That foundation is thp American Enter-
prise Institute for Public Policy Research, Washington, D.C., which asked us to
withhold such information from the press. My answer was "No." This foun-
dation seems to be particularly concerned about our making public its donors
for fiscal year ending June 80, 1964, and has thus far failed to furnish us a copy
of its form 990-A tax return for that year.

There is no doubt but that, In a democratic society, secrecy can be destructive
to the whole body politic. Secrecy In tax-exempt foundations-which are
given their special privilege by the representatives of the American people in"
the Congress of the United States-is altogether out of tune. It is the public
that pays for foundation tax exemption. Every single tax exemption creates
an additional burden for those who do have to pay taxes. Therefore, in my view,
the American people are entitled to complete-I wish to emphasize that word
"complete--information regarding the operations of tax-exempt foundations.

I believe in freedom of information. But I believe that public information
extends northly to the government in power and to all branches of it, but to
those instrufutalities such as t foundations which are given extraor-
dinary privilegei oun y. The p e of. exemption from taxation
bears with it a sponsibility. It Is the nsibility to let the people
know who gives at for what. Hence, I think tim am not asking too much
for freedom o formation regarding tax-exempt f tons. The source of
their funds I of great Interest to and public. eve the American
people o to know, because th are the burden t of their pocket-
books.

T he p tol interest be ell s ed if th House t Information
Subom ittee wll ve const erat ve the need making such
donor formation valuable to e

incorely yo

ST VENT Om Am LL, A a 1ETA m Co: ess FoX

Iapeat port ty top t iews to;the subcommi eenot only
beea, one of t s y consi introduced by me but also because
Iha. ad: nal to t in s tO know. t interestis
based nearly 1 ye be ce M ler thissubeom
mitts. dasam r of Itsp r Ichntia th sta of informt-
tion, pr lems-the study whi Ited I the bi oW befo this.'subeom-

I addre you as a pat sa*-go no h tic snse but I the moral sense.
Access to vernment i ation is not e based o' political parties;.
it is basel o a concept of go.ve By convictions, a by virtue of many
years experint fighting for the Peop4oli right to know,- am strongly partisan
in favor of the eral public "records law whch Wo ' established by the
bills before this an mlttee. 1 .1., - - - .!

I am surpiseq-a le saddened-at position which has developed
to alFederal publ records 'aa number of the Nation's majo
civic and professional organizations support the prooia, but I-also uote that
nearly all of the departments and agencies of the W&M OberIment take the
opposite side. They arestrongly opposed tW a Fedeit'public records law as Net
forth in the bills' before this subcommittee. These bills aie not an- offhand
development; they ato the result' of many years work by this subcommittee; by
its counte'at in the Senate " by dedicated -newsmen and by many Federal
Government officials. I 1~d'thoboght, that over theb yeas, thee might ba
change of heart by thos9 rfeey-minded bureaucrts*iho'contended that they"
and they alone-knew w at' if!Oitti oi Is good fot'thb American people. -I am
af id that IN not the ease. Whie legislation similar to the bills: before you was
considered by the Senate, that body took into account complaints -by. Federal
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officials that certain categories of Government information must not be released.
Each valid complaint was answered, I believe, by the legislation passed by the
Senate and introduced in the House by myself and a number of my colleagues.
But still the proposed Federal Public Records Law Is not weak enough for most
Federal departments and agencies. Yesterday you heard witnesses seriously
urge that the proposed Federal public records law be weakened further; today
I would like to discuss some of those suggestions for a weaker law.

This Subcommittee was urged to disapprove legislation which would make
the records of the Federal Government "promptly available to any person."
Instead. witnesses said, the present law should be left as it Is-information need
be made available only to "persons properly and directly concerned." What a
misused provision of law this has been over the years. A Government employee
decides whether a citizen, petitioning the Government, has a proper right to
information. We heard Just such an argument in the very first hearings held
by this subcommittee in 1955. We heard the Civil Service Commission Chairman
argue that he would disclose the names and salaries of Government employees
only to a "legitimate" reported who wanted the information for a "reasonable"
purpose. And why did he arrogate unto himself the power to determine the
legitimacy of a request for Government information? He testified, in explana-
tion, that "we do not want to wash our dirty linen in public."

Government information should be available to "any person" for a very good
reason-it is the character of the Information that determines its availability,
not the character of the person requesting it. The Governme.t-and its em-
ployees--have no right to discriminate between citizens who seeik the facts of
Government. If the particular item of information is of the type which must be
kept within the official Government family-and that includes the Congress-
it should be withheld from all the public. It should not be made available to
the favored few as the present law permits.

One witness before this subcommittee used, as an example of the type of in-
formation which would be disclosed under the proposed Federal public records
law, the studies being prepared for Congress in connection with the coin shortage.
The General Counsel of the Treasury Department said that misuse of the study-
which, he contended, they would be forced to disclose-would lead to hoarding
of coins and profit by speculators.

The Treasury Department could not be further from the fact. I speak not only
as an author of the bills which the Department criticized but also as chairman
of another subcommittee of the House Government Operations Committee which
has just Issued a report on the coin shortage problems. Certainly a communica-
tion between the Treasury Department and the Congress on the policy problems
of the coin shortage should be protected from premature disclosure. And it would
be protected by a provision of the legislation which protects interagency messages
on matters of policy. Just as certainly, the Treasury Department would have
the necessary power under the proposed law to protect other information which
has, in the past. permitted coin speculators to gain an unfair advantage. The
report by my subcommittee urged, for instance, 'that the Treasury Department
halt the publication of monthly reports on coin production In the Nation's two
mints. These reports have been used by speculators to gain knowledge of when
to hoard coins produced in small amounts during any 1 month. Following my
subcommittee's suggestion, the monthly coin production reports were abolished
and the Treasury Department could tAke exactly the same action under the pro-
posed Federal public records law. One provision of the proposed legislation ex-
empts from disclosure "conditions reports prepared by ***any agency respon-
sible for the ***supervision of financial Institutions." Certainly, the reports
to which my subcommittee objected fall In this categoryv Thus, I do not believe
the Treasury Department can use this example as valid grounds for opposing
a Federal public records law.

It has been my experience that the Federal agencies can always come up with
an excuse for secrecy. If the laws passed by Congress and signed by the Presi-
dent do not give them the power they seek, they fall back on their interpretation
of the Constitution. And the opponents of the proposed Federal public records
law are doing Just that. They are arguing that such a law would be uncon-
stitutional-that the Congress does not have the power to tell the executive branch
of Government to open its files to the citizens of our Nation. This argument has
all the aspects of a ghost I thought we had laid to rest while I served on this sub-
committee. It is the dead issue of "executive privilege wrapped in a new wind-
ing sheet.
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Time after time Federal officials far down the administrative line from thi

President raised the cry of "executive privilege" when faced with a deman(
to disclose the facts of Government. Time after time they held up their inter
pretation of the Constitution as a shield against public knowledge of their ac
tivities. They relied on their interpretation-not the Court's interpretation, nor
the laws spelling out the Constitution. They said that article II of the Constitu-
tion, granting the "executive power" to the President and charging him to "tak
care that the laws be faithfully executed" gave the whole range of bureaucracy
the power to ignore the laws of the land. This claim of "executive privilege" was
cut back to size in 1962 when the President said he. and he alone, would decide
in each and every case whether such a privilege would be claimed against thl
Congress.

Now the issue is raised again by representatives of Federal Departments who
claim that Congress does. not have the power, under the Constitution, to enact
the proposed Federal public records law. What they are claiming, of course, is
that Congress does not have the authority to enact a public records law which is
not acceptable to them. Certainly a public records law can be enacted, and it has
been-it is the weak provision under which the Federal agencies now determine
how much the public shall know about their operations. But just as certainly
the Congress has the authority to enact a strong Federal public records law. In
fact, Congress has the duty to enact such a law.

Tie proposal before you is just such a measure. I urge upon you its approval.

STATEMENT OF HON. SAM M. GIBBONS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
TIHE STATE OF FLORIDA

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and
Government Information, I am pleased to have this opportunity to present my
views on the right of all Americans to know what their Government is doing and
legislation which has been introduced to safeguard this cherished right.

T/he "right to know" is one of the very basic of all American rights under the
Congtitvtion of the United States. It Is the cornerstone of our great democracy.
It must be preserved at all costs.

With the great growth of our Federal, Government. and government at all
levels, for that matter, it is increasingly important that the right of all of our
citizens to have free access to certain Information be not diminished, but en-
hanced. Not weakened, but improved.

I, along with several other of my colleagues, have introduced bills to require
every Federal agency to make all its records, with certain exceptions, readily
available to any interested citizen of this country. If such an Individual felt
he were being denied access to Government Information to which he felt justly
entitled under this legislation, he could go into a Federal district court and
force the appropriate Federal officials to produce the data or show sufficient
cause why they were deemed "privileged."

Under the Administrative Procedure Act of 1947, Federal agencies were re-
quired to make official information available to the Congress and the American
people under certain conditions.

Unhappily, the plain truth of the matter is that the act has aided the various
Federal departments and agencies to maintain a tight lid of secrecy over records
which clearly should not be so labeled. The problem, I believe, arises from
wording in the 1Q47 act too vague for effective public access to exist.

I submit that the language in the present law which allows each agency to
withhold certain information and records at its own discretion, under the guise
of "secrecy in the public interest" must be changed. And changed during this
session of the Oongress, if we are to preserve our precious heritage of the right
of the individual to be as well intomed as he wishes to be on certain matters.

Presently, every last one of our various agencies and departments on the Fed-
eral level are allowed to set their own guidelines as far as determining just what
"secrecy in the public interest" means. In faet, what one agency determines as
fitting In that category may not be so Judged by another agency.

What we need is uniformity established by the Oongress, which would tighten
up this clause in the Administrative Procedure Act to establish two objectives:
(1) clearly define where the security of the United States stops and the right of
every Ameritan to know what his Government is doing, and (2) provide an
effective judicial remedy In a Federal district court for every U.S. citizen who
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feels 1ih11t. b,' hH It leg itinihit' right to (o iln le',dril reeorls and information
lind has ieen(l d(nied It.

Now, no oote Watits to uinduly hamper or restrit: any ]ed(ral aey or iny
Iiloeral ofllahl fit the proper wlrforlnttflce of their olltelil rtesl)nmslhlItles, lut on
the other hand, let im all reneber that what we ore tollking aimtl Is part and
parcel of the great Amterican revolution of 1770.

This country did not light the tyranny of a George Ill to have Its citizens,
nearly 200 years later, be at the niery of it huge Ilureatcracy with no adtlejuote
means with which to defend thenselves. It has often been said that "knowledge
Is power" and particularly is this true with respect to the individual versus
the power of the 4tato.

This right to know Is oine of the most fundamental of ill those guaranteed us
by the Constitution and the 11111 of Rights. What iy hill, H. . 5r237. find the
others Introduced at this soesslon of the Coigress boy Interested colleagues, would
do is place the burden of proof on the Federal agency or delartnwinlt ()ncerned
In cases of alleged denial of Inforniallion,

Accordingly, any Federal agency would have to prove its right to deny s8xelfle
Information and records in a Federal court. This would be I great improve.
ment, in my Judgment, over the existing system whereby all an agency has to do
is to say, "Why, we cannot divulge this information, because It falls i the 'secrecy
in the public Interest,' or 'confidential for good cause fouled' ('ate gorlex."

While I am strongly in favor of this legislation and the principle which it
represents, at the same tline, I do not want to do anything wi'hidt will Jeopardize
the security or well-heing of the Unilted States. Clearly, we must draw a line
somewhere, and I would be the first to admit that unlimited access to eall and
evory governmental seret or piece of Information would be Ioth foolishly tin-
realistic and anarchical. No, we do not want that.

To safeguard this area of national security, my hili would exempt tromi the
disclosure requirement the following obviously sensitive areas: National defense
and foreign policy secrets specifically protected by lxecutive order; documents
relating to Internal personnel rules and practices of an agency: information
specifleally protected by other laws; privileged private ('tuniercial Informntion
obtained from the public such as trade secrets; agency mentorandunis dealing
solely with matters of law or policy; personnel and nedleal files; files of law
enforcement agencies dealing with Investigations, and reports of financial institu-
tions submitted to regulatory agencies.

The measures we are discussing today have been labeled "freedom of Informa-
tion" legislation. What more appropriate designation could lbe found? A de-
mocracy will survive only as long as her people are free to deternlne for them-
selves her future course.

In the darkness of secrecy can only be found the seeds of tyranny and ultimate
disaster. The right to know, one of our most cherlshed possessions and one of
our most cherished inheritances from the Founding Fathers, can le further safe.-
guarded by enactment of this legislation. I strongly urge such action by this
subcommittee and the full House Government Operations Committee.

STATEMENT OP RON. RIoiwAuD D. AVCARTIY, A RNIPURSENTATIV IN CONGREABS FROM
Tit, STATF OF NEW YOn

Mr. Chairman, I an pleased to have this opportunity to comment i behalf of
the proposed Federal pibitc records law.

I think that ny background--I once was a reporter for a daily newspaper-
gives me a basis for understanding the necessity for this legislation.

hIeeaue of the statutory void'in this area, I feel strongly that a Federal records
law Is vitally iedd-antd I have introduced a bill (1,R. 5l020) sinillar to the
one sponsored. by, ty dlstingulshed colleague, Conigressman Moss.

It is a thi'oill Mhat a democratic society cnnot function without an informed
,ltizenry. And ah informed citizenry must rely on the Federal Oovernment for
much of the information It needs.

It also Is obvioutig that disclosure of some kinds of Information by the Federal
OObvernineht would be hariiful to our society.

It seens to me that the Congress should attempt to strike a reasonable balance
between the public's need to know what Its Oovernmnent is dolng and the equally
inportahit need to maintain secrecy in some oreom.

In my Opinion, the proposed legislation-by establishing procedures for rourt
enforcement of the right to know, and by specifying categories of Ilifornation
that would be exempt front disclosure requiremiettts-would meet. this objective.
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IETTElt PROM loN. JAVK E4]DWABI)H, A IEPIESIK NTATIVYf IN CONOUESS

FRo.M TUrz STMA'rI', otF AIAIIAMA

CONrnRF.w OF TIE R UNITED STATES,
IIOUSK OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Wash ipUton, D.,. A pr iS, 1065.

1I1o. JOIIN 14). Moss,
Chalrmnan, ForogI n Operations8 anl Govcj#twit Inforination. Sitbooant Itt'e,

0'opninilico on Oorcrninint Operatlonts, Houtse of ?Reprcsentathves.
D.An COLLEAGUE: Thank you very much for your letter of April 1, inviting me

to appear before your subcommittee In support of my bill, 11.1t. 0739, having to do
with malting available Federal public records.

My bill Is very similar to other hills introduced on this same subject, tile
)rlnfry difference being that the other bills provide that any "person" may

have access to certain records. My )ill provides that any "citizen" may have
access to certain records.

I urge the subcommittee to favorably report this bill using the word "citizen"
rather than the word "person" for obvious reasons. I nt taking the liberty of
writing you since I will be out of town on April i. Please make this letter a part
of the record.

Sincerely,
JACK EDWARDS.

]iLT En FROM HoN. ROtIERT 1. JONES, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONORESS FROM THE
STATE OF ALARAMA

CONODEfRS OF TIE UNITED STATES,
IOUSE O ' PRESENTATIVES,

Vashington, D.O., March 31, 1065.
Congressman JOjIN B. Moss,
chairman, Forelpn Operation and Governniont Infornation Subconmottee, 1ou,se

of Representatives.
DEAR Mi. CHAIRMAN: As you know, Congressman Jones is recovering from

major surgery at the Bethesda Naval Hospital. Although he is making the
normal anticipated recovery following such an operation, it Is expected that
he will have it prolonged convalescence and, therefore, will not return to his
official duties for several weeks. We are pleasedl with the manner in which
he has responded and are hopeful that he will be released from the hospital
within the next 2 or 8 weeks.

In Congressman Jones' absence, I am taking the liberty of writing to you
regarding certain portions of H.R. 012, now under consideration by your
subcommittee. I believe, and I am certain that Congressman Jones would be
In complete agreement, that the following provisions do not strike a proper
balance between the interest of the pulile in obtaining infornintlof and the
interest of the Federal Government In the efficient operation of its various
agencies. Obviously, these suggested changes would not materially alter the
purpose of the bill to which I subscribe.

1. Exemption No. (0)' on page 3 exempts Intra.agency or Interagency memo-
randa or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy. Most legal or
policy memoranda must of neessity deal to some extent with facts. Thus,
Inclusion of "solely" largely nullifies any practical effect of the exemption. I
believe "solely", as It appears In line 9, should be deleted,

2. None of the present exemptions cover reports or investigations of accidentsor other materials pertinent to litigation Which, if disclosed, could adversely
and nffairly affect the government's position In lawsutt. Where litigation
is concerned, there appears to he no reason for treating a Government agency
differently from a private party In m- knig pertinent information available.
The availability of such materials Is already covered and should continue to
be covered by the rules of discovery. ft Ist stggested, therefore, that nitmber"(8)" In line 14 on pag 8 he changed to "(9)" and a new exention be tn.0rtod
which shall read as follows: "* * * material pertinent to litigation except to
the extent they would be avAilable under established rules of discovery In the
lFeeral courts."
8. The romedy provided In subsectlon (h) on page 2 for persons to wboni

disclosures have not been made refers In line 10 to "1 * * records or Information

VWI0I)0RAL PUBLIC RI{CORD4 LAW
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Imuproprly withheld." Inclusion of the words "or Information," appears to
to be Inconsistent with the rest of the subsection and creates ambiguity. It
is mggested that these words be delete iln the interest of clarity.

Any consideration that you may give to any one or all of these suggested
changes in Ht. 15012 will be greatly appreciated.

With every good wish, I am
Sincerely,

MEONKl, AII.STRAD.

STATHMINT OF lIoN. (ulAliuw, T. |EIl, A RFPRES.NTATrIvp. IN (ONIMcSs V OM TIM
STATIH OP IImNOIs

Mr. Chain, I atm Indeed delighted that your sulcommnittee Is giving consid-
oration to legislnlon dealing with th orderly disclosure of public information
by Government agen(,les, and it is a pleasure to have an opporttliilty to proselit
this brief statennt concerning 11.11. M)21, it i)ll which I introduceil iln tle Ilouse
of Representatives on Februnry 17, 11(, to amend section 101 of the Revised
Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold
Information and limit the availtblilly of records.

Let me say it the outset that my purimse lit slonmsoring thils legislation Is not
to unduly shackle any Governnent agency, Improperly restrict Its adinilslrative
authority, or invale the constillttioll privny of any Indlividual. Oin the con-
trary. ily bill would designate elght slecllc categories of Information which
should be protec-ted front Indiscrinminte disclosre. considered Iln Ihis light, It
is my belief that 11,11. 15021 would falilitate rsuther than hinder tiny Agenly ln
determining the proletr policy for the release of public data. Although this bll
may not be the perfect panacea, I do belleve It will go a long way toward allevi.
atlng a rather perplexing problem.

Tht Public records dlbto Is by no means a new one, but It sermus to me that the
continuing growth of tile Federal executive establishment gives the question a new
perspective. The trend toward bigger government multiplies rather than dlmnin-
Ishes tile n1eed for disclmore and tile necessity for muiplying infornmilon to the
pole. Certainly no one can dispute the fact that ticess to public records Is vital
to the basic workings of the democratic process, for it Is only whetn It Iubli
business is conducted openly, with certain exceptions, that there cal be freedom
of expression and discussion of policy so vital to an hollest national consensus oil
the issues of the day. It Is essential that free people be well informed, and we
neel only to look at sonie of our International neighbors to see the unhappy con-
sequences of the other alternative.

The need for a mUon definitive public records law has been apparent for a long
time. Tie Federal Register and Code of Federal Itegultions created by the Con-
gress in 19315, although most helpful, did not provide for detailed rules for the
Issuani(' of other forms of information or for regulations -to assist agencies in
formulating such procedures. Iteeognising this the Congress provided section 3
of the Administrative Proceure Act of 1946, relating specifically to public Infor-
mation. But now we can see that the langu age of tills section was mulch too broad:
and the intent of Congress, which I believe was then as It Is now that Federal
agencies take the Initisative in Inforiling the public, can be misconstrued and
misinterpreted so as to render the provision virtually ineffective. Since tile ques-
tion here involves tile intent of Congress, and If perchance the Intent of Congress
as stated in sectloni 3 Is ambiguous and, therefore, sulJect to imslnterpretation,
then It is our duty to spell ott this Intent in more direct terms. In my Judgment,
the ultimate responsibility lies with the Congress, and this is one of the considera-
tions which prompted me to introduce IhR. 5021.

In looking at the existing law, it Is not diffitlt to see how the intent of Congress
could easily be circumvented by any agency desiring to do so. Section 3 of the
Administrative Procedures Act Includes withholding information In the public
Interest, yot executive agencies have ' wide discretion In Interpreting tills term
"public Interest." Matters relating to the internal management of an agency are
also exempt under section 3, but certainly taxpayers have a right to be concerned
as to how their tax money is being spent boy agency managers, Section 3 also pro-
vides that official records must be made available in acordance with plmblished
rules of the agency, bit does not direct that such rules actually ie published.
Section 3 also refers to "matters of official record," but the Congress did not define
what Is meant by "official record." Section 3 also directs that public records be
made available to "persons properly and directly concerned," but here again an
agency has wide discretion In interpretation. Further, Information may be held
confidential for good cause, but this, too, is a wide discretionary area,
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It is not illogical to asslle that lliny In tile (loveroment having he (lutyto release public inforninfliol might naturally lie inclined to be more guarded InIhese releases rather Mhan perhaps running the risk of being charged by su-lperlors with releasing too iueli, and I think a more explicit law would remedy

this situation. 11,11, 1,021 would direct hands of delartments to prescribe reg.ulations for the conduct of their departments and iake till records available totiny ierson fit accordance with published rules. Persons deiled access to till-thorlzed records could tile mlt Inn a ,S. district court which would have tileauthority to order tlhat much record be )rOdluced. Tile eight speclfle categoriesof sensitive governmentt Information which would be protected front disclomre
under 11.It. rW21 are as follows:

(1) National defense i nd foreign policy secrets specifically protected
by x eeut Ive order;

(2) Doc Uients related solely to Internal personnel rules ald practices of
an agelly;(8) Iformilonl slpeclllcally protected by other lawsa

(4) Privileged trade secrets, COiniercitil or Iiiaticial inforiatlon obtained
from the public;

(51) Ageney nenioraitlnls dealing solely with iaitters of lalw or policy;
(0) Personnel and nedlcal files;
(7) Investigatory tiles coinilted for law enforcemplent; and
(8) IFixoilnation, operating, or condition reports iie(l by agencies re.

sPonsible for the regulation of flnanclal Institutions.Mice coning to Congresm. I havo become Increasingly aware of tile lack ofInformation disseminated to the American people on many phases of Governnentoperations. I think the people have a definite right to know what their Govern-ment Is doing in nonsenwitive areas and that the news nedia should likewise havefull access to such records. I do not believe that tiny agency of Government
would argue In good faith against the intent of this proposed revision, for thebill contains sufficient safeguards for protecting vital defense Information andother sensitive data. It would wake It possible for all agcilcles to follow auniform system to insure adequate dissenination of authorized Information,thereby removing some of the confusion resulting from differing policies. Gov-ernmnent by secrecy, whether Intentional or accidental, benefits no one and, Infact, inJures the people It Is designed to serve. This legislation under Con-sideration today wvill establish a much needed uniform policy of disclosure with-

out Inpinging upon the rights of any citizens.
Thoias Jefferson once said, "A popular government without popular In-formation or tile means of acquiring it, Is lut a prolog to a fareo or a tragedy, orperhaps both," The responsibility belongs to the Congress, and I therefore hopethat. your committee will give favorable consideration to this legislation. Thankyou again for Inviting ile to present my views here today.





ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
STATEMiENT OF JOn N F. GRINER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVw2aE NT

EMPLOYEES

The primary objectives of H.R. 5012, the bill under consideration by this com-
mittee, Is desirable. However, the American Federation of Government Employ-
eeg is concerned with several exceptions to the application of the proposed
enactment which should be modified In the interest of many Federal employees
who may be affected by its provisions.

Maximum information about the operations of the Federal Government is a
worthwhile objective. We believe that information which is legitimately sought
and which does not involve national security should be made available. To that
extent, we believe H.R. 5012 should receive our endorsement.

However, we are in disagreement with two of the eight exceptions to the gen-
eral principle of disclosure as enunciated in this measure. First there is excep-
tion (2) which concerns matters "related solely to the internal personnel rules
and practices of any agency."

It is certainly not defensible for Federal agencies or installations to refuse to
disclose their basic personnel policies and yet that has happened altogether too
often in years past, as evidenced by comments we have received from time to
time from our members. It is, therefore, wrong in our opinion to write into law
Justification for such a practice.

Publications containing such statements of overall Federal personnel policy
as the Federal Personnel Manual, Civil Service Commission Position Classificd.
tion Standards, and the Handbook X-118, stating qualification standards for
ClassIflcatlon Act positions are available upon subscription front the Govern-
mant Printing Office. The same is true of the Postal Manual which contains the
personnel policy and regulations of the Post Office Department. Personnel
manuals of other individual agencies are not so easily obtainable. Requests for
copies of small sections of manuals are frequently complied with, but not for
copies of an entire manual other than a single copy intended for a union's national
office. The response usually will be that the limited supply does not permit dis-
tribution to that extent.

It is also our belief that the personal file of a Federal employee should not be
made available for public inspection. This situation relates to exception (6)
which is included in this bill.

Maintaining limited availability of an employee's personal file suggests two
related aspects of the problem of obviating the invasion of individual privacy.
First, to what extent should inspection of such a file be permitted? It is our
view that such inspection should be permitted only to authorized representatives
of the employing agency management. Inspection beyond that limit should be
predicated only on considerations of national security.

Unless withholding of information In an employee's own personal file would
be detrimental to his physical or mental health, we believe the employee has an
unquestioned right to know its contents. Agencies usually withhold that por-
tion of the file having to do with qualifications or material relating to Investiga-
tion of loyalty or security matters. The employee should have the right to in.
spect the nonsecurity contents of his file.

Inspection of a personal medical file is a more complex problem. The ability
of the individual employee to examine his medical file meaningfully may be open
to question as would be-the desirability of the employee perusing medical findings
which could be emotionally disturbing or physically harmful. In such instances,
the employee's physician or attorney should be permitted to examine the file and
advise the employee of the contents to an extent which will assure the protec-
tion of his interests and yet not adversely affect his health.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to comment on H.U. 5012.
181
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LaTma FRoM RALPH F. FUcaS, INDIANA UqMueSTY, S01OOL OF LAW
BLOOMINGTON, INn., Mar-c f 30,1965.

Hon. JOHN E. Moss,

House of Repreaentatives,
Washington, D.O.

My DEAR CONRESSMAN Moss: I have read with Interest your letter of March
15 and the memorandum of the staff of the Foreign Operations and Government
Information Subcommittee, dated February 1, 1965, which accompanied it. It
is good to know of the present status of the measure which is now H.R. 5012.
Bills to the saime general effect have been quite thoroughly explored previously,
of course, and I doubt whether I can add significantly to what has been said.

There is no doubt, I think, that additional legislation is needed to procure ade-
quate access to Information from Federal agencies. The prevailing deficiencies
in this regard relate both to adequacy of access by news media and to oppor-
tunity for persons Involved in administrative proceedings to ascertain policies
which are likely to determine agency decisions in these proceedings. H.R.
5012 makes commendable progress In defining the proper scope of the obligation
to disclose. I note that It is substantially identical to paragraphs 3(c) and
3(e) of the latest draft by the staff of the Subcommittee on Administrative Prac-
tice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary of a proposed revi-
sion of the Administrative Procedure Act.

One major question presented by fl.R. 5012 is whether a judicial remedy
against nondisclosure should be provided. I think that clearly it would be bet-
ter to provide other means of achieving compliance, if It could be done effectively,
both to prevent unnecessary burdens on the courts and to avoid the risk of
undue interference with agency operations by unjustified demands. With the
establishment of an administrative conference, suitably staffed, through which
inquiries into inadequate agency functioning can be carried on, it seems to me
that it would be better to refrain at this time from creating a new ground of liti-
gation directed against the agencies. If additional legislation should define
agency obligations as clearly as this bill, I believe there is reason to have confi-
dence that genuine improvement would take place without direct Judicial inter.
vention. The Administrative Conference Act, however, confers authority only
in relation to compliance with the Administrative Procedure Act. Therefore,
new legislation providing for disclosure should perhaps be attached to the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act.

The principal question that remains with respect to the desirable scope of
agency obligations to disclose Information involves Internal documents that arise
when an agency is developing a policy or compiling evidence in an investigation.
Item 7 in lines 12-14 on page 3 of the bill seems unduly narrow in this regard,
since it refers only to Investigatory files compiled for "law enforceemnt pur-
poses." Many proceedings hardly fall in this category; yet the accumulation of
evidence, only some of which will be used, Is necessary in connection with these
as well. I therefore suggest that after the word "purposes" in line 13 there be
added, followed by a comma, the words, "or for use In agency proceedings." I
recognize that there should be an agency duty to disclose evidence which is in-
tended for use In later agency proceedings under many circumstances; but this
duty should, it seems to me, be imposed by provision for discovery at the In-
stance of private parties to proceedings, and not in the present bill.

The wording in line 3 on page 2 in paragraph 101(b) of HI,R. 5012, which re-
quires each agency to make "all" its records promptly available to any person,
seems somewhat inconsistent with the exceptions recognized in paragraph 101(e).
Especially if judicial enforcement of the obligation to disclose is provided, I
think the bill should be quite explicit in this regard. Therefore I suggest that,
instead of the wording in line 3 on page 2, preceding the period, the following be
substituted: "provide for its records to be made promptly available to any per-
son to the extent required by this act."

The language in lines 8-12 which follow would then lend specifically to the
duty Imposed.

Minor differences of wording between HR. 5012 and the corresponding para.
graphs of the Senate Judiciary Committee staff draft need hardly receive atten-
tion here. I am sure the staff of your stbcommittee will choose among these
alternatives according to which are preferable. They all seem to involve expres.
sion, not substance.

If any additional comments from me might be helpful, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,

RALPH F. FUoHS.
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LzEr'T Fa o CARL L. SHIPLEY, ATroTmr, SHtiLEy, ARERMAN & PIoKE ,,
WASITINOTOx, D.C#

Re statement on H.R. 5012.
APRIL 2, 1905.

Hon. JonN E. Moss,
Chairman, Foreign Operations aad Govertment Itformation Subcommittee, House

Government Opcratiots Commilttee, House of Representatives, Washington,
D.C.

I)FAR CHAIaMAN Moss: Our law office represents many persons and companies
in administrative or judicial procedings Involving the Federal Government.

The ends of justice are frequently thwarted by the refusal of agencies of
the Federal Government to make records promptly available, even though such
records are public information and should be treated as such. Very often em-
ployees of the Federal Government are able to misuse their authority and thwart
the legitimate claims of citizens against the Government by refusing to make
available records which should be available.

At the moment, there Is no recourse for the aggrieved citizen whose rights
have been denied by the arbitrary action of some Federal agency. The enact-
ment of H.R. 5012 will be a long step toward correcting this inequitable situation,
and will strengthen our form of government.

However, H.R. 5012 can be strengthened by Including a provision to protect
individuals and businesses from the abuse of nonpublic Information. Some Fed-
eral agencies, like the SEC, have been authorized by Congress to regulate highly
sensitive segments of the national economy. The SEC deals with that extremely
fragile state of mind known as Investor confidence, which Is the very lifeblood
of the securities Industry.

Through such devices as news "leaks," public statements of Its staff, articles In
trade journals, speeches to trade associations, publicized correspondence, and
unofficial disclosure of proposed Investigations, the SEC sometimes Indirectly
seeks to extend its regulatory authority Into areas or over subject matter which
Congress has not authorized by an abusive disclosure of nonpublic Informatidn.
This, in turn, gives rise to adverse comment In trade journals, financial columns,
and other news media, and undermines Investor confidence In a segment of the
industry or a particular business entity In the securities Industry.

Under the Federal Constitution, Congress Is the pollcymaking branch of the
Government, and no matter with what good faith Federal agencies may seek to
extend their authority, the prejudicial use of nonpublic information to coerce
compliance with either policies or regulations which Congress has not authorized,
Is contrary to the national Interest and should be brought to a halt through ap-
propriate provisions in H.R. 5012.

Very truly yours,
CARL L. SnIPLEY.

STATEMENT OF G. B. BUBrNtAM, PRESmENT, BURNHAM CHEMICAL CO. A

My name is George B. Burnham and I'm president of the Burnham Chemical
Co. The experience of the Burnham Chemical Co. at the hands of Government
officials who withheld information from the public Is a good example of why the
freedom of information bill should become law. To illustrate the point, only one
example Is given.

In 1927 the sodium leasing laws of the United States provided that a patent
(transfer of land title) could not be Issued on lands which contained salines
such as borax. On January 7, 1927, a Government mine inspector, Leroy A.
Palmer, sent a report to the Commissioner of the General Land Office concern-
ing the discovery of enormous borax deposits In the Kramer District of Cali-
fornia. In spite of Palmer's report, the Department of the Interior wanted
patents (title) to these deposits to competitors of the Burnham Chemical Co.
The commissioner of the Court of Claims reported: "This substituted statement
[by prospectors] was a falsification of which the General Land Office had notice
but which It ignored." I ,

Issuance of the patents by the Department of the Interior prevented the Burn-
ham Chemical Co. from obtaining leases on part of the Kramer District land.

I Report of commissioner, U.S. Court of Claime, Cue No. 66-55, FInding No. 19.
In committee flie.

Copy
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Moreover, the borax combine obtained a nooly on the deposit and forced
('ouhmpetitors out of business. As a result of this granting of patents by the
Department of the Interior both the Federal Government and the State of
California were cheated out of royalties on the borax production as provided
by the leasing law.

Hlow did the Government get away with this costly "mistake"? On each of
the 10 pages in the Palmer report there Is stamped the following (photocopied
from the original):

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION

In 1950, 23 years later, the department of tihe Interior put that confldentlal
document In the National Archives. In late 1953 1 found the I'alhnr report.
Attorneys for the Ilurnham Chemical Co. then filed a stilt li the Court of Clahns
early In 1055. After the trial, the court dismissed the case because of the statute
of limitations. If the Palmer report had not been sulp)ressed, the llurnhant
Chemical Co. would not now be trying to secure legislation to have the statute
of limitations waived and the ease adjudicated on its merits.

SUPiLEMENTARY STATEMENT

On May (5, 1957, the Interior Department gave my attorney a certified photo-
stat copy of a report Leroy A. palmer, a Government mhie Inspector, had made
on January 7, 1927, to the Commissioner of th, Gineral L~and Office con(ernlng
the discovery of borax deposits In the Kramer District of California. This cer-
tified copy shows that each of the 10 lages of the report bore a staniped notation
"Confidential. Not for Public inspection."

On March 29, 1905, 1 went to the National Archives to got more certified
photostat copies of the Palmer report. I applled to Mr. Frank I-. Bridgers for
a card of admission to the search rooms. Mr. Bridgers asked mne for hat lr-
pose I wished the admission card and I informed him I wanted to get people
of certain documents to submit to a congressional connittee that was about to
hold hearings. I saw the report again on that day and on each of the 10 pages
was the stamped notation "Confidential. Not for Public Inspection." I ordered
from Mr. Foster, four copies of the report. I told hin I wanted the copies a,
soon as possible for congressional hearings which were being held soon.

I received these certified photos4tat copies of the report on April 7, 1905, from
the National Archives. The words "Confidential. Not for Public Inspeetion"
had been covered up when the plhotostat plettres of the Palmer report were
taken, This was true of each of the 10 pages of the report.

STATEMENT or ANPtIFA*" J. IEMJI,).EIl, DIOTOR, DI IpWAIrM T OF LFoISLATO04,
AMERICAN FERi)RATION OF LABOR AND) CONoflI5 Or T IUSTIIJAL OIBOANIZATIONS

Mr. Chairman, I npreiate this opportunity to present to your subcommittee
these remarks on 11.1t. 5012 and related legislative measures.

In general, we ,ltplif't the prnclples and purposes of legislation to open tip
the processtes of goverhitioet to J4pblleI view. In a detioraey sueh as ours, the
people n10! be, folly t1tfor, iied if they are to make Intelligent, ratlonl decisions,
it they are to governt theutossIves well ofnd wisely. At the same'time we recognize
that certain klfind of hifortniticft6h obtlintied by 0vernmefit agencies ilst h'be
kept In conlfidene to aiVOil deflating the reason for existence of such agencies.
Ili our connents on 11.it. 512 we have tried to keep these two basic principles
In niid.

H.0. 5012 wouhl al'ect tie o1wr uihon of virtmllY every Federal administrative
agency and the administrative procedure of many executive departmehts, In-
luditlig such agenle:- ats tl e N1t ionil lialior Relations Board, the Federal Medi.
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ion ind Coellieiltlot Servhi,, ind the Dhepart meit of Labor. 'Il'se atgolile-(,
usalgilge il ('j1el't1(11tions Jlnd lroce,(liclgs tlhut vIli ttly aff('t lahor unilol0t aid twhir
1II(6111,r. 'llThereforle, we hleve ii strong 11id Vil iterest in the etiellnt, ofltlve
..1 4'I0t] totin of hst lgel('les.

I1.11. 5012 would require every igei(,y to lallike till of Its rewords prclllllly
1llvei llelie to i ny person, Will (ertein t'illiitnie'teh except Ions. '1'iae o t tlulilotes
Include: "-I} t rilde sperets aond (omluler'iel or fiineelial Informationl olJiltt-l4hl
1-1 tile liit, And privileged or colidenltial; (5) illterageney or intraeigeoiey
eteitnoralli(hluls or It(,ters dealing solely wlh mat ters of law or polley ; and (7)
investigitory allies conslitled for lotw eolforlceIlent plurI(A:I (,xM')t to tile eXtltit

it Illible by law to it private pIrty."
'11l of titlso eXt-sl totes collins broad looipho"les through whihh Informatlion

(,IJllld ti, extlra(,ted fronl Goverlillilant *irPli|s Or depart)rlients whih'h couhl tIe
tiN'ed to delay or interfere wlth the e xfli itlXs (iislmoslll81It of agency Aello .s or
procedures. Ftirtherinore, this Itglsltioi would require years of lliigalion before
(it, s.'ole 111141 (off"cts of tw bill's I ilrJrebIl.ze laliguage litione (,ler and definite.

For examtiiple, clause (4), whih] )lrplortx to ('xelmpt fromt (iscosure lihforliea.
tin oblJaine(I front the public which is "hrivi'ged or confidential," WotlI not
oplpenr to exempt wage d(tut subitted to the Bur'eall of Labor Statistihs, and
the ng ulld Hour visionn of tile U.S. departmentt of Labor IIi collldene' andl(l
i1,1d by themn In preparing id iblishilig wage studies and surveys. ''hil loop-
hole Is serious b'eiuse these wige sidles and surveys tire utsed by the l)elarl-
iil'lt as ia basis for lit, prevailing wige deterlintlotn which fhe ])eparllent
Is reultil to make under lhe Waish-Ih'aley and Davis-llacon Acts.

Unless the bureau of Labor Statistles can ('(itlnue to assure those front W]homi
wige dlatn eer obtnned that these dalt will be kept confidential, the lBurtnu's
sources of In1formnalllon II these vital flels coull be serhlosly jeopardozed. As
iresently drafted, elaiUse (4) would also ,rinusly Interfere with tile effective
enforcement of tle Fair Labor Stindards Act, tile Liibor.Maiitlgelllent lep sorting
and Disclosure At, and the Welfare and Pension Plans I)isclosure Act.

Clause (5) contains another broad loophole. It falls to exenipt itterglgelcy
or Initrllageney memorandums or letters dealing with.1ljatters of fact. Indeed.
the Spnate Judiniry Committee, reporting on the similar bill which was bWfore
the Senate lnst yiar (S. Rept. 1211, 8th Cong., 2d sess.), stated slitcienlly that
while "the Government ('anno(Jt operate effectively or honpstly" If "O)inilons of
tle lolment" of (lovernmnent offleiils had to be spread oil the public record,
'1t1re Is no exemption for matters of a factunl nature." Clause (5) is drawn
in such it wiay, for examllele, thilt It Would aippear that tlemIlOraldtlns prepared
by etgency ('lployees for t hemselvem (Jr their superiors Ilurport lag to give their
t'voluat ton of tIu e, redlilift3 of evidence obtained front wittiesmes or other sources
wold not be exempt fromt dlseloure, even though the knowledge that their
views may bIe made matters of public knowledge would Inevitably interfere
%,ith their freedom, of Judgment and color their views. InI addition, 111o111.
orlndlunis sniimarling fets used its t basis for reoinnlindlitions for agency
eI(tioli would likewise Appear to be imeluded frot tile exemption Coitalted In
('el, lrse (5).

Clause (7) would open Up Investigatory files to nit extent that goes far beyond.
anything required by tile courts, including tile decision of the Supreme Court
iII the ,elnel. ease. This clause, for exanliple which provides for disclosure of
inves.tlgatory files as soon ns they "affect an action or proceeding or a private
party's effective participation therein" Is suseeptlile to the interpretation tNtO
oince a complaint of unfair labor practice is file by the General CouMsel of tli
National Labor Rtelatlotns floard, access Coull be had to the statelentq of all
witnesses, whether or not these statements are relied upon to support the
eomnllalcit.

1,urthermore, withess4os would be unwilling to give statements If they knew
that their statements were going to be Made knoWn to the parties before the
hearing, While witnesses would continue to le protected in te.tifyig at the
hearing, they would enjoy no protection prior to tiat tihe. ObvIotully, the
hoard's procedt'Ps could be stlbslnntlally interfered with, and further delays
to elog the Board's already overloaded docket would be encouraged. Sub.tan-
tial litigation would be required before the full scope and effects of clause (7)
would be nade Clear.

The foregoing points nmake It clear fhat H.R. 5012 may have serious, adverse
effects on the activities of admillstrative agencies and particularly those Fed-
erel ageneles engaged in ol)erntlons And proceedings affecting labor unions and
their alenlbers and working people generally.

45-213-- 05-pt, 1- 13
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H.R. 5012 is, in form, an amendment of section 22, title V, United States Code.
The bill does not in terms amend section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act.
Section 2, however, provides that "all laws or parts of laws" Inconsistent with
the bill "are hereby repealed." While the term "all laws or parts of laws"
is presumably designed to include section 8 of the Administrative Procedure
Act, it is far from clear how much of that section would in fact be repealed and
how much of it would be left intact. If section 3 of the Administrative Proce-
dure Act is to be amended or repealed, which would appear to be necessary
if the bill is to have any significance, this should be done specifically, rather
than inferentially or indirectly, as provided in H.R. 5012. If this is not done,
the bill can only result in even greater confusion and uncertainty than already
exists.

While, the beneficial purposes of the bill should certainly be kept firmly In
mind, the foregoing serious deficiencies should be corrected before the bill Is
forwarded to the House of Representatives. It Is suggested that the following
amendments would take care of the more egregious deficiencies in H.R. 5012.

1. Amend clause (4) to read as follows:
"(4) Trade secrets and information obtained from the public in confidence

or customarily privileged or confidential or information acquired during media-
tion or conciliation of labor disputes."

2. Amend clause (5) to read as follows:
"(5) Interagency or intraagency memorandums or letters."
Alternatively, this clause might be amended to read as follows:
"(5) Interagency or intraagency memorandums or letters dealing with matters

of fact, law, or policy".
3. Amend clause (7) to read as follows:
"(7) investigatory files."
Alternatively, it is suggested that the rule enunciated in the Jenok8 case might

well be written into the bill. This could be done by amending clause (7) to read
as above, by inserting a new clause (8), and by renumbering the present clause
(8) as clause (9). The new clause (8) would read as follows:

"(8) Statements of agency witnesses until such witnesses are called to testify
in an action or proceeding and request is timely made by a private party for the
production of relevant parts of such statements for purposes of cross examina-
tion."

Enactment of legislation along the lines of H.R. 5012 Is sought principally by
the American Bar Association and the American Newspaper Publishers Associa-
tion, which claim that it is necessary to correct certain interpretations of section
22, title V, United States Code, and section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act.
They claim that these provisions have been relied upon by executive departments
and agencies to withhold information to which parties to actions or proceedings
before such departments or agencies or the public are entitled. They claim, the
provisions in question, and particularly section 8 of the Administrative Proce-
dure Act, which were designed as disclosure statutes, have in fact become prin-
cipal bulwarks of nondisclosure.

As I said at the beginning of this statement, we support the principle under-
lying this H.R 5012, the principle that the full disclosure of the operations of the
agencies of Government is in the public interest, but we also insist that another
important principle be maintained, the principle of maintaining the integrity of
purpose of Government agencies and avoiding adverse effects resulting from dis-
closure of confidential information.

We believe disclosure of information that jeopardize the purpose of a Govern-
ment agency, and particularly the purposes of those Government agencies with
which we are most familiar, is wrong and contrary to the intent of the Congress
in setting up those agencies.

Therefore, we urge this subcommittee to give very serious attention to the
points we have made In this statement and to the changes we have recommended.

STATEMENT OF KERMIT OVERlY, DIRECTOR, LEGISLATION AND RESEARCH DEPART-
MENT, RURAL ELECTRIC CooPERAVE ASSOCIATION, WASHINOTON, D.C.

Hon. ,Toytx E. Moss,
U.8. Houqe of Representatives,
Wa*htegton. D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN Moss: As the national trade and service organization of
nearly 1,000 rural electric cooperatives which depend for their financial well-
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being upon the operation and policies of the Rural Electrification Administra-
tion. NREGA is very much interested in H.R. 5012, which would amend title 5,
section 22, of the United States Code to increase availability of information.

The Rural Electrification Administration is continuously engaged in obtaining
many types of data front all of its borrowers, including the most intimate details
of the borrower's financial position and wholesale power costs. We are very
hopeful, therefore, that the current legislation will not confer a legally enforcible
right on the general public to require disclosure by REA of data which would
enable rival power companies the means with which to destroy our program.

ll.R. 5012 would require every agency to "make all its records promptly avail-
able to any person" subject to eight enumerated exceptions. It appears that the
language, if not carefully circumscribed and interpreted, would endanger the
security of our member systems.

The critical language of H.R. 5012 appears in section 1(C) (4) which exempts
front the disclosure mandate "trade secrets and commercial or financial informa-
tion obtained from the public and privileged or confidential." This exemption,
if adequately interpreted by committee report language, would achieve the objec-
tive which we seek. We, therefore, respectfully urge the inclusion in the com-
mittee report of the following language to protect REA borrowers:

Exemption No. (4) of subsection (c) is intended to apply, among other situa-
tions, to financial and commercial records of REA borrowers, including the system
audits and loan surveys, of such borrowers, and all information disclosed to REA
by borrowers for the purpose of obtaining REA loans.

If your committee desires to protect REA borrowers through the language of
the bill itself, we suggest that section 1(() (4) be amended to read as follows:

"Trade secrets and commercial, and technical, and financial information sub-
mitted and received as privileged or confidential."

We would welcome any opportunity to confer with you personally on any facet
of this problem which affects our membership.

Very sincerely yours, KER~MIT OVER.
Director, Legislation and Research Department.

LETTER FROM AMERICAN TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION, AVIATION LAW SECTION,
XEW YORK, N.Y., TO SENATOR EDWARD V. LONG AND CONGRESSMEN JOHN E.
Moss AND OGDEN R. REI, APaL 5, 1965

APR.L 5, 1965.
Re Federal public records law bill, S. 1160, H.R. 5012.
Hon. EDWARD V. LONG,
U.S. Seate, Washington, D.O.
Hon. JOHN Moss,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.Q.
Hon. OGDN R. REID,
House ot Representatives, Washington, D.O.

DeAR SENATOR LONG AND CONGRESSMEN MOSS AND REID: In behalf of the Ameri-
can Trial Lawyers Association, I certainly appreciate your cooperation in for.
warding copies of the bills, a press release, and the hearings conducted last year.

I understand that hearings will be conducted next week with regard to this
legislation, but trial commitments preclude my personal attendance despite an
earnest desire to express the views of the association.

Perhaps you are aware that our association represents approximately 18,000
trial lawyers who specialize In civil tort litigation. Our publication, Trial, has
a circulation of 50,000 trial lawyers,

We strongly support passage of this legislation, with two reservations. The
principle of full disclosure by governmental agencies cannot be seriously disputed.

A problem, however, arises in formulating and articulating the exceptions to
the general principle.

The proposed legislation would establish a general rule requiring every agency
to disclose '"all its records." Eight exceptions to the general rule are specified.
Our association favors and strongly supports exceptions (1), (8), (4), and (0)
through (8).

We have, however, serious reservations concerning the scope of two exceptions,
(2) and (5). Exception (2) would preclude the disclosure of matters related
solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of any agency." Exception (5)
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would preclude the disclosure of matter relating to "Interagency or Intra-agency
mentorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy."

The United States of America has frequently been Involved Iln civil tort
litigation wherein it is claimed that Governmuent personnel carelessly performed
their duties in such a way as to cause damage to others. The IPederal courts are
vested with exclusive Jurisdiction In such suits against tile United States. The
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are, therefore, applicable and they adopt the
principle of broad disclosure. Rules 34 al 20(b) provide the district court in
wlhi(h an action Is pending with the discretion to direct any party to the litiga-
tiou to produce documents which are relevant to the Issues. Such docunienta.
tion Is discoverable If It appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence, even though the documents sought are not in and of
themselves admissible.

lit the past, the Federal district courts have required the United States to
produce for discovery in such litigation material related to the operational
practices of the governmental agency involved, Interagency and intra-agency
memorandums and letters dealing with the policy affecting such operational prac.
tices. For example, the United States of America has been a party to litiga.
tion based upon the carelessness of Federal Aviation Agency employees in the
nwoner in which they provided air traffic control over aircraft. In such litiga.
tion the Government hias been reluilred to produce personnel memorandums, and
directives, manuals, and related latterr which established the standards of op.
eration governing the manner In which FAA personnel were obligated to per.
formi their duties in controlling aircraft.

Tie language of exceptions (2) and (5) Is such that, if broadly construed,
a district court might be required to prevent disclosure of documents obtained
in tile past pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

Exception (2) excludes from disclosure matters related to Internal personnel
rules and practices. In view of the general principle adopted by the bill, we
are confident that it Is not Intended to embrace FAA manuals, and all person-
nel memorandums which set the standards pursuant to which Government per-
sonnel perform their duties in relation to the public. Exception (5) suffers
front the same criticism because letters which establish policy to guide opera-
tlonal personnel may thereby be excluded from discovery.

We are frank to admit that we are unable to formulate a change In the lan-
guage of exceptions (2) and (5) which would enable the discovery of material
previously available, but at the same time prevent disclosure of purely Internal
matter not related to operational activities affecting the public.

We do, however, suggest that an attempt be made to modify exceptions (2)
and (5) with the above-mentioned comments In mind. One solution might be to
amend the bill to Include a statement of principle which would make clear that
the exceptions are to be construed narrowly and that matter previously dis-
coverable should continue to be discoverable. Another suggestion is that excep-
tion (2) be confined to "Internal personnel rules related to hiring, firing, dis.
ciplinary action, promotion and demotion" thereby deleting "and practices of
any agency." The "practices" portion of exception (2) might be construed to
relate to practices or operation affecting the public. Exception (5) might, per-
haps, be amended to add a clause so that It reads: "Interagency or Intra-agency
memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy, but not
of operational practices affecting members of the public,"

We truly appreciate the opportunity to express these views. We are confident
they will receive your prudent consideration.

Respectfully yours,
LU S. KUMDLER,

OCoirom, Avat ion Lo Sction.

LErEit FROM MAGAZINE PUn.lSmmis ASS0CIATiON, INc., NEw YoRx, N.Y., To
HON. JOHN ). Moss Aramt 12, :1965.

Hon. SOHN E. Moss,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Foreign Operations and government Informaton,
(1ommittee on Government Operations, House of Representatives.

DEAR Me. Moss: On behalf of the Magazine Publishers Association and the
American Society of Magazine Editors which represent 113 companies publishing
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over 300 magazines in the United States, I would like to add our voice in support
of II.R. 5012, pending before your subcommittee.

Magazine publishers and editors believe that there should be the maximum
interchange of Information between the Government and the people and that
the magazines of our Nation are effective disseminators of information to the
people. The purpose of II.U. 0012 Is to require Government agencies to make
"records promptly available to any person" unless that information fails within
certain specified exempted categories. For too long, too many Government
agencies have unduly restricted the availability of information. Much of this
has been to protect officials from criticism in the press without any substantial
security reason for withholding the Information.

When the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.FS.C. 1001 et seq.) was enacted
in 1940, the Senate Judiciary Committee described the basic intent of the public
information section of that act as follows:

* * * that administrative operations and procedures are public property
which the general public * * * is entitled to know or have the ready means
of knowing with definiteness and assurance. (S. Doe. 248, 79th Cong., 2d
sess., p. 198, 1946.)

The House Judiciary Committee explained that,
* * * all administrative operations should as a matter of policy be dis.
closed to the public except as secrecy may obviously be required. (Id.,pp. 251-252.)

The work of your committee in the past has resulted in disclosure of many
misinterpretations by Government agencies of this section of the APA and of
title 5 United States Code, section 22, the general housekeeping statute, which
have resulted in a withholding rather than a disclosure as Intended by Congress.
The latter was amended through the efforts of this committee to preclude re-
liance on that section when information was withheld. 1I.R. 5012 would further
aniend that act to affirmatively require disclosure except for certain exceptions
and provide Judicial relief where there was an unlawful withholding.

Magazine publishers and editors seek no special privileges on access to Gov-
ernment information. We recognize the need for restriction of certain informa.
tion for security purposes. However, we believe that all categories of informa-
tion which are not specifically exempted under the Constitution or the provisions
of 1.R. 5012 should be available to the public and the press.

The enactment of 1I.R. 5012 would recognize the right of the public to informa.
tion relating to the operation of its Government. We support its enactment.

Sincerely,
CUALES D. A3LARD.

STATEMENT o LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIuEcTou, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMERICAN
CIVIL LInEnTiES UNION

Mr. Chairman, the American Civil Liberties Union supports the general aim
and purpose of H.R. 012 which would establish a Federal Public Records Law,
by amending section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act of 1940. The aim of
this legislation is to protect the right of the public to information and is designed
to regulate the policies of the various administrative agencies, departments, and
bureaus of the Federal Government. Our organization believes that access to
the r cords of Government agencies by public and press is vital to the continued
functioning of the democratic process,

During the 88th Congress we testified in hearings before the Subcommittee
on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Committee of the Judiciary
of the U.S. Senate on S. 1600, a similar bill, During our testimony we pointed
out some of the inadequacies of the present law which had come to our attention
and expressed concern about various provisions of S. 1060 as introduced. A
number of changes were made in S, 1666 %V1hich are reflected in the present bill,
11.l. 5012. Nevertheless, we are still concerned about some of the exemptions
set forth in subsection (e).

lit our oral testimony liefore this committee last week we referred to the ex-
cellent ininorandum by Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, S8eurity Policy,
Walter T. Skallerup, Jr., wlileh was sent to each of the Under Secretaries of the
services on November 26, 1902. This memorandum covers the subject of civil
and private rights during security investigations and hearings and sets forth
guidelines to bar improper questions. A copy of the memorandum is attached
to this statement.
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a The memorandum recommends" that each of the three military services

adopt regulations to Implement tife policy set forth in the memorandum. Up
until now we have been unsuccessful in obtaining copies of their regulations,
Each of the three services, in response to our inquiries, has stated that it would
not supply them to us because they were "internal management guides."

Our interest was prompted, not by reason of Idle curiosity (which should
not make the slightest difference) but because we have had a number of cases
involving Individuals Interviewed by Investigators reported to us in which the
strictures of the Skallerup memorandum have been most flagrantly violated.

The Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Judiciary Committee
has recently conducted extensive correspondence with all agencies concerning
their practices In permitting Individuals being interviewed to have with them
counsel or friends or relatives, Practices very tremendously according to a
monthly report of the subcommittee. Nevertheless, the few attempts we have
made to obtain the specific regulations from each of the agencies governing
this extremely Important constitutional right have been fruitles,

Whether exemption (e) (2) which exempts matters "related solely to the
Internal personnel rules and practices of any agency" would give the power to
the three services to withhold the regulations under which their investigators
are now operating is unclear. Likewise, it Is unclear whether exemption (e) (5)
"inter-agency or Intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with mat-
ters of law or policy" would have this effect. We would like to see a clear ex-
pression of legislative intent that would insure that all regulations and Instruc-
tions to Investigators covering their practices and procedures during interviews
would be available as public record.

The revocation of a security clearance to a Government employee or military
personnel Is an extremely serious matter. Nevertheless, present practices and
procedures leave much to be desired. Individuals who have their security clear-
ance revoked are not entitled to know the basis for the revocation. To give
one illustration: An Army private, after undergoing extensive training for over
6 months with the U.S. Army Security Agency, was unaccountably removed
from the training in January 1964. Since then he has persistently attempted to
find out the reason for his removal from training. The Chief of the Personnel
Clearance Division of G-2 not only refused to give him any Information but alsostated that regulations forbade him from doing so. Efforts by a Congressman
for further Information were equally unsuccessful. We were finally able to
obtain some more information concerning the reason for the revocation but this
was almost on a "favor" basis.

In addition, we wrote for a copy of the Army regulations which allegedly pro-
hibit disclosure of the basis for denial or withdrawal of security clearance. We
have not been able to obtain them. We have been informed that "current Army
regulations on this point have been given differing interpretations. The regula-
tions are being amended to provide In all cases for disclosure to the subject
and an opportunity for rebuttal, except when to do so would jeopardize national
security." Of course, the adoption of these regulations would he a major Im-
provement over present procedures; nevertheless, we still cannot see any basis
for withholding copies of the current Army regulations,

Exemption (e) (6) of the bill providing "personnel and medical files and similar
files, the dlclosure of which would constitute a clearly uniwarrantod invasion of
personal privacy" would seem to be a desirable exception. It should mean, as In
this case, that the individual directly involved would be able to obtain information
concerning his ease but other individuals could not. t would seem that this Is
a necessary distinction that must be drawn in any freedom-of-information hill.
Although the distinctions between the right of an individual to obtain particular
records involving himself and that of the general public and the press shold be
kept at a minimum, there are, it seems clear, situations in which the individual
distinction should be made.

We are particularly pleased to see that this bill eliminates a provision In prior
bills permitting "secrecy in the public interest." This has been changed to
exemption (e) (1) covering matters "specifically required by Executive order tobe kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy." This may
be too broad. Although there is a surface appearance that particular Information
could only be kept secret by Executive order, as a practical matter It would
appear that the determination would be made by lower echelon administrators.
This could become a potential loophole to enable officials to foreclose vital sourcesof information by claiming that the requested information pertains to "national
defense or foreign policy." For example, several years ago the polls conducted
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by the U.S. Information Agency overseas were kept secret on the grounds that to
publicize them would affect our foreign policy. The ACLU at that time failed
to see any justification for this position. This particular section might afford a
carte blanche for Executive decisions of that kind.

Although some of the exemptions set forth in subsection (e) are capable of
abuse, nevertheless it is apparent that H.R. 5012 would be a major step forward.
Accordingly, we give it our support.

NoVEMBER 26, 1962.
,M1emorandum for-

The Under Secretary of the Army.
The Under Secretary of the Navy.
The Under Secretary of the Air Force.

Subject: Civil and private rights,
In order to insure that inquiries and interrogations conducted in the course of

security investigations and adjudicative proceedings do not violate lawful civil
and private rights, or discourage lawful political activity in any of its forms,
or intimidate free expression or thought, it is necessary that investigators and
members of security review boards have a keen and well-developed awareness of
and respect for the rights of the subjects of Inquiries and of other persons from
whom information is sought. Initially, this is a matter of proper indoctrination
and training, and subsequently a matter of careful guidance and supervision.
Tile civil and private rights of both the subjects of inquiries as well as of others
to whom inquiries are address sed deserve equal concern and consideration on the
part of Department of Defense personnel.

It is recognized that the military departments of necessity should learn a
great deal about a person before a proper determination can be made with respect
to entrusting him with classified defense information or placing him in an
otherwise sensitive position. This applies to civilian employees of the Depart-
mnt, members of the Armed Forces, and employees of defense contractors. In
making Inquiries upon which security decisions are based, the Department of
Defense usually enjoys the cooperation of all persons who reasonably may be
expected to possess information bearing upon the reliability and trustworthiness
of the subjects of such inquiries. This cooperation is based, we believe, in a
large part upon the American public's understanding of the Government's pur-
pose and interest in making the inquiries. Questions which are irrelevant or
Inconsistent with established testimonial privileges or constitutional considera-
tions serve only to detract from the effectiveness of the security program of the
Department of Defense.

Persons conducting security Investigations and inquiries normally have broad
latitude in performing these essential and vital functions. This places a high
premium upon the exercise of good judgment and commonsense. While It is
virtually impossible to establish elaborate rules which will provide satisfactory
guidance in all circumstances, there are certain basic principles which have
general application.

Care must be taken not to Inject improper matters into security inquiries
whether in the course of security investigations or other phases of security pro-
ceedings. For example, religious beliefs and affiliations or beliefs and opinions
regarding racial matters, political beliefs and affiliations of a nonsubversive
nature opinions regarding the constitutionality of legislative policies, and
affiliation with labor unions are not proper subjects for such inquiries.

Inquiries which have no relevance to a security determination should not be
made. Questions regarding personal and domestic affairs, financial matters, and
the status of physical health, fall in this cateogry unless evidence clearly Indi-
cates a reasonable basis for believing there may be Illegal or subversive activi-
ties, personal or moral irresponsibility, or mental or emotional Instability In-
volved. The probing of a person's thoughts or beliefs and questions about his
conduct, which have no security Implications, are unwarranted. Department
of Defense representatives always should be prepared to explain the relevance of
their Inquiries upon request. Adverse Inferences cannot properly be drawn from
the refusal of a person to answer questions the relevance of which has not been
established.

It is requested that your Department review its applicable regulations and
instructions, and those portions of Its training and refresher courses for in-
vestigators and adjudicators, which deal with civil rights and Individual private
rights, to determine the propriety of their content. We would appreciate receiv-
ing within 80 days a description of the steps your Department may have taken
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it thils aret. Iloshueh its It Is (olntmllltod that the ottiached Ibit of IrolilliteilIlletSlions Illy be Ineokporated Iit It )OD directive, your commnelints witht reswct
to ithenil would ho ltelrell. Ally suggestiols YOU ll1Y wishI to ofter akloIng
these general, lites woild le welcome.

WALTEI 'P. KAIAE,II'I , Jr.,
flCmftl/ :Ilst~Itit (crtfry flc'fns., Set.rllji 'olh'i.

y O.P U 0, O QUIrSTIONS IIIOAIII*0 A. A IPl , Olt Iilt P. VANT IN S.' UlVrY INVI:S.
TIOATION, AND ADJUI)I'ATIONH W ll I)iE:CTEDu TO TilE HUII.IIMl Olt ANo'I'FINDIVIDUALS,

A. hRelllolm nialtlcl
1. Do you believe In Ood ?
2. What Is your religious ltreferenee or aflliatIol?
3. Are you ant-Semith., anti-Catholic or ant-l'rot.etaiit ?
4. Are you all at helst or an IigllostlI(?
5. Do you believe lit the doctrine of separation of clinlrch and slate?

BI. Racial matters
1. hatlt are your views on rachil matters such as idesegregation of pubhic

schools, hotels, eatlig ilalO(, etc.?
2. Are yol a member of NAACP or CORI?
3. Do you entertain members of other races In your hoie?
4. What are your views ol racial intermarriage?5. ])o you believe one race Is uperior to alnother?

r. PIeronal and doam.tIo matters
1. How niuwh income tax do you pay?
2. What is the source and size of your Income?
3. What is your net worth?
41. What contribiltioils do yon mnalke to political, charitable, religious or civi,

orgitlizations?
5. l)eserlo any physical allments or diseases yo may have.
(. 1)0 you have olly serlou.4 marltal or donmestle problems?
7. Are you or have you been it niellller of it trade uion ?
S. Is thero anythig hi your past life that you would not. want your wife to

know.
1). Political matters

1. In pollleial matters do you consider yourself to 1 a liberal or conservative?
2. Are you registered to vote in primary elections?
3. )id yoll vote in the last National. State, or municipal election?
4. Are you a member of a politleal club or party?
5. Have you ever signed a political Ieition? ExplaiIn.
It. )o you write yolr Congressman or Senator atbouit Issues In which you tire

interested or to obtailh nssst ance?
7. What are your views regarding the decisions of the 11.S. Supreme Court ?

(I.e., the prayer In public schools, desegregation, and Communist party eases).
8. What are your views oi tile onititutiouallty of proposed or existing

legislation?

STATEMENT OF VINCENT T. WASM.EWSK 'T, PRESIDENT, NATIONAl. AssoIATION OP
IIROA1iUASTERlS

This statement Is presented by Vinont T. Wasilewski as president of tile
National Asociation of Broadcasters. The Naional Assclatlon of Broadeasters,
or NAi), is a nonprofit coriOrath io whose members Incilude 2,140 AM, 8317 .fM,
and .Ot television stations, and till the national radio tluid television networks
in the UnitMd States.

The NAB suliorts H.R. MO12, introduced by Chalrnan Moss of this sublon.
fitit te, -and identi6l illintrodfcid- by other menibers of the ]oluse of Repi-
resentaitivesq. This Iroliosed legislation would define clearly ft, auoity of
Federal offers and ngenees to withhld "Information front tile public, and It
would provide a procedure to conlpel the production of information iinilroiperly
withheld.

The Natiolnal Assoelation of Broadcasters and its Freedoml of Intformtuioh
Comminilttee have long been opposed to all harriers to i free, flow of intormat ion
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front (lovernfient to the Amerlean llxple. Ao responislbie Joutrnallsts, brond.
casters are clely hientitled with the lliterest of the puble in gaining access to
itforniation that I s, or of rlglt ought to be, public.

While it Is recognizel that one of the basic purposes of the Aditillutefitive
l'roeluro Act was to require igencles to keep tie public Inforthed about the
jIroveetiigs of lie several Igeneh(s, there has been legitimate (oncern1 over th
ylrs that ite exetillois atid ijtlflations Ili tie public Information section of
lit act haive served lIn somiei, eases to supress Ilforitltlotlii wh)ihh tli public
hilts a legitimate interest, rather than to make It available as the Congress
llllmndedl,

The problems of the handling and dissemination of nmws Iby lip (1overn-
ient liuve heen before the congress s for several years. In the M.itll Congress all

11lentinllent to tile 'llousekeeping" statute (5 U.S.C. 2) was enacted to prevent
igencles from uslig this statute as i basis for withholding lilformailon. NAIl

Ptldorsedti alld actively suqprted llat measure, but efforts Io enact legislatioli
delfling in adeqUate ternis a geteral public Information liollcy for (lovertmlelit
igenlcies have no0t been successfll.

An Informed lpeolle, Capable of self-governmnent, Is tile cornerstone of Amnrl-
(-tll delocraCy. Not only jimst voters have itiforniation Ulml whili to judge
t qualllcailons of their the(ed representlhtIves, they must also know about

tie affairs of government li order to render other vital Judgunlts. Under our
colstltionlal system not jill powers are grtlied to government. Many are
retained by the people. 18tillurgovernlnent, the star chamber, and bureaucratic
lit rigue are foreign to the getillus of America.

We recognize tile need for carefully dehsiglted excepltios which M1.R. 5012
itcides. Thie NAIl does not. proltose, an!1d1 no reslionille Jourlnalist. Irolmses,
that our (lovrtiment lay tile liitional security bare to potential eneies.
Xelth('r do we seek ito disrupt tile orderly procedlures of government to exlpostt
information which is private ilit litre. Thus we view section 1(1(e) (4) as till

.seznt lhl part, of te bill.
li the lbroadcasting Industry, thwre are hicreashig dellalids from the lh(en.Ing

iegenley for ilforntlont of ia Coilldentll business nature. This hiformation
4.oncetrils flnatlial activilts mid busitness operat bis. At presellt under section
0.4117 of tilt, ruhl4s of the I,'theral ('olllititieatlbinm CommIssion suclh iforlaltlo
is not oln, tIoI i11tlilt iniw*et fioil. This policy has the salmle logical basis as tlllt
(,xliressedl I setlllt) 0103 of tile Iiternal lteW'elue Code whih provides that, for
reasons of imblle pollcy, tax retris itv not opent to exaninatlon an(1 ilslilection.
Tile suleollillllth shol hl niake clear Its Intent ill approving his legislation that
st,(tlon 11( c) (4) (,x(epts front opr'ition of the act all Information submittlted
in colitldolle pursualit to statute or administrative rules or regulations, the (Ils-

,losure of which would li it violate Ioll of I)ersolal pIrivacy.
Over the years there have been numerous Instances of unjustlfllale witllholfi-

lng of Informlition by governmental ollhces. Somie cases are very serious-others
shnply ludicrous, The natural enemies of an Ilnformed Iuldle are secrecy with-
out legittl e reason, autonatle overollassileatioll, "leaks," anonylots spokes-
jian, "hatjtittts" that (to not tell the Whole story, and old-fashioned laziness.
SoIIIO officials lind It easier to draw the linds thanll to keel) the house il! order,
and complaisanit newsmen lind it easier to rely on handouts and leaks thll to
seek the whole truth.
Tl spirit of the proposed law, wt belleve, i far more hmortant than its

letter, In some way there must lie Infused Into all branches of government a
dedication to disclosure of the truth to the American people. Very officer of
government should know that It Is his duty to conceal only that whieh tie law
law relluires be concttaled. All else belongs to the people. Tto doctrine of
freedom of Information ought to be confirmed in law.

LrrE Fltom GRN BAY ItESS-(AZ.TTE, GnRE lAY, Wis.

Hon1.J.oltN K Moss,
Old lotse Offie Itilding,
1'ashfOtolon, D.O.

])AI M11. Mos: The (reen Bay lPross-lazette, for iiiany years, has Insisted
that public agencies, should lave, no secrets from itizeitns except under very
limited circumstances spelled out as speclfelllly as possible.

I
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In view of the recent introduction of legislation in the Congress to establish
a Federal records law, I thought you would be interested In the enclosed copy
of an editorial which supports such legislation.

I am hopeful that your colleagues in both the Senate and the House also
will support the legislation whose need has become ever more evident as the
Federal Establishment has grown and increased in complexity.

Thank you.
Sincerely,

DAVID A. YUENOER, Managing Editor.

LErER FRoi ALLIED DAILY NEWSPAPERS OF W'ASIIINTON

March 2., 1965.
ion. JoniN E. Moss,

Chairman, Foreign Operations and Gormnn t Information Subcommittee, U.S.
Hoitse of Represcntatives, lVashintm, D.C1.

DRAR REPRESENTATIVE Moss: In behalf of the daily newspapers of the State
of Washington, I write In support of 11.R. 5012. We are confident that Congress
supports the principle of freest possible access by the public to information about
government at all levels. This support can be manifested In passage of your
bill.

By recognizing under (c) those circumstances In which public release would
be against national interests, or otherwise violate the law or the rights of
individuals, you have provided ample safeguards against unreasonable Opplica-
tion of the statute. By providing for prompt review of secrecy rulings, you
give the public a realistic right of access to information.

I might add that the executive departments should not feel they have bon
singled out for public exposure. Our State press organizations and our Indi-
vilual newspapers maintain a constant vigil over the public's right to know
about the activities of State and local government. We ask simply that the
Federal Establishment, with its vast and pervasive authority over the lives of
all citizens, be equally as open, and responsible, to the public as are lesser levels
of government.

Respectfully submitted.Sincerely, PAULe CONRAD, Secretary-Hanager.

LETrER FRost MARITIME ADMINISTRATION BAR ASROCTATION

Washington, D.C., March 25, 1065.
Hon. ,To x E. Moss,
Chairman, Foreign Operationts and Government Information subcommitteet, 0or-

mitrec on Government Opera tiona, lVa8hington, D.C.
My DmAR MR. Moss: Thank you for your inquiry of March 11 addressed to

Mark P. Shlefer. The Maritime Administrative Bar Association does indeed
have an abiding interest in resolving problems concerning the availability of
information at the Federal maritime agencies.

As you know, testimony on behalf of the association was presented by Mr.
Schlefer at the Senate hearings on freedom of information legislation during
the last session of Congress, Hearings before the Sub vmmittee on Adminis-
trative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary (88th
Cong,, 1t sess. 1003) at pages 124-135. There is little that we can now add
to that testimony; consequently, we do-not plan -to file a separate statement on
ILt. 5012. If, however, It will be of any assistance to the sulbommittee, we
should be pleased to have our previous statement made a part of the record of
the subcommittee's hearings.

Sincerely yours,
WARNER IV. GARDNER.

LErrE FRo. RAILWAY r*AROR EXECUTIVE'S ASSOcrATiON

Washington, D.C., April 1, 1065.
Hon. Joun E. Moss,
U.S. House of Rfeprcsentatives,
Wa.shington, D.C.

DEAR CONORESSMAN Moss: This will confirm telephone reference to your letter
of March 11 regarding hearings which your subcommittee now has underway
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n 11.11. 6012 and related bills. The IRalway aIbor Execntives' Assoeiation has
no obje.tion to 11.11. 5012 and therefore linds It unnecessary to file a statement.

Your thougltfulness it recalling our Interest in this legislation is most appre-
clated.

Sincerely yours, 0. E. L~uonTv, Chairmarn.

LETTER MtOM THIE MERIDEN RECORD Co.

MEBIREN, CoNN., A pril 9, 1915.
11on. JOHN Moss,
Chairman, House Operations and (Iovernmcnt, Information Subeomnlmttee,

Iouse O0ce Bilng, Washi ngton, D.C.
DMAa CONOREMsMAN 'Moss: Will you please record the Meriden, Conn., news-

papers, the Record and the Journal, as strongly In favor of your bill H.R. 5012,
Federal public re.ords.

As you know, we have camimlgned successfully for the passage of similar
legislation in the State of Connecticut and are constantly striving to strengthen
the laws. They have proved very helpful in gathering and disseminating public
Information through the newspapers, and I ain sure the Federal public records
bill) will be equally beneficial on the national level.

We realize there must be certain exceptions from public information, but will
you please explain the following two exceptions lit your bill:

"Related solely to the Internal personnel rules and practices of any agency.
"Interagency or Intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with

matters of law or ixollcy."
Rest of luck In securing passage of your legislation.

Cordially yours,
Tim. MERIDEN RECORD-JOURNAL,
CARTER 11. W1rrE,

General Manager.

LETTER FROM ItWALOo PuJsmNo Co., INC.

EDixinuO, TIx., March 20, 1965.
ihn. JOrN E. Moss,
Chairman, Moum0 lnformatk* Subcommittee, House Offlee Building, Wah in1g-

ton, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MOSS: I am now publisher and editor of the Edinburgh

Daily Review and the Mission Times In the Rio Grande Valley, Tex.
I am not sure that any subcommittee or anyone in Washington cares what

I think about House Resolution 5012 and related bills. We worry more here
about freezes and the length of carrots than we do what Government agency
denies what to a reporter.

However, I ant still convinced that we need legislation such as House Resolu-
tion 5012. In 7 years of Washington reporting, part of this time as chairman
of the Washington chapter, Sigma Delta Cii, freedom of information subcom-
mittee, I encouraged many instances of arbitrary and illegal suppression of
legitimate news.

Much of this is a matter of record with your subcomnittee. At times your
staff helped solve problems, and at other times they were blocked as well as
we here In the absence of legal cures. I know of only two ways to prevent
governments front abusing freedom of information. First, there is the great
outcry by all the press that forces release of much Information. Secondly,
there is the one you propose In court procedures. The only positive method of
compelling a Government agency is through a eourt order.

Feel free to enter this letter in any record that might help. If you wish, I
will write more detailed support of the legislation.

Sincerely, ,TAMES V. MAT1s.

Editor and Publisher.





1ii1oaAPIIICAL DATA OF NORhlERT A. Sdi..t, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
(OPFmcE op LEOAL COUNSEL.) U.S. DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

Born: Dayton, Ohio, June 14, 1929.
1.ducatIlon: Ohio State University, B.A., 1950; Yale, LL.B., magna cum laude,

Military service: Midshipman, USYIR, 1940-50; ensign, USN, 1950-52, on board
U.S.. Allban (CA-123) lit Atlantic and Mediterranean Fleets; lieutenant (J.g.),
USN, 1952-5:, tilde to hear Adin. I-1. t. von Ileinbtrg, USN, commander, Train.
Ing Conittiojnd, V.S. Atlantic Fleet. Released to inactive duty Jutne 5, 1053; nowlieutenant, USXR.

Exmperlewe: 1954, law clerk with Di)nsmore, Shohl, Sawyer & Dinsmore, Cn.
Celnniti, Ohio; 11155, special dlty with International LaN Branch, Office of the
Judge Advocate General of thle Navy, Washington, D.C.; 195(-57, law clerk to
Associate Justice John M. Harlan, Supreme Court of the United States; 1057-59,
attorney-associate with O'Melveny & Myers, Los Angeles, Callf.; 1059-62, mem-
ber of the firun of Greenberg, Shafton & Selel, Los Angeles; 1061, George S.
Leatherbee lecturer, liarvard Graduate School of Business, Cambridge, Muss.;
1001-02, lecturer i law, University of Southern California, Los Angeles. In
present position since August 0, 1902.

Memberships: Ohio liar, District of Columbia Bar, State Bar of California,
Anerican liar Association, Los Angeles Bar Association, San Fernando Valley
Bar Association, American Judicature Society, Urban League, Town Hall. .

Publications: Associate author of McDougal & Associates, "Studies In World
Public Order," Yale University Press. 1901; author of "State Regulation of
Corporate Financial Practices: The California Exprlence," Harvard University,
1902, and articles in legal periodicals. Served as editor in chief, Yale Law Jour-
nal, 1055--m.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF FRED) BURTON SMITIr, DEPUTY GENERATE. COUNSEL (AcTiN0
(ENERAL COUNSEl.), TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Graduate of: Princeton University (1937), Syracuse University College of
Law (11)40).

Admitted to practice in New York State October 1940.
Member of the Legal Division of the Treasury Department continuously since

February 1143.
Mr. Smith Is accompanied by Mrs. Charlotte T. Lloyd, Special Assistant to the

General Counsel and Chief of the Legal Opinion Section, U.S. Treasury Depart.
went.

Mrs. Lloyd is a graduate of Vassar College and Columbia Law School and a
member of the New York, District of Columbia, and Virginia bars. She has been
in the Office of the General Counsel sinee 1961 and previously was 10 years In
the Solicitor's Office of the Interior Department.

BIOORAPHICAL DATA OF H. T. HERRICK, GENERAL COUNSEL, FEDERAL MEDIATION
AND CONCILIATION SERVICE,

Born: New York, N.Y., April 24, 1920.
Education: Hamilton College, Clinton, N.Y., 1942, B.S.; Cornell Law School,

Ithaca, N.Y., 1948, LL.B.
Professional experience: Associate In Pail, Weiss, Rlfklnd, Wharton & Gar-

rison, New York City, August 1948 to May 1950. Solicitor's Office, U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Washington, D.C., August-October 1930. National Labor Relations
Board, 1950-7: Legal Assistant to Chairman Herzog, October 1050 to November
1952; attorney, Office of General Counsel, November 1052 to February 1954;
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attorney, Advice Section, February-October 1054; trial attorney, Seattle region.
office, October 1954 to January 1957. Labor attorney, Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., February 1957 to May 1901. Assistant to Assistant Secre-
tary of Labor, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C., May 1001 to Oc-
tober 1903. Executive Secretary, Atomic Energy Labor-Management Relations
Panel, June 1962 to present. General Counsel, Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, October 1003 to present.

Business address: 14th and Constitution Avenue NW. (1219 Labor Department
Building), Washington, D.C., 20427. Phone: 001-3513.

Residence: 1308 Popkins Lane, Alexandria, Va., phone: 705-3007.

BIOORAPHICAL DATA OF GILBERT J. SELDIN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF MEDIATIO1N
ACTIVITY, FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE

Born: Newark, N.J., October 19, 1910.
Education: B.A., City College, New York, N.Y.; LL.B., Brooklyn Law School,

New York.
Membership: New York State Bar Association.
Professional experience: Assistant employment interviewer, New York State

Employment Service. Wage .and hour investigator and supervisor, Wage and
Hour Division, New York. Liaison officer with War Labor Board, Wage and
Hour Division, Washington, D.C. Attorney, Solicitor's Office, U.S. Department
of Labor, New York. Liaison officer, Wage Stabilization Board, Washington,
D.C. Mediator, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, Cleveland, Ohio.

Teaching: Taught labor relations at Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Varied employment prior to Government employment, including a short period
with Local 66, ILGWU.

Business address: 14th and Constitution Avenue NW. (1219 Labor Department
Building), Washington, D.C., 20427, phone: 961-3505.

Residence: 9812 Piney Branch Road, Silver Spring, Md., phone: 434-7181.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF JOSEPu COSTA, CONSULTANT IN VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS,
AUTHOR AND LECTURER

Born in Caltabellotta, Sicily, January 3, 1004. Joseph Costa came to New
York with his parents when he was 3 years old. A press photographer for more
than 40 years, Costa worked on the old New York World, the New York Daily
News and at King Features Syndicate where he was photo supervisor and chief
photographer of the Sunday Mirror Magazine, until the demise of that paper
in October 1963.

He has covered most of the major news events since 1920, and won almost
every important award in the field of photoournalism.

Cofounder, first president, and 18-year chairman of the board of the National
Press Photographers Association and executive editor of the National Press
Photographer, the official monthly publication of the NPPA.

Author and lecturer on photojournalism, he is known on every college and
university campus where journalism is taught.

Has devoted more than a quarter century working for the improvement of
technical competence of all news photographers and fighting for equal rights
of the news camera in communicating today's world by news media, in the public
Interest.

He is a member of the guiding faculty of the Famous Photographers School of
Westport, Conn., and a member of the Freedom of Information Center Advisory
Committee, Columbia, Mo.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF JOHN A. MCCART, OPERATIONS DRmCTOR, GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEES COUNCIL, AFL-CIO

Education: St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia, Pa. (1935-9), B.S.; graduate
work, Temple University, Philadelphia; Columbus University School of Law,
Washington, D.C.
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Work: Employed at Philadelphia Naval Shipyard (1940-50), clerical and in.
dustrial relations work. Legislative representative, American Federation of Gov.
ernment Employees, AFL-CIO (19W-2). Operations director, Government Em-
ployees' Council, AFL-CIO (1003 to present).

BIOORAPHICAL DATA OF CHISMAN HANES, AMERICAN BAR AssocIATioN

Born Pine Hall, N.C., on May 26, 1909.
Duke University, A.B., 1930, LL.B., 1933; Harvard Law School 1030-81.
Practice of law in Raleigh, N.C., 18-34; member Legal Division, Recon-

struction Finance Corporation, 1934-80, 1937-42; assistant to Chairman, Attorney
General's Advisory Committee on Crime, 1936-87; special assistant to Execu-
tive Director, Office of Defense Plants, Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 1945-
46; practice of law in Washington, D.C., 1940 to present; partner in Klagsbrunn
& Hanes.

Served in U.S. Army Air Forces, 194245; attained rank of major.
Member of North Carolina Bar Association, Bar Association of the District

of Columbia, Federal Power Bar Association, and American Bar Association.
Contributor to legal periodicals.

BtoowrHIoAL DATA OF JOHN H. COLBURni, AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS'
AssocIATION

Tohn H. Colburn has been editor and publisher of the Wichita Eagle and the
Wichita Beacon since February 1, 1963. Formerly he was managing editor of
the Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch for 14 years.

Mr. Colburn has been in newspaper work since 1930. He began as a cub re-
porter-copy boy for the Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch. He joined the Associated
Press in Columbus in 1935. During World War II, Mr. Colburn was an AP cor-
respondent in Europe.

After the war, he was named executive editor of the AP World Service in Lon-
don and secretary of Associated Press, Ltd. He later was transferred to head-
quarters In New York, where he became a general executive.

Mr. Colburn is a member of the Federal Laws Committee of the American
Newspaper Publishers' Association.

Mr. Colburn is a member of the board of directors of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors and former chairman of the Freedom of Information
Committee of that organization. He received the University of Arizona John
Peter Zenger Award for "effective work in support of the freedom of the press,"
January 12, 19063, and in October was given a certificate of recognition by
Southern Methodist University and the Dallas Press club for "distinguished
service to journalism as a vigilant crusader for freedom of information."

Mr. Colburn was president of the Associated Press Managing Editors' Asso-
ciation in 1960. In 1961-62, Mr. Colburn directed a study by a group of edi-
tors who drafted a code, "What Makes a Good Newspaper," designed to help
the public and press evaluate newspapers.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF RICIIARD D. SMYSER, MANA0ING EDITOR, THE OAK RIDoER,
OAK RIDGE, TENN.

Born, York, Pa., 1923. Graduate of Pennsylvania State University, B.A. in
journalism, 1944. Served with U.S. Army, 193 to 1045. Reporter, Chester, Pa.,
Times, 1940 to 1949. Managing editor, the Oak Ridger, Oak Ridge, Tenn., from
the paper's Inception In 1949 to the present. Currently a member of the board of
directors and chairman of the Freedom of Information Committee of the Asso-
ciated Press Managing Editors Association.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF DALZ IV. HARDIN, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Marital status: Married, two children.
Present position: Manager, Transportation and Communication Department,

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, since September 1903.
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Born: September 9, 1922, in Peoria, ill.
Education: A.B. (1949) and LL.B. (1061) degrees, George Washington Uni-

versity.
Prior employment: 1951, private law practice; 1951-54, special agent, Federal

Bureau of Investigation; 1954-03, congressional liaison officer, Interstate Coln-
merce Commission,

Military service: On active duty with U.S. Marine Corps, 1942-40.
Organizations: Phi Delta Phi Law Fraternity; Federal Bar Association; Na-

tional Lawyers Club; Society of Former FBI Agents; Virginia and District of
Columbia Bars.

IIIOORAPIIIOAL DATA OF JULIUS FRANDSEN, WASHINGTON MANAGER, UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL: CIIA1IMAN, FREEDOM OF INFORMATION COMMITTEE OF SIGMA
DELTA CIII; AND TIlE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTIC SOCIETY

Graduated from the University of Nebraska in 1927. Began work with United
Press (now UPI) in New York In 1929. News editor of the Washington bureau,
1939-64. Washington manager of UPI since September 1, 1904.

BIOORAPIIOAL DATA OF CLARK R. MOLLENHOFF, WASIJINOTON CORRESPONDENT,
COWLES PUBLICATIONS; AND VICE CIIAIMAN, FREEDOM OF INFORMATION COM-
MITEE OF SIGMA DELTA CIIX

LL.B. from Drake University, Des Moines, 1044. Reporter for Des Moines
Register and Tribune, 1941-50 (except for wartime duty in Navy) ; Washington
bureau since 1950. Recipient of Pulitzer, Raymond Clapper, Heywood Broun,
and Sigma Delta Chi for awards for distinguished Washington and national
correspondence.

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF WALTER B. POTTER, CULPEI'ER, VA., NATIONAL EDITORIAL
ASSOCIATION

Mr. Potter is editor, publisher, and owner of the Culpeper, Va.' Star-Exponent,
a community daily newspaper, and is publisher and owner of the Emporia, Va.,
Independent-Messenger, weekly newspaper.

Past president, Virginia Press Association; director of National Editorial Asso.
ciation and chairman of its legislative committee; director of Virginia State
Chamber of Commerce; vice president of Jefferson Savings & Loan Association.

Graduate of Washington and Lee University, BA., magna cum laude, and
Phi Beta Kappa. Five years active duty, World War II, and now lieutenant
colonel, U.S. Army Reserve, with Bronze Star, Combat Infantry Badge, two
invasion arrowheads and five battle stars.

Director and first president of Culpeper Industrial Corp. and Culpeper Develop-
ment Corp.; past president, Culpeper Chamber of Commerce; past president,
Culpeper Lions Club; past director, Culpeper Retail Merchants Association;
member, board of stewards and past chairman, board, Culpeper Methodist
Church, past director, Culpeper Memorial Hospital, and Culpeper Country Club;
member, the Moose, Veterans of Foreign Wars, American Legion, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Phi Eta Sigma, Sigma Delta Chi, and Kappa Sigma.

Married to the former Miss Alice Katherine Hudson, of New Orleans, they have
two sons, Walter, Jr.. 15. and Robert McLean, 12,

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF LAWRENCE SPEISER, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFcE,
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Members of the bars of the U.S. Supreme Court, the District of Columbia, and
the State of California. In addition to his responsibility in keeping abreast of
legislation affecting civil liberties, he handles much of the ACLU's legal work in
the District of Columbia. Mr. Speiser has specialized in litigation involving the
testing of the constitutionality of various laws and governmental actions in-
fringing on civil liberties and civil rights (freedom of speech, press, religion, due
process, and equal Justice under law). He has argued and won a number of cases
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before the U.S. Supreme Court. Prior to cowing to Washington, he was the staff
counsel of its northern California afilltate for 5 years (1952-57).

Born In Toronto, Canada, in 1928, he obtained his legal education at the Uni-
versity of California Hastings College of Law. He has also attended Brandeis
University in Waltham, Mass., after being awarded one of the first Florina Lasker
fellowships in civil liberties and civil rights. Mr. Speiser has spoken before
numerous civic groups, schools, and colleges as well as on radio and television on
civil liberties matters and has also written extensively for legal periodicals.
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Additional Clarification of Department of Justice on "Executive
Privilege"

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
OncIE 0F THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL,

Washington, D.C., May 8, 1965.
Hon. WILLiAM L. DAWSON,
Chairman Committee on Government Operations,
Home of kepresentatives, Waahington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I wishoto refer to my letter to you of April 12 1965,
forwarding a copy of the testimony of Assistant Attorney General Sehlel of
March 30, 1965, on H.R. 5012.

There is one portion of Mr. Sehlel's testimony which I feel should be amplified.
I refer to the second paragraph of page 8 wherein Mr. Sohiel stated that executive
privilege had never been used during this administration and that it would not
be asserted except in situations where the President personally reviewed the
matter and authorized Its use. Mr. Schlel's reference to executive privilege
related solely to Inquiries directed by the Congress or Its committees to the
executive branch.

While I think It clear that when read in context, Mr. Sohlel's reference was
limited to congressional inquiries, It seemed to me desirable that this point be
made explicit. "

Sincerely, RAMSEY CLARK,

Deputy Attorney General.
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Comments From Departments and Agencies on Federal Public
Records Law Legislation

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

REPLy FRo Gwnuit&L Accoumrnso OmncE

COMPTROLLE GENERAL OF THE UNm STATES,
Wa eAinton, D.0., Mafot se, 1965.Hon. WI TAjm L. DAWSOx,

Ohafman, Oommistee on Governmft Operattoe,
House of Repreaentatlve8.

Dus MIL CHAIRMAN: Reference is made to your letter of February 19, 1965,
requesting our comments on HR. 5012 which proposes to amend section 161 of
the Revised RMtutes (5 U.S.C. 22) with respect to the -authority of Federal
officers and ageicles to wi on and limit the availability of
records.

The proposed le ton apparently is design permit any person to
examine e reco of every Federal agency except fooe records which fall
within the. egh tegories listed in the proposed su (c). The bill also
provides that pon complaint of a .ed access t public record,. the
appropriate federal district sh have Iction to the production
ofany age cy records or tion properly withheld from e complainant.

e ar n general ent th t con that goveram Information
and, reos should made ava a a he eat of the pubie maximum
reasonale extent, er a , we eve the ret-
erence *any per o w d make mandatory
for agency to open Its' be , lien en en aliens, to
claim unters, and to others i rest government
We nk that th ivida a Govern et o should, at
least, be citise Of U and r thattheir interest In
the rds is noted

We leve, al that It o be d r either in the law Its legsa.
tive story, that the agen may its regulations an id cation of
docldm nts t0 be ' u j t It an action of d o entswhich
are ryto e veram to de of ama r; tlat the
records reto be e available I o r stonaing in
the Gov ent agency; andth nab charge bema forservices
rendered e public.

We hay no basis for imatin add lt which result from
servicing, lation sue this, but we w expect tha charge for the
service might Iscourage frivo eats and at the sam me conform with
the policy o on 501 of the act of August 81, 1951, Stat. 290, 5 U.s.C.140 ..

In addition to the ve general comments, we some question as to how
several of the eight exceptions would to several categories of files
maltarnid by the Oeneral .. In this connection the divisions
and office of the General Accounti Office prepare and maintain cerftin records
which we believe should be exempted frdi'pub sclesure requirements. These
include: be exe.pt

1. Mem6iandumasletween or within divisions eoncernlngilegal or policymatter reviews of drafts er audit reports, l eters to t sonal eommit-
tees. and Members of the Congress, letters tomheads of ag'eles and others,
and 'preliminary drafts of decislom of the 'Clem er

b T oe workn 0le- relating to the material contained In the audit and• .rep0tmanutals~Atd thie manuals themselves,- . ,,,..
& ersonnel &Wd adnlinistratlve' les rflattg -to such things as .lgn-

meats, promotlns, and performance of sta& wembers..
4. Audit and Investigative working papers.
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While items in the first category usually relate to matters of law and policy,
there would be many cases where they would not be solely related to such matters.
In addition we do not believe drafts of decisions of the Comptroller General
should be made available to the public. Accrdlngly, we recommend that tile
word "solely" be deleted from the exception set out in subsection (c) (Li) of tile
bill and that the words "and preliminary drafts of decisions" be inserted after
the word "letters" In subsection (c) (5).

Items in categories 2 and 3 above apparently would be exempt from the provi.
sons of the bill by reason of exclusions provided In subsections (c) (i) and (C)
(0), respectively, the Internal policy instructions for our personnel eolntained
in our audit and report manuals being Intra-agency memorandums dealing with
policy within subsection (c)(5). We, therefore, make no reeonnleidatlons in
regard thereto. We do believe, however, that the linguago in subsection (c)
(0) "the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion
of personal privacy" is so indefinite that the legislative intent should be clearly
set out In the committee reports.

Audit and investigative working papers referred to In category 4 above ap-
parcntly would not be exemlt from public examination under tile language of
the proposed legislation.

Audit working papers, while primarily an accumulation of factual Information
obtained from the records of agencies and contractors, also contain analyses,
records of discussions with individuals, personal opinions of Individuals, potential
audit leads, all of which may not be confirmed on further examination and thus
the disclosure of which may lead to erroneous Judgments by uniformed readers
or may be harmful to the Individuals Involved. Moreover, disclosure of Informa-
tion in audit tiles may Jeopardize the Government's position In situations In
which there may be legal actions contemplated or In process.

With respect to audits of contractors, our working papers often times will
Include Information that could be construed as trade secrets and commercial
or financial information of a privileged or confidential nature. While it would
appear that this type of information would be excluded from the coverage of
the bill by subsection (c) (4), there is no assurance that tile courts would agree.

Many files also include identification of informants, the source of allegations
made in confidence, and requests for Information by the Congress, its committees
or Its Members, the disclosure of which might be harmful to the Informants,
or in the case of requests from Congress, its committees, or Its Members, tile
disclosure of such requests may not be desired by the congressional interest.
The files also often contain references to individuals and officials of agencies and
contractors which may or may not appear in the finally issued report. However,
their mere inclusion in working papers and the context li which they appear
may be detrimental to the individuals or violate a confidence of an Individual if
made available to the public at large.

Our audit working papers many times will also contain Information which Is
specifically exempted from release to the public by the proposed bill. Screening of
the working papers to exclude such information would be impractical and costly.
Also, exhaustive screening would not assure the removal of all such information.

Under the provisions of 49 U.S.C. 66 payment for transportation services fur-
nished the United States is made upon presentation of bills therefor, prior to
audit and settlement by the General Accounting Office. The right is reserved,
however, to set off any overcharges this made from any amount subsequently
found to be due the carrier; 49 U.S.C. 00 also imposes a 3-year limitation upon
setoff action by the General Accounting Office and a like period during which
claims may he filed by carriers. Any claim not filed prior to the expiration of
the period of limitation is forever barred.

During the fiscal year 1904 we audited over 4.8 million Government bills of
lading on which over $807 million were paid and on which there was found a
total of over $9.8 million In overcharges. Undue interference with the orderly
and timely audit of transportation accounts because of the demand of persons
wishing to examine vouchers and related records could delay our settlement of
transportation accomts beyond the 3-year period, thus depriving the Government
of recovery of overcharges.

A general requirement that all transportation records be made available for
examination by the public could generate large-scale demands by commercial
rate auditing organization, in order that they might develop undercharge claims
against the United States, determine the practices and traffic distribution pat-
terns of common carriers, or to secure possible future clients from our list of
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carriers indebted to the Government. In this connection, we understand it is
the usual practice for such organizations to share any recovery of undercharges
on a 50-"I) basis.

A similar situation could result with respect to the records maintained in our
Claims Division in. that there could arise a rash of "fishing expeditions" into
those files by attorneys and others In search for bases for claims against the
GJovernment. These files of settled claims contain much information within the
exceptions contained in this bill the separation of which before permitting exam-
ination would be t costly and time-consuming operation.

However, we are making no recommendation with respect to the exclusion
of our transportation and claims records from the bill except to the extent they
are within the general exclusions recommended herein or presently contlned
in the bill, but wish the committee to be aware of the possible results if the
legislation is enacted iii its present form.
For the reasons stated above, we recommend strongly that our working papers

be excluded from. the provisions of this bill. To accomplish this, we propose
language along the following lines as an additional exception under section
101 (c) :

Investigatory and/or audit files compiled for the purpose of complying
with requests for information by the Congress, its committees, or its Mcem-
bers or for the purlnse of reporting to the Congress on investigations or
audits made pursuunt to law.

The hIclusion of an exception of this nature should preclude us from being
required to make information available to individuals that would be detrimental
to the interests of the Government since, in our opinion, all of the work of the
accounting and auditing divisions is, as required by law, basically for the pur-
poses of reporting to the Congress, its committees or its members. We believe
that this prtmilse should be brought out in the committee's report on this bill.

lin addition to the reasons stattl above for the exclusion of Information fur-
nished by Informants or otherwise submittetl in confidence, It is evident that if
such information and Its sources are divulged to the public, Information from
such sources would no longer be available to the Government. Accordingly, we
reconimmend that an additional exception be added to subsection (c) to the effect
that disclhure is not required as to information submitted in confidence pur-
suant to statute or published rule or regulation or it be made clear in the legls-
lative history that such information Is of a "privileged or confidential nature"
as that term Is used In subsection (e) (4). It should also be made clear that sub-
sections (c) (3) or (c) (4) include any information the disclosure of which
would be a violation of 18 U.S.C. 1f05.

We would like to point out that a number of files consisting of accountable
officers' accounts containing such items as vouchers, contracts, etc., are In the
technical custody of the General Accounting Office but actually in the physical
possession of the various agencies. We assume that the responsibility of com-
plying with the proposed legislation with respect to those files would be the
responsibility of time agencies having physical possession of such files and that
we could so provide in our regulations under subsection (a).

In order to assure that the authority of the General Accounting Office or
other Federal agencies to examine agency records is not impaired by the exclu
sons set out In subsection (c), we suggest that there be included in section'2
of the bill a provision reading that-

Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed as In any way diminish-
ing the authority of any Federal agency to examine the records or files of
any other agency subject to the provisions of this Act.

Your letter of February 19 also requested our comments on H.11. 51G through
H.R. 5021 and your letters of February 24, 26, and March 2 and 15, 1965, re-
quested our comments on H.R. 5237, H.R. 540, H.R. 5520, HR. 51583, and H.R.
6172. Since the above-mentioned hills are identical with H.IR, 5012 considered
above, the comments contained herein are likewise applicable to those bills.

Sincerely yours,
JosE?!n OAMPDZLL,

comptrollerr General of the United States.





EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

REPLY FRoM BURAU OF TiE BUDGET

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Washington, D.7., March 30, 1965.
Hon. WILLmAm L. DAWSON,
Chairman, Oommitteo on Government Operations, House of Representatives.

DEAR M. CHAIRMAN: This letter responds to your request for the views of
the Bureau of the Budget with respect to H.R. 5012 and a number of other Iden-
tical bills to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the au-
thority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold information and limit the
availability of records.

Under the provisions of B.R. 012 every agency of the Federal Government
except Congress and the courts would, In accordance with published rules stat-
Ing the time, place, and procedure to be followed, be required to make all its
records promptly available to any person except to the extent that records re-
lating to certain matters are specifically exempted from disclosure under pro-
visions of the bill. Upon complaint of withholding, a district court would have
Jurisdiction to compel the production of records, and the burden would be
on the agency to sustain its action. Failure to comply with a court order would
be punishable as contempt.

The records specifically exempted from disclosure under H.R. 5012 would b!
those matters that are "(1) required by Executive order to keep secret in
the Interest of national defense or foreign policy; (2) related solely to the in-
ternal personnel rules and practices of any agency; (3) specifically exempted
from disclosure by statute; (4) trade secrets and commercial or financial infor-
mation obtained from the public and privileged or confidential; (5) Interagency
or intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or
policy; (6) personnel and medical files and similar matters the disclosure of
which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;
(7) investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes except to the
extent available by law to a private party; and (8) contained in or related to
examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for
the use of any agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial
institutions."

The Bureau of the Budget is committed to the principle of freedon of Infor-
mation. We believe that an informed public is essential to our democratic
system, and we support full disclosure of Government information insofar as
such disclosure Is consistent with the public interest We reluctantly conclude,
however, that H.R. 5012 does not adequately protect the public Interest.

Agency reports on the bill cite a variety of instances where disclosure of their
records would be required contrary to the public Interest. In Its consideration
of S. 1666. a similar bill in the last Congress, the Senate committee gave careful
consideration to the examples then cited by agencies, and amended the bill In
an effort to take account of thee examples. Agency reports on the current bill,
however, now cite other examples, thus showing the difficulty of dealing with
this problem through a series of exemptions.

Another problem Is the rigidity inherent in the elimination of all discretionary
authority in the heeds of agencies with respect to the time at which Information
can appropriately be released, We do not see how legislation can be drafted
to take account of rapidly changing circumstances-circumstances which deter-
mine in many instances the time at which or the conditions under which dis.
closure of specific records would or would not be in the public interest. Prema-
ture disclosure in many instances would confuse, rather than enlighten, the
public.

Tf H.R. 51012 were applicable to the Bureau of the Budget, the major adverse
effects which It would have on the Bureau are discussed below:
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1, Internal agency working papers are protected from disclosure only if they
are "interagency or Intra-ageney memorandums or letters dealing solely with
matters of law or policy."

l w, if any, letters or memorandums are solely limited to matters of law or
policy, and many working papers which primarily involve policy issues aire not
prepared in the form of letters or memorandums. Furthermore it Is not ap-
parent to us how there could be worthwhile discussion of law or policy unrelitted
to a specific set of facts. The effect of the above language would be to require
disclosure of most Bureau records, even though they rMlate only to internal
matters of a nonpublic nature. It would also fall to recognize the confidential
relationship between the Bureau and the President which is essential to serving
t he needs of the Presidency.

In summary, this provision does not recognize that free Interchange of infor-
mation and views among officials and staff of the executive branch is essential
and is possible only if purely internal staff documents are protected from routine
public scrutiny.

2. All agency records not exempted front disclosure would have to be made
promptly available "to any person."

The Bureau makes an earnest effort to comply with Indivildual requests for
information when compliance is consistent with the broader public interest. We
believe, however, that the public's right to effective, orderly, and impartial exe-
cution of the laws far outweighs any benefits which might result from having
Its records open Indiscriminately to anyone wiho requests access. Tihe provision
requiring Information to be made available to any person fails to recognize this
overriding public right. The practical problems involved are made graphic iII
considering the steps necessary to meet this requirement In a secured building
like the Executive Office Building. Either copies of most of the Bureau's records
would have to be made available in an unsecured place or the Executive Office
Building would have to be opened up "to any person" seeking access to its
records,

Finally, we believe that the committee must give serious consideration to the
question of whether legislation along the lines of II.R. 5012 would not violate
the doctrine of separation of powers. In this connection we call your attention
to a report of the Department of Justice to the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Juldieiary last year with
res-pect to comparable provisions of. S. 1163. The Department stunted:

"The revision [of see. 3(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act] would appear
to violate the doctrine of separation of powers, since it would interfere with
the constitutional responsibility of the President to preserve the confidentiality
of documents and information the disclosure of which would not be in the public
interest. Under the revision the standards governing disclosure would be set
by Congress rather than the President, except that the President would be it-
thorized to direct withholding of information 'required to be kept secret for the
protection of the national security or foreign policy.' Such limitation of the
Executive's authority in the area of public information is without basis in con-
stitutional law.

"The issue was extensively debated 6 years ago In connection with the act of
August 12, 1958, Public Law 85-019, 72 Stat. 547, amending Revised Statute 101,
5 U.S.C. section 22, the so-called housekeeping statute. On that occasion the
Senate recognized the power of the President under the Constitution to with-
hold information on the ground that its disclosure would be contrary to the
public interest and that this authority rested on the constitutional principle of
separation of powers."

For reasons set forth above the Bureau of the Budget strongly recommends
against enactment of H.R. 5012.

Sincerely yours,
PHILLIP S. HuonEe,

AeaI.stant Director for Legislativo Reference.



EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS

R-II'IY FROMr DEPAIITMENT or ' AmiucuTuIt,

DEPARTMENT oF A01U mlUUT, It:,
1 'a .nhigton, D.C., March 10, 1065.I 11)1. WILLIAl~lJ~x . 1)AWSON,

Chairman, Oommlttco on Govermnwt Operations,
Hat8o of Rerosentatlvls

D1RAR MR. CHA TnAN: This Is In reply to your request of February 19, 1005,
for it report oil 1.1. 5012 through 5021, identical bills to amend section 101 of the
ltevIsed Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to
withhold information and limit the availability of records. Your letters of
February 24, 20, and March 2, 1065, request reports on bills. II.R. 5237, MOO 54011,
il. 5520, and l1.i. 5583, measures which are also Identical to 11.11. 5012 through

5021.
The Department recommends that these hills be not passdtl.
Sulisectiol (at of tho proposed amendment of section 161 of the Revised

Statutes deletes from the existing section 1(1 the sentence which provides that:
"This section does not authorize withholding Information from the public or
limiting the availability of records to the public." Subsection (b) of the proposed
anlndlient provides that every agency shall, in avecordance with published rules
stating the time, place, and procedure to be followed, make all its records prt)unptly
available to any person, The subsection also confers on the U.S. distrlet'court
"in which the complailant resides, or has is l)rincipal place of business, or in
whihh the agency records that the complainant seeks are situated" jurisdiction
to enjoin the agency from the withholding of agency records and information and
to compel production "of agency records or information Improperly withheld."
In such cases the court shall determine the matter de novo and the burden ofproof to sustain its action Is placed on the agency. In the event of nonconlpliance
with the court's order, the court may punish the responsible officers for contempt.
Proceedings before the district court authorized by subsection (b) are given
precedence on the docket over all other causes except those which the court deems
of greater importance. The term "agency" Is defined to mean "each authority
(whether or not within or subject to review by another agency) of the Govern.
ment of the United States other than Congress or the courts."

4uhsecllon (c) of the proposed amendment provides that the section does not
authorize withholding information from the public or limiting the availability of
records to the public except with respect to those matters which are set forth
in eight specific categories as follows: (1) specifically required by Exeeutive
order to be kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy;
(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of any agency;
(3) specitlcally exempted front disclosure by statute; (4) trade secrets and coin-
merclal or financial Information obtained front the public and privileged or con-
fidential: (5) Inter-agency or Intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely
with matters of law or policy; (0) personnel and medical files and slitilar matters
tho disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unWatrnnted invasion of
personal privacy; (7) Investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposesexcept to the extent available by law to a private party; ansl (R) contaied In or
related to examination, operating, or condition report prepared by, on behalf of,
or for the use of any agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of
financial institutions.

We believe the eight grounds for withholding Information ralseo a number ofquestions of interpretation and in general may he too restrictive, with the result
that agency information, records, and determinations may be required to be made
available to persons which should he withheld in the public interest. We are not
aware of any abuse of the "good cause to be held confidential" testin the AdmIis-
trative Procedure Act which suggests the need for the more restrictive exceptions
now proposed.
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The proposed broadening of availability of agency records to "any person"would, in our judgment, go too far In the direction of opening up Government
files for general inspection. The Department has a policy of making Its official
records available to the public to the maximum extent possible. The major
exceptions are instances where, by direction of the President, the Congress, orother authorities, the Department Is required to withhold Information from the
public. These cases fall essentially within the eight specific categories in theproposed subsection (c), There are, however, certain additional categoriesof records, all set forth in departmental regulations (see 7 CPR 1.4), which
the Department has determined must be made available In a manner that willprotect the public welfare as well as avoid giving undue advantage to any personor to the representatives of special interests. As we construe the proposed sub-
section (c), these regulations of the Department would be Inconsistent there-
with.

There is a serious question whether legislation which would attempt to deny
to the Executive branch the right by appropriate published rule to keep certainInformation confidential in the public interest would not invade the executive
power of the President under the Constitution and the separation of powers
provided therein. Aside from this question, however, it seems that purely asa matter of good business management and efficiency, it would be undesirable
to require, for example, everything reduced to writing other than those memo.randa or letters "dealing solely wih matters of law or policy" by every agencyofficial to be made available to any person presently or anytime in the future.
Such persons would, of course, include private counsel, Government contractors,
speculators, the press, or anyone else. One result would be a serious Interference
with internal exchanges because officials could well become reluctant to reducemany matters to writing. Moreover, much of the Department's research data
are voluntarily supplied to the Department on the basis of our assurance that
It will not be disclosed except as part of summary tables and figures. Inabilityto make such a commitment would result in drying up our sources of information
and would cause inestimable harm to research programs which are based on
confidence built over many years.

The Department receives many informal complaints In regulatory matterson a confidential basis, and reports of possible fraud or other violations of law
from Individuals who desire their identity to be protected. In addition, frequentlyinterested members of the public furnish information in confidence to theDepartment which is of aid to the Department in more effectively carryingout the objectives of Department programs. Such information is. of course,
not used as a basis for any determination which may adversely affect an Indi-vidual under our programs. However, it does indicate areas needing investiga.
tion to determine facts upon which Informed judgments and determinations
can be made. General knowledge that the Department could not keep thisinformation confidential would tend to eliminate an Important source of informa-
tion necessary to carrying out the Department's responsibilities under the law.

The Department undertakes programs of broad economic impact with respectto which care must be taken In the timely release of information to the public.Access to the records, as this proposed bill would permit, would result in advance
"leaks," before timely public release should be made. In addition, this Depart-
ment's activities include investigations which may be undertaken for other thanstrict law enforcement purposes the results of which Should be held confidential
in the public interest. Furthermore, many matters relating to examination,
operating or condition reports are prepared by, on behalf of, or for the useof a number of Department agencies such as the Rural Electrification Admin-
istration and the Farmers Home Administration which, although not relatingto the regulation or supervision of financial instittulons, require secrecy In
the public Interest.

Section 2 of the bill provides for the repeal of all laws or parts of laws In-
consistent with the amendments made by the first section of the bill. This lan-guage would create contusion and place in doubt the continued effectiveness of
section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act (6 U.S.C. 1002), which exceptsfrom the publication requirements of that act "(1) any function of the UnitedStates requiring secrecy in the public interest of (2) any matter relating solely
to the internal management of an agency." F example, the exception In sub-section (c) of the bill numbered (1) is limited to matters involving functions ofthe United States requiring secrecy to protect the "national defense or foreign
policy" and the matters must be specifically exempted from disclosure by Execu-
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tive order. A great deal of material which may require secrecy in the public in-
terest but which does not relate to the national defense or foreign policy unless
specifically exempted from disclosure by statute, might become subject to being
made available as a result of section 2 of the bill, e.g., matters relating to domes-
tic affairs that require secrecy at least for specific periods to avoid harm to the
public Interest general4r. The extent to which matters "relating solely to the
internal management ot an agency" could be withheld would also be open to
serious question.

For the foregoing reasons, It is our opinion that the public information re-
quirement must preserve to the agencies, or at least to this Department, discre-
tion to withhold from random public inspection that which the public Interest
requires to be withheld, including Information relative to international operations.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that there is no objection to the presenta-
tion of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.

Sincerely yours, OVUILL h. FI~aM^A.

R.PLY FROM DEPART ENT OF COMMERCE

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THP, DEPARTfErvr or COMMERcE,
laehtngto, D.C., Marh 30, 1965.

lon. WILLTAM L. DAwlsox,
(7hairimn, conmftto on Govoranent Operatlons,
1touse of Representatives.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: This is In reply to your request for the views of this
Department concerning H.R. 5012 and a number of Identical bills to amend
section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal
officers and agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of records.

These bills would amend section 101 of the Revised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 22)
by adding two new subsections. New subsection (b) would require every agency
in the executive branch, in accordance with published rules stating the time,
place, and procedure to be followed, to make all Its records promptly available
to any person unless specifically excepted by new subsetion (c). It further
provides that the U.S. district courts may enjoin an agency from the withhold-
ing of agency records and information and order the production of any agency
records and information improperly withheld from a complainant. In such
cases the court would determine the matter de novo and the burden would be
upon the agency to sustain its action.

Subsection (c) does authorize withholding of records and information on the
following eight grounds: Specifically required by Executive order to be kept
secret In the interest of the national defense or foreign policy; Internal per-
sonnel rules and agency practices; specifically exempted from disclosure by
statute; trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from
the public and privileged or confidential; Interagency or intraagency memo-
randums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy; personnel and
medical files and similar matters, the disclosure of which would clearly con-
stitute invasion of privacy; investigatory files compiled for law enforcement
purposes; and examination, operating, or condition reports used by agencies
responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions.

We are In accord with the view that Information In Government agencies
should be made available to the public, but only to the extent that making infor-
mation available will not unduly disrupt the operation of Government, result
in damage to innocent members of the public, or otherwise result in more harm
than good. It is our view that H.R. 5012 Insufficiently safeguards these interests
and we are therefore unable to recommend enactment of this legislation.

Sections 1(c) and 2 of the bill would in effect repeal sections 3(b) and 3(c)
of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 1002 (b) and (c)) relating to
availability of final opinions, orders, and other official records. Section 3(c)
provides that save as otherwise required by statute, matters of official record
shall be made available to "persons properly and directly concerned except In-
formation held confidential for good cause found." The determination at present
of what persons are properly and directly concerned and what agency records
are confidential for good cause found are left to agency discretion. H.R. 5012
would remove these matters from agency discretion. We seriously question
the desirability of removing this discretion from agencies and requiring them
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as proposed in H.R. 5012 to make all their records available to anyone upon
demand except within the framework of the exceptions in subsection (c) thereof.

We think it would be disruptive to the conduct of the Government's business.
particularly in view of the provision for private suit in district courts, to com-
pel production of records In which the agency concerned would have the burden
of sustaining its action and the responsible officers thereof be punished for con-
temp in event of noncompliance of the court's order.

We believe a judgment on the merits of MR. 5012 must involve a thoughtful
balancing between the bill's objective on the one hand, and on the other the
public interest in efficient and effective management of the Government's
business,

11.R. 5012 presents a number of problems with respect to specific activities of
this Department.

1. We assume that the exception in subsection (c) (8) for items "specifically
exempted from disclosure by statute" is intended to preserve the protection
now accorded information obtained in confidence from members of the public
under such provisions as section 6 of tile Export Control Act, section 705 of
the Defense Production Act, 15 U.S.C. 176a and other similar statutory provi-
sions, We urge that the legislative history be made clear on this point. It is
not clear what the relationship of section 2 of the bill is to 18 U.S.C. 105, a
penal statute which prohibits the unauthorized disclosure of any information
relating to trade secrets, confidential business data find the like which have
been received by any Federal employee in the course of h. official duties.

2. The requirement that records be made promptly available to any person
Ignores such fundamental questions as the need to know, citizenship, and age
of the individual. It would leave the agency defenseless against unnecessary
and unreasonable demands. Also, no provision is made to recover costs of fur-
nishing the records, which could be very large, as, for example, in cases where ex-
tensive reference to old. archived records, were sought.

3. In the Area Redevelopment Administration certain confidential informa-
tion is obtained from applicants as part of an application for financial assist-
ance. These records are considered confidential because they contain financial
data and individual trade information. Section 18(b) of the Area Redevelop-
ment Act prohibits disclosure of unauthorized information concerning any
future action or plan of the Secretary which might affect the value of securi-
ties and section 20 provides that the Secretary shall maintain and make avail-
able certain specific information about applications as soon as they are approved.
It is not clear whether the exception in subsection (c) (4) relating to "trade
secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from the public and
privileged or confidential" would exempt the records of loan and grant agencies
from public disclosure, especially where the enabling legislation of such agencies
clearly spells out what information Is to be made public, as is the case with the
Area Redevelopment Administration. At the very least internal evaluations of
applications for loans and grants should be clearly exempt from public disclosure.

4. The relationship between the proposed section 101(c) (3) and section 2 of
the bill is ambiguous. For example, section 2 of the bill might be interpreted to
repeal 35 U.S.C. 122, which presently preserves the confidential status of patent
applications. Even if 35 U.S.C. 122 is not repealed, proposed section 161(c) (8)
may not protect patent applications, It can reasonably be argued that patent
applications are not "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute," be-
cause 35 U.S.C. 122 allows disclosure of such applications under certain clr-
cumstancs and thus does not fully exempt them from disclosure. Furthermore,
35 U.S.C. 122 allows disclosure of patent applications when "necessary to carry
out the provisions of any act of Congress" and H.R. 5012, if enacted, can be In-
terpreted to be Just such an act. Enactment of H.R. 5012 may well result in a
flood of litigation against the Patent Office by persons seeking to gain the use of
Inventions not yet protected by patent. The outcome of such litigation cannot ie
predicted because of these problems outlined.

5. The Patent Office, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 31, 82 investigates the character
and reputation of attorneys and agents desirlng to practice before It. It appeaits
that H.R. 5012 would not maintain the present secrey of the Patent Office files
on Its attorneys and ageiits, who are not Patent Office employees. If such files
were to be opened to the public, it would become very difficult for the Patent Office
to obtain the information it needs to effect the mandate of 35 U.S.C. 31.

6. We would oppose placing the burden upon the agency to sustain its action
in withholding information. In order to sustain its burden in showing that
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its records contain matter exempt from disclosure under this bill, an agency
would have to prove the contents of such records and thereby negate the intended
protection of such records,

7. We raise the question as to whether an amendment to section 101 of the
Revised Statute is the most appropriate method of accomplishing the purposes
of 1.R. 5012. It would appear more appropriate if legislation is enacted to
amend section 3 (c) of the Administrative Procedure Act. In this connection it
is noted that during the 88th Congress bills (S. 1600 and S. 1663) containing
provisions somewhat analogous to H.R. 5012 did provide for amendment to the
Administrative Procedure Act.

In view of the above and for the reasons set forth in the attached comments
from the Department's Patent Office, Maritime Administration, Bureau of Public
Roads, and the Assistant Secretary for Administration, this Department recom-
niends against the enactment of 11.R. 5012.

We have been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there would be no
objection to the submission of our report from the standpoint of the adminis-
tration's program.

Sincerely,
ROBEnRT E. GILES.

PATENT OFFICE COMMENTS ON H.R. 5012
There are listed below those Instances when materials in the possession of the

Patent Office are kept confidential. Those instances which are Justified on thebases of statute and executive order are listed separately from those instances
justified on other bases. Presumably, those instances relying on statute or
Executive order would be treated under H.R. 5012 as exceptions under (c) (1)
or (c) (3) although the express repealer of section 2 of the bill creates an
ambiguity with respect to laws relied upon as providing an exception.There is presented a much more serious question as to whether the other
listed instances, not relying on statute or Executive order, would be exempted
from the coverage of the bill. As indicated, in connection with each item,
there appears satisfactory and reasonable bases for treating this material in
a confidential manner with safeguards against abuse. Examination of theseitems raises questions concerning the appropriateness of a categorical directive
such as would be provided by the bill, which does not allow that distinction
and choice of administrative action which appears to be so necessary and proper.

I. INFORMATION RESTRICTED BY LAW OR EXEcUTIVE ORDER

A. Applications for patents are directed by law to be kept in confidence by
the Patent Office (35 U.S.C. 122). Some discretion is allowed to be exercised
In this matter by the Commissioner of Patents "in such special circumstances
as may be determined by" him. The Commissioner is circumspect in the exer-
cise of this authority because of danger that property rights in patents may be
Jeopardized by disclosure. Other exceptions expressly provided by the statute
are the disclosure under authority of the applicant or owner, and disclosure
necessary to carry out the provisions of any act of Congress.

B. When publication or disclosure by the grant of a patent on an invention
might, in the opinion of the head of designated agencies, be detrimental to the
national security, it is ordered to be kept secret and violation of such an order
is punishable by fine or imprisonment or both. The owner of a patent application
may appeal such an order to the Secretary of Commerce (title 35 of the United
States Code, ch. 17, sec. 181-188).

C. If agreements in connection with or in contemplation of the termination
of a patent interference are not filed with the Patent Office, the agreements and
patents involved are not enforceable. If any party filing such an agreementso requests, the agreement shall be kept separate from the file of the interference,
and made available only to Government agencies on written request, or to any
person on a showing of good cause. Occasion for the exercise of this discretion
on the part of the Commissioner has not as yet arisen. Exercise of this dis-
cretion would be reviewable by the courts. The statute was recently enacted
(Oct. 15, 1962; Public Law 87-831 ; 35 U.S.C. 18 5).

D. Executive Order 9424 of February 18, 1944 (8 CFR 1943-48 Comp.) provides
for the establishment of a register for the recording of all licenses, assignments.
or other interests of the Government in or under patents or patent applications.
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In accordance with that order and regulations of the Commissioner (87 CFR
7.1-7.7), this register Is not open to public inspection. It is available for ex.
amination and inspection by duly authorized representatives of the Govern-
ment; an exception is made as to those instruments which -the department or
agency of origin has authorized in writing as available for public examination.
In the latter event, the instrument is made available generally.

I. INFORMATION PRESENTLY RESTRICTED FOR OTHER REASONS

A. The Secretary of Commerce by Executive Order 10930 was assigned re-
sponsibility for carrying out the functions set forth In Executive Order 10096
as they relate to the overseeing of agency determinations of the rights of the
Government and Its employees to the property in inventions made by Federal
employees. These functions are to be performed by the Commissioner of Patents
pursuant to a delegation of authority by the Secretary (Mar. 24, 1961, 26 F.R.
3118).

In the course of these determinations, it may be necessary for the employee-
inventor and/or the employing agency to disclose in some detail the subject
matter and circumstances of the discovery. This same Information is or may
become the substantive material In a patent application before the Patent Office
(see 37 CFR 300.7) which is to be held in confidence (35 U.S.C. 122, and see item
1. A. above).

For the reasons that provide the basis for the direction of 35 U.S.C. 122 re-
lating to confidentiality of patent applications, the same information contained
In the documents used In the determinations under Executive Order 10096 should
be maintained confidential subject always to the conclusive discretion of the
Federal Government and the employee-inventor acting jointly until such time as
the right to the property in the discovery is resolved.

The program established by Executive Order 10096 for determination of rights
to the property in an invention is not based on a specific statute directed to
this end and neither the order nor a statute provides specifically for restricting
access to such documents. The documents providing details concerning the dis-
covery of an employee-inventor should, in our opinion, be kept confidential
until a patent issues or is refused on the subject matter of the determination.
Consistent with the treatment accorded patent applications, such documents
have been kept confidential.

B. Section 31 of title 85 of the United States Code authorizes the Commissioner
of Patents to prescribe regulations governing the recognition and conduct of
agents, attorneys, or other persons representing applicants before the Patent
Office, and to require them to show that they are of good moral character and
reputation.

Papers received by the Commissioner in his efforts to carry out this function
are held confidential to assure the availability of information and to protect
a candidate for recognition to practice against unwarranted invasion of his
privacy. These attorneys and agents are not "personnel" of the Office so as
to come within the exceptions provided by subsections (c) (2) and (c) (6).

C. In the exercise of his authority to inquire Into the qualifications of attorneys
and agents to enable them to render valuable service, advice, and assistance
(35 U.S.C. 31), In the presentation or prosecution of applications for patents,
the Commissioner gives examinations to test these qualifications. By regulation,
review of a determination by the Commissioner based on such an examination
is available by petition to the Commissioner (37 CFR 1.341 (1)). By provisions
of section 32 of title 35 of the United States Code, a person 'so refused recogni-
tion" because of his failure to attain a passing mark may have recourse to the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia to determine If the Commissioner
had a reasonable basis for his determination. (See Local Civil Rule 95,) Pend-
ing such an action before the court, the test papers are preserved in secrecy,
a practice accepted by the court (Oupples v. Marzall, onr. Pats., Jan. 9, 1952;
92 USPQ 169, 171). A contrary practice would be disruptive of the orderly
operation of the Patent Office. These attorneys and agents are not "personnel" of
the Office so as to come within the exceptions provided by subsections (c) (2)
and (c) (6).

D. In the exercise of his authority to suspend or exclude, either generally
or In a particular case, from practice before the Patent Office any agent or
attorney shown to be incompetent, or guilty of improper conduct (85 U.S.C. 82,
and see further 37 CFR 1.848), the Commissioner receives complaints concerning
alleged misconduct of agents and attorneys and makes inquiries and investiga-
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tions of such complaints. These complaints may involve unsupportable allega-
tions. Responses to inquiries may be given in confidence. All actions attendant
upon such an Investigation should, in our opinion, be kept confidential, certainly
during the development stage. In the event of an appeal from the Commissioner's
final decision, which is made with the procedural safeguards of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act (87 CPR 1.348), the court action involves additional consider-
ations. These attorneys and agents are not "personnel" of the Office so as to
come within the exceptions provided by subsection (c) (2) and (c) (0).

R9. The Commissioner in his discharge of his general responsibility for the
Issuance of patents and the registration of trademarks and for the conduct of
proceedings before the Patent Office (85 U.S.C. 6) has directed that complaints
against examiners and other employees of the OffiCe be communicated separately
from papers relating to other business before the Office (37 CVR 1.8).

To assure orderly disposition of such complaints, and as a safeguard against
the dissemination of unwarranted allegations, the present practice of maintaining
such complaints and papers involved in the investigations of such complaints
confidential should be continued.

F. Patent applications are ordinarily acted on by the Office In the order
in which they are filed or amended. Under certain circumstances the examina-
tion of an application is advanced (87 CPU 102). One such exception involves
a petition of a prospective manufacturer who, If the patent issues, plans to use
or make the patented Item. Certain business information such as how much
money has been expended in the manufacture of the device, the number of the
devices manufactured, and the extent to which manufacture has affected the
employment of labor is provided the Office as a justification 'for the request for
special treatment.

It is the practice of the Patent Office to preserve the confidential status of
such information. Despite the statutory confidentiality of pending applica-
tions (35 U.S.C. 122), such information is not made of record In the case look-
Ing to the time when the patent may issue and the file become available for
public examination.

G. Pending applications for trademark registrations are promptly indexed
with all the important information including a reproduction of the mark, date
of use and use In conunerce, date of filing and class of goods on which used.
This index Is available to the public as promptly as It can be assembled, about
8 to 4 weeks after receipt of the application.

The entire application is available upon publication od the mark for opposi-
tion. Prior to such publication, which normally is made 5 or 6 months after
receipt, the application Is made available to examination upon written request
(87 CFR 2.27). This latter technique is used as a matter of administrative
convenience to minimize disruption of the files. These essential information is
available in the index.

We believe the public right to know is satisfied by the index and the avail-
ability of the application upon written request prior to publication and the
continuation of the requirement of a written request during this period is
needed In the interest of orderliness.

MAUTIME ADMINxSTRATIoN COMMENTS 01 H.R. 5012

For the following reasons we recommend against favorable consideration of
the bill.

H.R. 5012 sets the limits of disclosure for beyond those necessary to realize
a practical balance between the confidentiality of Government records and
freedom of information to the public.

H.R. 5012 is also subject to other specific objections. Under the bill, the
first step in resolving any dispute is to file a complaint in a Federal district
court. No provision is made for an intermediate step or agency determination
with the result that every close question Will be brought immediately to the
district court. In fact most denials of Information would probably result in
a lawsuit. This would add to the already crowded dockets and might embroil
every agency in a deluge of litigation,

Enhancing the probability of litigation are the numerous ambiguous terms
set out In the statute such as " memorandums or letters" contained. in exemption
No. 5. It Is Impossible to delineate with any accuracy the scope of such words.
Do they include maps or plans? Are work papers or informal notes within the
exception?
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The use of the word "solely" In exceptions 2 and 5 for all practical purposes
enlaseulatefl tho two exceptlols. These exeltlitlols preseatly provhio that
exempted documents are those "* * * related solely to the Internal plrsoniel
rules and practices of ally ageiay * * *" and ily " * * interagenty or itra-
agelney neiuoratidusts or letter deittlug solely with hitters of law or Olicy * *.

lmnce most doumentlits would Iot mieet Hitch atbsoluto stildards, the exeailitiolls
woldh bW virtually loluoexislelit. it would 1w bietr to insert In lieu of "solly"
tilt words "lusfar its" or their eqtllvalent permitting partial dlselosuro of
documents of i mixed nature.

IUstly It should also Ito noted that MI.R. t012 presently amnlds 5 U.S.C. 22,
Since 1.1. 01 deils with th s1n1e sllbjet matter its section :3 of tihe Adlillis-
trative Protedure Act of Jutne 11, 1)40 ((0) Stit. 2S) questions will arise its to
what extent 1.1. 5012 anend section 3. Silce the obvious intent of IIR. 50t112
is to elhauge ti oxistliog law embodied in the Administriative Proctdure Aet,
it Is suggested that the changes If approved slcelcfially amend section 3 rather
than 0 U.S.. 22.

Whilo we desire to Insutre the free flow of Infornatlon between the governmentt.
and the public, l.R. Ml012 as It Is preselntly written, t'ntahs Imaty drawbacks anid
we, therefore, reonnnmtetd against favorable cmisideratlon.

BUREAU oF PLoL ROADS CAMMINTS ON IIR, r{4)12

This hill would add two nlew Subsections, (b) aid (0, to section 22 of title 5i,

United States Code. Tlese subsections would require every Fedtteral ageitey to
make tll of Its records Ironp~tly available to illy person under rules of procedlure
which It shall make. The Federal district eoillswould have Jurtmilction to
eijolin the withholding of agency records, with the burden of proof uln the
Federal ageiey to Jlstifv its wlthlloidhg, anid eoneIllmlt procedures for ion-
complyilg lVederal offlhers. EIght categories of exeptlons to this requIremntit
of availability are made ; however, btause of the ildeIniteness of theso eaten
gores it is ImpOssiblo to tell exactly which of tills Bureau's records would Ie
covered by ho hill.

11.11. 5l012 does not require tie party seeking Information from a (loverument.
agency to specify with ally partleuiilfrlty what inforntmtlon is sought. This,
taken together with a lack of ia req tlrement of bNn fti i the person seeking
inspection of record. would Itnvite fisilg expediltlos nd harassment without

a corresponling public benefit. ,,ven lit the case witero a person wits seeking
pwartiular Information ill good faith, the exceptions goverihg recmords wilteh
neml not be disclosed are sutttelenttly vague to be productive of a vast volume of
litIgttlon. We are not able to am.rtain, for exiample, whether appraisals Andi
other materials related to real property acqtlislon anti i the (etlmody of l'ulille
Roads would be required to be dilomed to the public.

Beaetila of the swte)ilg alid Illdehinlte siture of this lbroliml, the Btreal
of Public Roads recommends against Its enactment.

ASSmSTANT SEVCIU:TARY mO ADMINISTRATION COMMINTH ON 1lt. 1)12

isofar as the bill would Ie applicable to tie 1)(prtlliellt of Commerce, atid
pairtlhtsarly to the tellvillem under my sUplervislon, it Is mly view that the bill Is
uimstifdactory, and I therefore reomnnioed aigahist Its eiactmeit lit Its presetit
forna.

My reasons may be Summarized as follows:
1. The etumerathl4m of speitife classes of infortiatIoinli n the proposal sections

101 te) of the IterW Htatutes Is not suffielently Iiclusive of the tyiss of infor-
liattioll tW whh4" t*s' amwd for til exemuiptiosn Call be atti(lpated lit this tile.

For exallipie,
(a) Item (6) ovmkl 1e froadened to read as follows: "(di) persontel, medical,

aeesdtjt, wod IsecfIsgmfle,'e filet aid similar Matters the disclosure of wlhch
would toonstltute a early unwarranted Ilivaslon of personal privacy ;" (liew
language Italk'la'd).

(M) A new Item (9) should be added to read mtubstantially ns follows:
"(0) AU budget estimates and stutpportig materials submitted to the Buitreau

of the lBtudIt, and decisions of the President as to his budget recomimendations
mid estimates until they are nade pbublIt hy the President." (See Bureau of the
Budget Circuliar No. A-10 (revised), dated January 18, 1064.

2. The enunmratlom of spifitle classes of formation tit the proposed set i onl
161(c) Is not sufficiently comprehensive or flexible to provide appropriately for
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tyips of information nondisclosure of which would be warranted in the public
interest but the nature of which cannot now be foreseen.

Notwithstanding every reasonable effort at this time to anticipate all types of
information for which exemption from the statutory requirement would be
Justlfiled, it Is possible-:m4nd oven probable-that some types of information may
arise fit the future which are outsido the scope of the Speciflc classes which it is
possible to euunerate at tis time in the statute. While we do not recommend
that the public officials be authorized to withhold information except for miost
compelling reaisois, we think the statute should be flexible enough to make ode.
quate provision for those categories of Information Which may arise in the future
but which cannot presently be foreseen, on personal determination by the head
of it deptitient or Independent agency that nondisclosure would be warrnted
III the public Interest.

Accordingly, it Is recommended that an additional clause be Included in the
proposed section 101(c), to read substantially as follows:

"(10) Matters which the head of a department or Independent agency per.
sonally determines should not, In the public Interest, be disclosed."

Thrrx Forom DrAM f,'NT or D a"1sE

GEN HRAL CoUNs EL OF Tli DWxATMENT Or DMiwNest
Washhngton, D.O., MaroX 30, 1865.llon1. WILtLAM L,. D)AWSON,

Chairman, Commi t teo ots (overnrincut Operatlons,
Iouse o Represntativtes.

DsA. Ma. CtAU.MAN: This Is In response to your request for the views of the
DlPartinent of defensee on 11.1t. 012 and identical bills, to amend section 161
of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers and
agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of records.

Tho following vmmeuts address to II,R. 5012 apply equally to the 14 Identical
bills on which the views of the Depairtinent were requested.

The provisions of section 2 of the bill by which all laws or parts of laws
inconsistent with section 1 are repealed has the effect of amending section 3()
of the Administrative Procedure Act (1 U.8.0. 1002). Thus, H.. 5012 Is similar
to S. 1666 of the 88th Congress and S. 1160 of the 89th Congress to the extent
that they explicitly sought or seek to amend section 3(e) of the Administrative
Procedure Act. It Is also similar with regard to Its effect on the protection of
public rtorvns to the Prmposed revision of section 8 of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act tntailned In 8. 1(63 of the 88th Congress,

Under the current provisions of section. 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act,
official rev.ords are made available fit accordance with published rules to all
persons properly and directly concerned, unlcw restricted by statutory provision
or unless held confldentfl for good cause found. In addition, official records
netW not 1e mIade available If they involve "(1) any function of the United States
rtquiring secrecy In the publle interest or (2) any matter relating solely to the
Internal management of an agency."

H.R. 5012 has the apparent purpose of denying to Defense officials, along with
the officials of all othor agencies, a great deal of the discretion which they may
exercise under the existing provisions of the Administratve Procedure Act and
of limiting them In withholding official records to the eight exceptions set forth
In settlon 1 (c) of the bill. Moreover, section 1 (b) apparently pertfits any Pe-
son, whether properly or directly concerned or not., to seek in any district court
of the United States an affirmative injunction against the agency which would
be required to Iproduee its records for tihe complalthnnt's examination and use,
uiltess the record or information involved falls clearly within one of the eight
exceptions listed in sec!Uoti 1 (c). In such a case, which would be determined
do novo by the court, the burden would be upon the agency to sustain Its refusal
to lprodumt the record or Information. Failure to produce n record or information
at the direction of the, court Is made an explicit basis for contempt proceedings
against the reslnslble officer of the agency Involved.

in general, the Department of Defense is opposed to the whole concept of
liniting, by the legislative imposition of specific categories of privileged Inforna-
tion, the discretion of Defense officials to provide appropriate protection for the
Information and records which are In their custody and for which they are
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responsible. This limitation Is made more objectionable by the fact that suchprotection may ultimately depend on the concurrence of the courts in the Defense
official's Judgment that protection 18 permitted under the imprecise language
of the bill Sic Jurisdiction is vested in any district court the posibility
is evident of inconsistent interpretations of the statute to be settled ultimately
by the courts of appeals and the U.S. Supreme Court.

In order to comply with requirements of H.R. 5012 if it were enacted, it would
be necessary in each component of the Department of Defense to build a large
staff whose duty would be to determine the availability of records and informa-
tion, to facilitate its collection from a variety of storage sites, and to assist Iii
defending against suits In U.S. district courts anywhere in the United States.
Such an organizational requirement would be exceedingly costly. If such a bill
is enacted, it should therefore include an authorization consistent with the
"sense of the Congress" expounded in the act of August 31, 1951, chapter 376,
tile V, section 501 (5 U.S.C. 140) for user charges that would cover the full cost
of acquiring and providing the information or record obtained.

Also as a basic objection to H.R. 5012, we note the views of the Department
of Justice on the questionable constitutionality of such legislation. These views
were set forth in the comments on section 3 of S. 160, 88th Congress, accompany-
ing the letter of August 10, 1064, from the Assistant Attorney General, Office of
Legal Counsel, Norbert A, Schlei, to the chairman of the Subcommittee on Ad.
ministrative Practice and Procedure, Committee on the Judiciary. U.S. Senate.
The opinion states that such legislation has the effect of violating the basic
principle of separation of powers by interfering with the comatttlonal resposi-
bility of the President to protect from public diuckwore In the pIlali Interest
records whose protection is essential to the performance o his eomtitutional
responsibilities.

As a further general comment we question the widsm of the provision of
H,. 5012 by which all other statutes that are lnconsimtest wfth section -1 of
H.I 5012 would be repealed, presumably Including setom 8 of the Admninstra.
tive Procedure Act. If section 3 of the Administrative P of Act Is to
be amended, this should be accomplished by changing Ito la Ig-ou with full
regard for the effect of these changes on all other provis of that act. H.R.
5012 has the unhappy result of making it the responsibility of the executive and
Judicial branches to determine where Inconsistency may exist. That this would
be a confusing responsibility is clearly revealed by section 1 (c) (3) of HR. 5012
which exempts from the general limitation on using this section to authorize
withholding of Information from the public those matters which are "specifically
exempted from disclosure by statute." It could be argued, for example, that
section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act specifically exempts those "matters
of official record * * * held confidential for good cause found" as well as those
matters involving "(1) any function of 'the United States requiring secrecy in
the public Interest or (2) any matter relating solely to the internal management
of an agency." The question thus becomes how specific must a "specific exemp-
tion" be under section 1 (e) (8) of H.R. 5012 to come within Its terms. This
circuitous result could be avoided by a more direct approach at amending spe-
cifically any existing statutes that have proved objetionable.

Finally, by way of general observation, we note that H.R. 5012 seems to
suffer from a difficuky that is similar to that found In other bills dealing with
the same subject; namely, the intended distinction, if any, between record and
information. The fundamental legislative instruction in u.R. 5012 is an affirma-
tive requirement in section 1(b) that every agency "make all its recorded promptly
available to any person" (emphasis supplied] , yet In the second sentence of the
same subseation district courts of the United States are given jurisdiction to
enjoin the agency from withholding "agency reords and information and to
order the production of any agency reo or information improperly withheld
from the complainant" [emphasis supplied). This inconsistency provides a basis
for concluding that there could be no Improper withholding of mtnormati6n under
the etatute, since the only obligation of the agency is to make its records avail-
able to any person. If there is no such obligation, an agency needs no specific
authority to withhold information from the public and the exceptions of sub-
section (c) need apply only to recoordos.

Thus, subsection () of section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act (l
U.S.C. 1002) governs the availability of "public records." The Attorney Gen.
eral's Manual on the Administrative Procedure Act (1947), page 25, concludes
that internal memorandums are not considered "official records." Similarly,
section 1() (5) of H.& 512 provides an exception to the availability require.
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ments for some kinds of Interagency or Intra-agency memorandums. Therefore
there are Inconsistencies between the terms of the bill and subsection 8(c)
the Administrative Procedure Act and a further Internal Inconsistency within
the bill, in that courts are given authority to require production of information
presumably Including Internal memorandums, whereas Internal memorandums
are exempt from production under section 1(e) (5) of the bill and under section
8(a) of the existing Administrative Procedure Act, and the obligation to "make
available" extends only to records under section 1 (b) of the bill.

As Indicated, In the foregoing general comments subsection (b) is objectionable
to this department because it would require Defense officials to carry the burden
of justifying the withholding of Information or records and to suffer the punish-
ment for contempt in the event of noncompliance with a court order. This pro-
vision of the proposed law Ignores the fact that the ultimate responsibility for
the conduct of the executive branch rests with the President. The employees of
the executive branch work for the President and should not be subject to con-
tempt of court when performing an official act In accordance with directives of
an agency head. Certainly It i not conducive to good government to have a
statute that purports to place a subordinate 4n the position of being In contempt
of court In the performance of an official act; nor, as an alternative, furnishing
documents In direct violation of an order of the agency head.

If, in fact, subsection (b) is intended to provide a contempt penalty for a
subordinate who withholds Information at the direction of the President or a
department head, the subsection is of questionable legal validity. In this con-
nection see In re Timber* (226 Fed. 2d 801 (1955)), and cases therein cited.

Subsection (c), In setting forth specific exceptions for the general requirement
that all records and Information must be made available on request to any
person, no matter how trivial or sinister his purpose, raises a host of unre-
solvable Issues and problems.

Section I(e) (1) authorizes withholding of information or records only If
"epeoei;cal required by Executive order [italic supplied]." Employment of
this exception, therefore, apparently requires a presidential decision in the fort
of an order that can be cited and interpreted by a subordinate. Whether an
official forced to defend himself In a court action brought under section 1(b)
need only cite the Executive order In justifying his decision to withhold or
whether the order Itself must be sustained Is not determinable from the language.
The phrase "by Executive order" seems to prevent delegation, and the word
"specifically" invites claims of Invalidity If any attempt to withhold information
or records by category Is made. The Impossible burden that would be placed on
the President If he were required to make Individual judgments in the case of
every document that Is to be treated as privileged Is apparent.

Although the second exception for "internal personnel rules and practices of
any agency" Is desirable " far as It goes, it makes no provision for the many
other kinds of internal rules and practices equally deserving of protection and
of no legitimate interest outside the agency. Moreover, It raises a question
concerning the status of matter which cannot satisfy the requirement of relating
"solely" to personnel rules and practices but involving other matters as well.
It appears to be the Intent of the provision to give no protection to those portions
of records which relate to Internal rules and practices of an agency when they
are mixed with other Information. An example of the kind of internal manage-
ment rule that would receive no protection under section 1(c) (2) of HR. 5012
is found In DOD Directive 4106.46 which prescribes the permissible price latitudes
for DOD negotiators in cost-plus-fixed-fee contract negotiations. The undesira-
bility of making such Information generally available is obvious, but H.R. 5012
provides no basis for not doing so.

If we assume that section 2 has not repealed all statutes which specifically
exempt Information or records from disclosure, then the exception provided in
section 1 (c) (8) Is reasonably clear. Since section 2 repeals only those statutes
or parts of statutes that are inconsistent with section 1, it could reasonably be
concluded that statutes which specifically exempt from disclosure certain kinds
of information are compatible with section 1.

The exception In section 1(c) (4) for "trade secrets and commercial or financial
Information obtained from the public and privileged or confidential" Is difficult
to interpret. ,Requiring that trade secrets and commercial or financial informa-
tion obtained from the public be privileged or confidential before they are entitled
to protection begs the question of how that kind of information achieves the
status of privilege or confidentiality, If not by this subsection. Should the intent
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ho to provide protection for Inforlwt.ioU of this type oblilned front tie plblic
with the understanding or assurance that It will be prolteted is privilegef Infor-
mation, then section 1 (c) (4) should be redrafted to say so clearly.

Section 1() (5) recognizes the necessity for protectlg Interagency and intra-
agency memoraudwns. The reason for imiting this exception to those memo-
randuos dealing "solely with matters of law or policy" Is, however, not obvious.
It Is it well-aeempted maxims that no largo organization can function effectively
If communications from subordinates to superiors or between subordinates are
subJect to general public scrutiny, If agency decisions by sulrlors are to be
made with the benefit of full, frank, and open discussion, and recommoledatlons
by and between sulordinates, these comnmtents and recoiniiendlittins must have
the protection of privileged Information. Otherwise, every memorandum would
be carefully written with it view toward its ossible haclnct ol the public. The
Inhibiting effect of such a requirement Is obvious. Yet exception ii of paragraph
1(c) apparently would limit this privilege to exclude inemorandunis that con-
tained any mixture of fact with law or policy. The difficulty of writing t
inemoranldun of law or policy without Including factual atteltrs would have
the efftt of either denying the privilege to many memorandums that should be
protected or promoting artificial mennoranduins splitting, with factual meno-
randunts cross-referenced to Islicy or legal memorandums on the same subject.
The extra administrative burden of the second possibility Is apparent. Memo-
randums dealing with both law and policy would also not fall within exception 5
of paragraph 1(c) and would have to be split before qualifying for the privilege.

Although the exception provided by section 1 (e) (6) Is highly desirable, the
burden In the event of legal challenge of proving in a Federal court that revela-
tion of the record or Information would constitute a "clearly unwarranted
Invasion of personal privacy" Is a heavy one'. Discretion of the agency to
determine what Is "clearly unwarranted" when privacy Is Invaded would be
subject to the review of any district court judge before whom an action for
production of the record or Information was initiated. Furthermore, unless
some provision Is made for exanation of the information or record by the
court in camera, such as that In section 35l00, title 18, United States Code, the
Invasion of privacy would occur in the course of the very litigation that attempts
to prevent It.

Again, the exception provided In section 1(e) (7) for Investigative files Indl-
cate recognition of the necessity for protecting such information, but the
limitation on the protection significantly reduces Its beneflclal effect. There are
many Investigative files compiled and held by the Department of Defense for
other than "law enforcement purposes" which nevertheless require the same
protection. For example, Investigative files compiled for the purpose of deter-
mining whetbr an Individual Is to receive a personnel security clearance for
access to classified Information often contain highly personal and sometimes
prejudicial Information (perhaps even Inaccurate) that should not be available
to the general public. The reasons for this are much the same as for those
which justify the privilege for Investigative files compiled for law enforcement
purposes. The necessity of treating such files as privileged has bon endorsed
by several Presidents of the United States and has generally been respected by
Congress. (See, for example, President Truman's memorandum of March 13,
1148, addressed to all officers and eni)loyms In the extutive branch of the
Government, who are directed to decline to furnish Information, reports, or files
dealing with the employee loyalty program,)

Other Investigative files such as aircraft accident Investigation reports also
contain invaluable information that Is obtained only by the assurance that it
will be treated as privileged. Judicial recognition of the necessity for protect-
lug such Information In aircraft accident investigation reports is found in such
cases as Ataohith v. Zvwkert, 31 Pd. 2d 36 (O.AD.O.), 1903, where the legiti-
mate Interests of the Government In promoting air safety was recognized by the
court as a valid reason for denying to the litigants access to the accident report.
Other Inspection and survey reports of Investigation are also dependent on full
and frank exchanges'hetween investigators and tho persons questioned, and the
continued protection of the Information obtained In the course of these exchanges
is almolutely essential to the continued flow of information vital to the effective
anti effficent management of the Defense Establishment

Some additional examples of the kinds of Information or records which the
Department of Defense now considers it essential to treat as privileged but
which might not receive protection tinder H.R. 15012 are the following:
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1. Reports of proceedings pertaining to the conduct of, or the manner of per-
formnance of duties by military and civilian personnel and the names of persons
who participated In the Investigation or adjudication of any particular case.

2. All reports, records, and files pertaining to individual cases in the military,
civilian, and Industrial security programs, including the names of Individuals
who participated In the consideration and disposition of any particular case and
the decisions made.

3. FBxamination questions and answers to be used in training courses or in a
determnation of the qualllhatilous of candidates for employment, entrance to
duty, advancement, or promotion.

4. Informatiol as to the identity of confidentiall sources of Informatlon and
Informant ion furnished In confidence.
5. Information which Is, or reasonably may be expected to be, connected with

any pending or anticipated litigation before tiny Federal or State court or regu-
latory body, until such Information Is presented In evidence or Is determined to
be alpproprilate for public disclomure.

0, Advance information on proposed plans to procure, lease, or otherwise ac-
quiro and dispose of materials, real estate, facilities, or functions, which would
provide undue or discriminatory advantage to private or personal Interests.

7. Preliminary documents peirtaining to proposed plans or policy. development
when premature disclosure would affect adversely morale, discipline, or eflleleney.

8. Conversations and communications between personnel of the Department of
Defense, Including Defense contractors, and between such persons and represen-
tatives of other Government jigenles, which are merely advisory or preliminary
In nature and which do not represent any final official action, and doeunientary
evidence of such contacts.

9. Unclassified information furnished in confidence by foreign nations or In-
ternational organivAtIonms to the United States, the dissemination' of which Is
limited by the foreign source.

The Department of Defense appreciates the desirability of facilitating the
availability of public Information and endorses this objective. tHowever, In view
of the wide dissimilarity of functions and problems of the various executive
agencies, there is a serious question whether a single statute of general applica-
bility can achieve effectively this intended result.

The Department notes with Interest that several of the eminent legal experts
serving as members of the Board of Consultants and Review of the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act, established by the Senate Subcommittee on Adminlstti-
tivo Practice and Procedure, Indicated their serious reservations about many
of the provisions of S. 1603, 88th Congress, that are comparable in purpose and
In language to H,1. 5012. We IhVite your otentfi particularly to 1e com.
ments of Marvin lj. Frankel and Walter Gellhorn of the Columbia U1niversity
Law School which begin at page 678 (as par. 4 of those comments) of the
hearings of July 21, 22, and 23, 1904, before the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure of the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, 88th
Congress, 2d session.

In associating himself with the comments of Professors Frankel and Gellhorn,
Prof, Clark Hyso of the Harvard Law School stated In his letter of July 1 to
the chairman of the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure,
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate (appearing on p. 593 of the hearings
of July 21, 22, and 23, 10114) several observations %016~ this Department would
endorse as equAlly applicable, to II. 5012. These include the comment that:

It Is my judgment that Improveotnt lil'the administrative process is more
likely to be achieved by detailed, ongoing studies by an administrative
conference than by legislative enafitent of S. 1003.

and the statement-
Blecause It does not appear that the proponents of the changes proposed

by S. 1063 have used the "method of patiently pursuing the facts, and pre-
paring remedial measures In light of the specific evil disclosed." I hope that
the subcommittee will proceed with caution.'

Even Prof. Kenneth Culp Davis of theUnlverslty of Chicago, a vigorous pro-
ponent of revision of many portions of the Administrative Procedure Act, indl-
cated his opposition to section 3(c) of S. 103, on which H.R. 5012 Is based. Ite
reasons for this opposition are clearly set forth on pages 247 through 249 of the
hearings of July 21, 22, and 23, 1004, supra, Of partleulAr Interest are the fol-
lowing comments of Professor Divis which summarizo his views.

But section 3(c) In its present form will do little If any good, and it will
do an Immense amount of harm. It will prevent agencies from receiving
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eonfideutlal information in writing from private parties, and for that reason
It will not have the effect of opening up the confidential information to the
public' It will cause working papers within an agency to be destroyed,
but it will not cause them to be made public. It will cause exchanges of
ideas and false starts to be made orally instead of in writing, but the effect
will not be to make anything of this sort public * * *.

The public Interest will suffer when administrators are forced to transact
the public business without written records. The public will gain little or
no Increased information.

For the reasons set forth above, the Department of Defense Is strongly op-
posed to the enactment of H.R. 502.

The Bureau of the Budegt advises that from the standpoint of the President's
program, there Is no objection to the submission of this report.

Sincerely, L, NmnnELurnNza,

Acting Geal Coumel.

REPLY FROM DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OmOE OF THE SECRETARY

APRIL 29, 1965.
Hon. WiLmAM L. DAwsON,
Ohman, Oommtte on Govertment Operatone,
Houe of Relreeentative,
WaMngton, D.O.

DeAR M&L DAwsoN: Your committee has requested our report on HI 5012,
a bill to amend section 101 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority
of Federal officers and agencies to withhold Information and limit the avail-
ability of records.

Reports have also been requested on H.R. 5018, H.R. 5014, H.R. 5015, MR. 5016,
H.R. 5017, H.R. 5018, H.R. 5019, H.R. 5o0, H.R. 521, H.R. 5237, H 5406,
H.R. 6520, H.R. 5583, and I.R. 6172, identical bills.

M.R. 5012 amends section 161 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (5 U.S.C.
22). -Section 161 now reads as follows:

"The head of each department Is authorized to prescribe regulations, not in-
consistent with law, for the government of his department, the conduct of its
officers and clerks, the distribution and performance of its business, and the
custody, use, and presrvation of the records, papers, and property appertaining
to it. This section does not authorize withholding Information from the public
or limiting the availabiliy of records to the public."

HR 5012 retins all of the words of the present Rev. Stat. 161, but adds to the
last sentence a series of eight exceptions. It thereby changes the last sentence
from a disclaimer, which states that nothing In that particular section authorizes
a withholding of information, Into a limitation which provides that only the
excepted Information may be withheld and that all other information must be
made available.

HR. 5012 also transfers from the executive branch -to the judicial branch the
authority -to determine whether particular information is or Is not excepted even
though the determination involves an exercise of Judgment or discretion which
is permitted by the legislative rule.

The Department of Justice has advised the committee that these bills contra-
vene the separation of powers doctrine and would be unconstitutional since they
impinge upon the constitutional authority of the Executive to withhold docu-
merts in the executive branch where, In his discretion, he determines that the
public interest requires thA they be withheld. For similar reasons, the Justice
Department has also advised that the provision transferring such authority to
the judicial branch would also be unconstitutional.

Aside from these constitutional objections, the Justice Department has pre-
sented to the committee the reasons for the administration's conclusion that the
bills are unwise. We concur in the statement presented by Assistant Attorney
General Schlel on March 80.

Although we recommend against the enactment of the bill, the following tech.
nical deficiencies In the bill ae listed for your information:

1. Rev. Stat. 161 Opplies only to the 10 executive departments enumerated In
Rev. Stat 158. It does not apply to all Federal agencies.
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2. The bill amends 3ev. 'Stat. 161 in fa manner -that makes it inconsistent with
section 3 of the Administradve Procedures Act, without specifically repealing the
latter section.

S. The reference in the bill to Internal personnel rules and practices does not
cover investigatory files relating to personnel actions. It should cover them,

4. The reference in the bill to matters specifically excepted from disclosure by
statute is ambiguous in its application to a statute that prohibits a Federal
official from disclosing particular information unless authorized by law.
5. The reference to trade secrets, etc., apparently contains a drafting error.

The words "and privileged or confidential" should be "which is privileged and
confidential."

0. The reference to memorandums and letters dealing solely with matters of
law or policy does not expressly include working papers, preliminary drafts, and
records of advisory committee meetings.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there Is no objection to the presen-
tation of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.

Sincerely yours,
D. OnS BvASLw,

Asitant Secretary of the l#terior.

REPLY FROM DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, OMCE OF THE SECRETARY

APRI 7, 1965.
Hon. WMUhM L. DAWSON,
Ohairm. Oommittee on Gowoeent Operatio, Hovse ot Represetativee,

WaeliTth D.O.
Dza M. OHAumMA: This is In reply to your request for our views on HIL

501242, Identical bills to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with
respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold information
and limit the avallability of records.

This Department supports the principle of providing citizens with maximum
disclosure of information by their Government. We have therefore cooperated
fully with congressional committees seeking information and have readily re
sponded to requests for Information by Individual citizens. For the past several
years, our disclosure policies and practices have been under study for the purpose
of improving and refining them wherever possible. In our experience, present
law has served well to protect both the citizens' right to know and the need
for limited withholding of Information in order to assure adequate performance
of our statutorily prescribed duties.

A, major defect in the proposed legislation Is Its lnheient inflexibility. H.R.
5012402 would require every agency to make all Its records available to any
person, with certain specifically enumerated exceptions. In our view, It would
be impossible to anticipate at this time all specific items which should be justi-
fiably withheld In the public Interest. Because of the potentially severe and
disruptive effects which this legislation could have on our operations, we would
be opposed to its enactment.

In addition to our general opposition to these bills, several specific difficulties
arise In connection with certain provisions. It In our understanding that section
1(c) Is Intended to exclude from this broad disclosure requirement certain
records, including business or financial information obtained in confidence and
Investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes Section 1 (c) should
be modified to state directly that the specified items are excluded from the re-
quirements of section 1(b). Even with this change, however, we would be seri-
ously concerned about the practical effect of the proposal, particularly on our
statistical, enforcement, and other operating programs.

Section l(e) (4) is apparently designed to exempt from the disclosure require-
ment trade secrets and commercial and financial information obtained from the
public, and privileged or confidential. The term "commercial and financial"
may well not include wage and employment data, industrial Injury statistics,
social and economic data and other Information furnished the Department in
confidence. The Department operates under arrangements which provide in
many cases for the voluntary submission of statistical data by all types of
business firms throughout the country. This Information, as well as Informa-
tion in connection with other programs of the Department, is obtained with
the understanding that portions of It will not be publicly disclosed or Identified
In any way. Disclosure of this Information could Jeopardize the entire statisti-
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cal and other operating programs of thh Department and thus make It im-
possible to carry out the functions which we are required by law to perform.

Section 1 (c) (5) would exclude from the disclosure requirement "Interagency
or lntraagenc memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or
policy." We are also concerned with the far more numerous instances of memo-
randums dealing with mixed questions of fact and law or policy formulations
made with respect to given factual situations. These matters would apparently
be subject to disclosure under the bill. The availability of such Information to
public disclosure, even where the conclusions are only tentative, could seriously
inhibit the development of legal or policy positions within the Department and
impair our enforcement programs.

We also note that the act authorizes the courts to determine de novo whether
information has been improperly withheld by a Government agency. If judicial
review is provided, It should be based upon the administrative record of a denial
rather than on a trial de novo with the burden of proof placed upon the agency.
This would be In accordance with normal procedure, which has been most satis-
factory from the standpoint of Interested parties, for handling review of admin.
istmtive decisions,

In view of the objectionable features of this legislation we are opposed to its
enactment.

Th Bureau of the Budget advises that there Is no objection to the submission
of this report from the standpoint of the administration's program.

Sin cerely, W. WILLARD WIRT;, Secretary of Labor.

REPLY FROM POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

APRIL 23, 1065.
Hon. WxALUt L. DAwsoN,
Chivt'maft, Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This Is In reply to your request for a report on the bills
H.R. 5012 through H.R. 5021, H.R. 5287, H.R. 540, H.R. 5520, and H.R. 5583; all
of which are Identical. They propose to amend section 161 of he Revised Statutes
with respect to the authority 6f Federal officers and agencies to withhold Infor-
mation and limit the availability of records.

Subsection (b) of the proposed amendment would require ever agency 'to
"make all Its records promptly available to any person" (italic supplied). This
language would permit any crank or Individual with some prejudice or complaint
In a given matter to demand that the Departmbnt make available all Its records,
which, In some cases might go back 50 to 100 eyars.

Of primary Importance to the Department 1i9the exemption contained Ii-item
(7) of? section 1(c), relating to IfivestigatoriV fles compiled for law enforcement
purposes. The conditions under which statement and evidence can be furnished
defendants is presently prescribed by section 3500 of title 18, United States Code.

Our Bureiu of the Chief Postal Inspector, In the conduct of Its operations, com-
piles a number of records and reportA that r6 not related to law enforcement f

locause crim naltlo Is-not Involved. We believ#'that It Would not be In the public
lhiterest to release jich reports for reasons that (1) from the standpoint of man.
agement they hite greater value when the' Investigator knows that his conclu-
Slons are Immune fromr public disclosure, (2) patrons In many instances volunteer
lptormatlon of considerable value in service Ifvestigations when they have as-
siif n 6 thtit their Information will not be revealed, and (3) Investigations, In-
volving local disputes become further aggravated when the opinions of local citi-
zenw are publicly disclosed.

We additionally feel that the exemptions '(4) and (5) of section 1(c)' ate too
restrictive. 'We believe, for ekainple, that In such matters as the negotiation of
contracts and SerVice# arrangements, the Department should be on the same footing
as a private party so far as disclosure of Its position Is concerned in order that
it may be assured of the benefits arising from competition. As a matter of fair-
ness and right, private business Information should be appropriately prOtected at
least from competitors. We find no authority In the proposed legislationrto pre-
vent the curious from access to information received by the Department in con-
fidence from private firms in connection with service negotiations.
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It is our view that any public Information requirement must preserve to the
agency discretion and the right to determine the extent to which it is feasible, or
in the public interest, to make its records available for random public inspection
by persons who have no direct concern. Exercise of such discretion with respect
to the disclosure of information is inherent In the administrator's role. To re-
move the administrator's discretion and judgment in the information field would
be inconsistent with his responsibilities and the public interest.

For the above-stated reasons, the Department opposes'the enactment of this
legislation.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that from the standpoint of the admin-
Istration's program there is no objection to the submission of this report to the
committee.Sincerely yours, JoUiN A. GRoNousx, Postmaster Oencral.

REPLY FROx DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DEPAuTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C., March 1B, 1965.Hon. WILLIAJ L. DAWS0x,

Chairman, Comnittee o Government Operations, House of Representatives.
Duu MR. CHAIRMAN: Your letters to the Department of State, dated February

19, 24, 20, and March 2, 19065, requested comments on a number of bills, H.R. 5012
through 5021, 5237, 5400, 5520, and 5583, whdch propose to amend section 161 of
the Revised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 22) with respect to the authority of Federal ofli-
cers and agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of records.
These several bills are identical.

The effect of the bills is to delete the final sentence of the current 5 U.S.C. 22
and add subsections (b) and (c) which, insofar as this Department is con-

cerned, are substantially similar in contents to section 3(c) of the revised S.
1063 of the 88th Congress, 2d Session, a bill to revise the Administrative Proce-
dure Act of 1940, as amended, (5 U.S.C. 1001 ot seq.).

Subsection (b) requires every agency to make its records available to the
public in accordance with published rules stating the time, place, and proce-
dure to be followed. It is difficult to conceive how the Department could satisfy
such a requirement, given its multifarious operations and its hundreds of estab-
lishments abroad.

There is another aspect of subsection (b) deserving of the committee's atten-
tion. The committee would, we are sure, agree that the Department is in a better
position to determine whether the conduct of foreign policy requires that a par-
ticular matter not be disclosed than a court would be. Nevertheless, the bill
appears to require that the Department assume the burden of proof In court
against a complainant seeking material, indeed even on risk of punishment of
responsible officers for contempt on failure to comply with a court order. Such
a procedure clearly assumes that the court will have access to the information in
order to determine whether it must be disclosed. It additionally creates the risk
that the court will disagree with the Department's conclusion that the material
must be withheld in the interest of our foreign policy. Whether or not safe-
guards are inserted to limit the court's access to the nature of the information
and its independence of judgment, once the Judiciary has been interjected into
this sphere, it is uncertain whether its rulings will accord with the Department's
appraisal of what must be withheld in furtherance of the conduct of our foreign
policy. It should therefore be sufficient for the Department to enter a cate-
gorical defense that the Secretary has determined that disclosure of the material
would adversely affect the foreign policy of the United States.

Subsection (b) would also grant any person, irrespective of his relationship, If
any, to the material requested or the effect of the information on his pecuniary
or other legally protected interests to seek any and all information in which he
may have a capricious curiosity. It could thus encourage fishing expeditions of
the widest range, which could impose severe burdens of time, money, and per-
sonnel on an agency whose operations are as farfiung and decentralized through.
out the globe as the Department of State's, merely in order to satisy a com-
plainant's idle whim. The phrase "improperly withheld" appears to be the only
restraint upon such a complaint and its generality is totally undefined. Indeed,
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the subsection is broad enough to permit representatives of foreign governments
to roam through the Department's files to meet their intelligence requirements.

Subsection (c) fails to define "records" other than by the list of exclusions.
Given the vernacular understanding of what constitutes a record, the duty to dis-
close would include all documents embodying foreign policy recommendations In
the executive branch, unless they fall within the exclusions. If anything, by
attempting to define the term through a list of exclusions, the risk of harmful dis.
closure is aggravated. Thus, for example, does the fact that (c) (5) specifies
"Interagency or intra-agency memoranda" imply, on the basis of the "incluslo
unius, exclusio alterius" maxim, that intergovernmental memorandums are not
protected? What is meant by the language "solely with matters of law or policy?"
Is the implication that if any other matter Is contained in a memorandum or let-
ter that the entire document must be disclosed? That only the material not of
law or policy must be disclosed? How does one separate out such material and
who has the final word on which category particular Information falls within?
Similar questions arise as to each of the exclusions In which this Department
has an interest.

The exclusion in subsection () (1) would not meet the Department's needs.
The exclusion appears to contemplate an itemized listing In advance of every
aspect of foreign policy for which secrecy is required. This requirement mis-
conceives the nature of foreign policy, its variety in application to particular
circumstances, and its fluldii; in the face of rapidly changing events. Further-
more, to insist on a priori catalog of every conceivable circumstance requiring
secrecy will inevitably lead to gaps and vexatious problems of interpretations of
the scope of individually listed Items, particularly in view of the statutory con-
dition that the matter be "specifically" required to be kept secret. Furthermore,
we question the feasibility of handling this problem by Executive order; amend-
ment is difficult and cumbersome and lacks the flexibility and speed demanded by
the series of ad hoc decisions which of necessity offer the only method for safe-
guarding the meticulous protection of foreign policy in this context. It will be
noted that the comparable exemption under the Administrative Procedure Act
currently reads "any function of the United States requiring secrecy in the
public Interest" The determination of whether secrecy Is dictated by the public
interest is made by the agency concerned. If the committee believes that stand-
ard too sweeping, the Department would have no objection to a standard which
reads, "required to be kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign
policy as determined by the President or his delegee."

Finally, it is our view that subsection (c) (2) should be broadened to include
"any matter relating solely to the internal management of an agency," the
standard incorporated in the present Administrative Procedure Act. There are
obviously a number of internal matters which are not solely related to personnel
rules and practices; eg., budget and fiscal questions, and hence are not covered
by the proposed standard In the subject bill. Since almost any piece of paper
may be held to constitute a record, this material would comprehend voluminous
and scattered rules, regulations, delegations of authority, and many more in.
normal document& To require their disclosure would impose an onerous burden
on the Department's personnel and facilities which would either disrupt our
services to the public, or result in a large increase in personnel, facilities, and
appropriations, with relatively little corresponding benefit to the public.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that from the standpoint of the adminis-
tration's program there Is no objection to the submission of this report.

Sincerely yours,
DoUoLAs MAoAaTHUR II,

Assistant Secretary for otongreesional Relations.

REPLY FRom DePARTMENT OF TwE TEsuRY

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
Waehlgton, D.O., March 26, 1865.

Hon. WILLTAM H. DAwsoN,
Chairman., Committee on Government Operations,
House of Representatives.

DsrA MR. OHXAMAN : Reference is made to your requests for the views of this
Department on H.R. 5012 through H.R. 5021, H.R. 5287, H.R. 540, H.R. 5520,
HR. 5583, and H.R. 6172, to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with re-
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spect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold information
and limit the availability of records.

The Treasury Department agrees with the objective of increasing public knowl-
edge of Government operations which affect the public. The Department objects,
however, to legislation in the form of the present bills which would require un-
warranted disclosure to any person of Government files. Under such a require-
ment the public interest would suffer and private persons would be unnecessarily
injured.

A memorandum stating our more specific objections to this kind of legislation
is attached.

The Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection from the standpoint of the administration's program to the submis-
sion of this report to your committee.

Sincerely yours,
FED B. SMITH,

Acting enera$ Oouel.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

MEMORANDUM ON HR, 5012 AND OTHER IDENTICAL BILLS, TO AMEND SECTION 161 OF
THE REVISED STATUTES WITH RESPECT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FEDRAL OFICeRS
AND AGENCIES TO WITHHOLD INFORMATION AND LIMIT THE AVAILABILITY OF
RECORDS

JI.R. 5012 and other Identical bills are designed to substitute a revised section
161 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (5 U.S.C. 22), generally known as the
housekeeping statute, for the access to records section of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act (see. 8(c), 5 U.S.C. 1002(c) ). The amendment takes the form of the
addition of new subsections. Subsection (b) would require each agency to "make
all its records promptly available to any person," and would invest the district
courts of the United States with jurisdiction to enjoin an agency from withhold-
ing records or Information improperly withheld. Subsection (c) would provide
that the housekeeping statute shall not authorize withholding information from
the public or limiting the availability of records to the public except matters that
fall within eight specified categories. Section 2 of the statute would repeal in-
consistent laws, presumably section 8(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act.

This memorandum Is an analysis of the Department's specific objections to
legislation of this type. The objections of the Department are discussed under
the four following major topics:

I, DISOWSUSE OF ALL RECORDS TO ANY PERSON

Subsection (b) of the bills would require the Treasury to make all of its
records (not covered by the specific exemptions) promptly available to "any per-
son." The damaging and even absurd results of such a provision are
Illustrated by Prof. Kenneth Culp Davis of the University of Chicago, an out-
standing expert on administrative law, In his testimony in the July 1964 hear-
ings on S. 1668 before the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and
Procedure. Concerning this requirement In section 8(c) he said that the Presi-
dent would have to honor a request of high school children "playing games" to
make available all White House records "minus the seven exceptions ; the De-
partment of Justice would have to provide to a mentally disturbed person all
correspondence relating to a judicial appointment, etc. (at 247, 248). Other ad-
ministrative law scholars said that section 8(c) "takes too little account of the
Individual citizen's interest In nondisclosure of public records pertaining to him"
(Frankel and Gelihorn, at 678). The inappropriateness of the proposed provi-
sion with respect to many Treasury records is indicated by the specific recogni-
tion of the confidentiality of the records of various Treasury offices In the Federal
Reports Act of 1942 (5 U.S.C. 13S-139(f)). The legislative history of this act
shows that the reason for this confidentiality was both the private character of
much of the Information In the records, and the Injury to essential Government
operations which would result from Indiscriminate disclosure.

Furthermore, Congress should be aware of the enormous burden subsection (b)
of the House bills would place on the taxpayers. The result of the proposed
requirement might well be that all major agencies would require additional ap-
propriations to maintain legal and administrative personnel engaged principally
in determining disclosure requirements; this wolid add significantly to the ex.
pense of the Government.
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As stated, Treasury records often contain information about private citizens.
Under the proposed legislation the Treasury would have to make these records
available to anyone who a*iks for them regardless of whether he is a crank, crook,
prying neighbor, or competitor. The bills would thus result in an infringement
of the citizens right to privacy in his private affairs. If the phrase "any per-
son" were amended to read "any person with a legitimate public or private In-
terest in the information to be disclosed," the proposed legislation would still be
objectionable but it would to some extent be improved.

Furthermore, the bills are defective in not speciflcally authorizing an agency
to charge reasonable fees for locating and making available information from its
records to private persons. Considerable time and effort are often required to
obtain and assemble records. Many agency records are in dead storage and
obtaining them can be time consuming and expensive. Also, where records are
In active use, the agency should have the alternative of providing copies at the
expense of the person requesting them. The user charge statute, 5 I.S.C. 140,
expresses the "sense of Congress" that the furnishing of services to particular
persons be made self-sustaining.

I. IMMEDIATE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF AN AGENCY DECISION TO WITHHOLD

Subsection (b) of the House bills further provides for a judicial determina-
tion de novo of an agency's refusal to disclose to any person. Apparently, the
complainant, who Is presumably "any person," would be given a right to judi-
cial review although he suffers no legal wrong and although he is not adversely
affected or aggrieved within the meaning of any relevant statute by the agency's
refusal to disclose. This provision may well place an unjustified burden on an
already severely taxed judiciary. At the least, the complainant should be
a person with a legitimate public or private interest in the information to be
disclosed. Moreover, there should be included a provision for the procedure per-
mitted in 18 U.S.C. 3500 and for privileged documents under rules 34 and 45 of
the Rules of Civil Procedure; namely, delivery of the documents to the court in
camera and, if the court finds necessary, sealed for appellate court review. These
are the kinds of questions which an administrative conference considering fur-
ther disclosure of Government records might well take up with the Judicial
Conference, as authorized under the Administrative Conference Act of 1964
(Public Law 88-499).

II. EXEMPTIONS FROM DISCLOSURE

Although the eight exemptions listed in subsection (c) are obviously intended
to recognize the public interest and legitimate private Interest In withholding
from indiscriminate disclosure certain records and information held by Federal
departments and agencies, insofar as the Treasury Department is concerned
they are inadequate. No specification of particular exemptions is capable of
insuring the public interest in nondisclosure. For example, under which exemp-
tion could the Government withhold its civil litigation files from adverse liti-
gants? or its own trade secrets in the production of inks and paper for its
currencies from counterfeiters? or its instructions to law enforcement agents
from criminals? The answer is: Under no exception. The Executive has
throughout our constitutional history been recognized as having the duty and
authority to determine when records aid information should be protected from
disclosure in the "public interest." The scope of the Executive's duty and
authority should continue to be recognized.

It is attractive to think that a statute can be drafted which clearly delimits all
of the areas which should be protected from disclosure and then compels the
disclosure of all the rest. But no draftsman, howsoever Ingenious, can realist-
cally hope to foresee all of the circumstances which will arise in the future or,
indeed all of the consequences of such a disclosure policy, even as applied to
present problems. There will always be situations arising in Which the common
consensus clearly would be that nondisclosure is in the public interest; and the
Government should not be compellWd to disclose in such circumstances merely
because a statute has not foreseen the circumstances.

Exemptlon (1).--Turning to the text of the exemptions, In the first exemption
the term "national defense" should be changed to read "national security" since
the broader term Is needed, particularly in certain financial areas. In order to
protect exchange stabilization fund activities which help preserve the value of
the dollar, the nondisclosure must be assured of exchange stabilization arrange-
ments and reports. These arrangements and reports may not be comprehended
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by a court to be within the term "foreign policy" but may well be considered
within the standard "national security," since the insurance by executive action
of the basic economic strength of the country has been stated to be in the in-
terest of national security. (See 19 U.S.C., Supp. V, 1862, a part of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962.)

Furthermore, the requirement that an Executive order be used as the mechan-
ism by which the executive branch carries out its necessary and important
functions in this regard adds a heavy and unnecessary burden upon the Presi-
dent and an intolerable one if the particular matter has to be specifically Iden-
tified in the order.

Exemption& (8).--This exemption reduces the existing exemption for matters
"relating solely to the internal management of an agency" to matters related"solely to internal personnel rules and practices." It reflects the view that all
other internal management operations of the Government should be disclosed to
any person at all, But internal operations include many matters which are of
no public interest or which should not be made readily available, as a few
examples will illustrate.

As we read the present exemption, it would not protect the Treasury Depart-
ment if it refused to detail in advance the method it intended to employ in pro-
tecting the movement of currency from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to
its own cash room in the main building, Apparently, upon demand, the Treas-
ury would have to supply the records of how it proposed to use its guard force.

Nor is our concern in this area merely speculative. The Washington Post of
March 18, 1965, carried an article which dealt with the question of whether the
White House has a musical "Jamming" system with which the President can foil
attempts at electronic eavesdropping of his telephone conversations. The arti-
cle quotes a highly placed source as saying, "Look, if there were such a device
it isn't lihly we would talk about it." The proposed legislation would ap-
parently make the executive branch talk about it.

The Department recommends that this exemption be revised to exempt any
matter relating solely to the internal management or procedure of an agency..
Exemption ($).-This provision exempts from disclosure records and informa-

tion that is "* * * specifically exempted from disclosure by statute." The Crimi-
nal Code in 18 U.S.C. 1905 penalizes any U.S. officer or employee who discloses
to any extent "not authorized by law" various enumerated matters including
trade secrete, other business operations, amount of Income, profits, expenditures
and related matters. The Internal Revenue Code in 28,U.S.0. 7218 (a) and (b)
penalizes disclosure by any U.S. officer or. employee to any extent "not provided by
law" of any income information disclosed in an Income return or any operations
of any business visited by him in the discharge of his duties. It is not clear
whether the first sentence in the proposed 5 U.S.C. 22(b) is an authorization by
law to disclose information otherwise protected by 18 U.S.C. 1905 and 20 U.S.C.
7218 (a) and (b)-18 U.S.C. 1905 should not be destroyed. Since, its enactment
in 1894 it has been essential to the administration of Federal laws. The pro-
hibition in 26 U.S.C. 7218, with the limitations in 26 U.S.C. 8103, has been essen-
tial in the administration of our self-assessment tax system since the first income
tax in 1913. Taxpayers place confidence in the protection it affords to the fi-
nancial information they readily disclose. It is urged that exemption (3)
cover matters that are "prohibited from disclosure by statute," and that the leg-
islative history should show that these two penalty statutes remain effective.

Exemption (4).-This exemption is helpful but, as has been Indicated, does not
include the trade secrets of the Governmit which are the fruit of Its research,
development, and manufacture. Moreover, as4 respects *private information, It
is not clear how its status as privileged or confidential is determined. It should
be pointed out that the word "privilege" commonly relates to a circumstance
arising out of a relationship between persons. It does not normally relate to the
status of the facts themselves. Thus, information gl n by client to his attorney,
or by a patient to his doctor, is privileged because of the relationship between the
parties-not because of the nature of the information. If the bill means that in-
formation obtained by the Government under a pledge of confidentiality, or in-
formation which Is tendered to the Government in confidence, should be treated
in such a way that the confidence should be respected, this should be made clear.
If it does not meanthis, whatever else it means should be made explicit.

'Eemption (5).--This exemption for Interagency or intra-agency memran.
dums or letters dealing "solely" with law or policy Is so unrealistic as to be almost
useless as an exemption. Most Interagency and intra-agency communications
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necessarily include facts as well as law and policy. Policy is made in the light of
facts, and even purely legal memorandums contain analyses of factual situations
which must necessarily be incorporated in the memorandums. Litigation files en-
compass law and fact inextricably, Moreover, those memorandums which deal
with factual matters should be equally protected from Indiscriminate disclosure,
as they have been in the past. A factual report of a Treasury agent or informer
which may not be part of an "investigatory file" protected by exemption (7) is as
worthy of protection as a purely legal memorandum. The privilege against dis-
closure of communications, whether dealing with fact, law, or policy, within
an agency or between agencies of Government is not only recognized and pro-
tected by the courts but supervised by them to prevent unjustified withholding.
See Kenneth Culp Davis, "Administrative Law," volume K, sections 8.18, &15.
Clearly preferable would be an exemption of "communications between officers or
employees of the U.S. Government relating to the internal operations of the
Government, excepting communications which are solely compilations of fact not
otherwise confidential under this section."

lmmpton (6).-The Department believes that the modifier "clearly" in this
exemption should be deleted since it seems to contemplate some unwarranted
disclosure and to encourage disclosure of personal files which until now have
been kept confidential. If any unwarranted disclosure occurs, one result may be
to expose the United States under the Federal Torts Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 2674,
to liability for a tortious invasion of personal privacy. See Harper and James,
"The Law of Torts," sections 9.5-9.7. On the whole, it would be preferable sim-
ply to exempt personnel and medical files and similar private personal matters.

Rmpt/kn (7).-The limitation on disclosure of investigatory files compiled
for law enforcement purposes is interpreted to mean that private parties cannot
obtain information from such files except in the context of discovery proceedings
In litigation as now provided by law. But the bill does not make this clear, as
it should. Anything les than such protection for criminal investigations would
disrupt law enforcement, expose informers to reprisals, and harm innocent cit-
izens. However, more than this protection is needed both with respect to law
enforcement and to the investigation of civil matters which should be kept con.
fidential until the responsible agency has reached a decision.

With respect to the investigation of crime, effective law enforcement requires
withholding from indiscriminate disclosure the overall plans, procedures, and
Instructions of Government agencies on law enforcement matters as, for example,
In connection with the organized crime drive. It should also be apparent that
the investigation by an agency, in other than criminal matters, of appropriate
means to carry out a statutory responsibility may also need to be withheld from
indiscriminate disclosure until the investigation culminates in a final decision,
;sudh as a report to Congress. One clear example of this is the investigation by
the Treasury of the most practical and appropriate changes in the silver content
'of coinage to be recommended to Congress. As pointed out in connection with
'exemption (5), these Internal matters would not be protected under that exemp-
t4on since they necessarily deal with factual problems.

5remption (8).--The Treasury Department considers this exemption neces-
sary.

IV. REPEAL. OF INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS

Section 2 of the House bills repeals all laws or parts of laws Inconsistent with
the requirement that every agency make all of its records promptly available
to any person, except records or information within the eight enumerated exemp-
tions. But the instant repeal of such laws might throw doubt on the continuing
validity of regulations on disclosure of national defense and foreign policy mat.
ters until further Executive orders and guidelines could be issued. Also a gen.
eral repealer is often uncertain in its effect until after litigation. Therefore, it is
the Department's view that no amendment of section 3 of the APA should apply
until after a reasonable period of adjustment and that, In the interest of clarity
and to preclude any future misunderstanding, the provisions and parts of provi.
sons repealed should be explicitly indicated in a repeal provision.

Cowlusiot.-It should be stressed that the foregoing discussion of the provi.
sons of the legislation should not be taken as suggesting that if the deficiencies
which are pointed out are remedied, the bills would then be acceptable. Our
basic position is that the discretion of the Executive must, In the last analysis,
continue to exist. The President, charged as he is by the Constitution with
the duty of proper enforcement of the laws, cannot have his constitutional duties
curtailed by legislation which would substitute another judgment for his.
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REPLY FItOM A'romc ExEttoY CoMmissioN

U.S. AToMWo ENERGY ComlissIoN,
Washington, D.O., May 6,1965.Hell, JOltN ]E] MlOSS,

Chairman, 8ubcommittee on Foreign Operations and Govcrenment Operations,
committee on Govetnment Operations, House of Ropresctatlivcs.

DEAN M. Moss: Thank you for your letter of March 25, 1905, requesting the
comments of the Atomic Energy Commission on h.R. 5012, a bill to amend sec-
tion 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers
and agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of records.

The Commission Is in sympathy with the underlying policy of the bill In favor
of full availability of information to the general public, but believes that its adop-
tion In its present form might create problems in the Commission's performance
of Its statutory dttles.

The bill would In effect amend section 3(c) of the Administrative Procedure
Act, 5 U.S.C. 1001. We believe that It Is more appropriate that any modiflation
of section 3(c) be accomplished by an amendment of the Administrative Proce-
dur Act,

The hill would deprive agencies of the authority under section 3(c) to hold
Information confidential, "for good cause found," pursuant to declared and Justi-
fiable agency policy. The areas of exemption as enumerated in the bill are In our
view too narrow and specific to permit the Commission, with Its diverse functions,
to perform its various statutory duties effectively. Some of the categories of In-
formation subject to withholding and which might be required to be made matters
of public record, to the prejudice of legitimate public and private Interests are:
(onfidential Information which officers or employees are forbidden to divulge by
18 U.S.C. 190, the scope of which does not appear to be Identical with the excep-
tion for trade secrets In H.R. 5012; confidential Information received from edu-
captional and other nonprofit Institutions; confidential memorandums and reports
prepared as part of the adjudicatory process; information on unclassilfied patent
applications, contracts, and selection of contractors In advance of formal an-
nouncement, and other information which might assist a person to benefit Im-
properly from a Commission program; and information withheld selectively fromforeign nations in the overall interest of the United States In order to achieve more
favorable information exchange arrangements with other countries, and withheld
pursuant to agreements with other countries, Possibly some information within
these categories could be construed as falling within the areas of exemption
enumerated In the bill.

We note that the bill would permit suit In any district court even by citizens or
residents of foreign countries. We note also that the bill would afford no protec-
tion for information which has been given to an agency with the understanding
that It would be treated confidentially.

Appendix A, which Is attached, explains our comments In greater detail. For
your convenience, I am also enclosing a copy of part 9 of our regulations.

The Bureau of the Budget has no objection to the submission of these comments
from the standpoint of the administration's program.

Cordially,
Dr. GLINN T. SEADnoI,

Ohairman.

231
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APPrNDox A

COMMENTS OF TilH ATOMIC HNI.IOY COMMISSION ON 11.11. 5012. A 1t1.!. 'to AMENI)
l*:(rrON 161 OF TIMIt 1tVI51l STATUIThS WITlH IEtM1PEtTP TO TIlI1 AUTIIORITY O'
F1I)BERAhs OFPICERl$ AND AGI:NCIES TO WIrlllHlOLD INFORMATION AND lIMIT TIME
AVAILABILITY 0OF WtC0R1)

As we tlnderstand this bill, it would ret'hit 1n section 101 of the IReviseil
Statutes the present gellrl autlhorliStlion of (epatiinental regitlations govorftilig
the cond(ct of the various dphrtments. It woutl(d dlets the present sHmcoIId
sqentenco of se.tlion 161, which was added by Pllulli Law 8i -lI) (721 Stat. 5.17),
effectiho August 12, I1M, and which ftrovides : "Tils section (hoe not, 1t11tilori?'/
withholding information from the lillle or limiting the avalhlaility of records
to the public."

That sentence woull le replaced by new paragraphs (b) and (e) which would
govern not merely departmentts" as dotes the present section 161. but wollld
apply to all "agencies" as defined in tI new paragraph (1)

The proposed paragraph (h) of section 161 of the levistl Statutes wold re-
quire that every agency, inI accordance with putislqhd rules, "make all it4 revords
promptly available to any person." The district (oln of thit e 14n14d States In
which the plaintiff resides or has his prineilMIl llave of bllsinie., or ili which the
r('ords In question are situated, would ho given jurlsdietlon to require th pro-
(Iietioin of wlihitld reetrds and ilformation. The hurdhen would be on tlh agency
to Anstaln its action. Sueh l)i(k-eltIngs would he% given priority over all other
vases "except Ias to those causes which the court deenls (if greater inplortance,"
and would be "exMditd In every way." Under the proposed puragrnalil (c) It
woull be provided lhat the section does not authorize withholding Information
except: (1) As required by Executive order in the Interest of the national defense
or foreign policy; (2) related solely to internal personnel practices; (3) specifl-
cally exempted from disclosure by statute; (4) trade secrets and privileged com-
mercial and financial information obtained from the public; (5) Intraageney and
interagency communica tons, dealing solely with matters of law or policy; (0)
documents the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted Invasion of
privacy: (7) Investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes, except
as available to a private party; and (8) certain documents concerning the regula-
tion of financial Institutions.

We note that except for the definition of "agency," which is slightly different,
the proposed paragraph (b) is Identical with subsection 3(c) of the current
5. 1330, a bill "To amend the Administrative Procedure Act, and for other pur-
poses." R. 1338, as you know, Is a proposed comprehensive revision of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act of 1940, 5 U.S.C. section 1001 et. seq., and the excep-
tions enumerated in the proposed paragraph (M) of H.R. 5012 are Identical with
those enumerated In paragraph 3(e) of S. 1336, We note also that under see-
tion 2 of TI.R. 5012 all laws inconsistent with the proposed amendments would be
repealed by the enactment of the bill.
The Atomic Energy Commission is in sympathy with the underlying policy

of the bill In favor of full availabilty of information to the general public, but
believes that Its adoptionin it4"resent form would conAtitute a serious Impedl-
ment to the Connission'A performance of its statutory duties.

The Atomic Elnergy Commission was established by the Atomic Energy Act of
1946 (60 Stat, 755; 42 V..C. 1801 et seq.) as amended by the Atomic Energy
Act of 195 (42 1.8.0.2011 t seq.).

The programs authorlzed by the IM4 act, wlt respect toatomil energy are pro-
grams: To conduct and aslist research and development; to disseminate unclassi-

lied selentifle atd tehnical information, aud to control the dissemtlnlntioln and
declassificatlon of- restricted data as defined In th6e act; to control the pO'sCSession,
use and'pro t(tih of atomic energy and special lulekfr naterial; to enein~r-
age widespread use of atoilc energy for peaceful tltrposs; to engage iI inter-
national cooperation fit orde tolf)romote the cotilion defense aind unake avallabl
to cool*rftig nationsoLthe henetits of paceful applications oif atomic energy; and
to condet a prgrIn of administration consistent with the foregoing policies,
and pro Ims wic0 h wIll enable the Congress to be currently Informed so as to
take fuirth0ir 4 Propriato legIslative action. A considerable portion of the Com-
mission's activities is concerned with the development and production of atomic
weapons.

III addition to adninlstrative and executive functions of the Commission con-
dncted under the General Manager, and licensing and other regulatory functions
under the Director of Regulation, the Commission conducts the following types of
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adjudication on the rc.ord. Each of these Is subject to review by the Comumis-
slon, except for decisions of the Board of Contract Appeals and for security
clearance determinations.
(a) Licensing of production and utilization facilities (prinelpolly reactors),

including construction permits and operating licenses, under 42 U.M.C. 2131-2140,2231-2230 ; the hearings usually heing conducted hy atonic safely tullileising
boards.
(b) Licetising of source, byproduct and special nuclear material, under 42

U..,C. 2073, 2077, 201M2, 2(M13, 2111, 2112, 2,231 m d 22%1, lit proceedings usually
heard by hearing examiners.
(o) Modlfication, suspension, or revocation of licen es, under 42 U.S.C. 2231,

22100 and 2230~; the 3)roceedigo usually twing conducted by hearing examin-ers.
(d) Applications4 for just c!oUmsationl for it)1'Cltiotm or (liscoverie.4 tieftil IIInuclea r weapons, or for awards for inventions or discoveries useful in producing

(or utilzling atomic energy, tinder 42 U.S.C. 2181-2188, 223 and 2239 and 35
U.S.C. 183 and 188, ilt proceedings heard by the Patent Compensation Board.

(eP Personnel security hearings under 42 U.S.C. 2201, conducted by personnel
stwurlty boards which inake recommendations to the General Manager.
(f) Appeals from decisions of. contracting officers uider the disputes articles

of contracts, in proceedings conducted by the hoard of Contract Appeals or in
certain cases by hearing examiners.

(y) Ihearltigs held upon ternInation of, or refusal to grant or to continue,
Federal financial assistance pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(42 U.N.C. 2000d).

Your subcommittee is respectfully invited to consider in this connection the
iore detailed discussion of the Commission's responsibilities as given Ii my
letter of March 15, 19M3, discussing the Coulmission's compliance with Sectionof the Administrative Procedure Act. I believe that it is proper, however, to
note specieically certain of the Commission's policies and practices.

Section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 1002, is made ap-plicable to all functions of the Commission under the Atomic Energy Act of
19,14 by tie terms of section 181 of the 1954 act, 42 IU.H.C. 2231. The latter
section provides for certain special procedures in the cases of agency proceed.
Ings or actions Involving restricted data or defense information as defined
in the Atomic Energy Act, section 11(h) and 11(w) (42 U.S.C. 2014(h) (w)).

Under the Commission's regulations, 10 CFR part 9, "Public Records," a wilevariety of documents is Included In the public records of the Commission. A copy
of mrt 9 is attachld for your information. The following categories are ex-cluded from the public records of the Commission:(a) Docunents withheld, as a result of timely application by the submitting
party, for good reason as determined according to section 2,790(b) (see below) :(b) Documents relating to personnel matters and medical and other personal
information, which In the interest of personal privacy are not normally made
pulllic;

(o) Intraagency and Interagency communications, including memtorandums, re-ports, correspondence, and staff palrs prepared by Members of the Commission,
AEOC personnel, or any other governmentt agency for use within the executive
branch of the GOvernment;

(d) Transcripts or other records of Commission meetings except those which
constititte publile hearings ;
(e) Correspondenee between the AEC ind any foreilgq government
I) Records ani reports of investigations; 

_(i) Ioeunients classified as rtstrleted d(ata under the Atomic Energy Act of19,54 or classified tinder Executive Order No. 10501 (except that documents clas-sified as restricted (Ita which would ot l j6wIse b Iii|hhlte records will be made
available to Meiibers of Congress iipon authotly.ation by tle Comtission, atd
to Ipersotls authorized under access prmilts issit!ed pursuant to ifirt 25 to the
extent so sittheirizoI) *(ii) Correspondence received In confidence by the Commission relating to tn
alleged or possible, violation of any statute, rule,, regulation, order, license,' Or
permit:

(i) Corresloiden(e with Memlbers of Congress or congressional ('ommiti11tes,
except (1) correspondence released by the Member of Congress or congressional
eonnittee concerned, or (2) correspondetice regarding the issuance, denial,atendnent, transfer, renewal, ntolification, suspension, or revoeatlon of a license
or permit or regardling a rulemaking proceedlig;

4r-213-65-pt. 1---- 10
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(J) Any other document involving matters of internal agency management;
(k) Names of individuals who have received exposure to radiation.
Part 9 is by its terms applicable to proceedings under Part 2: Rules of Prac-

tice and Part 25: Permits for Access to Restricted Data, of the Commission's
rules and regulations. It is the Commission's practice to apply the criteria
of part 9 to the disclosure of information in other circumstances. You will note
that in certain cases under 10 CFR 9.7, disclosure of documents held confiden-
tial under section 9.4 may be authorized pursuant to subpena or, as required,
to other governmental personnel.

We believe that the adoption of H.R. 5012 would be unfortunate, particularly
in view of the explicit terms of section 2 repealing all laws inconsistent with
the proposed amendment. Its effect would be to amend the existing terms of
section 8(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act, and we believe that it is
more appropriate that any modification of section 8(c) be accomplished by an
amendment of the Administrative Procedure Act.

The effect of the bill would be to deprive agencies of the authority, granted
by section 3(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act. to hold information con-
fidential "for good cause found," and would permit them to withhold from
public inspection only records in the limited categories enumerated in the bill.
These areas of exemption are in our judgment too narrow to permit an agency
such as the Atomic Energy Commission, with its diverse functions, to perform its
various statutory duties effectively.

Section 9.4 of the Commission's regulations, enumerating the categories in
which information may be withheld, corresponds to a considerable extent with
the exceptions in H.R. 5012. We believe that section 9.4 of our regulations is
convincing evidence of the Commission's agreement with the basic objectives of
the bill, and consider that section 9.4 has gone as far in that direction as is con-
sistent with the Commission's performance of its duties. The bill does not leave
room, as we believe it should, for the effectuation of declared and Justifiable
agency policy as a proper basis for withholding information.

While it may be useful to enumerate specific categories of documents to be
excluded from records available to the public, it is of primary importance
that, considering the diversity of functions of various agencies, particular
agencies be given discretion to exclude documents which, in their informed
Judgement, should be held confidential even though they do not fall within one

of the enumerated classes. It is, therefore, important that, even if such cate-
gories are enumerated, there continue to be such a provision as now exists in
section 3(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act, permitting an agency to
withhold from publication "information held confidential for good cause found."
Such a course would permit the enumerated categories to furnish a guide for
agency discretion, but would permit due regard for the flexibility necessary for
the proper operation of Individual agencies.

The wisdom of retaining statutory authority in an agency to withhold infor-
mation held confidential for good cause found, rather than attempting to enun-
ciate exhaustively the categories to be kept confidential, is illustrated by the
provision of the Commission's regulations in section 9.4(k) that the names of
persons exposed to radiation are not to be disclosed.

It is not entirely clear that such information would fall within the sixth pro.
posed exemption in the bill, covering personnel and medical files and similar
matters, the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion
of personal privacy. But we believe that there would be general agreement
that such an exception, which like others in section 9.4 is for the benefit of the
person affected, is highly consistent with the public interest.

The bill would open up the possibility that anyone at all, including competi-
tors of a firm which has furnished Information, could bring suit in a distant
court to compel the disclosure of such information. It would not even be re-
quired that the complainant be a citizen or resident of the United States. The
firm which had furnished the information would presumably have the right to
intervene -in the suit as an interested party. In view of the nature of n good
deal of the information In the hands of the Commission, even such as is not
classified as "defense Information" or "restricted data," we feel that it is far
more consistent with the public interest to leave such disclosure to the informed
judgment of the agency under published rules such as part 9.

In the area of business confidential information, as was pointed out in my
letter of March 15, 1905, the Atomic Energy Commission complies with 18 U.S.C.
190, which provides:
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"Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United States or of any depart-
ment or agency thereof, publishes, divulgm, discloses, or makes known In any
manner or to any extent not authorized by law any Information coming to him
in the course of his employment or official duties or by reason of any examina-
tion or investigation made by, or return, report or record made to or filed with,
such department or agency or officer or employee thereof, which information
concerns or relates to the trade secrets, processes operations, style of work, or
apparatus, or to the identity, confidential statistical data, amount or source of any
income, profits, losses, or expenditures of any person, firm, partnership, corpora-
tion, or association; or permits any income return or copy thereof or any book
containing any abact or particulars thereof to be seen or examined by any
person except as provided by law; shall be fined not more than $1,000, or im-
prisoned not more than one year or both; and shall be removed from office or
employment."1

The proposed exception in H.R. 5012 for "trade secrets and commercial or
financial information obtained from the public and privileged or confidential"
covers something of the same subject matter as 18 U.S.C. 1905, but is less explicit
than 18 U.S.C. 1905 and may be considered to be different in scope. 18 U.S.C.
1905 appears to be a "specific exemption from disclosure by statute," and there
is no obvious Indication in section 2 of H.R. 5012 of an intention to repeal it.
Under these circumstances, the coexistence of 18 U.S.C. 1905 and the proposed
fourth exemption In the bill for trade secrets would appear to present some pos-
sibility of confusion. The fact that Government employees are subject to crim-
inal penalties under 18 U.S.C. 1905 suggests that the relation between that statute
and the bill should be clarified.

Moreover, the Commission often receives in confidence from educational and
other nonprofit institutions information which is not trade secrets or commercial
or financial information, but which, as in the case of the ideas of investigators for
research projects, should be granted similar protection.

We note that the bill would not provide any exception for minutes of Commis-
sion meetings, and it might be argued that under the terms of the bill meetings.
of the Commission which did not happen to deal with matters required by Execu-
tive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign security
would be available to anyone. There may be grave doubt whether such minutes
would fall within the exemption of "memoranda or letters dealing solely with
matters of law or policy", and we believe that making such minutes matters of
public record would seriously hamper the Commission's performance of its
diverse and important responsibilities.

As another example of the inadequacy of the exceptions enumerated in the bill,
it might be argued that confidential memorandums and reports prepared as part
of the adjudicatory process, and circulated only among Commissioners and other
personnel having adjudicatory duties, would also become matters of public
record. We believe that the areas of exempted documents should include, as did
8. 168 of the 88th Congress (a bill to amend sec. 3 of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act), a category of internal memorandums relating to the consideration
and disposition of adjudicatory and rulemakIng matters.

One other class of documents which the Commission properly refrains from
disclosing and which might arguably be required to be disclosed under the bill,
includes those enumerated in AE)C manual, chapter 2104, discussed In my letter
of March 15, 1965.

In addition to staff papers submitted to the Commission for consideration,
chapter 2104 includes unclassified patent applications not yet released; informa-
tion concerning bills of material, time schedules, anticipated requirements, new
sites and selection of contractors in advance of formal announcement, or any
other information which might assist a person to benefit improperly from a
Commission program and lists of disqualified bidders and ineligible contrac-
tors. We believe that these exceptions are necessary to the proper performance
of the Commission's statutory duties.

The bill does not take into account the necessity for an agency such as the
Commission to withhold selectively Information in 'the overall interest of the
United States in order to achieve more favorable arrangements with other coun-
tries. Wor example, the Commission can save significant funds and accelerate
its technical program by entering into information exchange arrangements with
advanced nations under which certain unclassified technical information is pro-
vided in exchange for comparable data from other countries. The negotiation
of such arrangements would become much more difficult, if not'impossible, if the
Commission were required to disclose all its technological information "to any
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Iforeignl lKrsOn" without reelpro(al Ibtefits. As it related poltit, the Comils.
siolt hits estalilishdliiternal procedures governinlg the, disseiiitiation to foreign
nations of uniclassillhd bluillshilhed Mid pInb1hlhslhld AP4O tt'ehniceal lnforllltion.
Under these proce dtres inusuail r(,qitests from foreign Inatlons ; e.g,, for large
collet.lons of tuglnc'trhig dtrawigs oi1 ntolear reactors, ('htlenieal processing
plants, tstv,', are subject to clart'1ft eXlalnlllltion. while tile 5l~le infolfOP'litaon Is
not withheld from interested (dolnesti prlies. Itinder H..012, it would appear
thilt| such Itiforinlatio is to be miadet avllilble ,to anyone, since It.4 presumably
not covered by thetllrst eXeoptlon, (lea dalig with "foreign lihy,"

In the case of tcerhiln of our exchange programs, we have agreed with the
cooiwratlng natlois that smem categories of inforna-ion we rectlve front themn,
although tinclassified, will be given only limited distribltion by the colntllisson.
The language of the bill does not make It clear that It would permit contlinalion
of such arrangements.

We believe that a question Is raised by the word solelyly" as It occurs it tle
second and fifth exceptions, A serious question of Interpretation might arise if
a court should be called upon to consider whether a doctuniot relates "solely" to
the subjects discussed in those sectiols-Internal personnel titles and praetiles,
matters of law or pollcy. In view of tile fact that. the question whether a dotet-
went falls wltnhi the excepted classes would be d(eeid by litigation, we think

that such language Is espteially troublesome.
Tile exceptions for records and reports of Investigation should not aplply "to

the extent available Iy law to a l)rlvate party." We believe that the quoted
language should be claritled and an objective standard enutiehted lit tile bill
Itself, especially since an order directing the disclosure of Information might
lead to irreversible prejttdlce to the public Interest.

REPLY FROM Civir, AERONAUTICS BOARD

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD,
Washington, D.O., March 1., 11965.

Hon. WxmLLAM L. DAWsON,
Chairman, Committee on Government Operation.,
House of Represetntatims.

DEAR MR. CHAirMAN: This is in reply to your request for reports on 1I.R. 5012
through H.R. 5021, H.R. 5237, H.R. 5406, H.R. 5520, and H.R. 5583, bills "To
amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Fed-
eral officers and agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of
records."

The proposed legislation would require every agency of the Federal Govern-
ment to make all its records available to the public, except for those in specified
categories. Persons denied access to records would be entitled to seek an order
from a Federal district court convenient to them requiring the production of the
records with the burden of proof to justify withholding being played on the
agency involved.

It appears from statements made in support of the legislation when it was
introduced that it Is based on 8. 1600, 88th Congress, a bill anending the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act. Tile Board Is gratified that a number of irovisions
contained in S. 1006 to which It objected in a report to the Senate Comnittee oil
the Judiciary on October 23, 1903, have not been incorporated in the legislation,
and that the scope of the provisions exempting' materials front dselostire liam
iwel broadened. At the same time, however, the Board is concerned as to the
effect or sonic of the provisions on its policies and procedures.

Before discussing these provisions, tle Board wishes to point out that It
recognizes the overall desirablity of making factual informa tlOn available to
the piblic to the fullest extent consistent with tie efroctive discharge of the
public business and the prlvate rights of the persons front whom tile Infornation
Is obtained. -In furtherance of this- objective, the Board attempts to makefactual irtfot'rntlo ~ In its possession ilable to private persons to the fullest
possible extent. Thus, the Board makes factual information relating to aircraft
fl kidlt.s avhilable for the uq, of private litigants when, it cannot be obtained
front otlier sources. The Board nlso makes available various statistleal and
other information relating to air ctirriers, and section 1103 of the Federal
Aviation Act (40 U.S.O. 1503) specifies that most of the matters filed with the
Board by air carriers and other persons be treated as public records. Conse
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quently, there Is little in tile way of factual information which is not now avail-
able to the public. Indeed, the Board Is not aware of any complaints concerning
Its present informational policies with result to base ftctual matters.

Turning to tile provisions of the leglslatJou, the Board asstintes that the
exonwption front disclosure covering matters ISveli('ally exempted * * * by
stutte" wotld he applicable to its procedures under sections 002(f) (divulging
of information), 1MI (conduct of proceedings) and 1104 (withtholding of in-
formation) of the Federal Aviation Act (49 U.$,C. *472(f), 1,481 and 1004).

Concerning the exemption for "Inter.agency or latrs-ageicy memorandtfinwor
letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy", the Board believes that
there are doetunents of this nature not restrleted to mutters of "law or policy"
which sold not be disclosed to the public soce otany of thelln contain staff
views and recommendations. It has long been recognized that the disclosure
of internal governmental materials containing stft views and ret4onmendations
tends to destroy candor in presentation contrary to the public Interest, find tile
courts have accorded a qualified public olicy privilege to suell materials for this
reason. Sle Kulscr Aiminum ,f Mhht'al Corp. v. United States, 157 F. Supp.
939. As there stattd by Mr. Justice 1044d (at pp, t6-4) :

6 'Fre and open comments on tle advantages and diistadvatltages of a proposed
course of governmental management would be adversely affected It tile civil
servant or executive .iulstatit wer compelled b)y publicity to bear the blame for
errors or bad Judgment properly chargeable to tile responsible Individual with
power to decide and act. Government from its nature has necessarily been
granted a certain freedom from control beyond that given the citizen. It is
true that it now submits Itself to suit hut it must retain privileges for the good
of all.

"There Is a public lN)licyv Involved In this clain of privilege for this advisory
opinion-tht policy of open, frank discussion between subordinate and
clef * * 0,"

The Board also believes that exempting from disclosure only "investigatory
files conpiled for law enforcement purposes" could ilpede and hamper the dis-
charge of certain of Its important. functions. Although investigatory files do-
violiKd In dischalrge of the Board's responsibility und('r section 701(e) of the act
(4) U.S.C.1.1.l (e) ) for ascertaining file couse of aircraft a(idents, anl making
recomtmnidl lotts designed to avoid future much accidents, are not c)m)lled for
"law (ntforenitlit I)t rlosv,"." such lios contain staff views and stfateletlts. Thus.
(he opening up of these fles wold b)e contrary to the pblie interest as well as
impte the discharge of the Boar('s reslioili'litles in tills area.

Tho Board foiriher believes that permitting persons desiring access to records
to select tile Judicial district most convenient to them for prodietion of the
records, rather tian the district in which the records are located, could 111impoSe
a severe administrative burden on It. In additon to ttlL tine and expense that
would be required for travel by the Board's employees to nutterous poInts
throtighout the (otitry, substantial costs and inconvenience would be incurred
by shipment of voluminoum records to such points.

Desplfe the fact that II.R. 5012 and tile related bills constitute inprovement
over S. U1(6; the Board Is oplw)sed to their enactment because it. be lleves that Its
existing policies and procedlres adequately provide the public With factual in-
forthation, mi3d because of the undesirable effects of certain provisions of tile bills
on the discharge of Its functions.

Tile Board has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there, Is no objec-
tion to tie stibklislon of tilis report from the standloint of the administration's
)rogral.

For tie Civil Aeronautics Board:
HAROD R. SANDEIISON, Sceretaiji.

R i:sx Fmto.,n Civir, Smm'Icv. C.[mTrsIoN

U.S. CIvrL Stwvirn CoMMissim,"Washinpion, D.C., Mo'ch. Ii, 196..
Mhoa. WIJ.IAM F,. DAWRON,
6'harmang, Committc on Govornment Operations, house of Representatives.

DRAI. MR. CrAMrMAX : This is in further reply to your letters of February 19,
1905, February 24. 11W05, February 26, 1005, and March 2, 1905, requesting the
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Commission's views on H.R. 5012 through 5021, H.R. 5287, H.R. 5406, H.R. 5520,
and H.R. 558, identical bills to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with
respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold information
and limit the availability of records.

These identical bills would amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes (5
U.S.C. 22). Subsection (a) repeats present law. Subsection (b) requires every
Federal agency, except Congress and the Courts, to make its records promptly
available to any person and authorizes recourse to the district courts to enforce
this right. Subsection (c) provides certain exceptions under which an agency
could withhold information from the public or limit the availability of its records.

The following are the excepted matters that are particularly of interest to
the Commission:

(1) Specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest
of the national defense or foreign policy;

(2) Related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of any agency;
(5) Inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with

matters of law or policy;
(6) Personnel and medical files and similar matters, the disclosure of which

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;
(7) Investigatory files compiled for law enforcement purposes except to the

extent available by law to a private party.
We would interpret the exception No. (2) as exempting matters relating solely

to the internal personnel rules and practices of the Federal Government as a
whole. This is consistent with the Interpretation by the Department of Justice
of similar language appearing in the Administrative Proceudre Act.

The Civil Service Commission does not object to the enactment of the provi-
sions contained in the identical bills listed above.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that from the standpoint of the Administra-
tion's program there is no objection to the submission of this report.

By direction of the Commission:
Sincerely yours,

Joani W. MAO!, Jr., OChirman.

REPLY FROM FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY

FEDEnAL AviAnON AosiNOY,
Washington, D.O,, March 11, 1966.

Hon. WILLIAM L. DAwsoN,
Ohairma, (Jommttee on (overtment Operations, House ot Repreentative e.

Dras ML CHARMAN: This is in reply to your request for the views of this
Agency with respect to H.R. 5012 through 521, 5287, 5408, 5520, and 5583, iden-
tical bills to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the au-
thority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold information and limit the
availability of records.

The provisions of this bill raise a number of basic questions concerning the
availability of Agency records and documents. The existing statute defining
availability of Agency records, the Administrative Procedure Act, provides that
only "matters of official record" need be made available only to "persons prop-
erly and directly concerned" and that even these documents may be held con-
fidential "for good cause found." The three quoted limitations operate to give
agencies needed discretion as to what may be withheld. All three of the limita-
tions are omitted from N.R. 5012. In addition, a judicial procedure for com-
pelling disclosure is provided which begins with the presumption that the Agency
has improperly withheld the information sought-a presumption which the
Agency must overcome to vindicate its nondisclosure.

If £ statutory change respecting availability of agency records and documents
is .thought desirable, the statute ought to be clear that only factual material
need be made available. We sugest the word "factual" be inserted before the
word "records" on page 2, line 8, of R.R. 5012. On the same point, the eight
exceptions listed in the proposed section 1M1(c) are essential as they include
those matters for which there is no legitimate disclosure need.

We oppose the provisions in the proposed section 161(b) following the first
sentence In that section, which grant broad authority to district courts to compel
disclosure of agency materials. The underlying Issue here is where discretion
should lie to decide what matters are properly withheld. The existing statute
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places that discretion in the agencies. H.R. 5012 would in large measure place
the discretion in the Federal district court. It is our -belief that agencies are in
a better position to determine the precise consequences of releasing a given
document and for that reason should retain initial discretion to decide what
should be disclosed. Placing this discretion in the courts can only be justified
by a clear showing that agencies are abusing their powers. It has not been our
experience that such a charge has been or could be made. In view of the
burden which will without question be placed on the courts by this proposal,
and in view of the facility the proposal affords for unreasonable, dilatory and
harassing requests, we would hope no shift of discretion would be made that
is not founded on a.well-documentbd case that the existing system Is being
abused.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there is no objection from the
standpoint of the administration's program to the submission of this report
to your committee.

Sincerely,
N. E. HALrAY, Admnist rator.

REPLY FROM FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION,

Hon. Wvxuu L. DAwoN, Waehington, D.O., April S, 1986.

Ohafrmhan, committee on Government Operatione,
Howe of Representatoes.

Dan ML CHAnMA: This is in reply to your request seeking this Oommis-
sion's comments on HR. 5012 to HE. 5021, inclusive, and H.R. 5287, H.
5408, H.R. 5520, H.R. 5 and H.R. 6172, identical bills to amend section 161
of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers and
agencies to withhold Information and limit the availability of records

Enclosed please find copies of our comments on these bills. We are advised
by the Bureau of the Budget that from the standpoint of the administration's
program there is no objection to the presentation of this report to your
committee.

Yours sincerely,
1. WILLAM Hmiay, Ohaiman.

COMMENTS OF THE FDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION ON H.R 5012 To H.R.
5021, INCLUSv, AND H.R. 5287, H.R. 5406, H.R. 5520, H.R. 55 AND H.R.
6172, Jl mTzoAL Blu To AMEND SECTION 161 OF THE RMSED STATUTES WITH
R sor To TE AUTORmTy o1 FzDzAL Omons aND AoENoIE To WWiHHOLW
INFORMATION AND LimnT THE AvaILABIITY OF RooDs

Bills H.R. 5012, et al., would amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes
(5 U.S.C. 22) with respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to
withhold information and limit the availability of records. The bills provide,
with eight specific exceptions,1 that every agency shall publish rules making "all
its records promptly available to any person." They further provide for an
action in a district court to require the agency to produce records improperly
ovithheld.

The basic statutory provision governing the availability of Commission rec-
ords is section 8(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 1002(c)).
That section provides: "Save as otherwise required by statute, matters of
official record shall In accordance with published rule be made available to

'The eight areas in which an agency may withhold information from the public, or limit
the availability of records to the public, are matters that tre '1(1) speclically required
by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of the national defense or foreign
poiiey; (2) related solely to the Internal personnel- rules and- practices of any agency:
S8) specifeally exempted from disclosure by statute ; (4) trade secrets and commercial or

nanelal information obtained from the public a r e or confidential; (5)iter-
agency or intra.agency memorandums or letters dealing lely, with matters of law or volley ;
(6) personnel and medical files and similar matters the closure of which would con-
stitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy (7) Investigatory files compiled
for law enforcement purposes except to the extent available by law to a private party; and
(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, or
on behalf of, or for the use of any agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of
financial institutions."
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persons properly and directly concerned except information held confidential
for good cause found." Section 4(j) of the Communications Act further provides
in pertinent part: "* * * Every vote and official act of the Commission shall
be entered of record, and Its proceedings shall be public upon the request of
any party interested. The Commission is authorized to withhold publication
of records or proceedings containing secret information affecting the national
defense." Sections 213(f) and 412 of the Communications Act (47 U.S.C.
218(f) and 412), give the Commission discretion to withhold specific types of
Information.

The Commission has published rules and regulations which specify which of
its records are open to public Inspection and which are ordinarily not for public
disclosure (see. 0.417, 47 CFR 0.417). A copy of these rules is attached. This
section of the rules also specifies procedures whereby interested parties may, at
the Commission's discretion, gain access to those records not ordinarily avail-
able for public inspection.

The Commission agrees with the underlying purpose of these bills-that agen-
cies should operate publicly. Section 2 of these bills would repeal all "laws
or Parts of laws inconsistent with the amendment made by the first section of
this Act." Among the laws which would be affected is subsection 3(c) of the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 1002(c), which permits matters of offi-
cial record to be held confidential for good cause found. We believe that the
general standard of subsection 3(c) has worked well, and that the Commision
has fairly complied with it. However, should Congress find it desirable to enact
legislation along the lines of H.R. 5012, this Commission does not anticipate any
particular difficulty in administering a more specific statute. We do oppose
certain features of the proposals in H.R. 5012 and should like to comment on
these particular points.

By requiring every agency to make all of its records, except those containing
eight specified categories of information, promptly available to any person, and
by repealing all laws inconsistent with this requirement, these bills would sub-
stantially enlarge the categories of material and records which would be open
to the public. We believe that the bills go too far in this direction.

First, we believe that in the absence of good cause shown, it is sound public
policy to exclude from public inspection matters prepared by agency personnel
for use within the agency, such *i memorandums and reports, as well as inter-
agency memorandums, letters, and reports of investigations. (See generally,
"Attorney General's Manual on the Administrative Procedure Act," pp. 24-26.)

Subsection (c) (5), exempting from disclosure "Interagency or intra-agency
memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy," would be
difficult to interpret and would not protect all intra-agency memorandums. Most
intra-agency memorandums of necessity deal with both facts and law or policy.
Furthermore, subject to provisions of law governing separation of functions
(§ 5(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act; § 400(c) (1) of the Communica-
tioits Act), the Commission should be able to receive memoraindums and working
papers from the staff without the need for disclosing such working:papers. It
is important to the effective functioning of the Commission that members of Its
staff who are called upon for advice and assistance may respond upon a confi-
dential basis. If staff memorandums are to be examined almost routinely outside
the .Commission, staff advice and suggestions will inevitably be inhibited, We
stress that our position is not premised on any desire to permit agencies to
decide cases upon extraneous or incorrect bases (indeed, we must set out the

k, factual and legal bases of all our actions and these bases are subject to review
by the courts). Rather, our aim here is simply to permit the most effective
and full exchange between the agency members and their staff-the very same
type of exchange permitted, for example, between Judges and their staffs,

Finally, we point out that the same considerations apply to correspondence
%il and memoranduns exchanged with the executive branch (e.g., the Bureau of the

Budget) or with other agencies (e g. the Federal Trade Commission).
Furthermore, the effect of the provisions of ItsIt. 5012 regarding secret matter

i s unclear to us. Under section 4(j)-of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C.
154(J), the Commission "ls authorized to withhold pubiation of records or
proceedings containing secret informant affecting .
also section 3 of the AdmiitStrative Procedure Act,"5 U.S.C. 1002. A Conims-
slon rule promulgated pursuant to that authority currently provides that maps
showing the exact location of submarine cables shall not be open to public inspec-
tion (Commision rules, sec. 0.417, 47 CFR 0.417). Items on the Commission's
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classified agenda are also withheld under section 4(J) of the Communications
Act because they contain "secret information affecting the national defense."
We believe that subsection (c)(3) of H.R. 5012 providing an exemption for
matter "specifically exempted from disclosure by statute" would be interpreted
to include section 4(J) of the Communications Act However, the provision of
section (c) (1) of H.R. 5012 for an Executive order relating to secret matter
might be deemed to repeal section 4(j) in light of the repeal provisions of sec-
tion 2 of H,R. 5012. This question should be clarified so that the Commission's
present authority under section 4(j) is retained, particularly since it is unclear
whether a general Executive order or a series of particularized ones is con-
templated,.

Subsection (c) (4) of the bills recognizes the necessity of protecting the con-
fidentiality of trade secrets and "commercial or financial information" obtained
by the agency from the public and "privileged or confidential." The Commis-
sion receives Information, which by rule i's not available to the public, pertaining
to such matters as reports, contracts, maps, etc., in connection with the valua-
tion of common carrier property (47 U.S.C. 213) ; contracts relating to foreign
wire or radio communications whose disclosure would place American com-
munication companies at a competitive disadvantage (47 U.S.C. 412) ; and cer-
tain technical data furnished the Commission by manufacturers of radio re-
ceivers (Commission rules, sec. 0.417, 47 CFR 0.411). We believe it would be
undesirable to make all of this information automatically available to any per-
son, rather than retaining the Commission's present discretion. It is not clear,
however, whether the phrase "commercial or financial information obtained
from the public and ptillegea or confidential" [emphasis supplied) is broad
enough to include all of the above-described information.

We are also concerned with the meaning of subsection (c) (7), which exempts
from public disclosure "investigatory files compiled for law-enforcement pur-
poses except to the extent available by law to a private party." It is not clear
at what point letters, memorandums, complaints, etc.,, become an "investigatory
file" within the meaning of this provision. If this provision is not intenoled to
apply until an investigation is undertaken by the Commission staff, then the
complaint initiating an investigation would have, to be made publIc upon re-
quest. Such a result would be highly undesirable. For example, the Commis-
sion has received confidential Information In the past from broadcast station
employees who charged that the, station was being operated in violation of the
law or Commission rules or policies. Such Information might not be forth-
coming if it could not be supplied, Initially at least, on a confidential basis.

We also suggest that a ninth category be added to exempt from the broad
disclosure provisions of these bills all material in adjudicatory cases, the proce-
dure for which is governed by sections 5, 7, and 8 of the Administrative Procedure
Act (5 U.S.C. 1004-1007). For example, in many hearing cases, especially those
Involving license renewal or revocation, the Commission does not disclose the
names of witnesses who have been spbpenaed. Whether such information should
be disclosed is a highly specialized question which we urge should not be dealt
with In general public disclosure legislation.

Finally, the proposed enforcement procedure also appears to be Undesirable.
It reverses the normal presumption that a Government agency has acted prop-
erly and in accordance with law. We also believe that, with respect to this Com-
mission at any, rate, there is no need for creating a new cause of action in the
district courts. A Commission refusal to make records available for public
inspection should be reviewable by a person aggrieved in tie same manner as
other agency actions under section 402(a) of the.Commuications Act (47 U.S.C.
402(a)), and the JudiciAl Review Act of 1950 (5U.S.C. 1031-1042). The latter
statute contains ample provisions to insure a full and fair review of the agency's
actions, without the time-consuming ano unnecessary resort to de novo trial
of the entire matter. , The statute limits, properly, we think, resort to the courts
to those substantially affected by an agency order. If there were to be a dif-
ferent standard as to standing to seek review, amendment of the above-cited
provisions would be required.'

Attachment.
Adopted March 31,19065, Commissioner Loevinger absent.

A Adoption of a different standard allowing any person to obtain review, Irrespective of
his interest or aggrievement, would raise serious legal and policy questions. Cf. dissenting
opinion of Douglas, 3., acrippa-Howard Radfo, Ino. v. Federal (lommunt tiote Oommfssion,
6 U.S. 4.
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, RULES AND REGULATIONS

Information
1 0.411 Ptb.io i4formation

Any person desiring to obtain Information may do so by writing or coming In
person to any of the Commission's offices. A broader range of Information and
more comprehensive information facilities are available at the Commission's main
office in Washington, D.C., however, and Inquiries of a general nature should
ordinarily be submitted to that office.
1 0.418 General information offim

The Office of Reports and Information Is located In the New Post Office Build-
ing. Here the public may obtain copies of public notices of Commission actions,
formal documents adopted by the Commission and other public releases, as they
are Issued. Back Issues of public releases are available for inspection In this
Office. Copies of fact sheets which answer recurring questions about the Commis-
slon's functions may be obtained from this Office.
j 0.415 Pub~o reference rooms

Public reference rooms are maintained by the Commission where the public
may Inspect any material which is available for public Inspection in accordance
with j 0.417. Unless otherwise Indicated, these rooms are located in the New
Poet Office Building, 18th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., Washington,
D.C. They are as follows:

(a) The Broadcast and Docket Reference Room. Here the public may inspect
all broadcast applications and files relating thereto, lists described in §1 0.419,
0.421, and 0.425, dockets relating to all Commission matters which have been
designated for hearing or which are the subject of rule making proceedings, any
other docketed matters, and undocketed petitions for rule making.

(b) The public may Inspect all safety and special applications and files relat-
ing thereto at the offices of the Divisions of the Safety and Special Radio Serv-
ices Bureau which process such applications. The categories of radio stations in
the Safety and Special Radio Services, and the Divisions concerned therewith,
are listed In 11.951 of this chapter. The Marine Radio Division, the Public
Safety Radio Division, and the Amateur and Citizens Radio Division are located
in the 1101 Building, 11th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue NW., Washington,
D.C. In addition, a complete file concerning amateur radio operators is available
for Inspection in the Amateur License Reference Room, which also Is located in
the 1101 Building.

(c) Information concerning applications filed by commercial radio operators
may be obtained at the 1101 Building, 11th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue NW.,
Washington, D.C.

(d) The Common Carrier Reference Rooms, located in the 1101 Building, 11th
Street and Pennsylvania Avenue NW. Here the public may inspect the following:

(1) All annual and other reports filed by common carriers pursuant to section
219(a) of the Communications Act.

(2) The schedules for all charges for Interstate and foreign wire or radio com-
munications filed pursuant to section 203 of the Communications Act.

(8) Contracts, agreements or arrangements between carriers filed pursuant
to section 211 (a) of the Communications Act.

(4) All applications for common carrier authorizations, both radio and non-
radio, and files relating thereto.

(e) The Experimental Services Branch of the Technical Division of the Office
of the Chief Engineer. Here the public may inspect experimental license files.

(f) The Frequency Registration and Notification Branch of the Frequency
Allocation and Treaty Division, Office of Chief Engineer. Here the public may
Inspect the frequency records of the Commission.

(g) The Technical Standards Branch of the Technical Division of the Office
of the Chief Engineer. Here the public may inspect the Radio Equipment Lists
(lists of type-approved and type-accepted equipment).
10.417 Inspeotion of records

(a) Subject to the provisions of sections 4(j) and 60 of the Communications
Act of 1984, as amended, the following Commission records are open to public
Inspection:

(1) Tark schedules required to be filed under section 208 of the Communica-
tions Act, all documents filed In connection therewith, and all communications
related thereto.
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(2) Valuation reports filed under section 218 of the Communications Act,
including exhibits filed in connection therewith, unless otherwise ordered by the
Commission, with reasons therefor, pursuant to section 218(f) of the Communica-
tions Act.

(8) Annual and monthly reports required to be filed under section 219 of the
Communications Act.

(4) Contracts, agreements, or arrangements between carriers filed pursuant
to section 211(a) of the Communications Act, except for those kept confidential
by the Commission pursuant to section 412 of the Act. The Commission will
give appropriate consideration to a petition filed by any person showing that any
such contract agreement, or arrangement relates to foreign wire or radio comr-
munication; that its publication would place American communication companies
at a disadvantage in meeting the competition of foreign communication com-
panies; and that the public interest would be served by keeping its terms con-
fidential.

(5) All applications and amendments thereto filed under Title II or Title III
of the Communications Act, including all documents and exhibits filed with and
made a part thereof; all communications opposing or endorsing any such applica-
tion; all pleadings, briefs, and other papers filed with the Commission with re-
spect to such applications; transcripts of testimony, depositions, and exhibits
pertaining to such applications; orders and other documents issued by the
Commission or the presiding officer in proceedings thereon; and all authoriza-
tions and certifications issued upon such applications. Pursuant to section 8(e)
of the Administrative Procedure Act, however, the Commission may, upon a
finding of good cause, either on its own motion or on motion of an applicant,
permittee, or licesnsee, designate any of the material in this subparagraph as
"not for public Inspection".

(6) All petitions for issuance, amendment, or repeal of any rule, including
all documents or exhibits filed with and made a part thereof; all communications
opposing or endorsing any such petition; all pleadings, comments, briefs, and
other papers filed In rule making proceedings; transcripts of testimony, deposi-
tions, and exhibits In such proceedings; and all orders and other documents issued
by the Commission or the presiding officer in such proceedings. Pursuant to
section 8(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act, however, the Commission may,
upon a finding of good cause, either on Its own motion or on motion of any
participant in the rule making proceeding, desgnate any of the material in this
paragraph as not for public Inspection.

(7) All minutes of Commission actions, except for minutes of classified matters
(pursuant to section 4(j) of the Communications Act) and executive matters
(pursuant to section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act).

(8) The Master Frequency Records (Standard Form 128).
(9) Files relating to submarine cable landing licenses, except for maps show-

Ing the exact location of submarine cables, which are withheld from public
Inspection under section 4(j) of the Communications Act.

(b) Subject to statutory restrictions, the Commission may In Its discretion
open other records to public Inspection, upon written request describing 'n detail
the documents to be inspected and the reasons therefor. Normally, however,
the following Commission records are not open to public Inspection:

(1) The information filed under g 1.611 of this chapter, and network and tran-
scription contracts filed under 11.618 of this chapter. See 18 U.S.C. 1905.

(2) Information submitted by equipment manufacturers and other persons,
In accordance with the provisions of if 2.577, 5.204, and 15.70 of this chapter.
See 18 U.S.C. 190.

(8) Personnel files. See 5 U.S.O. 681.
(See. 4 218 419 and 606, 48 Stat. 1066 1074, 1099 and 1104 as amended* 47 U 8.C.154, 218, 41 and 606. See. 1905, 62 Sitat. 791; 18 U.S.C. 1905. See. 17dB Revibed
Statutes; 5 U.S.C. 681)

RePLY FRoM FEDERAL HOMM LOAN BANx BoARD

Fwz L HOME LOAN BANK BOARD,
Waehftgton Df.,. Marl& 80,1965.

Hon. JonN E. Moss,
Chairman, Foreign Operatone and Government Informatoi 8,boommittee,

House of Repreeetatve.
DiAs M&. CHAUrMAN: Reference is made to your request for comments on

HR. 5012 of the present Congress, which if enacted would amend section 161
of the Revised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 22).
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In its present form, that section provides in Its first sentence that the head
of each department Is authorized to prescribe regulations, not inconsistent with
law, for (among other things) the custody, use, and preservation of the records,
papers, and property appertaining to it. It further provides in Its seQond sen-
tence (added by Public Law 85-411, approved Aug. 12, 1958) that the section
does not authorize withholding Information from the public or liitlltig the
availability of records to the public.

IlR, 5012 would retain tle substance of th first sentence tind would add
two new subsections. The first of these, subsection (1), would provide that
every agency-delined as each authority, whether or not within or subject to
review by another agency, of the Government of the United States other tan
Congress or the courts--shall, in accordance with published rules stating the
time, place, and procedure, make all its records promptly available to any
person. The U.S. district court In the district where complainant reshlds or
has his principal place of busintiss, or where the records tre sittuatedl, would
have jurisdiction to enjoin the withholdig of records nnd Infornation. The
bill provides that In such cases "the court shall deterinhie the matter de novo
and the burden shall be upon the agency to sustain its action."

The other new subsection, subsection (e), would provide that the setioi
does not authorize withholding information from the public or limiting the
availability of records to the public except in eight spcifled categories, of which
the last covers matters "contained in or related to exanilnation, operating, or
condition reports prepared by, on behalf, or for the use of any agency respon-
sible for the regulation or supervision of financial institution."

As the agency responsible for the Federal regulatory and supervisory func-
tions with respect to all Federal savings and loan associations and all savings
and loan associations and similar institutions whose accounts are insured by
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, the Federal Iome Loan
Bank Board is of the view that all matters relating to the condition or affairs
of financial institutions should be exempt from disclosure where the agency
having authority with respect to the examination, regulation, or supervision
of such Institutions determines that disclosure would not be in the public
interest.

The present bill, by limiting the exenption to such matters as are "contained
In or related to examination, operating, or condition reports" as set forth In
the bill, falls short of what the Board believes is needed in this connection
for the protection of the public.

Further, the Board is concerned that the bill appears to disregard the doctrine
of executive privilege. While the Board recognizes that there are areas of
disagreement over that doctrine, the Board also feels that the existence of this
doctrine from the very founding of the Republic Is evidence of the vital role
it plays in protecting full freedom of discussion as the basis for adnmuilnstrative
operations and decislonmaking. The exemption in the 1bill for "Interagency
or Intra-ageney |nemorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or
policy" is far from an adequate expression of the scope of this doctrine.

While a precise estimate is not possible, It Is the Board's opinion that
enactment of this bill,would add substantially to the expenses of the Board
and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation it fulfilling their
statutory obligations.

For the foregoing reasonA the Board Is not in favor of the enactment of
11.R. '5012.

Informal advice has been received from the Bureau of the Budget that, from
the standpoint of the adnufilstration'a irogran, there is no objection to the
sublmission of this relrt.Sincerely yours,

JOhIN Ir. IloaN,, Chairman.

RTPtt FROM FPn~n4RT MARITIME CormssION

FEDRa. MAnrrxM COMMISSION,
Wasdngto*, D.C., March 12,I965.

Hon, WirTT A r. DAwsoN,
Chairman, C1ommittee on Government Operation*,
lloue of Reprecantatives.

Drn Ma OtAIRMAN: The following comments are In reslns to your request
of February 19, 1905, for the views of the Federal Maritime Conission , tn
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11.lt, 5(012 through i1,t, 5021# bills to amend section 101 of the Revised Statutes
with respect to the authority of JFederal officers and. agenices to withhold Infor-
mation and lilit the availability of records.

'The tCoounissioa suPlorts the principle of publio access to Information and
records ield by a Federal agency. However, lin terms of the statutory responsi-
blity pllaced upon the Fl'ederal Maritime lonmisslon, we believe that provisions
of these bills tire oipen tA) ambiguous interpretations which could adversely iftqet
thils Ooninlston's nintalnthllg certain information and records sutbmitted by
lmr5ons subject to the Conilslon's Jurisdiction on a confidential basis. i'or
examplle, li section 101(c) (5) and (7) the use of the words "soley" and "law
onforcenient" could raise serious problems In determining which records must be

indo available to the public. Additionally, particular care must be given to
dealing categories of information which would be made available to the public
under the provisions of these bills in the light of the crimiial penalty, for exam-
ple, under action 1905 of title 18 applicable to Government t'nployetso who
divulge certain informathon.

Tihe bill would require any agency to sustain lit the courts its withhold ug of
Information or records when a complaint is filed by a member of the public. It
would seemu more orderly to the administrative process If provisions were made
for the complaint to spetfically state the nature of the record desired and the
reasons why the complainant believes, It to be wrongfully withheld.

By statute, certain information and records must be filed with this Commission
by parties subject to its Jurisdiction. In many cases this information is of 'a
confidential business nature involving competing carriers of waterborne com-
merce. Confidential information is also received In connection with the Commis-
sion's Investigatory functions. The Commission has no choice but to continue
to withhold this information from public scrutiny.

Under these bills, If the Commission were not to have the authority to define the
material to be withheld. within the Commission, then further classification nd
definition of the types of records to be withheld would be needed. We would
desire to furnish 01eiftc language neessary to clear up these ambiguities so that
the Intent of the bill could be accomplished,

The Bureau of the Iudget has advised that there would be no objection to the
submission of this letter from the standpoint of the administration s program.

We call to your attention that the comments herein contained are applicable
to sinilar requests of your committee on I.R, 5237, 5406, 5520, and 5583.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN HARLLIC,

Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Retired), Oharman.

Rrimpi FRoMr FpnJTtA, POw=R CommIssIox

FMAnL Powm ComussxoN,
Wdehingtont, D.Y., March 80, 1065.

Re I.R. 012 through ILi,. 5021; If.R. 5287; H.R. 5400; H.R. 5520; H.R. 5583;
1I.t. 0172, amend section 101 of the Revised Statutes * * *

ton. WILLIAM IJ. DAWSON,
(Ohahrvan, Vommfttcee on Government Operations, Holse of Represontatives.

DAR Ma. OtAIRMAM#: In response to yotr requests for comments on the sub-
ject bills, there are enclosed copies of the report of the Pideral Power Conunisslon.

It is conteifililtt(l that this report miay be released by the Commllisslon to the
public within 3 working days front the date of this letter unless there is a request
I hat its release be withhold.

Sincerely, Josnrmt 0. SWnIr.Ea, (Jhabr' nan.

F1u1a .'alo I'oWrz CoMMISSION Itwo T ON II.R. 5012, tv AL., 89r'n CoNoftss

A BIL To amend section 101 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the au-
thority of Federal offieers and agencies to withhold information nd limit
the availability of records

The purpose of 11.1. 6012 is to amend Rev. Stat. 161 (5 U.S.C. 22) to make
agency records and information more readily available to the public and to
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delineate specific kinds of information which may be withheld. The amendment,
which would apply not only to the executive departments but to all Government
agencies other than Congress and the courts, would have the effect of also
amending section 3 of the Administrative Procedure Act (see 111 Congressional
Record (daily) 2856-57, Feb. 17, 1965). The proposed bill is identical to H.R.
5018-01, 5287, 5406, 5520,5583, and 6172.

We have no specific objection or reservations to the provisions of this bill with
the following two exceptions:

1, Under subsection (c), clause (5) would permit withholding of "interagency
or intraagency memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or pol-
icy." This language was developed by the Senate Judiciary Committee in S. 1666,
88th Congress, as it passed the Senate July 31, 1984 (S. Rept. 1219, 88th Cong.)

In the debate on this provision on the Senate floor, the then Senator Hum-
phrey proposed adding to the exemption the phrase "matters of fact," but the
amendment was laid aside at the suggestion of Senator Edward V. Long, floor
manager of the bill. Senator Long indicated that it was not the purpose of the
bill to override normal privileges dealing with work products and other memoran-
dums summarizing facts used as a basis for recommendations for agency action
if those facts were otherwise available to the public (110 Congressional Record
(daily) 17079, July 18,1964).

Staff memorandums are normally an unavoidable mixture of law, policy, and
fact, since it is almost never possible to discuss the law and policy relating to
a particular matter except in its factual context. It appears that Senator Long's
statement recognizes the impracticality of attempting to distinguish these three
elements. Senator Humphrey's amendment would make explicit what Senator
Long has suggested is implicit. Indeed, it is a necessary amendment if the
committee is seeking to avoid implied exceptions in addition to those which are
express.

We believe Senator Humphrey's proposal to broaden the exemption to in-
clude "matters of fact" as well as matters of law or policy is sound in principal.
However, since the broadened exemption would then cover virtually all inter-
agency or Intra-agency memorandums or letters we suggest that the qualifying
words are unnecessary and the exemption should simply read "(5) interagency
or intra-agency memorandums or letters." This revision would clearly specify
the material included in the exemption and would avoid implied exemptions In
addition to those which are expressed.

2. Under subsection (e), clause (7) would permit withholding of "investiga-
tory files compiled for law enforcement purposes except to the extent available
by law to a private party."

This phraseology was a Senate floor amendment of the language in S. 1666
as reported by the Judiciary Committee. (See 110 Congressional Record (daily)
17079-80, July 31, 1964). The earlier language read: "investigatory files until
they are used in or affect an action or proceeding or a private party's effective
participation therein." Senator Humphrey contended that the earlier language
opened up investigatory files beyond anything required by the courts, including
Jenok v. United States, 358 U.S. 657 (1957). In proposing the new language,
which was adopted, Senator Long said the purpose of the provision was to in-
clude the substance of the Jenoks rule In the bill.

Unfortunately, the change In language to broaden the scope of the exemption
may have resulted in limiting its scope in another area; namely, the express
committee intention that the exemption should cover all agency Investigatory
files regardless of the nature of the agency proceeding (S. Rept. 1219, supra,
p. 14).

The new language creates an ambiguity which could be of considerable
significance. If the phrase is read narrowly it may be Interpreted to exempt only
Investigations having an accusatory or disciplinary purpose. Thus, investiga-
tory files relating to rate or certificate proceedings before the Federal Power
Commission might enjoy no protection against disclosure, except to the extent
that clause (5), supra (relating to internal memorandums), might afford some
exemption. We believe the phrase "law enforcement" in this context was
meant to be, and should be, the equivalent of administration of law. The intent
is to include in the exemption investigatory files In connection with all agency
proceedings, including the Commission's rate and certiflate proceedings. This
interpretation conforms both to the committee purpose to deal with Investigatory
files in general and to the Senate's purpose to narrow the divulgence of nvesti-
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gative file material to the controlled circumstances permitted under Jewkl and
18 U.S.C. 3500 for the limited purpose of impeachment of Government witnesses.

In order to eliminate the existing ambiguity we recommend that the text of
clause (7) be revised to read: "(7) Investigatory files except to the extent
available by law to a private party."

REPLY FROM FE AL RESERV BOARD

BOAMR OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
Wshlington, D.C., March 10,1965.

Hon. WULrzhJ L DAwsON,
Ohcair.w, Commttee ons Government Operation,
Homwe of Repreentatvees.

DEAR Ma. CHARamAN: This refers to your letters dated February 19, 1965, and
February 24 1965, respectively requesting a report and views on bills H.R. 5012
through 5021, and H.R. 5287, each Identical with the others, all of which would
amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes (5 U.S.C. 22) with respect to the
authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold Information and limit the
availability of records. For purposes of this reply, references to provisions of
H.R. 5012, together with comments thereon, are intended to apply equally to
bills H.R. 5018 through 5021, and H.R. 5287.

Subsection (a) of H.R. 5012 Is Identical with the present language of the entire
R.S. 161. In the Interest of an ordered administration of Government Affairs
consistent with the public Interest the Board approves the provisions of sub-
section (a) of H.R. 5012.

With the exceptions of a portion of exemption numbered (4) (p. 3, lines 6
and 7 of RH., 5012), exemption numbered (8) (p. 8, lines 14-17 of H.R. 5012),
and certain other minor variations, the combined subsections (b) and (c) of
H.R. 5012 are Identical with the provisions of section 3 (c) and (e) of S. 1663,
88th Congress, as revised by the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and
Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.

Exemption numbered (4) In H.R. 5012 would authorize withholding from the
public matters that are "trade secrets and commercial or financial Information
obtained from the public and privileged or confidential." Exemption numbered
(8) would authorize withholding matters "contained In or related to examination,
operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of any
agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial Institutions."
The language of the latter exemption is Identical with language that the Board
proposed be added to S. 1668, This proposal, with explanatory comments, was
submitted to Chairman Long of the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Prac-
tice and Procedure, by letter of July 15, 1964.

The Board considers the provisions of HR. 5012 to be a vast improvement over
the provisions of S. 1668 as originally Introduced and, because of the presence
In H.R. 5012 of the above-quoted portion of exemption numbered (4) and exemp-
tion numbered (8), to be an Improvement over S. 1663 as revised. Nevertheless,
the Board continues In Its belief made known previously In its expression of views
on S. 1063, that the public's right of access to Government records and Informa-
tion Is adequately and reasonably secured and served by the provisions of section
8(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 1002(c) ). It Is the Board's
opinion that a combination of the provisions of section 8(c) of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act with the court enforcement provisions proposed in H.R. 5012
would assure an equitable balancing of the need of Federal agencies to determine
themselves what records and information a particular person should or need
have, with the public's right to such records and information. Applied to this
Board, there Is reason to believe that a literal construction of the eight exemptions
from disclosure contained In H.R. 5012 could leave exposed to Indiscriminate
public demand certain critical records and materials relating to the Board's
credit and monetary policy functions, as well as to other of Its statutorily directed
functions. Such a result could Impair the Board's effectiveness both as an in-
strument of national economic policy and as a regulatory body.

Regarding the provisions in subsection (b) of RH., 5012 which would enable
a complainant to secure judicial relief when an agency wrongfully withholds
records and information, the Board Is In sympathy with the need for a form of
judicial enforcement, and Is generally In accord with the means to this end
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provided in subsection (b). Consistent with the Board's position earlier taken
with reference to a similar provision in S. 1003, however, the Board opposes the
provisions of subsection (b) which would permit "any person," whether or not
properly and directly concerned, to have access to all agency records not specill-
cally exempted and, upon mere allegation of 'an improper withholding, wouldi
permit "any person" to bring suit to obtain it court order requiring production.
While it is true that, under H.R. 5012, a court order requiring production of
agency records would have to be based upon a linding that such records had
been improperly withheld, it is believed that such requirement would have but a
minimal deterrent effect on the potential number of baseless comiplaints (tat
could be filed,

In respect to cases filed, the agency Is assigned the burden of sustaining its
action in withholding records or Itformation from "any person." Thus, in any
case where the records sought do not fall within one of the eight exemptions set
forth in subsection (c) of I.R. 5012, the agency, in attempting to sustain its
action, would be denied the opportunity presently offered by section 3(c) of
the Administrative Procedure Act of showing that the person demanding access
to the agency records is not properly and directly concerned with the matter re-
flected An such records. The Board is in accord with the purposes of subseetlons
(b) and (c) of 11.11. 5012, and, in reference thereto, finds reasonable the placing
on the agency of thb burden of sustaining its withholding action. However,
that burden would be made unreasonable by retention in subsection (b) of the
requirement that every agency shall make Its records available to "any person."

Sincerely yours,
WM. McC. MARTIN, Jr.

REPLY F tom GENERAL SFnvicES ADDITNIsT.t.vrloN

GENERAL SEIioFs ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.0, April 5, 1965.non. JOHN E .%les,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Foreign Oporations and 0ovrnment Information,
tOommittee on Governmental Opcration4, tlou8e of Reprcesentative.

DEAR MR. Moss: Your letter of March 25, 1905, requested the views of the
General Services Administration on HR, 5012, a bill to amend section 101 of
the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers and
agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of records.

The bill would, in; effect, substitute for section 8(c) of the Administrative
Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 1002(c)), new provisions, to be included in 5 U.S.C.
22, to govern the availability to the public of Government agency "records,"
providing jurisdiction in district courts of the United States to enjoin agency
withholding of certain "agency records and information," and providing for cer.
tain related aspects of Judicial procedure, including punishment for contempt
of "responsible officers,"

The bill, which provides for eight categories of exception from a general
information disclosure and records availability requirement, is similar to
that portion of the proposal in S. 1330 and S. 1100 which would amend sec-
tion 3(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act, and is a refinement of similar
provisions in S. 1066 and S. 1003 of the 88th Congress.

The proposed bill is intended to delineate more clearly information and
records access rights and to impose restrictions on the right of Government
agencies to limit access to Government records and information. It would,
in effect, circumscribe the present broad agency authority in section 3 of the
Administrative Procedure Act to withhold information relating solely to
agency "internal management," or information requiring nondisclosure "in the
public interest" or "held confidential for good cause found," and would also,
apparently, impose limitations on executive branch implied powers over
records and information disclosure.

We are naturally in agreement with the general objective of proper public
access to Government records and Information as a necessary characteris-
tic of our free society. However, we think the bill would result, in some
areas, in undesirable and perhaps unintended results adversely affecting both
agency functions and reasonable rights of privacy of affected individuals.

Past legislative efforts to deal with this problem appear to have been un-
successful, primarily, we believe, because the remedy proposed was too sweep-
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Ing to permit maintaining the delicate balance between the needs of effective
Government and those of public information.

Recognizing the extent of discretion over information disclosure and records
access under present law, and to be constructive, we think it necessary to
provide concrete suggestions as to types of Government information requir-
Ing special treatment as regards our agency functions. Specifically, we sug-
gest that the following activities or matters should not be open to general
public inspection.

1, Property appraisals made by the Government for use in acquisition or
disposal of property, especially prior to consummation of the acquisition or
disposal. (Disclosure would prejudice the Government's legitimate economic
bargaining interests.)

2. Records related to evaluation of bidder responsibility, including finan-
cial and credit information, especially prior to award. (Disclosure would
make virtually impossible the orderly and fair conduct of contract award

* procedures; also, Information on credit, integrity, etc., should be entitled to
privuey in the intertt of the affected individuals.)

8. Government (interagency) consolidated, as well as intra-agency, de-
barred and suspended bidders lists; also, ex part documents which reflect ad-
versely on individuals. (These lists are maintained as a mechanism for
the conduct of a governmental proprietary function and general dissemination
outside Government would serve no useful purpose and would be unfair and
harmful to affected concerns because of the defamatory and "penal" impli-
cations which would Inevitably be drawn by many persons as a result of
publicizing such lists. The Individuals actually on the list are so advised and
given opportunity to contest the debarment.)

4. Contract records in general, espeelally prior to award, but including
after award, espclally where the Individuals seeking the Information are not
properly or directly concerned. (Indiscriminate access would be generally
disruptive of' the contracting process and promote unfair competitive actions
among concerns doing business with the Government or otherwise.

5. Internal ' guidelines for Government use In dealing with contractors,
such as architect-englneer fee curves. (1)isclosure would prejudice the Govern-
ment's legitimate efforts to negotiate effectively. The Government does not
have equal access to contractor's private profit objectives in contract negotia-
tion.)

6. Results of tests of contractor products by persons other than the manu-
facturer or vendor. (Access to detailed test results by competitors would be
unfair and potentially harmful to the producers or vendors of products
which may be excellent products though not meeting particular Govern-
ment specification requirements.)

7. Information which the Government is contractually bound to with-
hold front dissemination. (Primarily technical data, manufacturing or proc-
ess type information but not necessarily covered by category (4) of the
bill.)

8. Budget, fiscal, and Government project information. (Proposed agency
budget, until released by the President; proposed public buildings projects
prior to submission to Congress, etc.)

9. Agency planning and other internal agency management documents,
especially those which may give competitive advantage or would otherwise
be prejudicial to the interests of persons similarly situated but who are with-
out such information or which would'adversely affect morale or effectiveness.
(The proposed Implied repeal of the present exception for any matter relating
to "the internal management of an agency," would have particular Govern-
ment disruption potential.)

10. Information which would prejudice the Government's bargaining position
In business transactions, such as expected prices on stockpile sales, expected
realization estimates on Government mortgage foreclosures, expected ultimate
purchase or sale prices, etc.

11. Records and Information. representing preliminary and developmental
processes In arriving at final decisions, Including such matters as evalua-
tlonA by subordinates looking toward recommendations for agency. action
(whether or not It falls within category (5) of the bill), including factual
data which is not "law or policy."

12. Business, company, or other information furnished the Goverihment , in
confidence, whether or not it falls technically within category (4) of the bill.
(This principle is ingrained In both common law and statutory law, includ-

45-213- 05-pt, 1- 17
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Ing prior acts of Congress such as 18 U.S.C. 1905; 18 U.S.C. 605; 15 U.S.C. 190;
18 U.S.C. 9; 5 U.S.C. 189b, etc.)

18. All categories of customary privileged matters within the common law
context (doctor-patient, attorney-client, clergy-parishioner, etc.)# whether or
not it comes within categories (4) or (6) of the bill, and including internal
or private matters of private parties not otherwise a matter of public
information.

14. Records and information involved in current or pending claims and
litigation and investigative records not related to "law enforcement" (This
is a needed addition to "law enforcement" under category (7) of the bill.)

15. Records and information, the nondisclosure of which is directed by the
President in the national interest. (Needed to preserve constitutional author-
ity of the executive branch, as more fully discussed below,)
16. Records and information where the scope or nature of the request is of

such character as does not reasonably permit compliance by the agency
because of the unavailability of manpower, or the particular skills needed to
segregate or compile the Information. (This has nothing to do with "with-
baldlug" the information, but simply the capability, administratively, to. cope
with the request to obtain a massive amount of information or specialized
information requiring unavailable skills.)

Except as the context of each item enumerated otherwise suggests, as for
example privileged or proprietary information, or information withheld at the
direction of the President, there would normally be no objection to furnishing
information in the above categories to Congress, the Comptroller General, or any
other authorized governmental source which would reasonably be expected to
avoid indiscriminate publication or access.

Unlike the Administrative Procedure Act which calls for the disclosure of
information to "persons directly and properly concerned," the proposed bill
makes no distinction as to the status of persons seeking the information. The
public interest in seeking a broad policy of liberal Government information dis-
closure should, it Is believed, be balanced by an equal solicitude for avoiding the
release of information in such way or in such circumstances as would promote
the mischievous purposes of intermeddlers, idle curiosity seekers, smut peddlers,
persons with irrelevant prejudicial motives, and others having no reasonably
legitimate interest in the information. An illustration of this principle is con-
tained in the above Item suggesting the need to furnish information on the results
of product tests to the product owner, but not to his competitors.

The bill, imposing, as it does, significant disclosure requirements on the execu-
tive branch, naturally raises questions Involving application of the basic principle
of the equal and coordinate status of the three branches of the Federal Govern-
ment under which no one branch may encroach upon the constitutional pre-
rogatives of the others. In this respect, category (1) of the bill, for example,
appears to contravene this principle by imposing limitations on the executive
branch, excepting only matters "to be kept secret in the Interest of the national
defense or foreign policy." (See, in this regard, Department of Justice comment
on the Apr. 20, 1964, Subcommittee Revision of S. 1668, 88th Cong., 2d sess.,
Administrative Procedure Act hearings before the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, 88th Cong., 2d sess.,
on S. 1663, July 21, 22, 23, 1964, at p. 208, with particular reference to sec. 3 of
that bill; also, the Department of Justice statement of Mar. 6, 1958, before the
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Senate Judiciary Committee, on "Inquiry
by the Legislative Branch Concerning the Decision Making Process and Docu-
ments of the Executive Branch.")

In this connection, the provisions of the bill providing jurisdiction for obtain-
ing injunctions to require disclosure and authorizing the district court "to punish
the responsible officials" for contempt, raises serious problems of fundamental
conflicts between the executive and Judicial branches of government. It is not
unlikely that such a provision would result in Government employees finding
themselves on the horns of a dilemma: noncompliance with a court order, and a
prison sentence for contempt, on the one hand-or, on the other hand, compliance
with the court order and made the subject of disciplinary proceedings or other
prejudicial consequences for failure to carry out an order issued by an authorized
official- of the executive branch. Also, to be noted here, is the inconsistency in
terminology in proposed section (b) as regards the requirement simply to "make
all its records available promptly" but providing a judicial remedy addressed
more broadly to "records and information."
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Although the proposed section (c) of the bill deals with "information" and
"records," category (5) of the bill speaks only of interagency or intra-agency
"memoranda or letters." It would appear appropriate to add the words "or other
matters," in order to make this category coextensive with the section subject
matter.

In category (2) of the bill the reference to internal personnel "rules and prac-
tices" would appear to be narrower than the subject matter of the section which,
as above indicated, deals with "information" and "records." Thus, it would
appear desirable to add the word "matters," a term employed in a similar context
in the introductory portion of section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act.

Subsection (b) of the proposed 5 U.S.C. 22 provides for agency publication of
rules stating the "time," place, and procedure to be followed in making its
records available. If, as we would definitely recommend, it is the purpose of
the reference to "time" to permit agencies to distinguish between availability
of records before and after an event, then we recommend this be clarified. For
example, if it is intended to permit an agency to withhold bid or negotiation
information at least until after award, this is not entirely clear although we
would be Inclined so to construe it since such construction would contribute to
the workability of the criteria.

It is worth noting that the subject matter of the bill Is one which has heretofore
been an integral part of the general structure of the Administrative Procedure
Act, dealing with the broad subject of administrative procedure, authority, and
limitations. It would appear desirable that the subject matter of this bill remain
under section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act since that section deal
with the entire subject of publicc information," and there is recognized inter-
dependence and overlapping between subsection 3(c), proposed to be transferred
to 5 U.N.C. 22, and subsections 3 ia) and (b). which would remain in the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act.

Based upon the foregoing considerations, the General Services Administration
is opposed to enactment of H.R. 5012 in its present form. We recognize that
perhaps some clarifying improvements in section 8 of the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act may be desirable although we believe it has been generally reasonably
construed. If legislation similar to the proposed bill is to be enacted, we recom.
mend consideration of the adoption of amendments which will adequately re-
flect the suggestions above outlined.

The financial effect of the enactment of this measure cannot be estimated by
GSA. However, substantial cost attributable to administration of sich a meas-
ure is inevitable.

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that, from the standpoint of the ad-
ministration's program, there is no objection to the submission of this report to
your committee.

Sincerely yours,
LAwsoN B. KNOTT, Jr., Acting Administrator.

REPLY FRoM HoUsING AND Hom FNANCE AGENCY

HOUSING AND NOM FINANCE AGNcy,
Ow s or TO FE ADmmIATop,
Washinton, D.C., Mae-ok 88,196.

Subject: H.R. 5012, H.R. 5013, HR. 5014, HR. 5015, H.R 5016, H.R. 5017,
H.R 5018, 'HO. 5019, HR 5020, H.R. 5021, H.R. 5237, H.R. 540,
H. 5520, H.R. 5583, 89th Congress.

HOn. WILLIAM L. DAWSON,
Chairman, Orna m tee o. Government Operations,
House of Representatives.

Dues Ma. OvAiMAN: This is in further reply to your request for our views on
the above-captioned identical bills "To amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes
with respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold and
limit availability of records."

These bills would amend existing law relating to the withholding of Informa-
tion from the public or limiting the availability of records to the public by
Federal agencies. They would require each agency, In accordance with pub.
lished rules concerning the time, place. and procedure to be folloWed, to "make
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all its records promptly available to any person," except as to matters that are
(1) specifically required by Executive Order to be kept secret In the interest of
national defense of foreign policy; (2) related solely to the internal personnel
rules and practices of any agency; (8) specifically exempted from disclosure by
statute; (4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained
from the public and privileged or confidential; (5) inter-agency or intra-ageney
memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy; (6) per-
sonnel and medical files and similar matters the disclosure of which would con.
stitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; (7) investigatory
files compiled for law enforcement purposes except to the extent available by
law to a private party; and (8) contained in or related to examination, operat.
ing, or condition of reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of, any
agency responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions.

These bills would also provide that upon complaint by a person seeking
agency records, Federal district courts would have jurisdiction to enjoin
the agency involved from withholding such records and to order the production
of improperly held records. In such cases, the burden of sustaining any with.
holding of records would be on the agency involved and district courts would
be authorized to punish agency officers responsible for noncompliance with court
orders. In addition, such actions would take precedence on district court
dockets over all other actions except those deemed by the court to be "of greater
Importance."

Under the present law, matters of official record are required to be made avail-
able "to persons properly and directly concerned," except for matters "requiring
secrecy in the public interest," "relating solely to the internal management of
an agency", or "held confidential for good cause found" (section 3 of the Admith-
istrative Procedure Act). The proposed bills would require disclosure "to any
person" of "all its records". The only exceptions would be material which the
agency finds by published rule qualifies within one of the eight categories of
records specified above.

The Housing Agency believes this enlargement of the public records re-
quirements would not benefit persons seeking information from proprietary
agencies such as HHFA, but would be very burdensome for the Agency. The
great majority of our papers relating to agency operations concern preliminary
processing of applications for mortgage insurance or loans or grants authorized
by the various programs administered by the Agency. These papers are not
a matter of official record and are not now required to be made available even
to persons directly concerned.

Taken literally, the phrase, "all its records" would seem to require disclosure
to any person of ,l1 intra-agency reports and recommendations and other in-
ternal memoranda (except those dealing "solely with matters of law or policy")
involving the exchange of preliminary views, as contrasted to final action by
authorized officials. This would hinder the free and candid exchange of preli-
ininary views within the Agency.

In addition, the disclosure would often not be in the best interest of the ap-
plicants for benefits under our programs. In the urban renewal program, for
example, the local public agency applying for a loan or grant would not wish
such background information as appraisals of property to be acquired in the
project area to be made a matter of public record by a Federal agency which is
not itself responsible for the acquisition under State or local law. The Agency
might bring some of such material under the exception provided for records
such as "ntra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law
or policy," However, in many cases it is a difficult task to determine whether
a particular matter is one of law or fact, or a combination of law or fact. To
be required to do so on a piecemeal basis would be a considerable administrative
burden, and an unnecessary one in the light of the effectiveness of the present
general provisions relating to public disclosures by agencies acting in a proprie-
tary, rather than a regulatory, capacity.

The Housing Agency recognizes the continuing need to study and improve the
administrative process relating to the disclosure of public records by Federal
agencies. However, we recommend against the changes proposed In these bills.
We believe they would needlessly encumber and delay our work, and would often
hurt rather than protect those with whom we deal,

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that there is no objection to the
presentation of this report-from the standpoint of the Administration's program.

Sincerely yours,
RonEir 04 WxAvzu, Administrator.
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REPLY Fio a INTERSTATE COMrMERCE COMMISSION

INTUSTATE COMMERCE ( OuMuSwON
Waehttigton, D.O., March 24,1966.

Hon. WnLtIM L. DAWSON
Ohaimnn, Oommittee on government Operatows,
Houso ot Represeetatives.

DEA CHIRS AN DAWsoN: This is in response to your letter of March 15, 1965,
requesting a report on a bill, H.R. 5012, introduced by Congressman Moss, to
amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal
officers and agencies to withhold information and limit the availability of rec-
ords. This matter has been referred to our Committee On Legislation and I am
authorized to submit the following comments in its behalf:

Section 101 of the Revised Statutes (6 U.S.O. 1 22) applies only to the heads
of the departments enumerated in 5 U.S.C. 1 1. Since the Interstate Commerce
Commission is not one of the agencies named therein, section 101 of the Revised
Statutes does not now apply to the Commission. However, H.R. 5012 would
define the term "agency," as used in section 101 of the Revised Statutes, to
include each authority of the Federal Government other than the Congress or
the courts.

In the performance of its duties under the Interstate Commerce Act, the
Commission traditionally has favored disclosure of information to the public
except in those instances where specific statutory requirements or national
security considerations prohibit such disclosure. In this connection, section
17(3) of the Interstate Commerce Act requires that every vote and official act
of the Conkinission be made a matter of record and available to the public on
request.

Althltughl most of the Comumission's records are now open to tile public, the
chaInges prolJi vii by II:R. 5012 would prevent the Commisslon from withholding
a limited ainotil of information which, for sound reasons of administration or
public policy, ought not to be disclosed.

Since thh term "record" is not defined, we presume that the bill is intended to
cover all lmal'rs which oln agency preserves in the performance of its functions.
Because of su h tin all-inclusive definition of the term "records," broader exemp-
tions should he provided in proposed section 101(c) in order to permit agencies
to exerelst, some rile of reason in regard to the disclosure of information.

For example, the fifth exemption in proposed section 101(c) (p. 8, lines 7-9)
Is not broad enough to protect front disclosure communications between mem-
bers of the Commission and its staff in the internal decisional processes, com-
munications between the Commission, on the one hand, and the President and
the Congress on the other, and communications between the Commission and
other persons unrelated to the Commission's decisional processes. The phrase,
"Inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with mat-
ters of law or policy," would not enable the ommission to withhold staff memo,
randa dealing primarily with the analysis of the facts involved in particular
cases, as distinguished from legal and policy issues. Moreover, parties to
Commission proceedings involving rates would be able to demand memoranda
from the .Commission's cost finding section advising the Commission of the cost
of performing the particular movements involved. If the Commission made
such information available, the parties presumably would have an opportunity
to comment upon the advice given to the Commission by its own cost experts.
If the Commission refused to make such memoranda available, the parties to
these rate proceedings could then go to court with the result that further action
in the case by the Commission would be delayed while the matter was pending
in court. Thus, regardless of whether the -Commission disclosed or refused to
disclose Intra-agency memoranda not dealing "solely with matters of law or
policy," a serious delay in' the disposition of cases would occur.

The term "inter-agency or Intra-agency memorandums or letters" is not broad
enough to cover correspondence between the Commission and committees of the
Congress or Individual Members of Congress. The-term "agency" is defined in
proposed section 161(b) to exclude the Congress. We have always believed that
letters' from the Commission to congressional committees or to individual Mem-
bers. of the Oongress should not be disclosed by the Commission, but the die.
closure of such reports and correspondence'is a matter for thO'committees of the
Congress and the Members of the Congress to decide. We do not mean to suggest
that our correspondence- with congressional committeeiR or with, Membeis of the
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Congress would reveal any improprieties, but we do believe that if were required
to disclose such correspondence to any person who might ask for it, that its
publication out of context might seriously embarrass the Congress and its
Members,

In addition, the bill is deficient in -that it fails to exempt from compulsory
disclosure the Commission's records and correspondence with carriers subject
to its jurisdiction, For example, we do not believe that we should honor a
request of a student who seeks to examine all of the correspondence between the
Commission and a large railroad over a 5-year period. Even it there were only
a relatively few such requests, the 'burden of the Commission would be intoler-
able and far out of the proportion to any benefit to the person receiving such
information,

As we read the judicial enforcement provisions of proposed new section 161 (b),
unless the record denied were within one of the enumerated exceptions, the
district court would have no discretion in ordering disclosure, regardless of how
slight the complainant's justification may be when considered against the incon-
venience and expense to the agency. As a minimum, the' court should be em-
powered In its discretion to require a complainant to Justify his demands.

For the reasons set forth above, we are opposed to the enactment of H.R. 5012
in its present form.

Respectfully submitted.
CIARLS A. WinS,

Chairman, Committee on Legislation.
CHARLES A. WtnD,
JOHN W. BusH,
EVERI HUTOIN.SOX.'.

Rzmy FROM NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPAOE ADMINISTRATON,Washing~ton, D.C ., Afal 6,.196.,5.
Ron. JOHN E. Moss,
Chairman, Foreign Operations and Government Information Subcmnmtttee, on-

mittee on Government Operations, House of Representatives, Washitngton,
D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is in further reply to your letter of March 25, 1965,
requesting comments by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on
H.R. 5012, a bill to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to the
authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold information and limit the
availability of records.

Subsection (a) of section 106 of the Revised Statutes (codified at 5 U.S.C. 22),
as it would be amended by the bill, gives the head of each Department authority
to prescribe regulations for the conduct of the Department's business: it is
appropriate "housekeeping" legislation and follows the language of the first
sentence of the existing statute.

The important new provisions of the bill are those which set out the condi-
tions under which agencies of the Government may be compelled to produce
records otherwise withheld. Federal district courts would have the power to
compel agencies to produce records under the sanction of contempt charges.
Action could be initiated by a complaint after which the agency would bear the
burden of sustaining its action. The court could, in its discretion, give precedence
on its docket to complaints filed under the authority of the proposed bill. The
provisions appear to be unnecessary, particularly in their application to the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. In a letter addressed to the
subcommittee under date of March 17, 1965, this agency stated:

"NASA's official policy is that no limitations are placed upon the availability
of records to the public except those which are imposed pursuant to Executive
Order No, 10501, as amended, pertaining to the disclosure of information classi-
fied in the interest of national security. In addition, however, limitations are
placed upon'the disclosure of information submitted by individuals and firms
which is proprietary, or consists of trade secrets, or confidential financial infor.
mation. In this latter connection, 18 U.S.C. 1905 imposes criminal penalties upon
employees of the Government who disclose such information without authority
of law. The availability of security and personnel records and reports is like-
wise limited in many instances in order to protect the sources of the Government's
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Information as well as the legitimate right of privacy of the individuals con-
cerned."

It should be noted that all classes of records excepted from NASA's general
policy as stated above, under subsection (c) of the proposed legislation, would
be privileged,

The legislation would impose undue burdens on the Government and its officials
in carrying out its business. The courts have long recognized the necessity for
officials of the Government to exercise their duties unembarrassed by lawsuits
in respect of actions taken in the performance of their work--suits which would
consume time and energies that would otherwise be devoted to governmental
services, Barr v. Matteo, 860 U.S. 564, 571 (1059) ; Gregoire v. Riddle, 177 F. 2d
579,1581. 0

There is no precise meaning ascribed to the terni "records" as it appears in
subsection (b). It could mean any document or item containing information in
the possession of the agency including such diverse objects as contracts, Invoices,
transcription belts, and tape recordings. Moreover, there later appears in sub.

section (b) the phrase "records and information." It Is not clear whether the
term "records," when it first appears, is intended to encompass "Information,"
nor is it clear what 'information" would mean as opposed to "records." If it
means something different from records, then it would not be available under
agency procedures which only encompass means of acquiring "records," leaving
"information" to be acquired through court process.

There is no requirement that one requesting records Identify the desired Item
or make a showing that he has a legitimate need for them. Anyone, merely out
of idle curiosity, could compel an agency to produce all of its records except for
those classes of items withheld lursuant to subsection (c) of the proposed legis-
lation. The expense and administrative burden stemming from that type of re-
quest could seriously Impair the operations of any agency, including NASA.

Shifting the burden of proof to the agency for sustaining Its decisions ivith
respect to withholding creates additional problems. There would be evidentiary
questions, such as the extent of the showing an agency would have to make to
sustain its actions and the extent to which a court would be permitted to go
behind an administrative determination that records should be withheld because
they deal with exempt categories of Information.

From the foregoing It appears that, not only is the proposed legislation un-
necessary in that its purposes can be, and, in fact, are being, accomplished under
existing law, the administration of them would result In confusion and unneces-
sary expense of time and money. Accordingly, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration recommends against the enactment of H.R. 5012.

This report has been submitted to the Bureau of the Budget which has advised
that, from the viewpoint of the program of the President. there is no objection to
its submission to the Congress.

Sincerely yours,
RICHARD L. CALLAGHANr,

Assistant Administrator for Legislativc Affairs.

REPLY FROm NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIoNs BOARD,
Washington, D.C., March 25, 1964.

HOn. JOHN E. Moss,
C0hairmath Suboommittee on Foreign Operations and Government Informaton

of the committee on Government Operatone, House of Representatives.
DzAx CONGESSMAN MOSS: It Is our understanding, based on communications

with Mr. Benny Kass of the subcommittee staff, that hearings will soon be held
on h.R. 5012, a bill to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes with respect to
the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold Information and limit
the availabilityof -records, and that you would be Interested In having an expres-
sion of the views of the National Labor Relations Board respecting the Impact
this bill would have upon Its operations.

At the outset, permit me to state that we do not challenge the general purposes
of the bill to assure access by the public, to the fullest extent practicable, to
information concerning the operations of administrative and other governmental
agencies. In our view, however, the proposal contains a number of serious'deft-
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ciencles which, if enacted into law, would hamper this agency In carrying out
its functions effecettely and in the best interests of the public.

The proposed subsection (b) of section 101 would require agencies to make
their records "available to any person." The phrase "any person" is unduly
embracive and could lead to a disruption of the Government's business by open-
ing the door to unjustified requests for information by curiosity seekers and irre-
sponsible persons. (See testimony of Prof. Kenneth C. Davis, hearings before
the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Committee
on the Judiciary, 88th Cong., 2d sess. of S. 1603, July 23, 1964, pp. 247-248.)
Consideration should be given to some words of limitation, such as 'persons
properly and directly concerned" (as presently contained in section 3 of the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 1002), or "persons with a legitimate
interest."

The district court procedure set out in subsection (b) to restrain the with-
holding of agency records provides for a de novo determination by the court.
However, where the alleged withholding has taken place in an administrative
proceeding it would appear that the normal procedlure for judicial review of final
agency orders should be followed and would provide an adequate remedy. In
the case of this agency, section 10(f) of the National Labor Relations Act pro-
vides that any party aggrieved by a final order of the Board may obtain review
of such order in dn appropriate U.S. coutt of appeals.

Subsection (b) also provides that in suits to compel disclosure of records
"the burden shall be upon the agency to sustain its action." This is contrary to
the ordinary civil discovery procedure; rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure provides that a court may order production of books and papers upon-
motion of "any party showing good cause therefor." There would appear to be-
no good reason to reverse the procedure when an agency of the Government is
the holder of the records sought by a litigant.

Subsection (c) (2) excepts from the provisions of subsection (b) matters that
are "related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency."
The language of this exception appears to be unduly restrictive. We see no good
reason for departing front the exception now provided in section 8 of the Admin-
istrative Procedure Act-i.e., "any matter relating solely to the internal manage-.
ment of an agency," and this language should be substituted.

Subsection (c)'(3) excepts matters that are "specifically exempted from dis-
closure by statute." The use of the narrow term "statute" fails to take into
account the law in this area created by sound judicial decisions. The substitu-
tion of "law" for "statute" would preserve the carefully considered principles
established in such landmark cases as U.S. v. Morgan, 313 US. 409, 422; Hick-
man v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 657; Kaiser Aluminum (Jo. v. U.S., 157 F. Supp. 939 (Ct.
Cl.), and Roviaro v. U.=, 353 U.S. 53, 59-62.

Subsection (c) (4) excepts matters that are "trade secrets and commercial or
financial information obtained from. the public and privileged or confidential."
Tht. phrase "commercial or financial" unnecessarily limits this exception. The
equivalent exception in S. 1666 (88th Cong., 2d sess.), as passed by the Senate
(110 Congressional Record 17080), contained more preferable language, i.e.,
"trade secrets and other information obtained from the public and customarily
privileged or confidential."

Subsection (c) (5) excepts "Interagency or Intra-agency memoranda or letters
dealing solely with matters of law or policy." There Is infrequent occasion to
deal with abstract legal or policy questions; most agency Internal communica-
tions relate to legal or policy issues based upon a specific set of facts or to mixed
questions of law, policy, andfact. In view of themlmited nature of the exception
provided by )(5), an agency would thus be required to make available virtually
all of it internal documents, since most of them would deal to some extent with'
facts, This would include Internal staff memoranda containing advice and rec-
omnmendations relative to pending cases, working papers, tentative draft deci-
sions, etc. All of these documents tend to reveal the mentaI processes of decision
makers and their staffs in arriving at determinations In specific cases and are
entitled to be privileged against disclosure. See Morgan v. U.S., oupra., and
Kaiser AlUmain umn Co. v. NXL.t.B., supra. In sum, if internal reports are to be
worth anything, they must bw based on facts rather than abstractions, and they
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must be the free expressions of those who prepare them and not something"cleared for publication." As the Supreme Court said in Hio1lman v. Taylor,
supra, "Not even the most liberal of discovery theories can justify unwarranted
inquiries into the files and mental impressions of an attorney." This is to say
nothing of the mental processes of the decisionmakers themselves. It is sug-
gested, therefore, that this exception be broadened to read as follows: "inter-
agency or intra-agency memoranda, letters, or other papers."

Subsection (c) (0) excepts "personnel and medical files and similar matters the
disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy." While there is some ambiguity here, we construe this as providing
an unqualified exception for personnel and medical files, the limiting phrase"the disclosure of which, etc.", modifying only "similar matters." There is no
reason why only personnel and medical files should be generally excepted. In
any event;, the requirement of a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy" would appear to be unduly restrictive and to offer insufficient protection
to a right highly valued In our democratic society. Consideration should be
given to the deletion of the underlined phrase.

Subsection (c) (7) excepts from availability "investigatory files compiled
for law enforcement purposes except to the extent they are available by law
to a private party." This provision would appear to permit a Board respondent
to obtain the affidavits taken from employees and other persons in the course
of the preliminary investigation of an unfair labor practice case, even though
those persons may never be called as witnesses in the proceeding. For, "to the
extent * * * available by law to a private party," could well encompass the
discovery procedures of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and such affidavits
would be obtainable under those procedures. To permit the disclosure of pre-
trial statements of persons who may never be called as witnesses would unduly
interfere with the administration of the National Labor Relations Act, for these.
persons, who are generally employees, would be reluctant to give statements
if they knew that their statements could be revealed to a hostile employer or
union in a position to take retaliatory action affecting their economic welfare,
even though they may not be called to testify. In recognition of this fact, the
courts have held that it is an interference with employee rights under the act
for an employer to ask employees for copies of statements which they have given
to Board agents, and about the matters contained in those statements. Texas
Industries v. i.L.R.B., 330 F. 2d 128 (C.A. 6) ; Surprenant Afg. Co. v. N.L.R.B.,
58 LRRM 2484 (C.A. 6); N.L.R.B. v. Winn-Dtxie, 58 LRRM 2475 (C.A. 6).
Under the more limited Jenoks rule, which is applicable to Board proceedings,
pretrial statements are made available, but only in the cases of those persons:
who have been called as witnesses in the Board proceeding. Accordingly, it is
suggested that the exclusion in (7) be amended as follows: "(7) investigatory
files, including statements of agency witnesses until such witnesses have been
called to testify in an action or proceeding and request Is timely made by a
private party for the production of relevant parts of such statements for pur-
poses of cross-examination."

Finally, the proposed subsection (a) of section 161 authorizes "the head
of each Department to prescribe regulations * * * for the government of his
Department." This has been interpreted as not being applicable to, and thus.
not vesting this authority in, heads of "agencies" as distinguished from "De-
partments." A recent decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Oir-
cult so held, General Engineering, 14o., and Harvey Aluminum v. National Labor
Relations Board, 58 LRRM 2432 (C1A. 9). There is something of an anomaly
in using a statute which is otherwise not applicable to "agencies" to prescribe
rules relating to the ahVilability of their records. It is suggested that consid-
eration, be given to claorifyng tio applicability of section 161(a) to make it
clear that heads of agencies are also included.

In view of the above comments, this agency would be opposed to the enact-
ment of H.R. 5012 in its present form. We would appreciate having this report
included in the record of the hearings on this bIlL

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that it has no objection to the sub-
mission of this report to your committee.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM FELDESMAN, Solicitor.

* .' 'I **~I>..*.
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REPLY FROM SECURITIES AN) EXCitANGE CO3MissION

SZEUMRTIES AND EXONANGS COMMISSION,
WaehhTton, D.C., March 19, 1965.

Re H.R. 5012, H.R. 5013, H.R. 5014, H.R. 5015, H.R. 5010, H.R. 5017, H.R. 5018,
H.R. 5019, H.R. 520, H.R. 5021, H.R. 5237, H.R. 5406, H.R. 5520, H.R. 5583,
H.R. 6172, 89th Congress.

Hon. WiUL4u L. DAWSON,
Chairman, Comnittee on Government Operation8, HoiUa of RcprDe8etatLL'es.

DrAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Bureau of the Budget has advised that from the
standpoint of the administration's program it has no objection to the comments in
the Commission's memorandum on the above bills.

Sincerely yours,
HUGH F. OWENS, Commissiowr.

MEMORANDUM ON H.R. 5012. 89Ti CoNGRSS

The provisions of HR. 5012 are intended "[tio make sure that the public gets
the information it is entitled to have about public business * * * ." 1 by amend.
ing section 161 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (5 U.S.C. 22), com-
monly known as the Federal "housekeeping" statute. To accomplish this pur-
pose the bill would require that all agency records, with certain limited ex-
ceptions, be made available for inspection by any person.

This Commission agrees that unnecessary secrecy in the operation of the
Government should be eliminated and that Government agencies should at-
tempt to facilitate the securing of information by members of the public having
a legitimate interest therein. Indeed, the enactment of the statutes administered

by this Commission was in large part motivated by the desirability of making
Information available to members of the public which might be pertinent to their
investment decisions. Accordingly, the vast bulk of material contained in this
Commission's files is public and .the Commission makes every effort to have it
readily available to the press and to individual members of the publicO The
Commission attempts to comply not only with the letter of section 3 of the
Administrative Procedure Act, dealing with public information, but also with the
spirit of that section. Rule 25(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practice pro-
vides that all information contained in documents filed with the Commission is
public unless otherwise provided by statute or rule or directed by the Commis-
sion. In addition to complying with the publication provisions of section 3 of
the Administrative Procedure Act, the Commission seeks to assure wide dis-
semination of its rule proposals, rules, opinions and interpretations adopted
for the guidance of affected persons by furnishing copies of this material to the
press, making it available for public inspection at the Commission's offices and
sending copies to numerous persons on mailing lists which' the Commission
maintains. These mailing lists include persons who are directly subject to regu-
lation by the statutes we administer as well as those who have requested certain
classes of material from the Commission. The latter category alone includes
more than 35,000 names.

On the other hand, the Commission treats certain types of matters as non-
public, including documents afforded confidential treatment pursuant to schedule
A, paragraph 30 of the Securities Act of 1933, section 24 of the Securities Ex-
change Act of 1934, section 22(b) of the Holding Company Act of 1935, section
45(a) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, and section 210 of the Investment
Advisers Act of 1940, and proceedings in connection'therewith, material obtained
in any nonpublic proceeding, Inter-agency and Intra-ageney correspondence, memo-
randums and working papers, documents relating to Internal matters, prelim-
inary copies of proxy material, correspondence with the public, and classifiedmaterial.

The major difficulties that would be created for this Commission by enactment
of. H.R, 5012 would flow from possible arguments that various of the exceptions
from the general disclosure requirements are not sufficiently broad to permit

' See remarks of Con ressman Fasceil when Introducing HL. 5013, an Identical bill.
111 Congresnional Record 2857 (1965).

' The breadth of the material available to the vubllc It demonstrated by the list which
the Commisnon has prepared and Issued to the.pub te entflod "Compiation ft Documentary
Materials Available In the SEC," a copy of which Is attached.
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confidential treatment of some types of information that we believe should not
lie made generally public.

We are of the view that there are important considerations why certain
material in the Commission's files should not be subject to general public Meru-
tiny, as where disclosure of the material would impair the advice and assistance
we render to persons seeking to comply with the statutes we administer, where
It would unfairly Injure members of the public, or where it would interfere with
free communication between Government officials with respect to the most
efficacious manner of administering the law. Certain of these considerations
are recognized in the legislative history of, the Administrative Procedure Act,
which points to the problem of publicity which might "reflect adversely upon
any person, organization, product or commodity" prior to "actual and final
adjudleation" by an agency. (11. Rept. 1980, 79th Cong., 2d seas. (1946), p. 40.)
The importance of these considerations may vary In different situations. Thus,
information sought in a congressional investigation or pertinent to the deter-
mination of a lawsuit might properly be made available despite counteravalling
considerations which would be sufficient to refuse to make the Information avail-
able to casual Inquirers.

We would emphasize that, as to a large part of the material in the Commis-
sion's files which is not made public, the primary reason for privacy is to protect
the rights and Interests of private persons having business before the Commission.
The statutes administered by the Commission have an Impact on a wide variety
and great number of business transactions and arrangements; consequently,
]Msinessmen very often must determine the effect of these statutes upon proposed
transactions and arrangements and the steps necessary to be taken In planning
and executing them so that there will be no delays resulting from questions that
might otherwise be raised as to full compliance with the securities law. To en-
able these matters to be resolved properly, full details of proposed transactions
such as mergers, acquisitions, and financing plans are given to and discussed with
the Commission's staff, often substantially in advance of the consummation of the
transactions. Businessmen expect, and we believe have a right to expect, that
their confidence in disclosing these matters will be respected: otherwise the
administration of the Federal securities laws would be greatly complicated
and the ability of American and international business organizations to plan
and execute important transactions within time schedules required by economic
circumstances would be Impaired. These transactions may be of international
Importance and sometimes directly Involve foreign governments. Without these
Informal discussions by which business problems are resolved in a businesslike
way, administration of the securities laws would be greatly impaired and, indeed,
it is doubtful that these laws could be effectively administered. The Commission
has repeatedly been commended for evolving such informal procedures for advis-
ing persons seeking to comply with the law. Professor Loss has stated: '
"This practice-which a task force of the second Hoover Commission reported as
having been 'most effectively used' by the SEC 4-Is an essential and popular
service with the bar and the securities Industry. Thousands of such opinions
are given each year."

Privacy is essential to this process. Businessmen should not be compelled
to give premature publicity to proposed business transactions which they would
otherwise keep strictly confidential for the protection of their business, simply
"because, as a practical matter, It Is necessary that they consult the Commission
In advance. Moreover, premature and unplanned disclosure of contemplated
business transactions which are discussed with the Commission could affect
the markets for the securities of the companies involved" and afford an op-

portunity to overreneh the investing public to those persons who first gained ac-cess to the information ..
Similarly It would Ile impossible as a practical matter for the Ceonmisson

to enforce Its proxy rules If it were unable to keep preliminary proxy material
nonpublic. The Commission's proxy rules, which relates to corporate elections
and corporate actions requiring the vote of security -holders and, which are
applicable to all corporations listed on national securities exchanges as well as
to numerous other companies. provide that material to be sent to stockholders

A3 .oLesp. "Recritles Regulation" (1061), p. 189.
, Comminssion on Organization of the xeetitive Branch of the Government, Task ForceReort Legal Service,, and P roeedt~res (19i 5) 189. Rpr f8ell8~ro h lcill Mre o h Jerte n ~clalt

ftejr 4m ort o 9 U t. . 1 0
A"Sot fopcia. Study of th etitsMrkt of the Secrities aind ErChamP

'Commission. ff. Doe. 95, PCt. SAMt ('ong.. 1st sess., (MR6), pp. 70-93.
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shall be filed first in preliminary form with this Commission. The examining
staff make certain suggestions so that the material will not be in any way
misleading and It is only after the participants have had an opportunity to make
the changes suggested by the staff that the definitive material is sent out to
shareholders. By reason of the nonpublic nature of the preliminary material
we have been able with a minimum of litigation to see to it that American In-
vestors have had fairly presented to them the matters upon which they must
vote. Were the preliminary material public and susceptible to being reprinted
in the press, there would be no opportunity for staff processing of the material
and the Commission's only remedy would be to seek injunctive relief in the
courts. That alternative, besides being time consuming and exlnsive, can
rarely provide full relief and may require postponement of corporate meetings
and generally disrupt the affairs of the business community.

Accordingly, while we believe that the foregoing types of information, us well
as the staff's work product in connection therewith, are intended to be in-
cluded in exemption (4) of the bill for matters that are "trade secrets and
commercial or financial information obtained from the public and privileged
or confidential," we urge that this be made clear.

Other material in the Commission's fles is nonpublic primarily to protect
persons against the possibility of adverse publicity if it should ultimately be
determined that charges against them have not been substantiated. In the
event that charges should not be proved in such cases, not even the Commis-
sion's opinion would be made public. We are concerned about possible argu-
ments that such material is not "specifically exempted from disclosure by
statute" (exception (3)) or otherwise exempted. Where the Commission in-
stitutes proceedings pursuant to rule 2(e) of its rules of practice to disqualify
a practitioner before it, the proceedings are nonpublic. With respect to pro-
ceedings for the revocation or denial of registration of brokers and dealers
in securities or of Investment advisers, section 22 of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 and section 212 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 have been.
interpreted to Ipermit private proceedings for they say that hearings ordered
by the Commission thereunder "may be public."" Whether the Commission
makes these revocation or denial proceedings public depends uplon considerations
present in the particular situations. Thus, broker and dealer denial or revoca-
tion proceedings may be made public where they are based upon facts established
in public records, as for example, where proceedings are haspd upon an Injums.
tion, a criminal conviction, or a prior determination by the Commission in an
order or decision which his become public that violations wore committed by a
particular person. If the Commission has previously determined in a revoca-
tion or denial proceeding that a particular individual willfully violated the
Securities Act or the Securities Exchange Act, a subsequent proceeding arising
out of an application for registration by that person or a proceeding involving
a registrant controlled by or controlling such person and based upon the prior
finding as to that person, would normally be public. The proceedings may be
made public because substantial charges of fraud are involved or it otherwise
appears that the investing public should be alerted to the situation prior to the
completion of the proceedings. Another reason for ordering'public proceedings
may be to alert injured investors to the possibility of a civil remedy prior to
the running of the statute of limitatons. Likewise, proceedings may be made
Public to alert the securities Industry to the fact that the Commission has taken
action with respect to the particular practices to be involved, In theproceedings.
It should be notod that where the Comtitssion directs that'a 1roee(,dhIg be non-
public the privacy can, of course, be waived by the subject of the proceeding.

The American Bar Associatlon has indicated its view that such Commission
proceedings should be made public only ont an even more limited basis and should
normally be nonpublic. It has urged the Commission " * * to provide that
disclplinaey procedings livolvlng brokers, depleors, or othe' ,.rsong' elg ft.,d in
the securities business will be coiducted in private and without publicity as to
their pendency or the facts developed therein * * *" except where the Com-
mission has determined in an independent private proceeding that the discipli-
nary proceeding should be conducted publicly. See Resolution IV, February 17,
1964, House of Delegates, American Bar Association.

We are also concerned that it might be argued that exception (5) for
"interagency or intra-agency memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters

,@See also see. 19 of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1985, se. 320 of the
Trust Indenture Act of 1039, and see. 41 of the Investment Company Act of 1940,
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of law or policy" is not applicable if such documents deal with law or policy in the
context of specific facts. This argument would convert such work product of
the professional staff of the Commission, and of the Commissioners themselves,
into public documents. We do not see what purpose would be served by giving
the general public access to such material or to such other memorandums as
those recording conferences among the Commissioners, between the Commission
and the staff, or between representatives of this and those of other agencies, such
as the Department of Justice, relating to specific factual situations. We can see
no reason why such memorandums exchanged between Commissioners and the
staff should be treated differently from those between Federal Judges and their
assistants.

The proposed amendments also would authorize district courts to order the
production of Information improperly withheld from any person. We assume no
change Is intended in the normal requirement of exhaustion of administrative
remedies, for surely a refusal by the staff where Commlslon review Is available
but not invoked should not support interference by a district court.

We also assume that the provision entitling a person to a district court trial
de novo of the propriety of an agency's withholding of requested material Is not
to be construed to defeat confidential treatment where properly given. Thus, we
would suppose that any examination of the Information sought would consist
of an In-camera Inspection by the judge.

Finally, we suggest that subsection (a) of the bill be amended by Inserting
the words "and Agency" Immediately after "Department" in the first line thereof
(line r5, p. 1 of the bill) and Inserting the words "or Agency" Immediately after
"Department" In the third line thereof (line 7, p. 1). This suggestion Is made
on the assumption that subsection (c) is Intended to permit agencies as well as
departments to maintain the confidentiality of material In the exempted cate-
gories. The present structure of the bill may give rise to arguments that the
authority for nondisclosure provided in subsection (c) relates only to govern-
mental bodies to which subsection (a) applies.

Should the foregoing views not be adopted, the Commission would feel con-
strained to oppose the bill In Its present form.

I:PLY FROM SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSIT

SP.LnVE SERVICE SYsTEM,
Washingtoi, D.C., May 7, 1965.

'Hon. JoHN I. Moss,
• Chairman, Foreoign Operations and Government Information Suboommittee of the

Committee on Government Operations, Raybum House Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIMAN: I am pleased to furnish my comments as you requested
in your letter of March 25, 1965, on H.R. 5012, a bill to amend section 161 of
the Revised Statutes with respect to the authority of Federal officers and agen-
cies to withhold information and limit the availability of records.

The Selective Service System has in the past pointed out that legislation in
this area would jeopardize Selective Service operations unless it contained an
exception for the material in the files of registrants obtained in confidence and
heretofore protected from disclosure by law or regulation.

11.R. 5012 includes' an exception from disclosure of personnel and medical
files and similar matters the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly un-

-warranted invasion of personal privacy, That language appears to asture the-
confidentiality of registrant files essential to the continued operation of Selective

-Service.
With that exception included, the hill, if it became law, would permit the

Selpetive Service System to continue to obtain from registrants the informatloi
necessary for their proper classification which is basic to the proper selection
of individuals for service in the Armed Forces as needed.

In another respect, however, a provision of the bill would so adversely affect
the operations of the System that I have to oppose Its enactment. The bill
would protect from disclosure only those internal agency working papers which
are Interagency or intraagency memorandums or letters dealing solely with
matters of law or policy. This restricton is far too narrow. It would leave

availablee to the public practically everything reduced to writing other than such
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memorandums or letters. Any reference or statement in a memorandum or-
letter concerning any matter other than law or policy would apparently remove
It from protection,

The Bureau of the Budget has advised that it has no objection to the submis.
sion of this report to your committee.

Sincerely yours,
Lswis B. HiERsnEY, Dircetor.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

VETERANS' ADM|NsTaTIoN,
Washington, D.C., Maroh 15, 1965.

Hon. WiLLAM L. DAWSON,
Ohairman, committee on b7overntment Operations,
House of Representatives.

DFAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request for a report by the
Veterans' Administration on H.R. 5012, H.R. 5018, H.R. 5014, H.R. 5015, H.R. 5016,.
H.R. 5017, H.R. 5018, H.R. 5019, H.R. 5M0, and H.R. 5021, identical 89th Con-
gress bills, each entitled "A bill to amend section 161 of the Revised Statutes
with respect to the authority of Federal officers and agencies to withhold in-
formation and limit the availability of records."

These bills would amend section 101 of the Rbvised Statutes of the United
States (5 U.S.C. 22) by adding thereto new subsections (b) and (c).

Subsection (b) would provide that every agency "'shall, in accordance with
published rules stating the time, place, and procedure to be followed, make all
its records promptly available to any person." In addition, It would provide for
judicial enforcement, vesting jurisdiction in the district courts of the United
States to enjoin an agency from withholding records or information, other than
records or Information specifically excluded from the scope of the bill, deter-
mining the matter de novo, with the burden upon the agency to sustain its ac
tion. It further specifically authorizes punishment of responsible officers for
contempt where there is noncompliance with the court's order and gives proceed-
Ings under this section precedence on the docket over all other causes, except such
other causes as the court deems of greater importance.

Subsection (c) would authorize withholding information from the public or
limiting the availability of records to the public in eight instances; specifically
matters (1) that are required by Executive order to be kept secret in the in-
terest of the national defense or foreign policy; (2) related solely to the internal
personnel rules and practices of the agency; (3) exempted from disclosure by
statute; (4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained
from the public and privileged or confidential; (5) Interagency or intrangency
memorandums or letters dealing solely with matters of law or policy; (0) per-
sonnel and medical files and similar matters, the disclosure of which would
constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; (7) Investigatory
files compiled for law enforcement purposes, except to the extent available by
law to a private party; and (8) contained in or related to examination, operating,
or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency
responsible for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions.

Under the provisions of these bills, veterans' claims matters would continue
to be exempt from disclosure because of section 8801 of title 88, United States
Code, which provides in part: "All files, records, reports, and other papers and
documents pertaining to any claim under any of the laws administered by the
Veterans' Administration shall be confidential and privileged, and no disclosures
theref'shall be made except as follows.'

Following the quoted language, certain specific exemptions are made under
which material otherwise confidential may be released. In general, these
pertain to disclosures to the claimant or his duly authori7ted agent or representa-
tive as to matters concerning himself alone, or when Information Is required
by process of a U.S. court or by any department or other agency of the U.S.
Government. -One exemption Is the requirement that the amount of pension,
compensation, or dependency and indemnity compensation of any beneficiary
shall be made known to any person who applies for such information. Likewise,
these bills would exempt from disclosure Internal rules and practices dealing
with personnel and Internal communications dealing solely with matters of law
or policy.
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While the exceptions provided In these bills remove many of the areas of
major concern, it is believed that, If enacted into law in their present form,
there would be a resultant adverse impact on this agency, Purely as a matter
of good business management and efficiency, It would be undesirable to create
a situation under which agency officials would be reluctant to reduce anything to
writing unless it was so innocuous that it could be made available to any
lrson including the press, private counsel, speculators, Government contractors,
or -ven the idly curious, at any time, present or future. It would seriously
impede the effectiveness of administrative investigations, the successful con-
dutt of which Is no less dependent on their confidential nature, than an investi-
gation conducted for law enforcement purposes. It Is difficult to conceive a
successful procurement program were contractors to be afforded access to the
agency's records, such as estimates of costs, prior to bidding.

Administratively It Is believed that, if enacted into law, these bills would
give rise to many complex and costly prolbems. They are so broad In scope
that they could, and probably would, create excessive demands on an agency for
information, requiring costly duplication and transfer of records In order to
make them available. Further, the easy access to the courts provided In the
bill could give rise to extensive litigation, which in many instances, would
be unwarranted by the circumstances. The impact of this problem Is great-
ly magnified by the failure of the bill to limit in any way the persons to whom
the records must be made available, subjecting the agency to requests which
could be frivolous, without purpose, and In some cases, made for the purpose
of harassment only.

The Veterans' Administration is not opposed to the principle of furnishing
to the public as complete information concerning our operations as is feasible.
To the contrary, we take great pains to see that information of interest to the
public is made available. The policy of the Veterans' Administration is set
out In Veterans' Administration manual MP-1, chapter 4, section 405.01 provid-
ing: "Both the veteran and the public are entitled to full information about
VA. The Administrator's policy is that VA will release all available Informa-
tion about Its activities, freely and frankly, to all information media. This
policy must be carried out."

If a bill, such as those under consideration, is to be enacted into law, it is
urged that consideration be given to the following changes:

The phrase "any person" appearing In line 3, page 2, of the proposed sub-
section (b) of section 161 of the Revised Statutes be defined to include only
those having a demonstrated legitimate interest in the records requested
and the phrase "and the burden shall be upon the agency to sustain Its ac-
tion." appearing in lines 12 and 13, page 2 thereof, be deleted.

The exception appearing In proposed subsection (e) (2), lines 3 and 4,
page 3, be amended to read, "related solely to the Internal personnel rules,
and management practices of any agency," and proposed subsection (c) (7),
lines 12, 13, and 14, page 3, be amended to read, "Investigatory files com-
piled for law enforcement or administrative purposes except to the extent
available by law to a private party,".

It must be our view that any public Information requirement must preserve
to the agency's discretion the right to determine the extent to which It is feailble
or in the public Interest to make Its records available for random public Inspec-
tion. Consequently, we cannot recommend favorable consideration of these
bills by your committee.

We are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is no objection from
the standpoint of the Administration's program to the presentation of this report
to your Committee.

Sincerely, W. 3. Dauvsu Administraor.





Analysis of Agency Comments on S. 1666

During the 88th Conres the Administrative Practice and Proce-
dures Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee held hearI'gs
on S. 1666. During the hearings many objections were advanced by
executive branch agencies to the bill as introduced. These objections
were based on the variety and types of Government information which
the agencies claimed would be open for disclosure should the bill, in
its original form, become law.
Following are tables listing the major recognizable types of Govern-

ment information listed in statements and testimony of Government
witnesses at hearings before the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure, October 28-31, 1963. (See the subcommit-
tee's hearings, 88th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 161-166, 194-205, 224-320.)

The tables list seven major categories of information which iov-
ernment agencies contended should not be disclosed. Since each cate-
gory is based on the agencies' own statements and testimony, there is
some overlap and duplication of categories. In order to reflect as
much of the context of the agencies' comments as possible, little at-
tempt has been made to draw up a systematic table of mutually exclu.
sive Government information categories. The duplication is based on
the differences of perspective, emphasis, and context in the statements
of the various agencies.

The seven major categories of information in the table are: (1) Per-
sonnel records; (2) intra-agency and interagency internal opinions,
recommendations, and advice; (3) instructions to employees; (4) in-
vestigation information; (5) voluntarily reported information; (6)
business, financial data, and income tax information; and (7) foreign,
diplomatic, and international affairs information. Thes ecategones
which represent the general thrust of the Government objections to
S. 1666 were developed from the more or less specific examples given
during the testimony, or in the form of agency comments, to the Senate
subcommittee.

Under "Personnel records," for example, are listed medical records
of inmates, medical records of personnel in the Armed Forces, and
medical records of all Government personnel; general record; family,
financial, and salary information which can be found in Government
personnel files; character and reliability evaluations; aptitude test re-
sults; information gathered in Government recruitment of personnel;
physical examination records; efficiency ratings; personnel review files
memorandums on personnel; Veterans' Administration claims and
records.

Those specific and general examples of Government information
which Government witnesses felt were threatened by S. 1666 in the
category of "Instructions to employees," include instructions to in-
vestigators; directions to be used for contract negotiations; Govern-
ment examination questions and answers;,internal management direc-
tive, Internal Revenue Service manuals, and Secret Service files.
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"Intra-agency and interagency internal opinion, recommendations
and advice examples are staff views of investigations required by law
(such as investigators' views in airplane accident investigations) ;
procurement planning records; correspondence with other Govern-
ment agencies; votes in courts-martial, selection boards, and the like;
preparation for legislation and/or budget; internal opinion and advice
memorandums; intra-agency memorandums; catndid advisory papers;
correspondence and memorandums between agencies; attorney-client
confidence with the Government as client; litigation files; legal re-
search and advice; litigation regarding courts-martial; pending liti-
gation; and proposed and actual enforcement proceedings.

Investigation files Govern'ment witnesses thought threatened by S.
1666 include information leading to detection of violations; investiga-
tive activities; interviews in investigations; uncorroboratd and un-
evaluated information; investigatory techniques; preemployment in-
vestigation files; advice, communications, and intelligence regarding
possible orders to show cause; the names of informants and/or com-
plaintants; information derived by investigations required by law;
personnel investigations and employee authorizations.

Witnesses argued that voluntary reporting programs, would be
threatened by the passage of S. 1666 by revealing, their opinion;
lending and licensing information; statistics from commercialor in-
dustrial firms; complaints from the public; information on contract
bids; confidential information from private sources and medical and
other records of nonemployees.

Trouble in the business world as well as possible inefficiency in tax
collection would be the result of S. 1666, some Government agency
representatives claimed. They cited the following business, financial,
and income tax information which the bill would disclose prematurely:
trade secrets; lending and leasing policies; commodity market infor-
mation; interest rates and good transactions; support purchases; sci-
entific reports; the value of securities; patent applications and pro-
curement and/or disposal plans. Other areas of fKnancial information
which Government agencies felt threatened by S. 1666 include mat-
ters regarding financial institutions; tests made for private companies
by Government agencies; details of proposed transactions such asmergers acqisitions, financing plans; proxy files in corporate elec-
tions; internal revenue records not otherwise protected by specific
statute; information derived from administration of retail and excise
taxes; information on savings-bonds holders and Government secrets
in the production of currency.

A variety of foreign and diplomatic information Would be threat-
ened by S.. 1666, agency representatives claimed. These are: advice
'to the Preident on foreign air transportation; individual trade date;unclassified information fr6m foreign governments; information
tega"rdlig diplomatic, af airs; information f rom foreign banks.
in eaCh ofthe categories, agencies cited statutes authorizing con-

fidentiality which *wkesses felt Would either be overruled by, or at
least put in doubt by, S.A66,.

F9ach of the following tables covers one of the seven major cate.gories. A "X" in the column identifying specic information indi-
cates that the department or agency identified in the left-hand column
claimed that type of information should be exempt from disclosure.
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Instructions to employees

Instructions Directions Government Internal Internal ee reto for contract examination management Revenue Service plansinvestigators negotiations questions and directives Service for Pniden-
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ _ _ _answers manuals tialsafet

Executive departments:Dope CCr__te.. ...
Department of Commerce
Department of te ene ............. X
Department of Jus.ce ....Department of Stater ----.... -- ----
Department ofTesuy X x xIndpedent ageneies:

Civlderauics Board e--- --------------- ----------------- --------------
G.Sneral service -d iisrto -- - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - - - --

nederal CoMmercet mBod off Rev--. - -Federal Aonationsp CommissionL.... ...----Federal Home Loan Bankrd_ .....
Federal ReserveSystemn - -.......
Federal Trade Commiosion------------ - -General Services-Adminstton.. --------Interstate Commerce Commission --- -- ---------.---
Ntionsl Aeronatics and SpaceANational Mediation Board ----- --- --- ---------Post OMic eptmn -....-----
U.S. Railroad Retirement Board --- -----------_
Securities and Exchange Commission ---------------
Selective Service, System --.. ----...------------
T en ese Valley Authority -- -- - - -------------- -- ----Veterans! .diltation ------- .



(1) Intra- and inter-agency internal opinion, recommendations, advice

Staff Prelimi- votes Statutesviews of Procure- nary mem- Corre- aute hoPize prInvestiga- ment oranda spondence - or dsecotion planning and logs with other Courts- Selection Discharge Records In relevant con,den- adlorequired agencies martial boards review corrections agency tiaityf budgetboards boards record
Executive departments

_D p r m t O f g r i c u l t u r e - -_. .- --__ .

Department of Delene. X X XDepartment of the Interior....-Department Of Jstic_-- 
-____ ------- xDepartment ofate--. ... x

Departmen ofTr asury.independent sa: -X- x X
US. Atomleftr CommLssion.
U.&- CIvHl Serv M mlsoFederal Aviation Agenay ..... _
Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of ----

Review_. . .
Federal Com s Commi- " --

General Se----Adm-n--str n_ X--_ _ x_ -_ . ..
FederaTre cm Cosson_- .. ..

National Aeronautics and SpaceAdmlnlstati
National Mediation Board ------ -- ~-- -----

ities and Exchanp Comml-
Selective ServloSystem__....... -"

Veterans' Ad son.. " 7

See footnotes at end of table, p. 270.



(I) Intra- and inter-agency inteilnal opinion, recommendations, advice,-Continued

Execnutve~atet
Department of Alntr.....
Do-pwbtmnt of Commerce.
DePOCCImOtof Dehnu&--
Departmuent ofth Interio
DspgrtnlgnoLfStft___
Departinontof Stats.._

Indeelrt meowe

U.S. Civil Swrvic Commiuuion~.
Federal kvainAec-
Federal Coal Mine, 8afty Bard of
lederalomls

Federa Hoam on B Boerd-
Federa Reserv Syts.....

internal
ophd OD/
adv le
muemo-
randa

x

x

x

Intra-
agency
mnemo.-
randa,

I

I

_ i I t , T

Tn-agency
reports

Candid
advisory
papers

-- T-i I

x x

Corre-i

Memo-
randa,

between
ageientsLug clou 1 -

Attorney.-
client

condence
(Govern-
ment a

and advice

I

I

- I ------ I

x

-Ti------

I -

I

Liru

x _ _ _ _ _

x _ _

I - -- I ~ I *-'------ 'I .---------. I

I ____________ ---- ~1~
I .1 1 -

I

'.4

- 0

I I~--* I I I

5U.04&SUSC13b28U.S.C. 0). Pwg0.0,aWdAiwtaaxgo JBoad, 254 F. 2d ;14, 327-32 (CA-D.C. 1968; V..Rk V~. Adob~ie ProAdctSes,"TbeImem SttaW13 US.C 3M M49at Pr T.&6ave Abifa Cbp..258P.2 403,408 (C.A. 2, 186M.
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Invefigo iost informaion

Advice,

baedInvesti- ployzuent ndn-inform'- th. 'au- bnves ermn pa
Of aCUtiNite In inves- tech- tlgation egdig and/or mnaterials, confiden- reurd tlgatlo iaatluaa

camas

Dsvmuinkin /a
De-pmtmuitOf X
Department-Of -- .x ___IDpartmntft

Oumzetf ----- x x x x
x -..

- ---------- -- I
BdKOL, ---- --- - --MJ

x --

N&Ud Mediation,

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_ ---- ------ mmtmPost Offie -------- ,

V.Stuagroad A . - ---- --x
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Voluntarily reported

Statistics Confidential Medical andn n fromco complaints Informationotherreodsinf~mst~n mercial or7o aleenr from private and financil of non-industrial bids so res Inimto employeesfirms

departments:I Iof &gtutue. rq

_eparment of the In ._e-r o X
Department 01 Justice .......... X XXDePartm--to-Stat .... . ------------
D et Of Treasury..----------------------------------

cii a Aww ----- ------------- --------------- -------------- -------- ---- -Fedral Aviatm Ag W - - - - -... --------- .--------.--------....-----

Federal Con ,m _m C om m iss in ..... ....
Federal Hom Loan Bank Board. .................----------- - -------------.-------------- - W----.Federal ReserveSystem .. .. -- -------------- -------------- - -Feded r ade - lomdinstron 

-
----------- -------------- --Gaona Servi ufr pcesAd !------------------- ----- --- ---interstate commerce - ------ --- -- -- --- -- ------------ ----- - --

_1t on Aer n utc and Space A ~ o ----------. -- --- -- .. .... ..-- - --- ---- --- ----
Natond MediationBoard. --------------...... .---------- - -------- ------------ - --------Post Office Deprtment -------------------- - - ---------- - - --. ----------------------Bor 

. - .
U.S. Railrad Retirement Board --------- - .......... ....... ... -------- -------------- ----------
Securites and E change Commission ..... "- --. --- - --.. ... ... . .._electve Service Syse ... . .. -.... . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .... ... .. . ..
Tennessee Valley Authority r ...............Veterans! -dt ,' , .. .... ..... ... ... .------.... --------



Business, financial data, income Ia= information

Executive apartments:Dprtmntof pi.o ...Department of I

Departmnt-of Defense-
Depsrtmentof the Interior ........
DepartmentofJue ........

Deiatmetof

CivJ1 Aerona tl
U.S. Civil Serv
Federal Aviatic
Federal Coal I

Review.
Federal Comm

sion.
Federal Home]
Federal Beern

Treasury
mewnergy Commission.....
/s Board-...... _
rI E nmmitmunn

Trade
secrets

statute
authorizes
confiden-

tiality
of record I

Possible
conflict

With
statutes

tiality 2

Protection from speculation andfor from special interests

Lendigand

leasing
policies

Commod-
Ity market
infarma-

tion

interest
rates,
gold
trans-

actions

Support

forei=ncurrencies

Records
on special
programs

I -----------
--- -- -- ----------- ---------- 

n Agency..........
wfine Safty Board of---------

niatosCommls- _ _ _ _

LoanBnkBow&---.
8 ystm..1 --_ _ --_------__---__---

General Serloes Adm n.
Interstate Commerce Commisson-....
National Aermautics and Space Ad-

National e Board---
Post OffLie Departrent n.
U.S. Raroad RetirementBor.
Securities and ange Co
Selective SerViCe Sysmtem___-,
Tennessee ValyAuhrt
Veterans' Admlsatln........

X X -- -- X X
-- -- - ---- -----

Review
copies of
s ientic
reports

Value of
securities

X

I l - I - ,~ ~~ ~~~~ ------ ---- - --- I.---.I.----

'1 UI .. ie.26USC 23 n 13a d3 ... 12

Patent
applica-

tions

x

X - -

-_______ ._______ -------. , ------- -. - - --- . ------ .--------. -- - ---- - - - . _ _ _

- ---- -- - -- - .. I~I_______
----- -. ---------- __ __
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Bussess, *aucj daft, *cWome tw information-Continued

Detaf of

an/dm-t = for private actions: regarding not pro. ministra- Business Savis production
corporate= tooeby tdonof ot activities bond oPOWlpans would pro- (nd e n specific taxes holders currency

p .,st tunnt s ute (retailers,and excise, etc.)
EgamtiT Imamt

Depsrtment Of De s e .....
D e p a ri to f a j - - _- - .... .

Debartientofth'i~ Trauy X- X-Inde en mdenaI ___ 
.__

.S. Civi Ser ce, Commdsoion..r.
Federal Aviation __ _ _ _ _ _-e- . _ __ _ - . - . - - -- _ _ _Federal Cal Mne= Board OfReiew-.. 

. .Federal Communiain Cmmfu - . . ..Federal Home L Boank rd.- X

General Servies MOmrL.
derst,_te __ -----.--
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SeletiveServes Sstem



Foreigni and diplomati: and iate natiena ff airs

Advising Undaulfied
Prukientoan Wnividad Ifarmatmon Diplomati Ford=g pmovi,~a

foegn* trade data frm fIgn aftlt banksw for nodla--Cata goenet nformaon ium

Dezivecl"o
Dptmt ofkpC4ulrur
Deputmt of Ddme- 

-Deviwtnmt of thl tw ------De~utinmt4ijuume ___ 
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x
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